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ADVERTISEMENT 

IN the years 1886 and 188r the author contributed a 

series of seven articles to the Atlantie Montldy, which 

bore the title of the present volume, and are in great 

part absorbed in it The book, bowever, is essentially 

new, as it- contains much more matter than the articles, 

and the chapters are eitber hitherto unpublished or re' 

written in a less desultory order. 

This work is not intended to be historical. It only 

~ professes to compare the French and English of the 

second half of the nineteenth century. 
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PREFACE 

IT may be taken as typical of the author'll intentions that 

he has felt uncertain which· of the two nationalities he 
would put first in the title, and that the question has heen 

decided by a -mere consideration . of euphony. If the 

reader cares to try the experiment of saying" English 

and Frencb," and H French and English" afterwards, he 
will find that the latter glides the more glibly from the 
tongue. There is a tonic accent ai the beginning of the 

word" English" and a dying away at the end of it which 

are very convenient in the last,word of a title. "French." 
on the other hand, comes to a dead stop, in a manner too 
abrupt to be agreeable. 

The supercilious critic will say that I am making over

much of a small matter, but he may allow me to explain 

why I put the Frenchmen first, lest I be accused of a lack 
of patriotism. This book has not, however, been written 

from a patriotic point of view; it is not simply an exposi
tion· of the follies and sins of another nation for the com

parative glorification of my own, neither is it an example 

of what Herbert Spencer has aptlycalled "anti-patriotism," 

which is the systematic setting down of one's own country-
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men by a comparison with the superior qualities of the 
foreigner. 

I should like to write with complete impartiality, if it 
were possible. I have at·· least written with the most 
sincere desire to be impartial, and that perhaps at the 
cost of some popularity in England, for certain English 
critics have told me that impartiality is not patriotic, and 
others have informed me of what I did not know before, 
namely, that I prefer the French to my own countrymen. 

It seems to me that the best patriotism does not con
sist in speaking evil of another country, but in endeavour
ing to serve one's own. There are many kinds of service. 

That of a writer is above all things to tell the truth and 
nof to deceive his countrymen even when they wish to be 
deceived. If he fai~ in veracity he is guilty of a kind of 
treachery to his own country by giving it erroneous ideas 
or fallacious information. Such treachery may become 
seIious when the subject of the volume is international. 
When public writers are' patriotic in the old narrow and 
perverse meaning of the term, that is to say, when they 
are full of gall and injustice, when they systematically 
treat the foreigner as a being who has neither rights, nor 
merits, nor feelings, then, whether intentionally or not, 
they are urging their own nation on the path that leads to 
war. When they endeavour to write truly and justly 
about the foreigner, with a due consideration for his dif
ferent position and a fair recognition of his rights and 
feelings, then they are favouring the growth of a con
ciliatory temper which, when a difficulty arises, will tend 
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to mutual con=ion and to the preservation of peace. 

Is it better or worse for England that she shonld maintain 

peaceful relations with her nearest neighbour, with that 

nation which, along with herself, has done most for liberty 

and light? That question may be answered by the eX
perience of seventy years. 

I have no illusions about friendship between nations

There ,.;n never be any firm friendship between England 

and France. and a momentary attachment would only 

cause me anxiety on attOUnt of the inevitable reactiolL 

All I hope for and aD that seems to me reaDy desirable 

is simply mutual consideratiolL Thai is possible, tkaI is 

attainable; in the higher minds of both countries (with a 

few exceptions) it eXists already_ H it existed generally 

in the people it would be enough to prevent bloodshed 

Any difliculty that arose between the two countries would 
be met in a rational temper and probably ooeJcome 

without leaving rancour behind it. This has actually 

been done on one or two recentoocasions with complete 

success, a result due to the high patriotism of the states

men on both sides. A lower and more vulgar patriotism 

would have aroused the passion of duuniNswu which 

puts an end to aD justice and reasoJL 

Whatever the spirit of justice may lead to in the 
correspondence of statesmen, it is a sad hindrance to 

effect in literature. I am fully aware of this, and know 
that, without justice, a more dashing and brilliant hook 
might easily have been"";ltm. JIISI"";ting does not 
amnse, but malevolence may be made extremely _-
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taming. What is less obvious is tbat justice often puts 

het' veto on those fine effects of simulated indignation 

which the literary advocate knows to be of such great 

professional utility. It is a fine thing to bave an oppor

tunity for condemning a whole nation in one terribly com· 

prehensive sentence. The literary moralist puts on his 

most dignified manner wben he can deplore the wicked· 

ness of thirty millions of human beings. It is ennobling 

to feel yourself hetter and greater than thirty millions, 

and the reader, too, bas a fine sense of superiority 

in being encoursged to look down upon such a multitude. 

Justice comes in and says, "But there are exceptions and 
they ought not to he passed over." "That may be," replies 

tbe Genius of Brilliant Literature, "but if I stop to con

sider tbese I shall lose all breadth of effect. Lights will 

creep into my black shadows and I shall no longer appal 

with gloom. I want the most telling oppositions. The in

terests of art take precedence over commonplace veracity." 

The foreigner may he effectually dealt with in one of 
two ways. He may be made to appear either ridiculous 

or wicked. The satire may he bumorous, or it may be 

bitter and severe. The French, with their lighter 

temperament, take pleasure in making the Englishmen 

absurd. The ~ng1ish, on their part, though by no means 
refusing themselves the satisfaction of laughing at tbeir 

neigbbours, are not disinclined to assume a loftier tone. 

It is not so much what is obviously ridiculous in Frencb 

people that repels as that which cannot he described 

without a graver reprobation. 
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And yet, delightful as may be the pleasures of malice 

and uncharitableness, they must always be alloyed by the 

secret misgiving that the foreigner may possibly, in reality, 
not be quite so faulty as we describe him and as we wish 

him to be. But the pleasure of knowing the truth for 

its own sake, when there is no malice, is a satisfaction 

without any other alloy than the regret tbat men should 

be no better than they are. 

One of my objects in this book has been to show real 

resemblances under an appearance of diversity. Not 

only do nations deceive themselves by names, bnt they 

seem anxious to deceive themselves and unwilling to be 

undeceived. For example, in the matter of Government, 

there is the deceptive use of the words" Monarchy" and 
If Republic." When we are told, for the sak,e of contrast, 

that England is a Monarchy and France a Republic, ifis 
impossible, of course, to ~eny that the statement is 
nominally accurate, buHt conveys, and is disingenuously 

intended to convey, an idea of opposition that does not 
correspond with the reality. The truth is that both 

countries have essentially the same system of Government 

In both we find a predominant Legislative Cbamber, with 
a Cabinet responsible to that Chamber, and existing by no 
other tenure than the support of a precarious majority. 
The Chamber in both countries is elected by the people, 
with this difference, tbat in France the suffrage is universal 

and in England very nearly universal. In short, the 
degree of difference that there is does not justify the use 

of terms which would be accurate if applied to countries 
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so politically opposite as Russia and the U oited States. 
Again, in the matter of. religion, to say that France 
is U Catholic II and England U ProteStant» conveys a far 

stronger idea of difference than that which would answer 

to the true state of the case. In each country we find 
a dominant Orthodoxy, the Church of the aristocracy, 
with its hierarchy of prelates and other dignitaries; and 
under the shadow of the Orthodoxy, like little trees under 
a big one, we find minor Protestant sects that' have no 

prelates, and also tolerated Jews and unbelievers. Stated 
in this way the real similarity of the two cases becomes 
much more apparent, the most important difference 
(usually passed over in silence) being tbat -co-establish· 
ment exists in France for two Protestant sects and for 

the Jew., whilst it does not exist in ~ngland. 
It is an obstacle to accurate thinking when differences 

are made to appear greater than they are by the use of 
misleading Ianguage.1 France and England are, no 
doubt, very different, as two entirely independent nations 
are sure to be, especially when there is a marked diversity 
of race, but the distance between them is perpetually 
varying: I hope to show in this volume how they approach 

to and recede from each other. The present tendency is 

I Here is an instance of misleading by mistranslation. The 
English newspapers speak or- Parisian II Communists JI when tbey 
ought to say Communards. A Communist is a Socialist of a 
particular kind, who wants to have goods in common after the fashion 
of the early Christians. A Communard is a person who wishes for 
an extreme developmeDt of local govemmenL He thinks that the 
Commune (something like a township) ought to have more autonomy 
-be more independent of the State. M. Charles Beslay, an old 
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strongly towards likeness, as, for example, in the adoption 
by the English of the closure and county councils, which 
are both French institutions '; and it might safely be 

predicted. that the French and English peoples will be 
more like each other· in the future than they are now. 

Democracy in politics and the recognition of complete 
liberty of conscience, both positive and negative, in 
religion, will be common to both countries. Even in_ 
matters of custom there is a perceptible approach, not to 
identity, but to a nearer degree of similarity. The 
chauvinist spirit in both countries recognises, this 
unwillingly. A nobler patriotism may see in it some 
ground of hope for a better international understanding. 

As it is unpleasant for an author to see his opinions 
misrepresented, I may be permitted to say that in politics 
I am a pure "Opportunist," believing that the best 
GOvernment is that which 'is best suited to the present 
condition of " nation, though another might be ideally 
superior. When a country is left to itself a natural law 
produces the sort of Government which answers for the 
time. I look upon all Governments whatever as merely . 
temporary and provisional expedients, usually of an un· 

o 

friend of mine. became a Communard and was Governor of the Bank 
of France under the Commune. He was a most upright and 
honourable gentleman, and so far from being a Communist that he 
defended the treasure of the Bank of France tbroughout the civil war 
of 1871.and ~.fterwards handed it over intact to the proper authorities. 
I do DOt accuse English journalists of intentional dishonesty in this 
case; there is no English equivalent for Communard, the Dearest 

English rendering would be IMtnUAip ~,,"Ik'lIIatl. 
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satisfactory character, their very imperfection being a sort 

o( quality, as it reconciles men to the inevitahle change. 

To make a comparison far more sublime than our poorly

contrived political systems deserve, they are moving like 

the sun with all his «JrlIge of planets towards a goal that 
is utterly unknown. Or it is possible tbat there may be 

no goal whatever before us, but only unending motion. 

The experimental temper of our own age is preparing, 

almost unconsciously, (or an unseen and unimaginable 

(uture. It is our vain desire to penetrate the secret of 

tbat future that makes all our experiments so interesting 
to us. France has been the great experimental laboratory 

during the last hundred years, but England is now almost 

equally venturesome, and is likely, before long, to become 
the more interesting nation of the two. 

I believe Parliamentary Government to ·be the only 
• system possible and practicable in England and FranCe 

at the present day. I believe this without illusion and 
without enthusiasm. The parliamentary system is so 

imperfect that it works slowly and clumsily in England, 

whilst in France it can hardly be made to work at aIL 
With two parties the prize of succession is offered to the 

• 
. most eloquent (ault-finder, with three a Cabinet has not 

vitality enough for bare existence. At the present moment 

the English Parliament inspires but little respect and the 

French no respect whatever. Still';e are parliamentarians, 

not (or the love of long speeches in the House, but from a 

desire to preserve popular liberty outside ofit. Thedistinc

tion here between England and France is that in France 
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every parliamentarian is of necessity a republican, a freely

elected parliament being incompatible with monarchy in 

that country, whereas in England Queen Victoria, unlike 

her predecessor Charles I., has made it possible for her 
subjects to be parliamentarians and royalists at the same 

time. 
In the variety of national and religious antipathies we 

sometimes meet with strange 'anomalies. Whenever 
there is any conflict between French Catholics and French 

Freethinkers the sympathy of all but a very few English 

people is assured to the Catholics beforehand, without 
any examination into the merits of the case, and the case 
itself is likely to be stated in England in such a manner 

as to command sympathy for the Catholics. This is 

remarkable in a country which is, on the whole, Protestant, 
. as the very existence of the French Protestants (in them

selves a defenceless minority) is due to the protection of 

the Freethinkers. Without that strictly neutral protection 

Protestant worship would no more be tolerated in France 
than it was in the city of Rome when the Popes had 

authority there. I may also remind the English reader 

that if genuine Catholics were to become masters of 

England aU Protestant places of worship would be shut 
up, and the Anglica~ sovereign would have the alternative 

of Henri IV, whilst the heaviest political and municipal 
disabilities would weigh upon all who did not go to con

fession and hear mass. On tbe other hand, if Freethinkers, 
such as the present generation of French politicians, were 
masters of England, the worst evil to be apprehended 
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would be the impartial treatment of all religions, either by , 
c"-establishment as in France, or by disestablishment as 

in Ireland. Tbe bisbops might be disinissed from the 

House o( Lords, but the bishops and clergy of all faiths 

would be eligible for the House of Commons, as tbey are 

for the Chamber orDeputies. 

It is now quite a commonly-receiv~d opinion in 
England that religion is .. odiously and senselessly per
secuted" in France, but nothing is Said against the 

Italian Government (or its treatment of the monastic 

orders. Neither does it occur to English writers that 

tbis is a case o( a mote in the neighbour's eye and a 

beam in one's own. The Catholic Church has been 

robbed and pillaged by the French secular power, which 

allows her nearly two millions sterling a year in compen

sation, and keeps the diocesan edifices in excellent repair. 

Tbe Catholic Church has been robbed and pillaged by 

the Englisb secular power, which repairs none oJ" her 

buildings and allows her nothing a year in compensation. 
In France tbe Jewish and Dissenting clergy are paid by 
the .. persecuting" State, in England they get nothing 

from the State. Catholic street processions are forbidden 
in many of the French towns; in England they are 

tolerated in noile. In France a Catholic may be the 

head of the State; in England he is excluded from that 
position by law. The French Government maintains 

diplomatic relations ",ith lbe Holy See; a Nuncio is not 

received at the Court o( S~ James's. 

Tbe French Government is described as persecuting 
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and tyrannical because it has sent pretenders into exile 
after tolerating them for sixteen years. The English 
Government never tolerated pretenders at all, but kept 
them in exile from first to last-the last being their final 

extinction on foreign soil. 
Another very curious and unfortunate anomaly is the 

instinctive opposition of French Republicans to England. 
It exists in degrees exactly proportioned to the degree of 
democratic passion in the Frenchman. When he is a 
moderate Republican he dislikes England moderately, a 

strong Republican usually hates her, and a r.jdical 
Republican detests her. These feelings are quite outside 
of the domain of reason. England is nominally 
monarchical, it is true, but in reality, as every intelligent 
Frenchman ought to know, she has set the example of 
free institutions. 

An hypothesis that may explain such anomalies as 
these, is that the ancient national antipathy which our 
fathers e,xpressed in bloodshed has now, in each nation, 
taken the form of jealousy of the other's progress, so that 
although each enjoys freedom for herself sbe can never 
quite approve of it in her neighbour. There is also the 
well-known dislike to neutrals which in times of bitter 
contention intensifies itself into a hatred even stronger 
than the batred of the enemy. The French Freethinker, 
is a neutral between hostile religions, and the English 
lover of political liberty is regarded as a sort of neutral 
by Frenchmen, since he has neitber the virulence of the 
inlrans"geanl nor the vindictiveness of the riaelionna''''e. 
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In concluding this Preface I wish to say a few words 
about nationality in ideas. 

The purity of nationality in a man's ideas is only com· 
patible with pure ignorance. . An English agricultural 
labourer may be purely English. The gentleman's son 
who learns Latin and Greek becomes partly latinised and 
partly hellenised; if he learns to speak French at all well 
he becomes, so far, gallicised. To preserve the pure 
English quality you must exclude everything that is not 
English from education. You must exclude even the 
natura! sciences and the fine arts, as they have been built 
up with the aid of foreigners and constantly lead to the 
study of foreign works. These things do not belong to a 
nation but to the civilised world, and England, as Rebecca 
said in Ivan"". is not the world Her men of science 

quote foreign authorities continualiy, her painters and 
musicians are nourished, (rom their earliest youth, on con- . 
tinental genius. 

But although it is impossible for an educated man to 
preserve the pUl"ity of his mental nationality, that is, its 
exclusive and insular character, although it is impossible 
for him to dwell in English ideas only when foreign ideas 
are equally accessible to him, the fact remains that the 
educated mind still includes far more of what is English 

, than the uneducated one. The man who is called .. half a 
foreigner" because he knows a foreign language may be 
more largely English than his critic. A rich man may 
hold foreign securities and yet, at the same time, have 
larger English investments than his poorer neighbour. 
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Even with regard to affection, there are Englishmen who 

love Italy far more passionately than I have ever loved 

France, yet they love England as if they had never 

quitted their native parish. 
The Sah'rday Review was once good enough to say 

that 1. am "courteously careful not to offend." It is 

satisfactory to be told that one has nice literary manners, 

but I have never consciously studied the art of avoiding 

offence, and in a book like thiS it does not seem possible' 

to avoid it People are more sensitive for their nation 

than they are even for themselves. They resent the 

simplest trutbs, though stated quite without malice, if 

they appear to be in the least unfavourable. One evening, 

at Victor Hugo's house in Paris, a few of his friends 

met, and the conversation turned by accident on a book 
of mine, Round my House, then recently published. 

Gambetta, who was present, was in a mood of protesta

tion because I had said that the French peasants were 

ignorant, and Victor Hugo was inclined to take their 

part. The sentiment of patriotism was very ardent and 

sensitive in Gambetta, so he could not allow a foreigner 

to say anything that seemed unfavourable to France. Yet 

the French themselves have shown that they were aware 

of the ignorance prevalent in their own country by their 
praiseworthy efforts to remedy it. 
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EDUCATION 



CHAPTER I 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

IN England there is not much physical education of a Not mud> 
rormal 

formal and methodical nature; the English are not re- Ph~'i,.t 

hi ' I .. d th Tnunmg marka e lor a ove of gymnastIc exerclSes, an ey in Epgland. 
seldom train or develop the hody scientifically except 
when they prepare themselves for boat races. In saying 
this I leave out of consideration the small class of 
professional athletes, which is not numerous enough to 
affect the nation generally. It has been said, and by a 
French author, that of all modern races the English· 
come neares~ in the physical life, to the existence of the 
ancient Greeks. The difference, however, between the 
modern English and the Greeks of classic antiquity is Eng''''' ond 

G= .... mainly in this, that the Greeks were a systematically 
trained people and the English are not. 

Still, the English are a remarkably active people, and A,tivi'y 0/ 
the Enllish. 

they owe their activity chiefly to a love of rural amuse-
ments and of the open air. Thus, in an informal manner, 
they get a kind of unscientific training which is of 
·immense advantage to their health and vigour. A Th .... 

!!:niu'u criticism of this irregular training (which is not mine, as Training. 

'IE B 
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it comes from a scientific gymnast) affirms that it 
develops the legs better than the arms and chest, and 
that although it increases strength it does not much 
cultivate suppleness. According to scientific opinion, 
more might be made of the English people if they took 
as much interest in gymnastic training as they do in their 

Adwntageof active amusements. The advantage of these amuse_IS. ments is that they divert the mind, and so in tum have a 
healthy inftuence on the body, independently of muscular 
exertion. 

Pro(""" 
Clifford. 

Choiee or 
Physi~ 
PursuU.t. 

. .wordsworth. 
Sao ... 
Hyron. . 

There are exceptions to the usual English indifference 
about gymnastics, and it may happen that the lover of 
gymnastics cares less than others for the usual English 
sports. This was the case with Professor Clifford. His 
biographer says: "At school he showed little taste for the 
ordinary games, but made himself proficient in gymnas-
tics; a pursuit which at Cambridge he carried out, in 
fellowship with a few like-minded companions,' not only 
into the performance of the most difficult feats habitual 
to the gymnasium, but into the invention of other new 
and adventurous ones. His accomplishments of this 
kind were tbe only ones in which he ever manifested 
pride." 

Many distinguished Englishmen have had some 
favourite physical amusement that we associate with 
their names. It is almost a part of an Englishman'S 
nature to select a physical pursuit and make it especially 
his own. His countrymen like him the better for having 
a taste of this kind. Mr. Gladstone's practised -skill in 
tree-felling is a belp to his popularity. The readers of 
Wordsworth, Scott, and Byron, all remember that the 

1 Observe that the like-minded companions were cc few. n 
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first was a pedestrian, the second a keen sportsman, and 
the third the best swimmer of his time. The readers of 
Keats are sorry for the ill-health that spoiled the Jatter K", ... 

years of his short life, but they remember with satis
faction that the ethereal poet was once muscular enough 
to administer "a severe drubbing to a butcher whom he 
caught beating a little boy, to the enthusiastic admiration 
of a crowd of bystanders." Shelley's name is associated Sholl". 

for ever with his love of boating and its disastrous 
ending. In our own day, when we learn something 
about the private Jife of our celebrated contemporaries, 
we have a satisfaction in knowing that they enjoy ~ome 
physical recreation, as, for example, that Tyndall is.a Tyndall. 

mountaineer, Millais a grouse~shooter, John Bright a Mi.llais. 

sal fih d ·· hara .. fh' fDnahL mOD- s er j an It 1S C ctenstic 0 t e mveteracy 0 
English physical habits that Mr. Fawcett should have 
gone on riding and skating after he was blind, and that 
Anthony Trollope was still passionately fond of fox- T .. Uope. 

hunting when he was old and heavy and could hardly 
see. The English have such a respect for physical 
energy that they still remember with pleasure how 
Palmerston hunted in his old age, and how, almost to the PaJmontop, 

last, he would go down to Epsom on horseback. There 
'was a little difficulty about getting him into the saddle, 
but, once there, he was safe till the end of his journey. 

Cricket and boating are the trainers of English youth, Cricl<" an' -. and foreigners, when they visit Eton, are astonished at 
the important place assigned to these two pursuits. It is 
always amusing to an Englishman to read the descriptions 
of the national game by.which French writers attempt 
(of course without success) to make it intelligible to their 
countrymen. These descriptions are generally erroneous, 
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occasionally collect, but inoariably as much from tbe 
outside as if tbe writer were describing tbe gambols of 
strange animals Whilst Englisb and French have 
billiards and many otber games in common, cricket re
mains exclusively and peculiarly Englisb. It cannot be 
acclimatised in FJaIlce. I believe that some feeble 
attempts have been made, but witbout result. The 
game could not be played in tbe gravelledcoorts of 
French lyda, under a hundred windows, bot this diffi
culty would be overcome if tbere were any natural genius 
for cricket in tbe French JaCe. A few of tbe lyda are in 
large to...... and far from possible cricket fields; tbe 
majority are in small towns, not a mile from pastore 
and meadow. The French seem to believe that an 
English youtbs deligbt in tbe national game, but that is a 
foreigner's generalisation. Some English boys dislike it, 
and play ouiy to please otbers, or because it is tbe fashion 
amongst boys. However, most English boys have gone 
through the tJaining of cricket, tbough many give it up 
when tbey abandon Latin. It is oseful because it does 
not exercise tbe legs ouiy, like walking. or tbe anus and 
chest ouiy, like rowing, but all tbe body. 

The French would have had a tolerable equivalent for 
cricket if tbey had kept up their own fine national game 
of tennis. Unfortunately tbe costliness of tennis<ourts 
has caused tbe abandonment nf tbe game, and this is tbe 
more to be regretted ~ tbe French system of education 
in large public schools might have harmooised SO c0n

veniently witb it. Field tennis, the parent of modem 
English lawn tennis, might have been kept up in the 
country. The present French lendenc:y in exercises is 
towards gymnastics and military driJL No one wbo has 
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observed the two peoples closely can doubt that the 
French have more natural affinity for gymnastics than the F",,'" 

Affinity (or 
English. This may be due in part to their less lively Gym"uti ... 

interest in "physical amusements. "Not being so ready to 
amuse themselves freely in active pastimes, they are more 
ready to accept gymnastics as a discipline' As for 
military drill, it is more and more imposed upon the N:lli.tary 
French by the military situation in Europe, so that they 
would practise it whether they liked it or not; stil~ it is 
certain that they have a natural liking and aptitude 
for military exercises. The authorittes who have directed 
public education in France in the middle of the nineteenth 
century have treated physical exercise with such complete 
negleet that a reaction is now setting in. It may be 
doubted whether in any age or country the .brain has 
been worked with such complete disregard of the body 
as in France from J830 to 1870. An observer may see 
the consequences of that absurd education even now in Conse. 

th ·ff ld I h k h ... h ."",",.f , e sb e er y men w 0 never new w at- activity IS, t e Neglect. 

men who cannot get into a boat quickly or safely, who 
never mounted a horse, and who take curious precauti0!ls 
in getting down from a carriage. The present generation 
is more active-the effects of gymnastics are beginning to 
telL The comprehensive conscription, which imposes mili- Military 

Es:ercises. 
tary exercises on almost every valid citizen, has also been, 
and will be still more in the future, a great bodily benefit 

1 It is curious that the French tYmnastie societies should be 
nther disCC'Uraged by the Church, as giviog too much attention to 
the body. I have seen formal expressions of clerical disapproba
tion. There mny be some other reason. Everything has a political 
colour in France, and I believe that the gymnastic societi~ now 
very numerous, are mainly republican. 
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to the French race. The maintenance of duelling in 
France, after its abandonment in England, gives the 
French a certain advantage in the habitual practice of 
fencing, which is learned seriously, as men only learn those 
things on which living or life may one day depend I 
need not expatiate on the merits of fencing as an 
exercise. It increases both .strength and grace, as it is at 
the same time extremely fatiguing and exacting with 
regard to posture and attitude. I am inclined to believe 
that fencing is the finest exercise known. 

In ordinary pedestrianism there is not much difference 
between the two countries except in the female sex, and 
there it is strongly marked Englishwomen who have 
leisure walk perhaps three or four times as much as 
Frenchwojllen in the same position. Young men in botb 
countries may be equally good walkers if they have the 
advantage of rural lire. The French peasants are slow 
pedestrians but remarkably enduring; they will go forty 
or fifty miles in the twenty-four hours, being .out all night, 
and think nothing of it- Riding on borsehack is much 
more practised in England; the economy of the carriage, 
by which one horse can transport several persons, and 
the excellent modem roads, bad almost killed equestrian
ism in France, but now there are some signs of a revival 
Here, too, the large national army has an· excellent in
fluence. Great numbers of Frencbmen learn to ride in 
the cavalry and artillery, and the captains of infantry are 
alI mounted. Tbere is not, in France, the most valuable 
training of all, that of riding to hounds in the English 
sense; and therefore it is prohable that England could 
produce a far greater number of horsemen able to leap 
well A. for style in riding, that is a matter of taste, and 
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national ideas differ. The French style is derived chie1ly 
from military examples, the English indirectly from the 
hunting-field. 

False ideals of dignity are very inimical to effective !'c'l;.Id<als 
bodily exercise. A foolish notion that it is more dignified ' .... "'. 
to be seen in a carriage than on horseback, has deprived 
all French ecclesiastics of the use of the' saddle. Their Fnmcl> 

Ecdcsiastics. 
modes of locomotion are settled by a fixed rule; they 
may walk (generally with the breviary in their hands, 
which they read whilst walking), and the poor cure may 
now keep a small pony carriage. A bishop must always 
ride in a close carriage drawn by a pair of horses.. A 
cure may drive himself; a bishop may not drive. In 
England these rules are not so strict, as the clergy are not 
so widely different from the laity. The English clergy
man may ride on horseback and be active in other ways j 
still, there is a prejudice even in England. against too 
much healthy activity in clergymen. Being on a visit to 
a vicar in the. north of England, I found that he possessed 
a complete apparatus for archery. '" That is a good thing 
for you," I said; but he looked melancholy, and answered, 
"It would be if my parishioners permitted the use of it, 
but they talked so much that I was forced to give up 
archery. They considered it unbecoming in a clergyman, 
who ought to be attending to his parish. Had I spent 
the same time over a decanter of port wine in my dining
room they would have raised no objection." The same 
clergyman was fond of leaping, but indulged that passion 
in secret, as if it had been a sin. Still, these prejudices 
are stronger in France. I never saw a French priest 
shoot, or hunt, or row in a boat. It cannot be the 
cruelty of shooting and hunting which prevents him, as 

E.J:ercises 
~nniucd to 
English 
Cle.gymen. 
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he is allowed to fish with hooks; it is simply the activity 
of the manlier sports that excites disapprobation. All 
Frenchmen who care for their dignity avoid velocipedes 
of all kinds; which are used only by young men, who are 
generally in the middle class, such as clerks and shop
keepers' assistants. In England, where the prejudice 
against activity is not so strong, velocipedes are often' 
used by rather elderly gentlemen, who are not ashamed 
of being active. 

There was formerly an intense prejudice against boat,ing 
in France. It was considered low, and even immoral, 
being inextricably associated in the popular mind with 
excursions in the worst possible feminine society. No
body in those days understood that sailing and rowing 
could both be refined and pure pleasures. The tirst book 
published on amateur boating in France appeared to 
authorise th~e prejudices by its own intense vulgarity. 
Since then boating has gained in dignity, and there are 
now regattas at most of the river·side towns, with beauti
fully constructed boats and perfectly respect.,ble crews. 
The whole tone of the pursuit has changed; it has got 
rid of vulgar pleasantry, and has become scientific, an 
improvemel1t greatly helped by the excellent scientific 
review I.e YQ(nt Many French boating men have heen 
led by their pursuit to a thorough study of construction 
and nautical qualities. The only objection I have to 
make to French boating as it exists to-day, is that it 
seems too dependent on the stimulus of regattas, and 
carried OD too exclusively with that object. The best 
lover of boating follows it for itself, as a lover of reading 
does not read only for a degree. 

Although tbe French are now little, if at all, inferior to 
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the English either in rowing or sailing, the taste for these TM'! rM 

pursuitS is limited to comparatively few persons in France. l:i::giD 
F~ 

H such a marvelloUsly ·perfect river as the Saone existed 
in England it would swarm with pleasure craft of all 
kinds, but as it happens to be in France you may travel 
upon it all day without seeing one white sail. There are, 
however, three or four regatta clubs with excellent boats. F_h 

I know one Frenchman who delights in possessing ~~ 
sailing vessels, but never uses them, and I remember a 
yachtsman whose ship floated idly on the water from one 
regatta to another. Now and then you meet with the 
genuine nautical passion in all its strength, with the con- ~~tieal 

sequence that it is perfectly unintelligible to all wise and 
dignified citizens. 

Swimming is much more cultivated and practised in Swimmiag. 

France than in England. This is probably due in some 
degree to the hot French summers, which warm the water 
so thoroughly that one may remain in it a long time with
out chill All along the Saone the boys learn swimming 
at a very early age. It is the boast of the village of Sl 
Laurent, opposite Macon, that every male can swim. 
Ask one of the villagers if he is a swimmer, and he does p,",",,~~ ors - . 
not answer U Yes,» but smiles significantly, and says, "Jt in F~ 
ntis tk SI. humml.» Wherever a river provides a deep 
pool it is used as a swimming bath. In England the ~i':."t.':.".. 
accomplishment is much more rare, and is usually con-
fined In the middle and upper classes, especially in the 
rural districts. When we read in the newspaper that an 
English boat has capsized we always expect to find that 
most of the occupants were unable to swim and sank to 
rise no more. Amongst English sailors the art seems to 
be nearly unknown, and they have even ·a prejudice 
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against it as tending to prolong the agonies of drowning. 
In the female sex, also, France takes the -lead by the 
number of ladies who can swim a little, though they have 
not a Miss Beckwith amongst them, any more than 
Frenchmen can produce a Captain Webb. It is char
acteristic of England, with her vigorous race, to produce' 
the finest and strongest swimmers, though her general 
average is so deplorably low. One English family may 
be long remembered, that of Vice-Chancellor Shadwell, 
who progressed grandly in the Thames, followed by his . 
nine sons. 

Dai.cln.. . Dancing used to be an essentially French exercise, 
and as it was much practised in the open air it was con
ducive to' healthy activity. The best kind of dancing 
was that which used to bring together a few peasant 
families in the summer evenings. The reader observes 
that I am speaking of the past In the present day 
dancing of that kind seems to be almost entirely 
ahandoned. Unhealthy dancing in small crowded rooms 
is practised to some extent by the middle classes. As 
for the bats pub/ks, the fewer of them there are the 
better. In obvious ways, and in ways that I can only 
hint at, they are injurious to the public health. 

Fidd s...... In field sports the chief difference between Frimce and 
. tngland is not a difference of taste for sport itself, but 
a difference in game-preserving. In. England this is 
carried to the utmost perfection by the most artificial 
means and at enormous cost; in France this is done 
only on a few estates, and ordinary game-preserving is 
very lax and very economical. Often it is merely 
nominal. Some man with another occupation is sup
posed to be the gard" and he walks Over the estate 
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occasion3ny with a gun, killing a hare or a partridge for 
his private use, and seldom arresting a poacher. Still, 
the shootings are supposed to he worth something, as 
they are let, though at low prices. The English believe 
that. there is no game at all in France, except a few 
partridges; and they might quote French humorists in 
support of this opinion, as they bave laughed at the 

. Parisian sportsman and his empty bags from time imme
morial. However, as this is not p. comic account, but an 
attempt to tell the truth, I may say that for several years Shootmg;' 

my sons kept my larder very fairly supplied with game in F""",," 

the shooting season, including hares, partridges, wood· 
cocks, snipes, and wild ducks. The neigbbouring squires 
occasionally kill a deer or a wild boar, and one nobleman 
bas killed many wild boar.;, some of them magnificent 
beasts. As a role, a French sportsman wa11ts much for Gam<_ 0=_ 
little game, and is bimself quite aware that the game is aboodaDt. 

a mere pretext; the exercise is the real object. If the 
English reader thinks this ridiculous, I may remind him 
that English fox-bunting is an application of the same 
principle. A bundred horsemen follow a single fox, and 
when he is killed they do not even eat bim.' 

There is nothing that resembles English hunting in F~ 
France. French hunting is pretty and picturesque, with HUD_. 

some remnant of old-world costume and ceremonial, and 
it affords some exercise in riding about the roads through 
the dense forests, but as a training in horsemanship it is 

1 A Freoch friend of one of my SODS was invited to shoot. at 
Ferrieres, on the preserves of Baron Rothschild, but he said he SOOD 

had enough of it, as the game was so abundant that the interest in the 
pursuit of it was eD~ly destroyed. He compared it, as aD amuse
ment, with the shooting or fowls in • poultry JUd. 
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not comparable to such hunting as I have witnessed in 
Yorkshire. French farmers and· peasant proprietors 
would never permit a regiment of gentlemen to spoil their 
fences; that can only be done in a very aristocratic 
country. 

As to the physical life, both England and France 
present the same contrasts, but they are more striking in 
England There you have an active and vigorous upper 
class much enjoying th~ open air, and a lower class in 
the big towns living without either pure air or healthy 
exercise. The physical quality of the race is well main
tained, and even improved, at one end of the scale, and 
deteriorated at the other. Unfortunately the cJass which 
deteriorates, the lowest urban class, is not only the more 
numerous, but also reckless in reproduction, so that its 
power for degradation is greater than the aristocratic 

The d..... conservative or improving power. The ideal would be a 
able Ideal. 

. whole nation physically equal to the English aristocraq. 
That aristocracy has undoubtedly set the example of 
healthy living, but the objection is that its fine health 

Appua"" or costs too much. With its immenSe apparatus of guns, 
.heEng'"" h dh· f·· Arioto<ncy. yac ts, an orses, Its great army 0 servants, Its extenSIve 

Access to 
Natural 
Beauty. 

playgrounds, the aristocracy sets an example that cannot 
be followed by the poor man, shut up in the atmosphere 
of a factory all day and sleeping in an iII-drained street 
at night. The rich have another immense advantage in 
the free access to natural beauty, which is favourable to 
cheerfulness and therefore indirectly to health. The 
ancient Greeks, who led the perfect physical life, were 
surrounded by noble scenery, glorious in colour. Com
pare the foul sky and spoilt landscape of Manchester 
with the purple hills, brilliant sunlight, wondrously clear 
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atmosphere, and waters of inte!,sest azure, that surrounded 
the City of the Violet Crown I ~ 

Putting aside the aristocracies of both countries, which 
may live as healthily as they please, let us examine the 
state of the middle classes and the common people. The 
middle classes in both take ~nsutlicient out-door exercise, 
their occupations are too confining and too sedentary, 
they stiffen prematurely, and after that are fit for nothing 
but formal walks. Their physical life is lower than that 
of the aristocracy and lower than that of the agricultural 
population. The two greatest blessings in our time for 
the English of the middle class have been velocipedes and 
volunteering. France has one advantage over England in 

English and 
French 
Middle 
cw.c.. 

the numbers of the peasant class, which leads a healthy and p_ 

active life, though its activity is of a slow and plodding 
kind The factory population, proportionally much larger Factmy 

Populatioo. 
in England, is more unfavourably situated It under-
goes wasting fatigue in bad over-heated air, but it does 
not get real exercise; consequently, whilst the aristocracy 
keeps up its strength, the factory population deteriorates. 

A comparison of English and French physical qualities Com.,..;.o. 

leads to the following conclusions. The English are by ~'
nature incomparably the finer and handsomer race of the 
two; but their industrial system, and the increasing con
centration in large towns, are rapidly dimiuishing their 
collective superiority, though it still remains strikingly 
visible in the upper cJasses. The French are generally 
of small stature,' so' that a man' of middle height in 

1 There are some remarkable exceptions. It would be possible 
to form one French regiment of very fine men, but I doubt if there 
are enough for two regiments. Napoleon's CmI G~ were 
specimens. 
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England is a tall man in FIance, and French soldiers in 
their summer fatigue blouses look to an Englishman like 
boys. Still, though the ordinary Frenchman is short, he 
is often muscular and capable of bearing gleat fatigue, as 
a good pony will His shortness is mainly in the legs, 
yet he strides vigorously in Jharching. 

Tho Phyokal One cannot look to the physical future of either race 
Fu"'"''''....·th th . U I English and WI out e gravest 8JlXlety. n ess some means be 
~ found for arresting the decline caused by industrialism 

and the rapid using-up of life in large cities, it will ruin 
both races in course of time. Already the French 
physicians recognise a new type, sharp and sarcastic 
mentally, with visible physical inferiority, the special pro
duct of Paris. The general spread of a certain education 
is indisposing the French for that rural peasant life which 
was their source of national health, and the population of 
England is crowding into the. large towns. There are 
two grounds of hope, and only two. The first is the 
modem scientific spirit, with its louder and louder warn
ings against the neglect of the body; the second is the 
extension of military training, of which I sha\l have more 
to say in another chapter. 



CHAPTER II 

INTELLECTUAL EDUCATION 

ENGLAND and France have been governed, since the 
Renaissance, by the same ideas about intellectual educa
tion, though there have been certain ditferences in the 
application of these ideas. 

Educators in both countries bave persistently main
tained the incomparable superiority of Latin and Greek 
over modem languages, not only for their linguistic 
merits, but also on the ground that the literature en
shrined in them was infinitely superior to any modem 
literature whatever. French education insisted chiefly 
upon Latin. Frenchmen take "learning" to he 
e<juivalent to Latin. They call a man ;nslnlit when 
he has learned Latin, although he IJ!llY bave a very 
limited acquaintance with Greek, and they say that one 
a foit ties ltudes illco",p"'u when he has not taken 
his bachelor's degree, which implies that bachelors bave 
made ties IhuJes <ompltUs though they know Greek 
very imperfectly. 

In England Latin was considered necessary, but Greek 
was the great object of achievement. A" scholar," in 
England, means especially a Greek scholar. One may be 
a scholar without Hebrew or Arabic, but certainly not 

Latin .... 
G=k. 

Greek in 
England. 
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without Greek. The ordinary level of French attain
ment in Hellenic studies appears contemptible to the 
English of the learned eIass. 

However, the principle was the same in both countries, 
and may be expressed in terms applicable to both. That 
principle was the choice of an ancient language that could 
be taught authoritatively by the learned in each country. 
They can never teach a modem language in that 
authoritative way, as in modem languages their degree of 
accomplishment must always be inferior to that of the 
educated native. When the teacher assumes great dignity 
it is essential to its maintenance that be should be secure 
from this crushing rivalry, and this security can be given 
by an ancient language alone. Besides this professional 
consideration there is the effect of antiquity, and of a 
certain mystery, on the popular mind. So long as the 
people could be made to believe that a lofty and peculiar 
wisdom, not communicable in translations, wa& enshrined 
in Latin and Greek words, the learned were;sopposed to 
be in possession of mysterious intellectual advantages. 
There was even an hieratic quality in the dead languages. 
Closely connected with religion, they were the especial 
study of priests, ;pId communicated by them to the highest 
classes of the laity. They belonged to the two most 
powerful castes, the sacerdotal and the aristocratic. 
Even yet the French village priest not only says mass in 
Latin, but makes quotations in Latin from the Vulgate 
when preaching to illiterate peasants. He appeals in this 
way to that reverence for, and awe of, mysterious words 
which belongs io the uncultured man. He knows, but 
does not tell his humble audience, that the Vulgate is 
itself a translation, and that, were it not for the effect 
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of mystery, he might equally give the passage in 
French. 

In the same way a knowledge, or even a supposed 
knowledge, of Latin gave laymen an ascendency ov"l; the 
lower classes and over women in their own rank. It 
was easy for a Frenchman who mew no English to F=ch 

Contempt 
declare to a French audience equally ignorant that the fM Mod= 

Li.tcralura. 
whole vast range of English literature was not worthy of 
comparison with what has come down to us from ancient 
Rome. He could class English authors in the two 
categories of harbarians who knew nothing of antiquity 
and imitators who feebly attempted to copy its" in· 
imitable masterpieces. The only education worthy of the 
name was that which he himself possessed, and those 
literatures that he did not know were simply not worth 
knowing. 

The intensely conventional nature of these beliefs, sr.:.:<Drlon. 
both in France and England, may be proved by their 
mconsistency. It was laid down as a principle that a 
knowledge of ancient books through translations was not ,-.;". 

""". knowledge, yet at the same time the clergy, with very few 
exceptions, were dependent on translations for all they 
knew of the Old Testament, and few French laymen 
bad Greek enough even to read the Gospels. In either 
country you may pass for a learned man though destitute L<aming 

of any critical or historical knowledge of the literature of ,~ 
your native tongue. One may be a learned Englishman 
without knowing Anglo-Saxon, or a learned Frenchman 
though ignorant of the langue d'oil. 

The close of the nineteenth century is marked by Mod= 
T~ 

two tendencies that seem opposed yet are strictly con· 
sistent, being both the consequence of an increased desire 

c 
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for reality in education. One is a tendency to much 
greater thoroughness in classical studies themselves, and 
the other a tendency, every day more marked, to abandon 
those studies when true success is either not desired, 
or in the nature of things unattainable. The greater 
thoroughness of modem study is sufficiently proved by 
the better quality of the books which help the leamer, 
and the most remarkable point in the apparently con
tradictory condition of the modem mind is that the age 
which has perfected al\ the instruments for classical study 
is the first age since the Renaissance to propose seriously 
its general, though not universa~ abandonment. M. 
Raoul Frary, himself a scholar, has been so impressed 
by the present imperfection and incompleteness.of classi
cal studies that he has seriously proposed the abolition 
of Latin as a compulsory study for boys. "Only one 
thing,'" he says, .. could justify the crushing labour of 
beginning Latin, that would be the ful\ possession and 
entire enjoyment of the ancient masterpieces, and that 
is precisely what is wanting to the crowd of students. 
They leave school too soon, and the later years are too 
much crowded with work to allow any time for reading." 
For the same reason, the uselessness of partly learned 
Latin as an instrument of culture, Professor Seeley wisely 
proposes to defer the commencement of that study to the 
age of fourteen, ' and spend the time so gained on 

. English., Greek, I conclude, he would defer for two or 

1 U In that ," it may be objected, u boys who left school at . 
fou\teen would mi Latin altogether. n Yes. it is Professor Seeley'S 
desi~ that they "sho ld omit Latin, and those who left at sixteen 
would fmit Greek." c time so gained would be devoted to real 
c.lt.re tl\roogh Eoglish. 

"' 
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three years longer. Not only M. Frary, but some other 
Frenchmen who appreciate Greek for themselves, would 
exclude it entirely from the Iye;'s. " Amongst the young 
men," he says, U who come out of oUr colleges, not one 
in ten is able to read even an easy Greek author, not 
one in a hundred will take the trouble. We will not 
discuss the question whether our youth ought to cease 
to learn Greek. They do not learn it, the question is 
settled by the fact." 

With my deference on these questions to those who 
are accustomed to teaching, I have submitted. M. Frary's 
book (La Question till Lalin) to two or three masters in 
Iyms, and their answer to it is this. They say: "It is 
quite true that, considered as an acquisition, the Greek 
taught in lydes does not count, and though Latin is 
learned much betier the pupils gain a very small acquaint
ance with Latin literature, and that chiefly by fragments; 
nevertheless, ;e do unquestionably find that, as gymnastics, 
these studies cannot be replaced by anything else that 
we know of. There are now pupils who do not study 
Latin or Greek, and we. find that when they are brought 
into contact with the others 011 of,," subjects their in
telligence seems undeveloped and inflexible. It is 
difficult, and often impossible, to make them understand 
things that are plain to the classical students." 1 

1 Since the above paragraph was written I have consulted a very . 
able Profusnw de Facultl and Latin examiner on this Quest • .,,,, d,. 
LaJin. He says: n The young men who come up for examination 
have an imperfect knowledge of Latin, and the standard of attain· 
ment Calls lower and lower. The remedy that I should propose 
would be to reduce to fifteen the number of lye/a where Latin and 
Greek are taught. In those fifteen Iydes I would maiDtain a really 
high standard. of genuine scholarship. That would be sufficient for 

M .. 1aI 
GymnaSlic:s. 
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Here I leave this Quution au Latin, regretting only 
that the quickened intelligence of classical students should 
fail to master their own particular study. The value of 

Mod.m . modem languages, as a discipline, cannot easily be 
LaD ....... 

In Fl't'ocb 
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,ion. 

ascertained, because they are rarely studied in that spirit 
They have been systematically kept in a position of 
inferiority, by giving them insufficient time and by 
employing incompetent masters. They were established 
as a study in the French public schools by a royal 
ordinance, dated March 26, ,829, but M. Beljame 1 tells 
us that nothing was done to insure the competence of the 
teachers. These were picked up entirely by accident. 

. "The masters of those days were generally political exiles, 
and even the best educated amongst them had never 
previously thought of teaching. When they were French 
no better qualifications were required. A member of the 
University told me that he had had for teachers of English 
in the State schools, first, the town hatter, who had a 
business connection with England, then the cook from 
the best hotel, who had exercised his art on the other side 
the Channel. These gentlemen, were good enough to 
give some of their leisure moments to the University. 
No examination was required, either from foreigners or 
Frenchmen. Foreigners were supposed to know their 
language; as for the others, some functionary, usually 

• quite ignorant of every European tongue, put the question, 

aU the teal scholars tbat the country wants, and tben the tcaching in 
tbe ordinary /yeNs, being relieved of false pretension about Latin 
and Greek, might itself become genuine in other ways." 

1 In aD article in the RnNII InJVIf8Ii#ntJh tit I' E~1l 
Cor April IS. 1885. The article contains many interestiDg 
detaib. 
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• Do you know German?' or, • Do you know English?' 
The candidate answered 'Yes,' and received at once the 
necessary authorisation." Francisque Sarcey, in his 
SlJIroenirs de Jettn .. se, tells us that in his time the hour 
nominally devoted to English was passed at leap-frog, 
that being the traditional way of spending it. Even at 
the ieole NOn/lale the teaching of modem languages was 
entrusted to a pupi~ and if no pupil happened to possess 
a knowledge of English or German some teacher was 
sought elsewhere. 

These were the miserable beginnings. In the present 
year (1888) the study of modem languages is better 
established in France than in England. It is obligatory 
in secondary education. Teachers in the lye; .. are 
required to be either baelte!iers tS leflres .or to have a 
corresponding foreigu degree, and it is hoped that before 
long the licence es letlres (equivalent to the English master
ship) will be exacted. They have to pass a special 
linguistic examination for a certificate before they can 
teach in the /ycees. This examination is a serious test, 
but it is much less severe than the competitive trial for 
the agrfgation. The certificate gives the rank of a licenete, 
the agrfgahim that of a Fellow of the University. Every 
year the candidates are of a better class.' M. Beljame 
says that he knows thirty teachers of English who were 
already lim"ies, and amongst the candidates in 1884 
twelve had already taken that degree. In short, the 
teachers of modern languages are now rapidly assuming 
the same position in the University as the classical masters j 
and it is only just that they should do so, since they have 
the same general culture, and their special examinations 
are more searching. For example, the candidate for the 
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ogrigatiun has to lecture twice, before the examiners at the 
Sorbonneandin publie,onceinEnglish and once in French. 

In England the teachers of modem languages pass no 
eXaminations and have no dignity. . They are often re
quired to render services outside of their special work. 
They are wretchedly paid,. have no sort of equality with 
classical masters, and are considered to belong to an 
inferior grade. When they are foreigners they are looked 
upon as poor aliens. The belief that modem languages 
are easy, although erroneous, is against them, the truth 
being that the pupils do not gofar enough in these languages 
to become aware of the real difficulties. They think that 
Italian is easy, not knowing that there are two thousand 
inegular verbs, and they think that French is easy, not 
knowing that French boys, specially drilled and disciplined 
in their own tongue, have to be wary to avoid its pitfalls. 

The results of the improved teaching of modem 
languages have not yet had time to become visible in 
France. Teachers tell me that amongst their pupils a 
certain proportion show a natural taste and aptitude, and 
take heartily to their work.' The rest count for nothing, 

I The following is. genwllC English addrem from. pupils in a 
Parisian /yek to their master :-

.. My dear and respected Profesoor-I take the liberty olle!\l;!Y' 
iog the feelings of gratitude which animate us aU since we have been 
under your tutorship. 

n No doubt we have been lacking in zeal ancl attentioo, but we 
nevertheless appreciate fully the pains you have evidently takat for 
our benefit. We therw:fore assure J01l that if JOU. are DOt satisfied" 
we take the engagement to strive to do beeta hereafter; and)'Oll 
&hall see that we will be faithful to oar word. 

U We terminate with the desire that you will sincerely accept this 
as a tnJe testimonial of our real a&ction and respeet. It 

Cred;lable, though DOl faulO .... 
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and will retain only a limited vocabulary. In England 
some knowledge of mndem languages is, as yet, much 
more general, but it seldom reaches the degree of what 
can be seriously called "learning." The practical diffi
culty is that the unripe minds of young students, especi
ally of young ladies, are not ready for the strongest books, 
and they take no interest in the history and development ~ 
of a language, so they soon fa\\ hack upon the easy Dillieuh,. 

and amusing literature of the present, to the neglect of 
the great authors. That is the misfortune of modern 
languages as an intellectual pursuit. 

It very rarely happens that a reader of either nation- R ..... 

a1ity has any appreciation of the poetry of the oilier. ~ •• 
We may begin by setting aside that immense majority of Poc..,.. 

prosaic minds which exist in all countries, and for whom 
al1 poetry must be for ever unintelligible. After them 
come those lovers of poetry who enjoy rhyme but cannot 
hear the music of blank verse. The French are in that B\ookV ..... 

position with .regard to English poetry, though they claim 
an appreciation of blank verse in Horace and Virgil. 
Then, even in rhymed poetry, there remains the prodigious Rh,.... 

difficulty of pronunciation. Sound and feeling must gn 
together in poetry, but the foreigner rarely has the sound. 
And even if he could imitate sounds exactly there would 
still remain the lack of those early associations to which 
poets are constantly appealing, both by subtle allusion 
and by the affectionate choice of words. The foreigner, 
too, has a difficulty in gliding over the unimportant ex-
pletive phrases j they acquire too much consequence in E~etive 

P ....... 
his eyes. The conventionalisms of the art strike the 
foreigner too forcibly. When an Englishman, in.reading 
his own .language, fol1ows poetic ideas, a Frenchman is 

Difficuhies 
in English 
POClZ'y £Of 
frenchmen. 
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embarrassed by what seems to him the lawlessness of tbe 
versification, and he seeks for rules. On the other hand, 
the elaborate rules of French versification seem pedantic 
to an English mind, which perceives no necessary connec. 
tion between such artificial restraints and the agile spirit 
of poetry. Was ever yet English scholar so learned that 
he could feel properly shocked by what shocks a French 
critic in verse? How is the foreigner to disengage the 
poetic from the conventional element? Since both 
English and French scholars believe that they. have 
mastered all the secrets of Greek and Latin versifica· 
tion, it might be inferred that there is no insuperable 
difficulty in that of a modem tongue; yet where is the 
Englishman, except SwinbUrne, who in reading a French 
poem knows good technical workmanship when he sees 
it? 

French iguorance of English literature would be 
amazing if it were not the result of a conventionalism. . 
It is conventionally" ignorance" in France not to have 
heard of Milton j it is not ignorance never to have heard 
of Spenser. A Frenchman is ignorant if the name of 
Byron is not familiar to him, but he need not know even 
the names of Shelley and Keats. He is not required, by 
the conventionalism of his own country, to know anything 
whatever of living English genius. A London newspaper 
amused itself with sketching a possible Academy for 
England, and named som eminent' Englishmen as 
qualified to be members. Th names included Browning, 
Ruskin, Arnold, Lecky, and ther first·rate men. On 
this, certain Parisian jQumalists were infinitely amused. 
Their sense of the ludicrous was esistibly tickled when 
they saw that individuals like these, whom nobody had , 
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ever heard of, could be proposed as equivalents for the 
forty French immortals. 

Independently of learning, modem languages are 
supposed to be useful for conversation. They are, how
ever, very rarely studied or practised to the degree 
necessary for that use. The foreigner may be able to 
order his dinner at his hotel and ascertain when the train 
starts, but in cultivated society he only pretends to be 
able to follow what is said. His impressions about the 
talk that is going on around him are a succession of mis-

Rarity or 
Convena
tiona! 
Accomplish· 
ment in 
Foreign 
Tongu ... 

understandings. He sits silent and smiling, and he Th.. . 

k 
. h .. Foreigner In 

endeavours to 100 as If e were not outsIde and In ~he .Society. 

dark; but he is in the dark, or, worse still, surrounded by 
deceptive glimpses. It would be better if French or 
English were like Chinese for him. 

The future towards which we are rapidly tending may Tho F._ 
already be seen in the distance. Latin and Greek will Abandon

ment of 
Latin and 
G~" 

be given up for ordinary schoolboys, both in England 
and France, but the study of them will be maintained by 
a small elite. This Hi Ie win have a better chance of An Ilill. 

existence in England, where superiorities of all kinds are 
not only tolerated hut respected, than it can have in 
France, where the modern instincts all tend to the forma-
tion of an immensely numerous, half-educated middle 
class. When the classical literatures shall be pursued, as 
the fine arts are now, by their own elect, and not imposed 
on every incapable schoolboy, they will be better studied 
and better loved. Now, with regard to modem languages Mod.m 

Languages. 
I have no, illusions left. You cannot convert a Philistine 
into a lover of good literature by teaching him a foreign 
tongue. If he did not love it in his own language, he is 
not likely to take to it in another. Every man has his 
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own intellectual level, and on that level he will remain, 
whatever language you teach him. To make a French
man appreciate Milton or Spenser, it is not enough to 
teach him English; you would have to endow him witb 
the poetic sense, with the faculty that delights in accom
panying a -poet's mind-in a word, with all the poetic gifts 
except invention. Neither are all men fit to read noble 
prose. Minds incapable of sustained attention read 
newspaper paragraphs in English, and in French they 
would still read newspaper paragraphs. What I mean is 
that languages do not elevate the mind, they merely ex
tend the range of its ordinary action_ Teach a French 
gossip English and she will gossip in two languages, she 
will not perceive the futility of gossiping. This explains 
the poor and mean use that is constantly made of modero 
languages by many who have acquired them, and the 
remarkable unanimity with which such people avoid every 
great author, and even all intelligent intercourse witb 
foreigners, reading nothing and bearing nothing that is 
worth remembering. 

In all things connected with education we are in a 
world of bollow pretensions. The speeches at prize 
distributions assume . tbat pupils will make use of tbeir 
knowledge afterwards. They are told that the wo\,derful 
literatures of Greece and Rome now lie open before them 
like ga..;dens wbere tbey have but to wander and cull 
flowers. If they have studied modem languages they are 
told that European literature is theirs. The plain truth 
is, that botb in England and France, and especially in 
France, there is a small studious class isolated in the 
midst of masses occupied with pleasure or affairs, and so 
indifferent to intellectual pursuits that the sligbtest mental 
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labour is enough to deter them. Whatever reading they 
do is in the direction of least resistance. They have no 
enterprise, they find all hut the easiest reading irksome, 
and the obstacle of the easiest foreign language insur· 
mountable. They will play cards or dominoes in the day-
time rather tban take down a classic author from his 
shelf. A guest in a French chateau told me that on 
seeing the ennui that reigned there, whilst nobody read 
anything, she asked if there were any books in the house, 

Idleness or 
the un' 
intellectual. 

and was shown into a library of classics formed in a Libraries in 
French 

previous generation but never opened in tbis. All testi- H ...... 

mony that co,?,es to me about French interiors confirms 
the belief that the number of people who form libraries 

. has greatly diminished. It was once the custom in the 
upper class, but nobody would say that it is the custom 
now. In twelve or fifteen country-houses known to a 
friend of mine there was only one library, and, what is 
more significant, only one man deserving tbe name of a 
reader. Even in England, where people read certainly 
three times as much as they do in France, the expenditure E""mdit~"' 

bo k bears 
.. • on Books III 

on 0 s no proportlon to Income, except In the England. 

case of a few scholars. How many English houses are 
there, of the wealthy middle class, where you could not 
find a copy of the representative English authors, and 
where forei~ literatures are unknown! 

Unknown-with one exception. The belief that 
Hebrew literature is one book, and that it was written by 
God himself, and that the English translation of it has a En,li,h 

. • • knowledge of 
peculIar sancllty, has gtven the English middle -class a th, Bibl~ 

familiarity with that literature which is a superiority over 
the French middle class. The French Catholic laity only 
knows the Bible through I'Histoire Sainte and selee-
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tions; the unbelievers take no interest in it. Nothing 
surprises an Englishman more than French ignorance of 

""""m.yof the Bible; yet it is probable that if ever the English 
~'::.J:.. cease to believe in the dogma of inspiration they will 

neglect the whole Bible as they neglect the Apocrypha 
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Eduauioa. 
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SacriJiice of 
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EfI'eecs 0( 
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The Old 
S ........ 

now. 
Science has a stronger basis than literature in modem 

education because it offers useful results. I~ France the 
usefully educated young men. are well educated in their 
way. The time spent on their education is strictly 
economised with a view to a definite result, and the effect 
of it is to tum out numbers of young men from the Ecole 
Centrale and other schools who at once enter upon prac
tical duties with a readiness that speaks much for the 
system. They are, however, so specially prepared that 
they have omitted the useless and the superfluous
"Ie nperj/ .... chose s; nicessam!" In cutting away the 
superfluous the practical educator throws literature over-
board. Well, without literature, it is still possible to 
sharpen the faculties and store the mind, but without 
literature education misses what is best and most interest
ing in the world. To a generation" usefully· educated 
Europe will be like a new continent destitute of memories 
and associations, a region where there are mines to be 
worked and railways to be made. . 

As the French system of sec~nd.,.y "education extends 
over the whole country, an account of the most important 
changes in it may be worth giving in " few words. 

The old system, from the time of Napoleon I. to the 
middle of the century, was founded on classical studies, 
with lighter scientific studies and those chiefly mathe
matical After taking their bachelor's degree, those 
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students who were intended for certain Government 
schools CEfXJ/<S Pol.J'teclmi~U4 Centrale, Normale sujtri
ellre jollr /<S sciences) received further scientific instruc
tion in special classes. This was the old system, but in 
.853 an important clIange was introduced by M. 
Fortoul's ministry, which invented what was long known 
as the bifurcation. On leaving the fourth class, at the 
age of thirteen or fourteen, pupils were required to choose 
between literary studies with a slight scientific supple
ment or the converse. Both kinds of students continued 
at that time to attend together the lectures on history and 
geography, and so much of modem languages as was • 
then taught, besides the classes for Latin translation and 
tbe French classes. This was the system known as the 
oifurcation, but it did not work very well in practice, 
because the scientific students fell too far behind the 
literary students to follow profitably the same Latin 
classes. 

The 
B~ 

The 
Bi/_n.Ji#1S 
did Dot "OI'k w.o. 

In October .864, under Duruy's ministry, tbere was 
a new departure.. He established the enseignement ~ e. 

_L' ~,~_, Thi f ch ",_ ... HI 
SlC07laUtr, ~r'UU. s scheme 0 tea iog excluded S~G/, 
Latin, which was replaced by a modem language, and it 
embraced rather an extensive programme, outside of 
classical studies, with such subjects as mathematical and 
natural science, political economy, and law. 

Under the existing system the enscignemenf spkial P=ot 
. cl d od Ian . d s"". ot oh. m u es two m em guages mstea of one, and of £MUp-

these one is taken as "principal," the other as "accessory," ~ 
at the student's choice, he being more severely examined 
in that which he selects as "principal» Tbe present 
varieties of public secondaty education may be described 
under three heads. 
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I. Ancient languages, with a little science and one 
modem language. 

2. Scientific education, with a little Lati.n and one 
modem language. 

3. Scientific education, with two modern languages, 
no Latin. 

Enough has been already said in this chapter on the 
degrees of proficiency attained. My own belief is that no 
acquitement whatever really becomes our own until we 
make constint lise of it for ourselves, and it is impossible 
to make a constant use of more than a very few acquiIe
ments. It is here, in my opinion, that is to be found the true 
explanation of that perpetual disappointment which attends 
almost all educational experiInents. They may provide 
the instrument; they cannot insure its use. This is what 
makes professional education, of all kinds, so much more 
real than any other, and the scientific professions do 
certainly keep up the scientific spiIi~ There is not any 
profession (certainly not school-teaching or hack-writing) 
which maintains the pure literary ~pirit in the same 
way. 



CHAPTER III 

ARTISTIC EDUCATION 

IN both music and drawing the French have shown gualilies of 

themselves far better educators than in languages. Th~ir i.d=i~ 
. ways of teaching drawing are especially marked by serious-
ness, by the discouragement of false, ignorant, and pre-
mature finish, by the wise use of simple and common 
materials, and by the consistent aim at sound knowledge 
rather than vain display. As the French have taught 
painting and sculpture they are both most serious pursuits; 
I mean that, if the French may often have been frivolous 
in the subsequent employment of their knowledge, they 
were assuredly not frivolous in the acquisition of it. For 
them the fine arts have been a discipline, a culture that 
has penetrated heyond the artist class. 

The seriousness of French teaching has been accom-

SeriOllS 
Nature of 
French 
Teach.iag. 

panied by an admirable disinterestedness. Artists of the ..... oh n ... 
interatcd

highest reputation, every hour of whose time was valuable, DCSL 

have been willing to undertake the direction of private 
schools of painting on terms that barely paid the rent of 
the studio. and the hire of models. There they have "'~~ol 
given the most sincere and kindly advice to hundreds of ~"F':-... 
students, both Frenchmen and foreigners, from whom .......... 
they had nothing to expect but a little gratitude, and, 
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perhaps, the reflected honour of having aided one or two 
youths of genius amidst a crowd of mediocrities. 

In England this kind of teaching is all but unknown, 
yet a certain culture of the faculties by means of drawing 
is incomparably more general than it was in the beginning 
of the century. The total number of .. persons taught 
drawing, painting, or modelling through the agency of 
the Science and Art Department" is now approaching a 
million, and this independently of the considerable 
numbers of young English people who study art privately 
or in other schools. The result of this culture is aIreadx 
plainly visible in the wonderful improvement of English 
taste and skill in everything. that art can influence, an 
improvement that nobody could have foreseen in the 
first half of the present century. 

In France, too, great efforts have been made to spread 
a knowledge of sound elementary drawing amongst the 
people. It is now a part of the regu1ar course of educa
tion Jor the middle classes in the /ydes, and there are 
cheap public drawing schools all over the country. In 
England this is a new enterprise, in France it is an 
attempt to recover lost ground; as the French workmen 
of the eighteenth century were certainly more artistic than 
their successors, and must have understood design more 
thoroughly. Even in the Middle Ages, as we know from 
the excellence of the work left to us, the common work
men cannot have been ignorant of ar~ 

The real The real motive for this modem increase in art-culture 
Motive. 
"'rance and is not the disinterested love of art, it is the desire for 
En~la:nd not , 
ArultlC commercial success. France and England are not now 
Na.tionl. '",",h really artistic nations. In the French provincial cities 
Provincial 
• ... wn. the modern buildings, which are so rapidly replacing what 
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remains of the medireval ones, display, as a rule, no artistic 
invention whatever, and if the English people were 
suddenly to awake one morning with an artist's .passion 
for the beautiful they would not be able to endure the 
prevalent ugliness of their towns. Still, though the 
nations are not artistic, both races produce exceptional 
persons who are so, and these are allowed to have their 
own way more than formerly in the warfare that they 
wage against the hideous or the commonplace, Their 
argument in favour of the beautiful is the very simple onc The Argu-

mellt for 1he 
that it makes life pleasanter and, so far, happier, and in Beautiful. 

some of them this argument takes the kindly form. of 
desiring, especially, to make beautiful things accessible to 
the poor, They might even go further, and affirm that 
beautiful surroundings are favourable to health, which Valu. of 

h ' I b'" , d ch rti I _uo{o1 t ey certam yare, y mInistering to g3.1ety an ee u - Sur- . 

ness and so increasing the charm of life. The perception toundinp. 
of tbis truth would produce a very close alliance between 
philanthropic and artistic spirits, as we see already in the 
generous and thoughtful founders of the Manchester Art 
Museum. 

Art education is an attempt to return consciously to 
conditions of life which bave long ago been attained 
unconsciously and afterwards departed from. There are 
now many schools of art in Lancashire byway of reaction Art in 

, h I' fh 'd 'I Th """",hi ... agamst t e ug mess 0 t e 10 ustna age. ere was a 
time when Lancashire knew neither ugliness nor schools 
of art. The habitations of the Lancashire people in the A to,!"" 

'h d ' 'I al .,""" sixteent century, an lor some tIme ater, were ways Condilion. 

artistic, whether magnificent or simple, and so was the 
furniture inside them, The art was not of an exquisite 
or an elevated order, but it was art, and it was interesting 

D 
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and picturesque, The beauty of nature, too, was quite 
unspoiled, and though Lancashire was no more Switzer
land than Manchester was Verona, still there was beauty 
enough in the county for all ordinary human needs; the 
pastoral valleys were green, the trout-streams pure, and 
if the skies were often gray it was only with clouds from 
the sea. The industrial epoch came and destroyed all 
this; it destroyed the vernacular architecture, it filled the 
beautiful valleys with the ugliest towns in the world, it 
fouled both the streams and the sky, it rapidly diminished 
even the health and beauty of the race, It is the con
scious reaction against these evils which has made 
Lancashire a centre of artistic effort. 

In France there has never been the same acute con-
sciousness that modern life was making itself hideous; 

ConditioMof and, in fact, the conditions of urban life in France, 
u",," LBe " f L M' in Jo"rance. except m certam quarters 0 yons and arsetlles, very 

rarely approach the melancholy imprisonment of an 
English manufacturing town, Most of the French towns 
are comparatively smal~ the country is easily accessible 
on all sides, they all have avenues ~ of trees (many of 
them really magnificent), and those which are situated 
on the great rivers have spacious and well-built quays, 
which are the favourite residence and resorl In a word, 
the difference· between urban and rura\ life is seldom 
painfully or acutely fell It is, I believe, a consequence 
of this comparative pleasantness of French country towns 

A,,;,w, that the .artistic life in them is so torpid, Provincial 
T~!!i!rity of exhibitions -.re, in France, quite incomparably inferior to 
F~n<h . 'I h'b" Th fi ch Provincial English provmcl3. ex I IUons. e ne arts are mu 
fuhibiliOllL .. . 

more successfully cultivated In Manchester and LIverpool 
than in Rouen or in Lyons. As for the smaller French 
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towns, you find in them here and there an intelligent 
amateur, here and there a respeetable artist, but, by the 
ordinary French bourgeois, art is not und~tood) it lies The French 

fKnwpfllS. 
outside of his interests and his thoughts. He can no 
more appreciate style in painting and sculpture than he Hi! Icnor-

&Dee of Art. can appreciate it in literature. He lives in a country 
where you can hardly travel fifty miles without meeting 
with some remnant of noble architecture, and it has been 
necessary to pass a law to protect what remains against 
his ignorant spoliation. Contempo"'~ provincial build· .... "'nciol 

~- J Buildioc. 
ing is, as a rule, only masons' work, and whenever an old 
church or a cMteau is in any way meddled with, the 
chances are that it will be ruined beyond remission. 
The provincial" nobility very rarely give any evidence The 

Provincial 
whatever of artistic culture Or attainment. If they Nobility. 

attempt anything, the result is poor and incongruous, some 
pepper.box turret added to the comer of a modem house, 
or some f<:l'ble attempt to imitate the medireval castle. 

It may seem a contradiction to have begun this 
chapter with hearty praise of French methods in art· 
teaching, and to have continued it with depreciation of 
French taste, but, in fact, both praise and its opposite 
are deserved. Paris has maintained the light of art in 
France. Without Paris, contemporary France would ~ the 

have a very small place in artistic Europe j with Paris it :rA'!.twi!er 
still m'!intains, though against powerful rivals, a leader- F~ 
ship. London has not any comparable influence. Many 
of the best English Academicians, including the 
President, have studied their art abroad. The methods 
of English Academical teaching, which require a minute 
and trifling finish in mere studies, are a waste of the 
pupil's time. 

English 
Academical 
TcachiDg. 
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The English race, usually destitute of any artIStic 
faculty or perception, produces exceptional geniuses in 
quite as great numbers as the French. The faculties 
that raise art above mere technical cleverness to the 
region of poetry are not excessively tare in the home of 
poetry itself. In fact, the English tendency has been to 
rely upon native gifts too muc!>, to the neglect of handi
craft, yet even in artistic handicraft the English haVe 
made surprising progress in the thirty years between 1850 
and .880. Their art critics go on repeating the old 
complaint that there is little above the common level, 
but the common level itself has lisen, and the complaint 
amounts merely to the truism that exceptional excellence 
is exceptional . 

The attainments of artists are, no doubt, a matter of 
national concelD, as are· the accomplishments of all 
workers;. nevertheless, it is still more important, from the 
intellectual point of view, thai art should be understood 
by many than that it should be dexterously practised by 
a few. Now, as to UU; separate question of intelligence 
concerning the fine arls, I bave said elsewhere, and can 
only repeat, that in Paris it is wonderfuUy general, but 
not in the French provinces. Intelligence of that 
kind is common, without being general, in London, 
and not very rare in the- other great English towns, 
whilst Edinburgh is incomparably more imPOr\llRt as 
an art-rentre than either Lyons or M:useilles. Neither 
the English nor the French aristocracy has ever, as a 
body, 1 shown an intelligent interest in l1It- For some 
~n that may be connected with the contempt felt by 

1 There haft beea • fe. exceptions, such u Lon! Egremont 
and the Due de Luyn ... 
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a """lesse for manual labour, the undeIStanding of art 
seems to belong chie.8y to the middle and lower c1asses, 
who often find in it a substitute for more expensive 
pleasures. As for the future, this kind of intelligence is 
likely to increase widely in the same c1asses, especially 
if art is more intimately associated with handicrafts and 
manufactures. 

If I were asked what is the particular difficulty that 
usua\ly prevents the English from understanding art, I 
should answer, The extreme eneIgf and activity of their 
moral '""""!- They have a sort of moral hunger which 
tries to satisfy itself in season and ant of season. That 
interferes with their undeIStanding of a pursuit which 
lies outside of morals. The teaching of their most cele-
brated art-critic, Mr. Ruskin, was joyfully accepted by M •. R ..... •• 
.• . .Ior.a.l 

the English, because It seemed for the first bme to place c.wa.... 
art upon a substantial moral foundation, making truth, 
industry, conscientiousness, its cardiuaI virtues. The 
English intagined, for a time, that they had subordinated 
the fine arts to their own dominant moral instincts. 
Painting was to abandon all its tricks and become truth-
ful It was to represent events as they really occurred, 
and not so as to make the best pictures, a sacrifice of The5a<riDce 

. _ _. o(Artto 
art to veraoty that pleased the mnermost Bnush con- Venci<y. 

science. Ag:Un, it was assumed that mere toil in the TOIl in 

accurate representation of details was in itself a merit, Dcaaik. 

because industry is meritorious in common occupations. 
In short, all the moral virtues were placed before art 
itself, which, in reality, is hut accidentally connected with 
them. 

The English 10'''' of nature, in itself one of the 
happiest of all gifts, has not been altogether favourable 

The E.g"", 
love of 
Natwe. 
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to the understanding of art. It has led many English 
people to subordinate the fine arts entirely to nature, as 
if they were but poor human copies of an unapproach
able divine original In reality the fine arts can only be 
understood when they are pursued and valued for 
themselves. 

The feebler moral sense of the Parisian mind and its 
less passionate affection for nature have left it more dis
engaged and more at liberty to accept art on its own 
account, as art and nothing more. There is a kind of 
Paganism which is able to rest content without deep 
moral problems, and to accept with satisfaction what art 
bas to give witbout asking for that which it cannot 
give. 

The final word on the subject may be that there is a 
diversity of ideals, that the English ideal (speaking gener
ally) is moral, and the Parisian ideal artistic-



CHAPTER IV 

MORAL TRAINING 

THIS chapter is very difficult to write, because I shall have Diffi~"y of 
the SubjecL 

to deal with what cannot be accurately ascertained. A 
man can hardly know how far he has been successful in 
the moral training of his own sons. As to the boys in the 
nearest school, he may ascertain what is taught them by 
their masters, but he cannot know the effects of the The Effecll 

h" th' . f h" h h orMo,,", teac 109 on e lormatlon 0 t elI c aracters; t at can Teachi~ 
. bot easily 

only be known. much later, If at all. And when we pass ~aincd. 
to distant schools our knowledge must be so general and 
so vague that no trustworthy argument can be founded 
upon it. 

The truth is that moral training is chiefly an affair of 
personal influence, and that influence of this kind is a p~ 
special gift. For example, Dr. Arnold had the gift in the Ind.~ 
s .. preme degree, but a man might be placed in control of 
the same educational machinery and yet be destitute 
ofit. 

However, some general truths may be taken note of, 
and they may help us to understand the subject so far 
as it can be said to be intelligible. 

First, you require material to work upon in a national 
moral sense, and here I have just said that the 

Necessity of 
a National 
Mor.a.l~ 
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English have the advantage. The moral. sense is (on the 
whole and in spite of. many exceptions) very much 
stronger in England than in France. Tbe English 
(except tbeir men of the world) still retain in a great 
degree tbe healthy state of moral feeling which is capable 
of being really sbocked and borror·stricken by turpitude 

W~t 01 and vice; the French lose this freshness of feeling very f= 01 early in life, and look upon turpitude and vice very much 
F~. • 

Monti In
ftueac:e oJ the 
Chtm:b of 
Eoglatul.. 

as an Enghsh man of the world looks upon them, as a part 
of the nature of tbings too familiar to excite surprise. 
It does not follow that they themselves are base and 
vicious, but they know too much, and they know it too 
early, about the evil side of life. 

Tbe English, too, have a great advantage in the 
possession of a national institution which exists fur more 
for moral training than for anything else. The Church 
of England is much less of a theocracy than the Cburch 
of Rome, and much more of a moral inlluence over the 
ordinary laity. Its clergy are nearer to the laity tban 
the Roman Catholic clergy are, and their in1Iuence is OR 

the whole a more pervading and efficient inlluence. The 
Au.'oft", great difficulty about the moral training of the young is 
Deeded with 
... v...,.. that it can only be done well and efficiently by authority. 
VaJueofEc- Ecclesiastical institutions invest the teacher, with this 
c:le!Iiastical 
IDStitutioas. 

Spoclal 
Authority' of 
the Clergy. 

authority far better than any others. The clerical teacher, 
with the Church behind him, is free from the perplexing 
task of reasoning about morals; he has only to require 
obedience. His very costume separates him from all 
laymen, and gives a weight and seriousness to his teaching 
that they cannot impart to theils. For this reason almost 
all parents, until recent years, have been anxious to place 
their children under the authority of priests, and have 
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often done so when they themselves had no belief in 
tbeological doctrines. They did not seek the tbeocratic 
power, but the moral power that was connected with it 

In course of time, however, a most formidable diffi4 The 
Difficulty or 

culty arises. Clerical education may be morally most Cluial 
Educatioa. 

beneficia~ but it can only be so whilst tbe pupil himself 
is a sincere believer. If he is not, the effect of clerical 
education is not mor~ but tbe contrary, as it compels 
him to learn the arts of dissimulation. • The clergy do 
not say in plain terms that deceit and imposture are 
virtues; tbey class them, nominally, in tbe category of 
vices, but the intelligent pupil soon perceives that he is 
rewarded for practising them and punished for not 
practising them. It Many unbelievers," said a truthful EtTect orit 

on Un· 
Frenchman to me, "come out of, our clerical seminaries, believers. 

but tbe acquired habit of dissimulation remains with 
tbem, and tbey are never plain and straightforward in 
after life." Perhaps it may be . said that I attach too 
much importance to truthfulness, tbat a certain degree 
of dissimulation is necessary in tbe 'world, and tbat it 
may as well be learned at school as in practical affairs. 
I only know that truthfulness is one of the social virtues, TlUt~(ulDess 

h h ·· , dir II h . f uptt.ally. t oug It 15 olten ec y contrary to t e mterests 0 &;rial 
those who practise it Being a social virtue, and favour- Vmue. 

able to public interests, it ougbt to be encouraged in 
public education. Now, it so happens, whether for good 
or evi~ tbat the majority of French laymen of the 
educated classes are unbelievers, and I say that no Unbeli~ 

al b d b b ·· h . numerousUl mor purpose can e answere y nngmg t em up In Frauce. 

habits of hypocrisy. I am told by tbose who are in a 
position to judge accurately, that is to say, by intelligent 
men who have lived all their lives in tbe University, that 
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four· out of every six professors are Agnostics, and that 
the proportion amongst the present generation of their 
pupils is even larger. Under these circumstances the 
idea of handing over the national University to the 
priests is inadmissible by anyone who cares for liberty 
01 conscience; and if the reader thinks that liberty of con
sCience is a luxury for Protestants only, and that Agnostics 
have no right to it, I cannot agree with him. 

Unfortunately, however, it is found in practice that 
liberty of tbought in religious • matters not being itself 
founded upon authority, but on the exercise of individual 
reason, is unfavourable to moral authority, especially over 
the young. In fact, reason and authority are incom
patible. We rule our children by authoritY when they 
are young, without stopping to reason; when they are 
grown up we endeavour to influence them by reason, but 
. our autbority, as such, has departed. The Church of 
Rome avoids this difficulty by founding all her teaching 
on authority. Even when she condescends to reason. 
every one knows that the principle of authority is behind 
and can be used, like a royal prerogative, to cut short 
discussion at any moment 

Now, as a matter of simple fact, it must be admitted 
that the moral authority of French lay teachers is in
adequate. They have not the power of the priests, nor 
even of the English clergy. And the consequence is 
that a new generation of Frenchmen is growing up under 
insufficient moral control I make no attempt to disguise 
the evil, but cannot see how it was to have been avoided. 
It is an evil which lies before every country in Europe as 
the authority of religion becomes relaxed. Meanwhile, 
lay education, if not morally so strong as one might desire, 
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is at least producing a generation of young men who are 
fiank and fearless, and have an unaffected contempt for 
sneaks and hypocrites of all kinds. 

What is wanted is a class of lay principals with some-
thing like the moral authority of Dr. Arnold; but would IR. AmoId. 

Dr. Arnold bave possessed that authority, or anything 
approacbing to it, if he bad been a layman? 

I myself bave known very intimately and for many 

Years a French principal who would bave delighted in A F_h 
PrillCipaL 

exercising Arnold's power for good if he bad possessed 
it, but he was a layman ouly, and did not possess it.. 

In fumily life there may he a kind of sacerdotal So<enIoIaI 
Authority 10 

authority in the head of .the household when he exercises Family llic. 

a sacerdotal fuoction, when he compels his household to 
join him in family prayer and to listen respectfully whilst 
he reads and expounds the sacred books. The father 
assumes in that manner a moral authority that is not 
easily assumed in any other way. 

Stil~ in many French families, the father is anxious to 
do wbat he can, and this is one of his strongest reasons 
against clerical education in the ecclesiastical seminaries. 
The clerical teachers, in their desire to establish an un- C1,rical 

contested religious inIluence over the boys, look upon the f::'ll;" or 
father and mother as rivals, and do not permit the boys , ... ~ 
to retum home, except during the vacations, even when 
the parents live in the very town where the seminary 
itself is situated. In this way home influence is almost 
annihilated, and clerical influence substituted for it. But 
the moralising and civilising power of the home influence Value of 

. Home 
may he too preclOUS to he sacrificed, and, as a matter of , .. .....,. 
fact, when the children are educated by laymen, it is 
almost the only influence of tbat kind that remains. In 
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France it is especially the mother who civilises boys. 
Lads who are too much shut up in the /yetes may get 
what the French call U instruction," but they do not get 
what is called "education." The pupils imprisoned in 
the ecclesiastica.J seminaries acquire, certainly, an oily 
smoothness of manner and a much greater degree of 
'tIocility than the /yetens, because they have been more 
thoroughly broken in. 

In England the home influences are much undervalued. 
Wealthy English parents soon despair of doing anything 
thell]Selves for the moral training of their children, so' 
they '''pack them off" to some distant school to be 
placed under the influence of masters whom they have 
never seen and of whom nothing is really known except 
that they are in holy orders. If an Englishman has been 
educated at home, or even near home, he is generally 
rather ashamed of i~ and unless he' is exceptionally 
forcible in after life he is likely to be despised for it. 
Still, the boy must. be born in very unfortunate circum
stances whose father and mother could no~ if they chose, 
do more for his moral training than a schoolmaster' who 
has perhaps fifty to attend to without the parental interest 
in any of them. The worst of the distant-school system 
is that it deprives the home residence that remains of all 
beneficial discipline, for the boys are guests during the 
holidays, and the great business is to amuse them. Then 
they go away to follow some profession, and the father, 
as he thinks over his fond dreams of companionship and 
paternal infiuence, may reckon (if the now useless calcu-

, I.tion can still interest him) for how many months or 
weeks that infiuence has heen directly operative in thef: 
whole course of his children's lives. 
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For this reason the English grammar schools, though 
despised because they are cheap and easily accessible to 
the middle classes, may have a better effect on the family 
life of the country than the fashionable public schools. 
The idea would be to get both' good home education and 
good school education at the same time, especially whe,! 
the parents have the luck to live in the country. Rural 
life is good for boys, both physically and mentally; it 
gives them a healthy interest in a thousand things, espe
cially in a rudimentary kind of natural history, and it 
prevents them from acquiring the premature cynicism 
and sharpness that are amongst the most undesirable 
characteristics of young Parisians. 

The root of the moral difficulty is that the natural 
world is non·moral, and the natural world is all we have 
to appeal to when the various forms of the supernatuml 
have all equally been rejected. After that we may argue 
that morality, in the most comprehensive sense, is the 
only sound basis for human societies, and that all social 
interests are on the side of it. That, no doubt, is true, 
and it is a good subject for sound reasoning, but reason 
is not authority, it is only an attempt to persuade, and 
the boyish nature detests moral lecturing. 

Boys, too, are sharp enough to perceive that all morality 
is abandoned by common consent in the dealings between 
nations. Both England and France have been thoroughly 
immoral in their dealings with weaker States, and in 
recent times Germany has shown herself no better. It 
is difficult to maintain fine moral theories in countries 
whose practice so openly 'contradicts them. Even the 
authoritative-moral teaching of the English clergy, which 
may have had a good effect on the private lives of their 
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pupils, has not given them anything like stem rectitude 
of judgment concerning foreigners; for the English 
aristocracy admired Louis Napoleon, certainly one of 
the lowest characters that ever existed. It was also 
entirely on the side of the immoral slave power in the 
United States. 

The one great anxiety that tonnents thoughtful English· 
men, and still more thoughtful Frenchmen, in the present 
day, is the establishment of an accepted moral authority. 
I afu able to perceive only one that might be efficacious, 
and that is a severe public opinion. It may be answered 
that public opinion exists already; and so no doubt it does, 
but chiefly to reward conformity and punish non-
confonnity in externals. We want a public opinion that 
would sustain and encourage every one in the practice of 
unostentatious virtues, especially in temperance, self· 
denial, and simplicity of life. As an example of what 

F~n,h might be I may mention the French disapproval of debt. 
Di!ID.pproval ., D,,,,. That is extremely strong, and as it is accompanied by the 

permission to live simply it does really operate as an 
effective restraint upon extravagance, at least in Pl'()o 

American vincial life. The American disapproval of idleness, even 
DisapproVAl • ••• 
or Idl~..... in the rich, IS another case In pOIn~ and In the English 
EngHoh upper classes there is a general and salutary disapproval of 
Reprobalion • h Id biN .~ ., who< ~ everything that IS e to e ungentleman y. otwiu ... 
~y~t1c.· _ standing what has been said in this chapter about the 

want of moral authority in laymen, they can effect some-
Milila,¥ thing by combination. For example, military men are 
ProfcsslonaJ . th 1 . 
VI,.",- . laymen, yet they keep up amongst emse ves a splendid 
Mediad spirit of courage and self.sacrifice, and so do physicians 
Professional 
V"'U~ and surgeons, with the addition of a manly charity and· 

tenderness. 



CHAPTER V 

THE EDUCATION OF THE FEELINGS 

JOHN MILL pointed out long ago the advantage that 
the French have in the cultivation of the feelings. This 
is very much an affair of utterance in language, for it is 
utterance which best keeps feelings alive. French sym-
pathy is often, no doubt, assumed; that is inevitable 
where so much sympathy is expressed; still, it is certain 
that in France all true sympathy does get expressed, and 
in this way people live surrounded by an atmosphere in 
which feeling remains active. In England the national 
reserve and the sharp distinction of classes are both 
against the cultivation of feelings, but besides this there 

Mill's 
Opinion on 
French 
Fcdiog. 

is the pride of stoicism, the fear of seeming soft. The Enf1lw. 
. Stoicism. 

Frenchman's love for his mother is ridiculous in England; The,French. 

in France it is only natural. In truth, perhaps, it is not ~~ love 

so much the sentiment that is ridiculous for Englishmen ..... ". 
as the association of it with French expressions. The 
English do not laugb at it in Latin. The affection of 
Euryalus for his mother is thought heautiful in the iEneid, Ew-yal ... 

but turn it into French and it comes in those very phrases 
that Englishmen cannot abide. " J'ai une m~e issue de 
l'antique race de Priam, une m~re infortunc!e qui a voulu 
me suivre et que n'ant pu retenir Ie rivage natal d'Ilion 
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ni les mars hospitaliers d' Aceste. Cttfe m£re jt /a fJU#te 
sans /'iiutruire tks dangers ou je Cfltlrset sons fem/Jrasser. 
Nun, j'eIJ frends a tbnoi" ella Mil tt t'Olre mnin sac";,, 

".it lie pourrais souln", Ies larmes tie ",a Mm. Mais 
flOut, je fJ()US en &OlIjun, ttmsokz·/a dans sa titJuI~rJ 

soulenez-la da .... SOlI afJan40n." The words th~t I have 
italicised are so perfectly French that they might be 
quoted from the last ye1low·backed noveL The warm 
promise of friendship from Ascanius is also excessively 
French in sentiment. u Pour to~ EuryaIe, dont l'age se 
rapproche plus du mien, admirable jeune homme, de. ce 
jour mon creur est ~ to~ et je t'adopte A jamais comme 
compagnon de ma fortune: sans toi je n'irai plus 
chercher Ia gloire, et, soit dans Ia paix, soit dans Ia 
guerre, rna confiance reposera sur ton bras et sur tes 
conseils.» One young Englisbman would never speak 
like that to another, be might possibly go so far as to say, 
u Hope you'll come back all right." 

Do the English suppress feeling, or have they no 
fee1ing to be suppressed? Tbe true answer to this 
question cannot be a simple one. English usages have 
a tendency to prevent the expression of feeling where it 
exists, and therefore they are not favourable to the culture 
of the feelings, still these exist naturally as blades of grass 
will grow between the hard stones of a pavement. It 
must, however, be admitted that although in England a 
man of feeling may certainly live, the moral climate is 
not so favourable to him as i! is to one who feels much 
less and is therefore hardier. The Englishman who is 
best constituted for . life in his own country is one who 
has just feeling enough to keep him right in all matters of' 
external duty, but not enough to make him very sym-
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pathetic, or to give him any painful craviug for sympathy. 
If he is sympathetic he will offer his sympathy where it is 
not wanted, and be hurt by the chilling acceptance of it, 
and if he has the misfortune to crave for sympathy he 
will suffer. So it comes to pass that the tenderer natures 
try to harden themselves by an acquired and artificial in
sensibility, whilst those which are not very tender find the 
conditions of existence more suitable for them. I had 
collected a number of examples, but do not give them, 
because instances prove nothing, and because it would be 
so easy to affirm that my examples were not truly repre
sentative. I prefer to take another course, and to suggest 
to the reader, if he is familiar with English life, the idea 
of making a little investigation on his own account, by 
consulting his own recollections. First, as to family 
affections, the reader has probably met with many cases 

E
· n which the paternal and filial relations were cool and 
rather distant, so that separation was not painful to either 
F y. If he has observed brothers he may have seen 
t m practically almost strangers, living far apart, in 
• different spheres, and seldom. if ever, corresponding. He 
may have known cousins, even first cousins, who did not 
remember their relationship so far as to announce to each 
other the occurrences of marriages and deaths. He may 
have observed that a slight impediment of distance or 
occupation is sometimes enough to prevent a relation 
from coming to a funerai, and that the tombs of dead 
relations are somepmes left unvisited, uneared for, and 
untended The reader may have noticed cases in which 
a difference of fortune produces a complete -estrangement 
between very near relations, and finally he may have met 
with Englishmen who declared that friends were worth 
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having-because they could be selected, but that relations 
were a nuisance or "a mistake." 

Cases like these are very numerOus in England, be
cause the affections are left to the chances of accident; 
they are not sedulously cared for and cultivated. When 
they are of great strength naturally. and when the con-
ditions happen to be very favourable, there is nothing 
to prevent their growth, but in less favourable conditions 
there is nothing to keep them alive. In France all very 
near relations write to each other when they cannot mect 
personally on their rete days, all friends write at least a 
line or two for the New Yeai-. and acquaintances ex
change cards. An intelligent Frencblnan said to me, 
"Our culture of the family affections is sometimes 
insincere, we sometimes express sentiments which are 
assumed for the occasion, but, on the whole, our customs 
tend to keep alive. the reality of affection as well as tOts 
appearance, by reminding us of our relations and friends 
and of our duties towards them.· 

"' ... or ..... What is the cause of this difference? Do the Engli 
DiffeJaJC:e. • 

Due loa 
...... or 
CuI ...... 

really care less for each other than the French, or is there 
some hidden reason why they are less demonstrative? 

There is one reason-the English shyness, the English 
fear of giving verbal utterance to feelingo Now. this is 
distinctly. a want of culture, for the due expression of 
feeling is, in aU the higher arts, one of the best results of 
culture. There cab be no doubt that many Englishmen 
feel much more than they are able to express, and they 
certainly appreciate the power of utterance in oth""" as, 
for example, in their orators. A few Englishmen boldly 
go beyond and do express feeling, even in nrdinaIy life, 
just as a few venture to talk like intellectual men. These 
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few are not uncommonly fouod among the clergy, at 
least it has been so in my experience; and this may be 
due to the culture which religion gives to feeling, and, 
in the clergy, to the practice gained by the utterance of 
it in sermons and exhortations. 

The idea that feeling is a weakness, and that it is well 
to suppress it in the education of boys, is more in accord-
ance with the opinion of the Red Indians than with that 
of the ancient Greeks. The· best education would 
respect all natural and healthy sentiment, such as a boy's 
love for his mother, without ridiculing it, but would at 
the same time train the boy in the courage which has 
always been compatible with tenderness, ay, and . even 
with tears. Amongst the services of an unobtrusive 
kind which Queen Victoria bas rendered to the English, 
one of the best bas been by setting an example of open-
ness in matters of feeling. She bas permitted her 
subjects to see what she felt on many occasions, and bas 

. done this simply, plainly, and without the dread of 
sneering depreciation. ;rhe same healthy influence is 
often exercised by women in narrower spheres. There 
is more than ever room for this feminine influence in an 
age like ours, when the positivism of the scientific and 
industrial temper, and the fierce competition amongst 
individual men, as well as between nations, are hardening 
the heart of the world. The due exercise and culture 

The Best 
Education. 

of the feelings are always appreciated at their right value F«Ii'J 

in literature and the fine arts; it is a strange and striking i:~:-' 
anomaly that we fail to perceive their equal importance not in Life. 

in the reality oflife itself. 
There is one department of the culture of feeling in 

which the English are far superior to the French-that of 
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sympathy with the lower animals. The French are 
humane enough -where human beings are concerned, but 
their humanity, as a rule, is confined to pity for the 
sufferings of their own species. There are exceptipns, -
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. of course. I know several Frenchwomen who are full of 
sympathy for cats and dogs, and I have known French 
grooms who were thoughtful and kind and even affec
tionate in their treatment of horses; nevertheless, as a 

. nation, the French are hard and pitiless in comparison 
with the English. All sentiments appear ridiculous when 
we do not share them, so the French laugh at English 
humanitarianism as the British critic laughs at a 
Frenchman's tenderness about his mother. My favourite 
French newspaper, the T""ps, never misses an oppor
tunity for a hit at this English eccentricity. French 
hardness dates from the time when the influence of the 
Church was universal; and, whether she taught the 
doctrine formally or not, her followers believed that 
animals, heing unbaptized, had no rights. A dog or a 
horse is an infide~ and therefor~ cruelty to it is blameless. 
The decline of religious influence might have led one to 
hope for a broader charity, but there unhappily came the 
scientific spirit, which, though not cruel for the sake of 
cruelty, is heedless of animal suffering, and ready to 
inflict tortures on the lower animals worse than the 
torments of the, Inquisition. So, in fact, the, condition 
of the poor brutes has gone from had to worse. There 
is, indeed, a French law for the protection of animals, 
but it is nearly a dead letter. The great practical diffi
culty in cultivating the feelings on this subject comes 
from the general but most unreasonable idea that there 
is something manly in being indifferent to the sufferings 
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of brutes, and something childish in having pity for them. 
I remember a French gentleman who considered himself A French 

·ddb h dh· . h kGen"<~ strong-nun e ecause e ma e IS carnage orses war and ~is 

when they had raws. In the lower classes men are r.=< 
proud of overloading and of making their horses go over 
unreasonable distances.' " In both countries men are 
ready to inflict pain on animals w!Ienever they think 
that they can get pleasure out of it for themselves. The 
passions for sport and gourmaruJise are the two which ~ """ 
come next after science for pitilessness. The infliction t/h,. .. •. 

of wounds for amusement, and the boiling alive of 
lobster.;, are common to England and France, but the 
following is, I believe, peculiarly French:~ When we 
lived at Sens my wife discovered that it was the custom, A Honible 

CostoDl at 
when selling rabbits on the market· place, to put their Se ... 

eyes out with a skewer, from a belief that this cruelty 
improved the flavour." I find that cooks are all con· 
vinced that boiling alive is necessary to the flavour of a 
lobster, and there is no reasoning with cooks and 
gourmands if they believe that cruelty heightens the 
delicacy of tortured flesh. 

Amongst the sentiments that have been much culti- The Senti· 
mentof 

vated in the past there is one which is less and less Reverence. 

I French carters are superior to English in providing two
wheeled carts with breaks. I remember seeing the horses suffer 
very much for the want of them in steep ronds and streets in 
England. The French, too, are usually very careful about balancing 
loads so as not to press heavily on the shaft-borse, but they a_re 
merciless in 6rst overloading a cart and then beating the horse 
because the weight is beyond his strength. 

S My wife had DO rest tiD sbe had procured the abolition of this 
cuslom by an edict from the Mayor of Sen!, but very likely it ~nt 
OD in private afterwards. 
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cultivated in modern France, the sentiment of reverence. 
The .difficulty is to find objects for reverence that can 
effectually witbstand the desecrating light of modem 
criticism. Good Catholics have still an object of venera
tion in the Pope and, in minor degrees, in the bishops 
and other priests; but since the death of the Count de 
Chambord there is not a single political personage left 
who excites veneration even in the mind of a royalist. 
The republicans venerate nobody, not even poor ex~ 

president Gr~vy. Victor Hugo was, no doubt, regarded 
with veneration, but he has left no successor. Father 
Ingres was also really venerated by a certain sect of 
younger artists in his time. Chevreul, the centenarian, 
is respected for his achievements and for his hundred 
years. In this way two or three individuals in a century 
may excite some veneratioh, but the sentiment, outside 
of the Church, lacks continuity of culture. The true 
royalist sentiment is dead in France, the religious senti· 
ment survives only in a part of the popUlation, and is 
failing even there, whilst the French have not the vulgar 
veneration f01_ titles which would at least exercise the 
faculty, though on low objects. Neither do the posts 
occupied by high officials under the' Republic excite 
veneration in anybody. The royalists unanimously 
despise th~he repuhlicans generally want to dismiss 
t~senf occ~~ a ut other men in their places. 

Ab~n~n family life there is mue ection certainly, and no 
Veuqration ' . . 
in ilmily doubt there is some respect, but, ~ere IS no veneration. 

-L . U Your sons," I said to an intelligent-li'renchnlan, IC treat 
you with much freedom. They do not seem to he in 
the least impressed by any idea of the paternal dignity." 
_If How can we expect them," he answered, "to be 
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deferential and reverential to us when 'V!e, on our part, 
have set them, on every possible occasion, the example 
of a want of reverence' towards the beliefs and the 
institutions of our fathers? They have heard nothing 
but criticism from our lips, they have grown up in an 
age of criticism, when there is nothing for the faculty of. 
veneration to cling to." In a word, veneration had never 
been exercised or developed in their minds. 

In England this sentiment is less cultivated than in Veneration 
in England. 

former times, but there still remain the Bible and the The Bible 
and the 

Throne. The House of Commons does not inspire it, Throne, 
Houses of 

the House of Lords is more and more failing to inspire it. Parliament. 

The critical writing which is most keenly enjoyed is Critical 
Writing. 

absolutely destitute oheneration. Looking to the future; 
a philosopher might ask himself whether the faculty was 
not destined to die out as having become useless. It is 
poetical, but it is, not critical. ~en a poet does not 
feel it he feigns it; the critic knows that to approach a 
subject in a reverential spirit is to abdicate his own 
function. The misfortune is that when the common 
people cease to venerate they lose their interest in 
things. Tlte fate of the Apocrypha is a significant illus
tration. The English no longer believe it to be inspired, 
they no longer venerate i~ consequently they have ceased 
to read it. In France the Bible, for the same reason, 
is left unread by the V oltairean world. The old 
veneration for the Greek and Latin classics is passing 
away, and they wiU soon only be read by a few specialists. 
The French are losing their faith in the classics, once so 
staunch, with a rapidity that astonishes even those who are 
most familiar with French impulses. That was the last-sur
viving religion in intellectual France, and it is moribund. 
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CHAPTER VI 

ltDUCATION AND RANK 

FRANCE, being a more advanced democracy than England, 
has made greater efforts to bring secondary education 
within the reach of many, and the consequence is that 
such education, in that country, having ceased to be a 
mark of class, confers very little social position. The 
majority of French boys who learn Latin do it simply as 
a matter of business, the bachelor's degree being necessary 
to every physician and surgeon, to every barrister and 
notary, and even to every teacher of modem languages 
in the public schools. There are also examinations to 
be passed before practising pharmacy as a trade, and for 
that the examinations are not confined to 'the special 
science itself. . In England the University degree is not 
absolutely required for the professions onaw and medicine, 
and therefore it retains more of an ornamental character. 
It is more of an intellectual distinction and less of a 
matter of business than in France. 

To understand France in this and many other matters 
we must bear in mind that the whole tendency of modem 
French institutions is to produce, not what the English 
call the gentleman, but the .middle-class man, or 
b(Jurgtois, in enormous numbers. He is comfortably 
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clothed, badly lodged, far too well fed, and educated in 
many studies, but not quite up to the point at which they 
would begin to be available for the intellectual life. The 
puhlic schools where he gets this education are both too 
numerous in themselves and too numerously attended, 
besides being too cheap, for purposes of social distinction. 
All that education can do for a lad in France, at any 
achool or college, is to place him in the bou'l[eoisie, that 
is to say, in the middle class. It does net, in the least, 
give him an approach to social equality with the aristo
cracy. Sons of peasants frequently rise in the bou'l[eoisie 
by means of University degrees; bu~ that is not much, and 
there they stop. There is not any University degree, 
however elevated, not even the double doctorate, which 
is recognised by what is called "Society" as conferring 
any claim whatever to come within its pale. 1 

In England the choice of school and University has 
an immense inftuence on a boys future social position. 
Educate him at a grammar school or send him to Eton 
and Oxford, the difference to his future rank will be 
enormous. If an English mother has a son' at Eton she 
is sure to let you know. All English people associate 
the idea of class distinctions with the different English 
schools, and they have an almost insuperable difficulty 
in realising the condition of things in France, where there 
-is neither an Eton nor an Oxford, nor anything in the least 
degree resembling them from the social point of view. 
In this way the English are always wrong about the 

I The University decorations of Of!irin- tie r Inslnldilln PIl61,""~ 
and Offid" d' Acat/J",ie confer no social position. The fellowship 
of the University confers none either outside of the University 
itself. 
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French lydes, because they begin hy imagining the English 
class distinctions. The prevalent English idea about them 
is that they are low and cheap places. One English 
writer accepted it as evidence of the very humble origin 
of a distinguished Frenchman that he had been educated 

Th. Simp" in a lyde. He could not realise the simple fact that the 
F",. lyee .. have nothing to do with social rank either OM rutlJl 

or 1m olmT. My brother-in-law was educated at a lye .... 
Princely and and one of his ordinary class-fellows was a prince who is 
Humble 
Lj'd6H', now actually reigning; other class-fellows may have been 

sons of small shopkeepers or poor clerks. Older French
men are still living who were class-fellows of the Orleans 

Education or princes at the /yea Henri I Y. The princeS worked like 
~ri.,<;~eans the others, and it was only thought a proof of their 

father's good sense that he sent his boys to one of the 
best schools in the. town where he lived, though he 
happened to be King of the French. It was good for 
them, but it made no <!ifference to the others, nor to the 
school. King Milan of Servia was afterwards .educated 
at the same lye"e. 

A boy gains no rank, and loses none, by being at a 
Vicwsortha French Iycee. It is true that the reactionary aristocracy 
Reactional')' I -, . h dis b . 
ANt.."...,.. looks upon the O'«es Wit favour, ut that IS not 

because they are cheap, I or because some of the pupils 
are poor, for the aristocracy ,is willing to send its children 
to priestly seminaries, which are still cheaper, and where 

1 The reason (or the cheapness DC the /ydts is because they are 
-:ro "-tIed to ~ying concerus (deficits being filled up by the 

Tendency or we must bea'rcrA'l-l.. upils benefit by the wholesale scale or all 
Modem - --~. ad Th b ·Id· French French institutions igt urse, DO plVld IS m e. e Ul Ings. 
Institutions II th I "wns and the Statc, are rent free. Some of 
nlO ca e gent eman, t..."'Jent. The L)'dr Lnhmal, near Paris. 
8f1t1".Ni.. lJoNT,f~oisJ in enormous m~l of practical modem anangcmenl. 
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most of the pupils are poorer. The reasons are not 
social, but religious and political. The /yeles have lay !~i~~:rucal 
masters, the seminaries have priests; the /yeles lLre Reasons. 

animated with a republican spirit, the seminaries are 
royalist Everything has a political colour in France. 
When a young noble has not been to a seminary he is 
educated on its principles by a clerical tutor at home, 
Qr else in some Jesuit school abroad. 

Not only does the place' of education give no social 
position to a Frenchman, but eclucation itself now gives 
him very little, because it has been made accessible to 
poor men. Eton and Oxford are respected because they 
are expensive i-if the same education, or a better, were 
given in cheap schools, it would lose its social significance. 
France seems to have reached, or almost reached, that 
point towards which the whole world is tending, when 
education will be too common to confer rank, and it is 

Educntion 
itself gives 
little Position 
in France:. 

even possible we may get back to the middle-age idea Revival of 

h . . I dl b ·11· E h· f ,h. Middl.· t at It IS or y to e 1 Iterate. Yen now, somet mg 0 age Idea. 

this sentiment is distinctly perceptible in France. Clever 
young men in the middle class are considered to be 
working creditably for persons in their line of life, but 
the nobility do not meet them on that ground; they out· Th. Brill"'., 

h· th . I . b . fi Id d· Nob.i". S me em, not m earnmg, ut in e -sports an eqUI-
pages. 

A refined way of speaking the native language does The Native 

something for social position in England. English people Lan ...... 

say of a man, U He has a good accent, he speaks like a 
gentleman;" in France so many middle-class people 
speak well habitually that pure speech has almost ceased 
to be a distinction. Even if the men had not broken 
down that barrier, clever Frenchwomen would have 
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removed it How many of them have I met with, in the 
middle classes, who, for enunciation, articulation, readi
ness and accuracy of expression, and precision of accent, 
spoke quite as well as ladies of rank! This, too, in a 
country where clear, and prompt, and accurate speaking 
is valued and appreciated to a degree unknown in England. 
It is only the most cultivated English people who dare 
to employ, in conversation, the full powers of their noble 

• tongue; the others shrink from the best use of it, and 
accustom themselves to forms of speech that constitute, 
in reality, a far inferior language, in which it is so difficult 
to express thought and sentiment that they are commonly 
left unexpressed.' 

Passing from ordinary education to that higher culture 
which can only be attained by a sedulous attachment to 
intellectual pursuits in mature life, I should say that here, 
again, mental elevation has nothing to do with social 
rank. In Frallce the time is at hand, if it has not already 
arrived, when high culture may be taken as evidence that 
its possessor does not belong to the aristocracy. Speaking 
for the present of France only, I may offer two or three 
reasons in explanation of this curious anomaly. The 
French aristocracy, disdaining all work that is remunera~ 
tive, does not enter the professions, and so misses the 
culture that the professions give. But, beyond this, the 
French aristocracy is unaccustomed to work of any kind, 
and as culture is usually unattainable without work, and 

1 An English friend of mine, himse1f a man of the very highest 
CllltUre, says that the cultivated English keep their .talk down to a 
low level from a dread of the watchrul jealousy of their intellectual 
inferiors. They on1y dare venture to talk in their own way between 
themselves in privacy. 
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as there is not even a high standard of early education in 
that aristocracy, it passes its time in ways that do not 
tend to culture except so far as polite and graceful social 
intercourse favours it If the reader wishes to be just he 
will not think of the minor French rural aristocracy as CIwtcw- 01 

, the Freoth 
Ie a class of rakes," but as a very numerous class of more R1!r.al 

or less wealthy idlers, living half the year on iheir estates, Ari>toaa<y. 

four months in some country town, and a month or two 
at Paris or the sea-side. Their life is healthy and natural 
for the most part, and they often attain a great age; but 
they are, as a class, much more addicted to rural sports 
than to intellectual or artistic pursuits of any. kind. 
There are exceptions, of course, yet even the exceptions 
suffer Iiom the benumbing influence of their surroundings, 
and usually stop short of any noteworthy attainment. I 
may repeat in this "Place a remark made to me by an 
observant Frenchman. He said, U In our counby the InteUectnal 

men who cultivate themselves with effect are more fre- !o-!,~~ 
quently retired tradesmen than men born to independence. T .... ~ 
The retired tradesman "has habits of industry which he 
applies to any pursuit that he takes up, and the want of 
theSe habits is fatal to the aristocrat" Another French-
man, himself a man of culture, coincided, quite in
dependently, with Matthew Arnold's well·known descrip-
tion of another aristocracy. Ie It is a strange result of Barbariamin 

the wealth and intelligence of the modern world," he ~r..!!...
said, "to give the upper classes the pursuits of the savage 
without the necessity which is his excuse for them. Our 
country gentlemen are not our intellectual leaders, they 
live a sort of perfected barbaric life. They are barbarians 
armed with the complicated appliances of civilisation. Ilo.aboo .. 

Their greatest glory is to have killed a large number of =. 
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big wild boars, and they exhibit the heads as trophies. 
Cont~mpt(or Another savage characteristic is that they despise trade 
Tmdo Md d d·d I . b h Commerce. an commerce, an conSl er al professIons eneat 

Liberty of 
Primz:va.l 
Instincts. 

them except that of the warrior. Their ideas of govern
ment by the simple authority of a despotic chief are also 
those of primitive ~an; they have not patience to endure 
the delays and the complicated action of parliamentary 
institutions. In a word, the liberty that wealth gives in 
the modem world means for them the liberty of the 
primzval instincts." 
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PATRIOTISM 



CHAPTER 1 

PATRIOTIC TENDERNESS 

THE tender feeling of patriotism, as distinguished from 
the proud, is more general in France than in England, 
and it has increased in France during the last twenty 
years, whilst it has diminished in England in the course 
of a generation, or during the transition from one genera
tion to another. 

This difference and these changes are due to causes 
that may easily be seen in operation. We may be able 
to fix: upon some of them, and whilst we are so occupied 
tbe reader is especially requested to bear in mind that 
the tenderness of patriotism is not the whole of patriot
ism, and that the Englishman who has little tenderness 
may be as patriotic in other ways as the Frenchman who 
has more. 

Tender patriotism in all cases attaches itself to the 
soil; it is an affection (or the soil, and at first an affection 
for particular localities, generally witb recognisable char
actensllcs. One of tbe first effects of it is to produce 
a feeling of foreiguness with regard to other parts of the 
same nation, so that by its particularism if may seem 
almost anti-patriotic. 

"I will never leave Borva," said the Princess of 
F 
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Thule, yet she did leave Borv", and sang her old island 
songs in the strange land and amongst the strange people 
U with her heart breaking with thoughts of the sea, and 
the hills, and the rude, and sweet, and simple ways of 
the old island life that she had left behind her." 

Here is an example of tender patriotism, so much 
localised that the lover of her own country, which is one 
of the Hebridean islands, feels herself a foreigner m 
London, and it might be argned that every British 
subject ought to feel at home in the capital of the nation. 
Wel~ we are coming to that, but the first patriotism is 
local and pathetic.1 No English novelist understands 
the sentiment of patriotic tenderness better than does 
William Black, and he always represents it as strongest 
in poor and thinly·peopled places, such as are to be 
found in the Western Highlands, andjn the bleak archi
pelago between the Scottish mainland and the open 
Atlantic. 

Country life is highly favourable to the growth of a 
tender local patriotism, especially that kind of country 
life which remains stationary and attached to family 
possessions. Small estates are favourable to il, large 
estates less so, because they supply their owners with the 
means of living at a distance, and especially for passing 
a part of the year in the capita~ and other months out of 
the country altogether. 

I I am spea.k from experience on this matter. having had in youth 
nn intensely strong local affection for tbe wilder parts of northern 
England, a feeling that afierwards extended it.se1f to Scotland, but 
I remember that when this feeling was strongest, the midland and 
southern counties were quite like a foreign country to me-a very 
dull, uninteresting foreign country - and I had no home feeling 
whatever in Loudon, nor any desire to revisit it. ' 
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Colonisation is unfavourable to a te~der English ColoDi-or;atioD 
Unfavour

patriotism, because it diverts the affection of families able. 

from the soil of the mother country by giving them a 
second country beypnd the sea, and by encouraging the 
idea that the mother country is but a part of a vast 
confederation, in which the colonists may have a patriotic 
feeling for the confederation generally, and a specially 
affectionate patriotism for the State or province in which. 
they were born. 

. 'Vhen the State is very heterogeneous in composition, Composite 
Stal~ 

including several very different nationalities, there may 
be a tender sentiment in each nation for itself, but this 
is not likely to ~tend to the entire State. Thus, a 
Scotchman may have a tender feeling for. Scotland, an 
Irishman for Ireland, but their tender affection is not 
likely to include England, still less Canada and Australia. 
They may be proud of belonging to so great an empire, 
but that is another feeling. . 

Every influence that increases the sensibility of the 
feelings 'is likely to increase the tenderness of patriotic 
sentiment. Religion and poetry are both strong in- Effects of 

Religion and 
ftuences in its favour, and a very powerful constant Poetry. 

influence is that of a society in which feeling is habitually 
expressed as it is by the Irish and the French. A society 
in which the utterance of deep feeling of any kind is u,,"""~ 0( 

. repressed by conventional good breeding, and by a kind F",,,,,,. 

Of external stoicism, is repressive of tenderness in patriotic Its Stoical 
Repression. 

sentiment This stoical tendency in the English is more 
favourable to pride than to love. 

Habits of travel, habits of living abroad, cosmopolitan. Habits of 

experiences on a large scale, diminish the intensity of T.raYCIL 

local affection by affording opportunities for comparison, 
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and so destroying illusions, especially about tbe grandeur 
of landscapes that bave been dear to us in youth, and 
the appearance of houses and towns. After the Alps the 
English mountains are seen to be \lnly hills, after Paris 

. the northern towns look dismal. 
Lastly, a sustained commercial and political prosperity 

is unfavourable to the tenderness of national sentiment, 
because a very prosperous nation does not appeal to the 
pathetic sympathies, does not call for commiseration. 
The sons of a powerful and rich mother do not feel 
themselves to be so necessary to her as if she were 
afflicted and sorrowful 

The reader will see at a glance how all these reasons 
against the tenderness of sentiment in patriotism tell in 
modern England 

England is not a country of small proprietors. With
out committing the mistake, so common amongst 
foreigners, of believing that there are no small land
owners in England, we know that they are not so numerous 
as in France, and therefore that the intense local' affection 
of the peasant has fewer chances of developing itself. 
Again, the population of England is less and less a 
stationary population, it becomes constantly more urban 
and more migratory. The lower and middle classes 
change tbeir place of residence with a facility unknown 
to the yeomanry of former times. It seems to be a 
matter of indifference to them whether they will live ib 
one ugly and smoky street or in another ugly and smoky 
street, and why indeed should we expect their affections 
to take root in a .. wilderness of bricks"? Nor do they 
limit themselves to the same town. They change towns 
olmost as easily as streets on the slightest prospect of 
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increased income, and often merely for the sake of the 
change itself, to break the monotony of a'life destitute of 
local interests and locaf attach!l}ents. In its extreme 
development the facility in removing that characterises 
the modern Englishman of the unsettled class will 
include not merely the United Kingdom, but the most 
remote dependencies of the British Empire. The fol
lowing is a case well known to me; it is given here as an 
extreme case, not as an average one, but it is thoroughly 
English, and most remote from the stay-at-home habits of 
the French. 

A middle-class Englishman in a scientific profession 
began by going to Scotland in his youth, and there he 
married early. From Scotland he emigrated to New 
Zehland, and thence to Australia, where he prospered well, 
but in the midst of his prosperity he determined to return , 
to Great Britain. He settled first in Glasgow, and after-
wards migrated successively to Hull, Bristol, Cardiff, 
Southampton, Liverpool, and London. I pass over a 
temporary residence in the United States. When staying 
in one town it was his habit to change his re~idence 
frequently. During the thirty or forty years of his married 
life he made twice as many removals. Since his death 

History of 
an English 
middle-class 
Family. 

his family have gone on in the same way: they are 
constantly changing their addresses, and are dispersed Constant 

ChlUlge5 of 
. over the British possessions, including New Zealand, Addrew. 

Canada, and British Columbia. A family of this kind 
is not cosmopolitan, because it confines itself to English~ 
speaking countries, but its world is the vast area over 
which the English language is known. There was a Condition of Feeling: m· 

condition of feeling in that family quite incompatible :~~ 
with old-fashioned local attachments. The members of !~r:~. 
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it were ready at any time to leave England and each 
other and pitch their temporary camp in distant latitudes. 
This readiness was refl~cted in their conversatioD, which 
ranged easily over vast spaces of land and sea.' 

I began by saying that this was an extreme instance, 
and so it is, but there are thousands of others that show 
the English facility of removal in minor degreeS. Nothing 
is more characteristic of the English, or more unlike the 
French, than the courage to go and settle in some place 
where they know nobody and with which they have no 
previous aSSOClanons. French people do it when forced 
by necessity, but they do it with a sad heart; English 
people of their own free will have the courage to sever 
old ties and begin new experiments of life. 

The extreme readiness of the modern English 'to 
change their residence is a recentiy-developed character
lsllc. It has grown with the modern facilities of com
munication. Sons and daughters disperse and settle 
anywhere. In wealthy families the eldest son retains 
possession of the paternal home, but seldom steadily 
settles down to live in it, whilst his brothers and sisters 
scatter themselves over the counties. The affectionate 
prejudices of local patriotism have given place to a 
broader national patriotism which, in its turn, is even 
now giving way to a still more comprehensive Imperial 
patriotism. It is a change by which the English have 
g.ined in grandeur of conception what they have lost in 
tenderness of feeling. 

Amongst the nations under the British crown there is 
one that still retains that tenderness in perfection. The 
Irish people have it, and they even keep it in exile. The 
rea.on evidently is that Ireland is a small well-defined 
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nation, sepatated from England by salient national charac. 
teristics, and a nation which for a long time has been 
poor, unhappy, and ill·used. Here are all the inBuences 
that increase the pathetic tenderness of patriotic feeling. 
If ever Ireland becomes rich and happy her patriotism 
may be quite as powerful, quite as genuine, but it will 
lose that intense pathos.1 The pathetic· element in 
Scottish patriotism was most intense when Scotland was 
poor, when the science and industry of her sons had not 
yet compensated for the barrenness of her soiL 

Of all the English poets Wordsworth had the tender 
local affections in the greatest strength; and in his case 
not only did they attach tbemselves to a small district 

. 1 It is needless to quote Moore. but tbe reader may thank me 
for stealing for his benefit a sbort lyric by an Irish poet. Mr. 
Robert Joyce, which is full of the tender sentiment of patriotism. 
associating love and death in the most touching maDDer with the 
orten-repeated name of one Irish valley-Glenara. 

0, fair shines the SUb on Glennra, 
And calm n:st hi!;. beams on Glenara; 

But 0 ! there's a light 
Far dearer, more bright, 

Illumines my soul in GlcnlU"a-
The ligbt of thine e~ in Glepua, 

n 
And sweet sings (he stmun ofGlenara,· 
Glancing down through the woods like an arrow; 

But a sound flU" more sweet 
Glads my hellJ1. when we meet 

In the green summer woods of Glenara,
Thy voice by the wave of Glenara. 

m 
And 0 I ever thus in Glenara. 
Till WI: aleep in our graves by Glenara, 

May thy yoi~ sound as rrcc: 
And tIS kmdly to me, 

And thine eyes beam as fond in Glcnara, 
In the JI"CeIl SUDUDer woods of Clcnara! 
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with a marked peculiarity o( character, but they were 
almost invariably associated with poor and simple human 
lives, themselves rooted by hereditary aifection in the 
miniature highland region that occupies the north-west 
comer of Englanci London, to Wordsworth, was "a 
crowded solitude." 

No race in Europe bas so strong a tendency a~ the 
English race to form attachments -(or places outside of 
the native Ianci This tendency bas increased with the 
habit of travel and with the spoiling of England by 
modern industrial works. The second love of English
men- is Switzerland if they';e mountaineers, and Italy 
if they care for poetry and art_ France they seldom 
appreciate unless they are architectural students, when 
they cannot overlook U the most architectural country in 
Europe." It is probable that no Englishman ever loved 
France as Robert Browning loves Italy, or would venture 
to express such a sentiment if he felt it. 

I Italy, my Italy!)I 

cries the poet with a passionate longing-

" Open my heart and you will see 
Graved inside of it Italy, 
Such lovers old are I and she, 
So it always was, so shall ever be/' 

The love of a foreign language is enough to give us 
a friendly interest in the country where it is spoken to 
perfection, and as Englishmen are better linguists than 
the French, foreign countries have this attraction for them. 
They are also better scholars, and therefore may be more 
drawn towards Greece. 

Some Frenchmen have this second love, and when 
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they feel nostalgia for any land out of France it is sure 
to be Algeria or Italy. Frenchmen never have any local 
affections in England. They may keep a grateful recol· 
lection of English houses where they have been kindly 
received, but have never any delight in England as a 
country. Their prejudices against its climate and about 
the absence of taste and art are ineradicable. 

The love that the French have for France is associated 
with many innocent illusions. They believe it to be the 
only perfectly civilised country in the world, the home of 
all the arts, of all scientific and intellectual culture. Of 
late years France is to the republicans the one country 
where political and religious liberty is complete. It is, 
of course, the land where French people feel most at 
home, where they can most readily get the superfluities 
which are necessary to them - the elaborately-ordered 
and complete repasts, the abundant fruits, the varied 
drinks, the talk in the (aft, the lively and pointed news· 
paper articles that they can understand at a glance, the 
clever plays that they listen to with such rapt attention. 
Those Frenchmen who believe in a Providence think 
that it has specially favoured their own country. " IJieu 
prot,ge la Fra""." Before the phylloxera came He gave 
his Frenchmen wine and refused it to the canting English, 
before the German invasion He gave them the intoxicating 
wine of victory. They have marvellous illusions about 
their climate; they think of it as a 

U Fair clime where every season smiles 
Benignant." 

They have a full and fair appreciation of the beauty 
of their own country, and the more cultivated take an 

The French 
love Algeria 
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intelligent interest in the still numerous architectural 
remnants of the past They have not forgotten the old 
provincial names, ~or suffered them to fall into disuse; 
the Burgundian is still a Burgundian, though not the less 
a Frenchman too. Even the towns have an adjective 
for their inhabitants which strengthens the local tie. The 
inhabitant of Sens is a SenolUlis, of Poitiers a Pidu,,;etI, 
of Gap a Caw!. In this way a Frenchman is the son of 
his native town, as an Oxonian of the University: The 
local feeling descends even to the villages-

II Rim liest plus INau file mOIl villhge 
En virtU j'e Tlf)US Ie dis." 

This provincial feeling is not so strong in England 
In the United Kingdom we have the four different 
nationalities, but in England only the counties, which 
answer to the French departments. England has no 
living tradition of historical provinces. We leam about 
ancient divisions in history, and that is all .. 

The words nsed in the two countries are in themselves 
an indication of the state of feeling. The word pays, as 
employed by journalists and politicians for the whole of 
France, is exactly equivalent to "the country" as employed 
by English politicians; but the word pays, as it is employed 
by a French peasant to mean locali to which he· is 
bound by ties of birth and affection, has 0 equivalent in 
English, and it cannot he translated w hout a phrase. 
To get the force of it I must explain that is a part of the 
country to 'which I and my family he ng. But the 
greatest difference in language is the e absence, in 
English, of any word having the peculiar 
the sacredness, of pan The word pa 
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entirely for emotional use, it is lltVtr employed for 
common purposes. IC Country JJ fails as an equiva
lent because it is used in various non -emotional 
senses. as when a minister appeals to the country by 
general elections, a huntsman rides across country, a 
gentleman's residence is situated in a pretty country, a 
townsman goes to live in the country, a landowner is a 
country squire. Here the word stands for the everyday 
words pays and campa~, but patne never stands for any
thing but the land that we should be ready to die for, and 
it is never used without visible or suppressed emotion.1 

The English are themselves fully aware of the power of a 
word, and of all that may be indicated lly the possession 
of a word. They are proud, with just reason, of the 
word U home, JJ and think that the' absence of it in the 
French language shows a want of tenderness of domestic 
sentiment in the French mind. The absence of any 
equivalent for patne may indicate a like want of tender· 
ness in the patriotic sentiment. 

Happily the English have not for many centuries been 
educated by the kind of experience most favourable to 
tenderness in patriotism. Their country has not been 
invaded. No Englishman knows what it is to have 
foreign soldiers ruling irresistibly in his own village and 
in his own home. No Englishman has seen his corn 
trampled by an enemy's cavalry, or his fruit-trees cut for 
fuel. In default of this experience no Englishman can 
imagine the sense of cruel wrong to their country that 
men feel when its sacred soil is violated.' The attempt 

1 During the Franco.German war I knew French people who 
could not utter the word I( Palm" with dry eyes. 

t During and nfier the invasion the intensity of the patriotic 
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to imagine it for the French only takes him from feeling 
to reason. He sees clearly that the French would have 
done as much on. German soil had they been able to 
reach it, and from a reasonable point of view he perceives 
that no earthly soil is sacred But the tender sentiment 
of patriotism, like other tender sentiments, is not amen
able to reasoD. 

sentiment was always in exact proportion to the harm done by the 
invader. It was very feeble where he did not appear, and stronger 
in proportion to the duration of his presence 8Qd the harm that he 
in8icted. It is still intense in Alsatia and Lorraine", and especially 
intense in the French who have been expelled from those provinces. 



CHAPTER II 

PATRIOTIC PRIDE 

IN the first chapter I indicated certain causes which make 
the patriotic sentiment less tender in England than in 
France. The same causes make English patriotism 
prouder than French patriotism. 

The element of pride was once intensely strong in 
French patriotism. Before the Franc<H3erman war the 
Frenchman was as proud of his nationality as an ancient 
Roman; he sincerely believed his country to be La 
Grande Hawn, and supposed that all the other peoples 
of the world must be humbly conscious of an immense 
inferiority. France, he believed, or rather he knew, was 
at the head of all nations both in arts and arms, the most 
military of countries, the most artistic, the most scientific 
-in all things and in all ways the greatest, the most 
illustrious, the best. I remember a conversation that 
took place in the spring of 1870 between two Frenchmen, 
a German, and myself. The Frenchmen were both 
scholarly and thoughtful men, immensely superior to the 
average ~f their countrymen, yet the old superstition 
about Gallic superiority was so inveterate in them that 
they maintained it at all points. The German and I 
ventured to doubt the absolute supremacy of France in 
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literature and ar~ on which our French friends fell back 
upon a quality which they affirmed to be beyond ques
tion, their undoubted military superiority_ I remember 
the quie~ scarcely articulate protest of the German. He 
said tha~ the military superiority of France, if put to the 
test th<n (1870) might not be quite so certain as in former 
times, as the Germans had made progress in the art of ivar_ 
The Feench would not hear about the possibility of de
feat; the incomparable lIan of the troops, the well-known 
furia francese, was sure to carry everything before it. 

Those were the last days of the pride of patriotism in 
France. Since 1870 no human being has heard any 
boasting of that kind from French lips_ 

Before 1870 all French people had the sense of per
fect security within their own frontier_ They might send 
troops abroad, but at home they felt as secure as the 
English in their island The sense of patriotic pride re
quires that feeling of security within the frontier, as mucb 
as the pride of wealth requires the sense of security' from 
bailiffs. When the enemy is in possession, and the 
national forces are manifestly impotent to drive him out, 
there can be no national pride. There may be infinite 
devotion, and the most pathetic tenderness, but U il n'y 
a pas lieu d'llre fier_" 

Since their disaster the only pride of the French has 
been in their self-restrain~ and in the quiet perseverance 
with which they have reconstituted their army_ Such 
pride as there may be in tbese efforts is of a subdued 
nature, and altogether different from the boasting of 
other days_ It may be admitted that the national 
character bas been immensely improved by the extinction 
of the old sentiment, and even the French intellect has 
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gained by It m the clearer perception of truth, as a 
private misfortune often opens the eyes of a family. 
The change in the national character of the French has 
been clearly manifested !>y their patience and prudence 
on several very trying occasions. They used to be rash 
and light·headed, they have become cool, wary, and 
circumspect; at one time they were reputed to be fond 
of war, and were easily led into it by any temporary 
ruler, but to -day they look on war so dispassionately, 
they treat it so purely as a matter of reason, that they 
will resort to it only with all. chances in their favour. 
Men of sixty say that the young men of the present day 
have far less of national sentiment than they had in their 
own youth, which may be explained by the want of 
aliment for national pride. A new generation has grown 
up, and it has grown up in hUDl;iliation. A Frenchman 
of twenty-five has seen Alsatia and Lorraine in the hands 
of the Germans ever since he knew anything of geography. 

Another heavy blow to national pride in the higher 
classes has come from the internal, and probably final, 
victory of the democracy. All who belong in any way to 
the French aristocracy, or who aspire to belong to it, and 
have sympathy with it, feel as much humiliated by the estab-
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lishment of republicanism as bytheGermanconquest. The Double 
'Defeat or 

aristocracy has been doubly overthrown, by foreign annies the French -. and by the multitude of voters. A French noble eannot 
go to any court in Europe without meeting the accredited 

- representative of a r'gime that be abbors, and he eannot 
enter the French parliament without seeing republicans in 
office. It is true that the men in office are frequently 
changed, but the principle that put them there does not 
change; they are replaced by others not less democratic. 
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England is free from these wounds to her pride. No 
foreigner occupies any English territory. To have the 
equivalent of the French patriotic humiliation, five or six 
English counties would have to be occupied hy an 

1m,.;.... enemy. and a huge foreign fortress and arsenal, on 
Changes-in 
E .. 1aDd. English ground, would be constantly threatening London. 

With regard to internal causes of humiliation for the upper 
classes, they would feel what the French gentry feel if 
the monarchy and the House of Lords were abolished, 

• and the Methodist, Baptist, and Jewish religions were 
established equally with the Church of England. This, 
then. is the great difference between the English and 
the French in this matter of national pride. There are 
existing causes which make that sentiment impossible, 
for the present, in France; there is no existing cause to 
prevent it from flourishing in the minds of Englishmen. 

The English have a motive for pride which is un-
known to their French neighbows. They are the 

England the leading nation in a family of nations.. They feel superior 
Head ora 
O·amily. to the Americans of the United States by antiquity and 

t~:!~ 
American 
~nu::)". 

by priority of civilisation, and they believe themselves to 
be their superiors in culture and in manners. Besides 
these differences, which may be more or less imaginary. 
it is obvious that aristocratic Englishmen must look 
down upon American democracy. since they look down, 
impartially. upon all democracies. The English living 
in England have a superiority of position over their own 
colonies. and are surprised to learn from Mr. Froude 
that a high degree of civilisation is to be found at the 
Antipodes. There are two opposite ways of thinking 
about the colonies that give equal aliment to the pride 
of an Englishman. He may have something like Mrs. 
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jameson's first impression of Canadian society, as "a Ml'$. 
J ......... 

small oommunity of fourth-rate half-educated or un- I~ 
educated people, where local politics of the meanest kind b. 
engross the men, and petty gossip and. household cares 
the women," and in that case the superiority of England 
must be inoontestable, or he may adopt the views of Mr. 
Froude, and then reflect what a great thing it is for 
England to be the first amongst the highly-civiJised 
Englisb-speaking communities. He is, besides, under no 
necessity to cross the ocean for subjects of comparison. 
He feels himself easily superior to the Scotch and Irish, n.._ 
and nntil recent agitations he bad almost forgotten the &.' .... :.y 

very existence of the Welsb. All Scotch people mow :.. .... ~ 
that the English, though they visit Scotland to admire 
the lochs and enjoy Highland sports, are as ignorant IrB I ....... 

about what is essentially national in that country as if it s::.:... 
were a foreign land Ireland is at least equally foreign 
to them, or was so before the burning question of Home 
Rule directed attention to Irish affairs. This ignorance 
is not attributable to dulness. It has but one cause, the 
pride of national pre<:minence, the pride of being the 
first amongst the Eoglisb-speaking nations of the world 

Patriotic pride derives oonstantly renewed strength 
from a certain mental habit, which may grow upon a 
nation as it frequently does upon an individual A man 
may get into the habit of despising, he may get into the The R .... 

habit of rating what others possess and what others do of ~ 
at an estimate below the truth. It is an indirect way of 
exalting witbout over-estimating himself; and therefore is 
pleasing to natures that are neither boastful nor vain, yet 
are firmly tenacious of pre<:minence. Now, althongh 
the English are said to be a deferential people, and have, 

G 
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no doubt, the habit of deference for certzin distinctions, 
TIte English they are at the same time an eminently contemptuous 
.. CoIlI.empt-
._ P<OpIe. people, even within the limits of their own island Their 

..".,
and ..... " 
01,,", 
N~ 

babit of contempt is tranqui~ it is without vaunt and 
without vanity, but it is almost constant, and they dwell 
witb difficulty in that middle or neutral state which 
neither reverences nor despises. Consequently, when 
there is not some very special reason for feeling defer-
ence towards a foreigner, the Englishman is likely to 
despise him. The same mental habit causes the English, 
as a nation, to underrate habitually the strength and 
intelligence of otber nations, without much overrating 
their own. The common Englisbman thinks nothing of 
the Frencb navy, hardly believes that the French can 
build or manage a ship of war, although the French navy 
is, in reality, the second in the world, and a good 

_ do second; but the English do not overrate their own navy, 
The:.':i: on the contrary, they are very much alive to its deficiencies 

and defects. The common Englishman under-estimates 
French wealth, he does not think much of wealtb that 
can be expressed in francs, yet at the same time he does 
not over-estimate the wealth of England This tendency 
to despise others is shown in a pecuIiarly dangerous way 
by the English wben they go to war. At such times 
they almost invariably under-estimate the strength of the 
antagonist and the difficulty of the enterprise, thus im
posing needless hardships on the inadequate little foree 
that begins the war. 

The habit of despising and under-estimating is shown 
_ DO- by the English, not only with regard to other nations, but 
defTa1e eYetl • 

. .... ~of m face of the natural forces themselves. They are very 
N...... averse to taking precautions against danger, they have to 
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be forced to it by law, and when the. law is made, it is 
likely to hecome a dead letter. "'- notorious instance of 
this is the eternal inadequacy qf the provision for saving 
life every time a ship founders. It is, in all things, 
strongly characteristic of Englishmen to apply to every 
great or little thing they have to do the minimum of 
necessary effort. This is only another expression of their 
tendency to despise an opposing force. 

The French, on the other hand, are generally less dis
posed both to the feelings of respect and contempt 
They look upon the world with an easier indifference, 
not much respecting anybody or anything, but they are 
ready enough to acknowledge the merits and qualities of 
people and things that are not the best The French 
are severe critics only where there is great pretension; 
they regard ordinary, unpretending people and things 
with a good-humoured indulgence. When there is much 
pretension, their levelling instinct makes them ready 
ddJtlla,. supbos. It is a remarkable proof of the sub
stantial strength of Victor Hugo's reputation that a man 
of such immense vanity, such prodigious pretension, 
shouI1i have been able to get himself taken at his own 
estimate in France. Napoleon III., although he had at 
his disposal the tbeatrical machinery of imperial state, 
was never able to win any real deference. 

If the French are not contemptuous, it may be asked 
what is their feeling towards other nations, what is the 
form that national hostility takes in their case? When 
an Englishman despises, how does a Frencbman express 
international antagonism? The answer has been already 
given by Prince Bismarck in a celebrated speech. He 
said that the French hated their neighbours, that they 
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hated the English and Italians as they hated the Germans. 
That is an accurate account of French sentiment towards 
neighbouring countries, except that, for the present, the 
hatred of the foreigner is more actively directed against 
Germany. The most trifling international incident is 
enough to awaken furious animosity in the French press 
against the English or the Italians. This may be a reason 
why the French cannot form durable alliances, especially 
with their neighbours. Their present attempt to ally 
themselves with Russia may be more fortunate,· precisely. 
because Russia is not a neighbour. 



CHAPTER III 

PATRIOTIC JEALOUSY 

THE condition of things that most readily produces 
jealousy between rivals is a near approximation to equality, 
provided that the equals are very few in number, and that 
each of them has substantial claims to eminence. 

All the necessary conditions unite'to produce jealousy 
between France and England. They have been the two 
greatest of European nations, they are still the most 
ancient of the Great Powers, and the most advanced in 
the arts of civilisation. Their weight and influence in 
Europe are very nearly the same. Their populations 
approximateverycloselYJ France,in round numbers, having 
about tbirty-eight inhabitants to thirty·seven in the United 
Kingdom. A!; to European territory they are unequal, 
but the larger home territory of France is compensated by 
the larger colonial territory of England. Both are great 
naval Powers. As if to sharpen their feelings of rivalry, 
the two greatest naval Powers in the world hold the shores 
of a narrow channe~ where each may see the warships of 
the other. England has a great naval superiority, but 
she needs it to protect her commerce and her colonies. 
In like manner the superior military strength of France 
is occupied in the defence of her land frontier. Both 
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England and France are nominally Powers of the first 
class, yet neither is exactly so in reality, the proof being 
that neither the one nor the other dare venture, without 
an ally, to measure herself against either Germany or 

",'" - Russia. In wealth they are mDre nearly equal than 
Equality in w..... any other two countries in the world The system of 

Political 
Liberty. 

government, though under different names, is practically 
the sarne in both countries, being representative in both, 
with power in the lower chamber and responsible cabinets. 
In each of the two countries political liberty is as nearly 
complete in practice as recent experiments in democracy 

A~. will permit. In both there is a contest between the aristo-
and the 
P~pIe. cracy and the people. An increasingly liberal religious 
R."gious policy in both France and England has led to the equal 
Policy. 

toleration of Catholics, Protestants, and Jews, tbough in 
neither country, as y~t, is there anything like a social 
equ,a1ity of creeds. 

In external matters the resemblance between France 
and England is equally remarkable. England is an 
Atlantic power-Franc has a long Atlantic seaboard 
England has stations in he Mediterranean and holds 
two important islands- ranee has a Mediterranean 
coast and holds one imp t island Both Powers 
intervened in Algiers, and F ce annexed it; both Powers 
intervened in Egypt, and E land occupied it. Both 

., . France and England have po ions on the west coast 
En"la.ndiQ 
Afrioo. of Africa. In southern Africa e European position of 

England and France is counterchanged. There England 
is the continental Power and France (in Madagascar) the 
insular. In most of the great British dependencies and 
colonies it has been at one time doubtful whether 
England or Francewas to betbefinaloccupant;andthougb 
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the superior colonising genius of England and her prudent 
European alliances have generally settled the question in 
her favour, there has been enough of rivalry to leave its 
mark in history, in the nomenclature of places, and 'even 
(in one instance) in the survival of an important French
speaking population, Nor does the world-rivalry· of 
France and England show "';y sign of coming to an end 
Their policy at Constantinople and SI. Petersburgh has !.inI~" 
quite recently been antagonistic. It is steadHy antagon-
istic in Egypt, and although the wisdom of rulers (happily 
greater than that of populations) has led to an agreement 
about the Suez Canal and the New Hebrides, there may· 
at any time arise the contention that leads to war, 
Although France is now incomparably inferior to England 
as a colonial Power, the English are still as jealous of 
French inftuence as if it might ultimately regain Canada 
and India.. The Tonquin and Madagasear expeditions Enr.'''' 
were treated in the English press with a Jealousy only 5:£ of 

equalled by the French newspapers about Egypt, and En_ 
both enterprises were followed by fresh British annexa-
tions in Asia and South Africa. Ina word,although French 
colonising schemes may not, in the present day, be com-
parable to what England has done and is still doing, they 
are of sufficient importance to keep alive the ancient sense 
01 rivalry, the undying jealousyl,f neighbours who have 
known each other too long ar ·lmet each other too often. 

The peculiarity of this ci· .. 'is that it cannot be settled Not to be 
" ended bya 

by a war, like the old je;..Jusy between Austria and w~. 
Prussia. Neither of the two Powers feels able to expel 
the other from her position. I remember that, when the 
English attacked the Zulu king Cetewayo and broke his 
power, it was maintained in England that a State had the 
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right to break the power of a neighbour if its existence 
could be considered menacing. How much more, then, 
would England have a right to break the naval power of 
FrattceJ which is close to her own shores and menaces 
her own capital, and what an error of policy she commits 
by tolerating tbe existence and the increase of the French 
tleet ! Why this long-suffering tenderness of respect for 
French arsenals? The answer is that England is not so 
sure of victory in a war with France as she was in the 
war against Cetewayo. The principle that it is right to 

N'bo',.ppli: break the power of a neighbour is not applied when that 
el\ e agatnst 
th, Suon.. power is really formidable. In other words, the more 

it is desirable that a neighbour's strength should be 
broken, the less is it likely to be done. 

Now let us consider the question from the French 
P ....... I"" 0' side. The English hold several islands which are very 
the Channel 
hl..,d. near to the French shore, and the French are vexed by 

England's possession of these islands. It is not so galling 
a wound to French pride as the English possession of 
Gibraltar is to the pride of Spain, still it is a perpetual 
little sore that irritates Frenchmen when they think of il 
They do not trouble their minds about ancient historical 
considerations. The Queen, for them, is not the Duchess 
of Normandy, but the head of the rival Power, and they 
do not like to see this Power holding insular fortresses 
like unsinkable warships anchored close to their own 
shores. Well, this being their state of mind, why do 
they not annex the Channel Islands and reverse the 

En.l .. d no' situation °by occupying the Isle of Wight? The answer 
:J:?' is that the enterprise is felt to be too formidable. To 

get Sark it would be necessary to vanquish England, and 
France does not feel sure of being able to accomplish that. 
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During the long and bloody rivalry of these two 
countries in the past it is a wonder that neither of them 
ever managed to murder the other. The will was cer
tainly not wanting; there was no pity, but it is not easy 
to murder a great nation. The mQdem Carthage was The Modem 

to have been effaced, yet she is not effaced. Even in """"'
tbe present day each is unable to annihilate her neigh-
bour. Try to imagine a French General surrounding 
London with his troops; the idea is inconceivable, one 
cannot see how he is to get them there. And now try Con._ 

difficult in 
to imagine an English army, without continental allies, both Cues.. 

surroUnding Paris with a ring of iron as the Germans 
did; this idea is as inconceivable as the other; one 
cannot see how the English army is to reach Paris. 
Could it land ? And if it landed, could it get as far as 
Amiens? 

I cannot conclude this chapter without frankly admit
ting that national jealousy is reasonable so long as it 
confines itself to the truth. It is quite reasonable that 
the French should want to pusb the English out of 
Canada and Egypt, and that the English should wish to 
sink the French fleet What is unreasonable is for two 
peoples to depreciate· each other in books and news-
papers, and blacken each other's private characters 
because both are formidable in a military or a naval 

That 
NatKmal 
J..J""", 

R!!':,b!e. 

sense. How is it that we bear so much of French im- Tealousy in 
Inter-

morality} and nothing, or, next to nothing, of Italian? ~~ 
How is it that, in France, we have heard so much of 
English cruelty and barbarity, whilst the acCounts of 
Turkish cruelty were received with the smile of in
credulity or the shrug of indifference? Why this so 
tender French sympatliy for the Irish, esaggerating all 
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their woes? Why this wonderful Protestant sympathy 
in England for the unauthorised religious orders in. 
France? How does it happen that everything which 
seems to tell against one of the two countries is received 
with instant credence in the other? The answer to all 
these questions may be found in the two words at the 
head of the present chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

PATRIOTIC DUTY 

THIS is a more agreeable chapter to write than the two 
which have preceded i~ for the idea of patriotic duty is . 
always ennobling, even when that difficult kind of duty 
is irregularly practised and imperfectly understood. 

If England were a continental Power the sense of 
patriotic duty would probably be the same with English
men that it is with Frenchmen. The insular position 
of England has given an exceptional character to the 
national views of duty. 

They are more ideal in England, more practical in 
France. The Englishman thinks, "If I were called 
upon to make sacrifices for my country I would 
certainly make them." No doubt he would, but most 
Englishmen pass through life without being obliged to 
make any patriotic sacrifice except the payment of 
taxes, and the French are taxed still more heavily, even 
in money. 

Effect oftha 
Insular 
Position of 
England. 

Idc:al and 
J'ractic:al 
Views of' 
Patriotic 
DUlY· 

English patriotism may be absolutely relied upon by F..gli,h 
Patriotism 

the Government so far as the sentiment is concerned, Reliable. 

and the consequent willingness to accept the burden of 
practical duty in a time of national calamity; but the 
danger is that the calamity might be sudden, in which A P~I'" 

Danger. 
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• 
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case the efforts of a national patriotism would be un
organised and the patriots themselves untrained. 

The sense of this danger produced the volunteer 
movement, which was excellent as an example and as an 
exercise of patriotic feeling; but if we compare the English 
volunteers with anyone of the great Continental armiesJ 

we see at once that their value is moral rather than 
Tho Mililla. material. The militia is less an affair of patriotic senti

ment and more of an ordinary military institution. It is 
a ~ort of rese"e answering in the length of its annual 
exercises to the French ,Iserve de "arml. active, but with 
this important difference, that the militiamen have not 
necessarily passed through the regular army, and their 
officers have not necessarily received a military education. 
Some men and some officers have these advantages, but 

Military 
Opinion. 

only by accident. 
Neither the militia nor the volunteers are taken 

seriously by the regular army in England, so that the 
sentiment of patriotic duty which exists in them does not 
receive that full encouragement which would be desirable 

The English for its maintenance. The EngJish army is a special 
Army Pro-
r .... ooal. profession, it is not t mtUm,. _apd its feelings, though 

patriotic, are e same time stricUy protessioMl_ The 
._I"gul~ upon the militia and volunteers as pro-

fessi~ artists look upon meritorious amateurS"that is 
to say, at the best with good-natured indulgence, and at 
the worst with undisguised contempt. 
, Under the old purchase system English officers formed 

~~c a caste, and were looked upon with great respect, not 
because they were ready to sacrifice their lives for their 
country, since the privates were equally ready to do that, 
and the privates were not respected. Officers in those 
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days were respected for being rich and fashionable, or 
because they were supposed to be the sons of rich men, 
and the more expensive the habits of the regiment, tbe 
deeper was the sentiment of respect In a word, it was 
social distinction that was respected in them. The 
privates were looked upon as a low caste, and the fact 
that they might have to die for their country did not 
suffice to elevate them. l 

Sod" 
Distinction 
or Rich 
0""" .... 

I well remember the old feeling about the army in Fo=u 

F dthS . I 'I,F •• lio. rance un er e econd Empll'e.. t was naUona In a.bout the 

the sense of being raised by conscription, but it was not t:.~ 
regarded as national by tbe people. It was looked upon 
as an instrument of oppression in the hands of Louis 
Napoleon. In those days the rich avoided military 
service by paying substitutes. The common word for 
that transaction was not U paying" as you pay a servant, 
but U buying" as one buys a slave. The substitute was 
considered to have sold himself, and was specially de-
spised, instead of being honoured as a man willing to 
serve his countrY, whilst no contempt whatever attached 
to tbe rich man who paid money to shirk an unpleasant 
and dangerous patriotic duty 

Amongst the benefits of the Franco-German war, and 
they have been many, there is not one more happy for 
France than the healthy revolution in public opinion 
concerning military service. As almost all Frenchmen 

1 I regret Dot to have preserved some letten written to the 
English newspapers by private soldiers, in which they described how 
they were avoided by civilians even of the· humbler classes. They 

-,ear to have felt themselves more despised in uniform than if 
had been out of uniform. This is simply because the English 
; have never witnessed the sufferings undergone by soldiers in 

.o! ofwnr. 

Pn:sent 
SWeor 
French 
Feeling 
about the 
Anny, 
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have now to serve in one way or another, and as they 
cannot all be officers, the status of the common soldier 
has risen. He is not regarded as a mercenary, he is not 
the guard of a tyrant nor his tool, but a citizen who is 
paying "the tax: of blood JJ to his mother country, or, in 
other words, who is doing the most honourable work of 
his whole life. Whatever he may afterwards accomplish 
as a private citizen, whatever gold or fame he may win 
by his industry or talent, he will never do anything with 
more true dignity in it than that ill-paid work with his 
regiment It is nobler to perspire on a dusty road in 
rough soldier's clothing, with a heavy knapsack and 
rifte, than to display spotless linen in a carriage. It is 
higher to groom a war-horse and clean the stirrups or 
the stable POUT la patrie, than to be oneself groomed by 
a hairdresser. A state of public opinion is conceivable 
in which the humblest services would be held honourable 
if they belonged to patriotic duty, and this healthy state 
of opinion is now establishing itself in France. Nothing 
can exceed the simple cheerfulness with which military 
duty is generally accepted. It is not always liked, and it 
is not always pleasant, but it is borne with unflinching 
good-humour. 

The same change in public opinion which has made 
the bumblest military service honourable, has produc;ed a 
friendly, almost an affectionate, sentiment towards the 
army. Formerly regarded with distrust, it is now looked 
upon as the strength and defence of the nation. No
body now believes that the national forces could be used 
egainst civil liberty. The prettiest example of the 
cou1.tnt state of tbings was seen at the election of 
and thelt Carnot. A few hundreds of civilians, un-
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anned, and who -might have been dispersed by one 
company of soldiers, met in the old palace at Versailles, 
to elect the Chief of the State. The palace was amply 
guartled, but only to ensure the independence of the 
electors. A regiment of cavalry waited to escort the 
new President to Paris without knowing his name. 
When he stepped into the carriage that quiet civilian was 
.. Commander of the annies of France by land and sea. " 

This absolute unity of sentiment between the military 
and civil populations is a great compensation for _ the 
burden of universal service. Another is the increase of Improve-

. - . -~ manlmess and the Improvement of national health. Of N .. io"" 

th ali f th
o • I - H,.hh by e re ty 0 15 lIDprovement cannot entertaIn a MiIi~ 

doubt, baving myself frequently known young men who Senice. 

had gained greatly in strength and activity by their 
military service, and who felt and acknowledged the 
benefit This is peculiarly valuable . in France on 
account of the too close confinement of youtl1s in the 
public schools. The universality of military service has 
been accompanied by a great increase in the number and , • .,..,. ~ 

Gymnastics. 
activity of the gymnastic societies, and it has l~d to much 
military drill within the schools themselves. The sons 
of peasants acquire some education i'l. 'the anny, wbich ""ditto 

Education. is a valuable instrument for spreading a certain amount 
of elementary culture, and even more than that, through 
the regimental libraries. The sons of gentlemen, besides 
the benefit of physical exercise, are often stimulated, hy 
the bope of promotion, to improve the education they 
already possess. 1 

1 For example, at the time when I am writing these pages. a 
young gentleman, who is an intimate friend of mine, and who bas 
received a scienti6c education, is diligently preparing himself to 
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Before leaving the subject of a national army in 
France, it may be well to consider its elfect on peace and 
war. Experience proves that national armies are 
essentially peaceful institutions, on «mdition that tluy are 
combined wit" parliamentary guvemment. Everybody 
has relations in the national army, consequently it is 
everybody's desire that unneceSsary bloodshed be avoided. 
Popular French feeling was intensely, and I believe 
universally, averse to the war in Tonquin; and the 
sacrifices· required for those distant expeditions ruined 
the political career of a most able minister, Jules Ferry, 
a man of extraordinary capacity and strength of wilL 
Under free institutions ministers dread a personal efface-
ment of this kind, and Ferry's example has had a salutary 
effect. As it is, the occupation of Tonquin may at any 
time be abandoned through a refusal of the credits. I~ 

is not improbable that with an English national army 
there might be a growing objection to the prolonged 
occupation of India. Even the authoritative monarch of 
Germany could not, by an imperial caprice, despatch the 
national ~y to conquer the Chinese Empire. In 
France, every imaginable war is unpopular, except the 
one for the recOyery of the lost provinces, and there is 
no desire to undertake even that patriotic war of de
liverance without the certainty of success. 

The formation of a national army by means of con
scription is repugnant to English feeling as an interference 
with personal liberty, but it is improbable that it can for 

pass nn examination ror a commission in the artillery next month. 
Being obliged to serve in the army in ."y case. and having a right 
degree or amollr-JwoJrt, he wishes to be an officer, and in a scientific 
branch or the service. . 
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ever be postponed in the British Empire. If the English" 
should ever find themselves engaged in a contest with a 
great European Power, without an ally on -their side, 
they would be compelled to adopt the conscription in a 
hurry, and therefore in the WOISt possible conditions for 
success. Unless England is prepared to abandon her 
European position altogether, and content heISelf with 
being the greatest of Colonial Powers, the wiser COUISe 
would be for her to reorganise her forces on a broadly 
national basis, whilst there is time to do it at le/!;ure. 
A national army is one of those evils which appear 
enormous at a distance, but diminish on a nearer 
approach. The burden which is bome equally by all is 
not felt to be intolerable. It may be objected that with 

Burdenofa 
National 
Army not 
Intolerable. 

the sharper social distinctions in England a gentleman ~~ 
would feel himself degraded by serving in the ranks. DUtincti ..... 

The answer to this objection has been already indicated. 
The patriotic spirit in the nation might be trusted to 
form a rational opinion about what is or is not really 
degrading, if the army were national, and not, as at present, 
divided into the two jealous classes of professionals and 
amateullL Even already a gentleman has no objection to 
being "full private" in the volunteers. " If England were 
once invaded, and a single English town held by an Vanities and 

Gentilities. enemy, all vanities and gentilities would vanish before the 
IlObility of patriotic duty, and a gentleman would feel hiro-
self honoured in digging a trench or driving a provision cart. 

There is one form of patriotic duty in times of peace 
which is much better understood and much more gener-
ally practised in England than in France. The English Eng",h 

are violent in party dissension, but they readily sink their !:a~ 
~,.. . h 'd' f r • affi" Fo~, .. own uwerences m t e conSl eration a lorelgn rufS, so Policy. 

H 
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that there is, on the whole, a remarkable continuity in the 
foreign policyof England In February .888 Mr. Gladstone 
gave cordial support in the House of Commons to Lord 
Sa1isbuxy's foreign policy, an incident by no means new in 
English parliamentary history, and if ever the occasion shall 
arise when to rally round the Government of the day shall 
be clearly a patriotic duty, as it was when a con1Iict with 
Russia appeared imminent, then all the bitter expressions 
of political enemies will be forgotten and forgiven, and 
Tort, Liberal, and Radical will be simply Englishmen. 

In France this patriotic union is only seen after war 
has been actually declared and whilst the con1lict is going 
on. It was,. no doubt, shown during the war with 
Germany, when reactionary noblemen fought under the 
orders of Gambetta, whom they inwardly execrated, but 
in times of peace the conduct of French oppositions is 
rarely patriotic. The line of policy pwsued by the 
reactionary parties at the present day is simply to di". 
credit the Repuhlic, even at the expense of France. To 
that end they are always willing to upset every cabinet in 
order to prove the instahility of existing institutions, yet 
at the same time. they must be fully aware that their 
policy is against all the commercial and foreign interests 
of the country. The disingenuousness of their conduct 
is clear when they first join the radicals in upsetting a 
cabinet and then tum round and say, .. How lamentable 
it is that no cabinet, under the Republic, can last more 
than a few months! • As this book deals only with the 
present I need not do more than refer to the aUiance 
between the French reactionists and foreign Powers early 
in the present century, and to the contentment with which 
they accepted the defeat that led to the Restoration. I 
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should be sorry to attribute to the reactionists opinions 
which are made for them by their enemies, but it is not 
too much to say that some of them prefer the Prussians Unpa.triotic: 

BitternC15 in 
to the republicans, and look to a civil war without disfavour, F~ 
in spite of all the horrors that it would inflict upon their 
country. Nor is this bitter spirit of reckless hate by any 
means confined to the monarchical parties. Is it possible 
to irnagineanything more completely anti-patriotic than 
the conduct of the Parisian communards in 1871? 

The idea of patriotic duty has usually, in the past, 
been confounded with the passion of hatred An j.'.':n~ 

Englishman who did not hate. the French was considered 
to be unpatriotic, especially if he objected to useless 
bloodshed and advocated, whenever possible, a policy of 
conciliation. A few reasonable beings on both sides of 
the Channel are now beginning to perceive that it is not 
always, in reality, the most patriotic policy to waste the 
treasure of their own country and send their own country-
men to slaughter; for this is what blind hatred always 
comes to in the end. The objects of a patriotic mind 
alter with the degree of its enlightenment In rude and 
ignorant natures patriotism is hatred of the foreigner j in 
cultivated and generous natures it is a wise and watchful 
desire for the happiness and prosperity of one's native 
land. When vulgar patriotism "blusters and is quarrel- Vul ........ 

. Iii ." k I h enlightened some, mte gent patnobsm eeps a coo ead and cleverly Patriotism. 

steers the ship. The passion 0( hatred ought to be kept 
out of international affairs, as a lawyer keeps it out of 
legal business, looking only to the interest of his client. 
The vulgar French are childish enough to hate the 
.English; if the English do not hate them in return, the 
advantage will be all their own. 
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POLITICS 



CHAPTER I 

REVOLUTION 

THERE' is a strong resemblance between the great French 
and English political movements of modem times, but 
they differ from each other chronologically, and also in 
the terms by which they are usually described. 

The resemblance is seen at once when we use the terms 
that are equally applicable to both. The word" Mon
archy/' for example, is misleading, because it is still used 
in the case of England, where one man does not govern, 
and where popular representative institutions have me· 
sistibly developed themselves. The word" Republic" is 
misleading in another way, because it is insidiously 
associated with communism. by the enemies of genuine 
parliamentary government 

Such being the abusive power of words, it is evident 
that so long as we use the words" Monarchy JJ and 
" Republic" for England and FranCe we convey the idea 
of a difference that does not really exist, at least with 
that degree of antagonism and contrast; but if we use the 
words" Absolutism IJ and" Liberty," supposing "Abso
lutism JJ to mean government by one person, invested with 
authority, and U Liberty JJ to mean national self-govern
ment, not anarchy, then we shall much more clearly 

Misleading 
Use of the 
w ..... 
"Mooudoy' 
~d 
"Republic. . 
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" Absolu. 
ci!IID" and 
.. LilMorly." 
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perceive the resemblance in the political movement of the 
two countries. 

This being said for the sake !,f clearness, I need only 
remind the reader that England preceded France by at 
least a hundred years in the movement from absolutism 
to liberty, and that this difference of chronology has 
exercised a very strong inDuence on English opinion abnut 
French affairs. The English have a1I along had the advan
tageof a much riper political experienc"; and they resemble 
a mature man who has forgotten the mistakes of his own 
youth and the violence of his bnyish temper, whilst 'he sees 
those defects in one who is fifteen yearsyoungerthan himself. 

During all the difficult time of the French passage 
from absolutism to liberty, the English had a way of 
treating the French political evolution which was 
peculiarly their own. They refused to see anything 
natural or regular in the remarkable process that was 
going On before their eyes, and perceived only a series of 
accidents combined with spasmodic human efforts in one 
direction or another. They did not discern that, through 
the accidents and the efforts, a great natural force was 
acting with real though not always visible constancy, the 
same force which had abolished absolutism in England 
itseli; and produced the great English experiment in 
representative government. 

I have been StruCk by a passage in one of Mr. W. R. 
Greg's well-known Essays in Enigmas of Life, where he 
speaks with a total absence of sympathy (or the growth 
o( free institutions in France, and betrays the curious but 
common English belief that if somebody had done some
thing which was easy at a particular time, such institutions 
might have been prevented (rom taking root in the country. 
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'" In France, JJ Mr. GIeg wrote, (( as is every year 
becoming more recogoised by all students of her history, 
the ochlocracy, which is now driving her to seemingly 
irretrievable downfall, is traceable to the fatal weakness of 
monarch and ministers alike in February 1848, when a 
parliamentary dentand for a very moderate extension of 
a very restricted franchise was allowed to become, first a 
street riot, and then a mob revolution, though ordinary 
determination and consistency of purpose among the 
authorities migbt bave prevented it from ever growing 
beyond the dimensions of a mere police affair, and have 
crushed it at the outset. J1 

This, I should say, is an extremely English way ~f 

Quotation 
from his 
E"iptu 
tJf Life· 

looking at French affairs. The" ochlocracy U (why not Tho "~cl>J .. 

simply bave said "popular government" 1) is driving =<yo 

France to irretrievable downfall-a result not wholly di .. 
pleasing to her neighbours-and the democratic develop-
inent might have been prevented if the 6ou,geois king 
and his ministers had only sho)"n "ordinary determina-
tion." A wiser king than Louis Philippe would, no 
doubt, have made the change to complete democracy 
gentler and easier by timely concessions; but the ultimate 
establishment of democratic institutions was inevitable in 
any case, and inevitable long before Louis Philippe 
ascended his precarious throne. 1 It was inevitable from 
the hour when Mirabeau gave his immortal answer to the Mirabeau's 

M . d D B N D.nswe.-to arquls e reux- r~ze: Ii ous sommes ici par la Dreuz-

~volont~ du peuple, et nous n'en sortirons que par la 
puissance des bai'onnettes. II From that hour, on the 
23d of June '789, when tho "will of the people" was 

1 The throne of Louis Philippe wo.s itself a democratic institu
otion. 
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openly recognised in a French parliament as superior to 
the will of the king, the establishment of what Mr. Greg 
called an U ochlocracy," in its complete development, was 
simply a q,!estion of time. How much parliamentary 
institutions have gained strength in a hundred years 
may be realised by imagining the effect of a royal summons 
to the Chamber of Deputies at the present day. There 
would be no need of a Mirabeau to resist and resent it 
with indignant eloquence of yoice and gesture; at the 
most, it would excite a smile. 

For myself, I am much more struck by the resemblance 
than by the difference between England and France in 
the great political metamorphosis that has come over 
both countries and' is not yet quite completed in either. 
r see a wonderful resemblance in the course of events, in 
the evolution of opinion, and in those general tendencies 
which are far more important than any mere historical 
accidents, but I see at the same time a great difference 
in dates and most curious inequalities of pace. The 
comparison may be made dearer by supposing tbat two 
authorS are at work upon two books. The elder bas 
begun his manuscript much sooner than the other, but 
he bas not gone on with it very quickly, except at odd 
times of inspiration. The younger seems to have 
plagiarised bis opening chapters from his predecessor, 
there are so many striking points of likeness, but after a 
time he goes on In his own way and works the faster of 
the two, notwithstanding frequent goings back caused by 
immense erasures. Just now it seems as if he had left 
the elder writer behind, but their different ways of work 
make this very difficult to determine. Neither of the 
books is as yet completed As they advance, their 
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general similarity of tendency and purpose becomes 
every day more manifest. This vexes the rival authors, 
who would bave preferred to find themselves original. 

English critics usually take France during her revolu
tionary period and compare her with England at another 
stage when she has got through her revolutionary and is 
in her reforming period. A more just comparison would 
be to take England between 1630 and 1730, and France England 

b .. f from 1630 to etween 1780 and 1880. There are so many pomts 0 17)0, and 
• Franc:e (rom. 

resemblance between the two that history has almost "80.0 ..... 

repeated itself. Our ancestors decapitated a king and the 
French decapitated theirs; the difference being that theaxe 
was used in one case, and a more ingenious mechanical 
contrivance in the other. After the execution ofCbarles L, 
the English were not yet ripe for liberty, so they fell 
under the dictatorship of a soldier; the French did exactly 
the same. When the English were . not disposed to 
endure the Stuarts any longer, they sent them across the 
Channel When the French were not disposed to endure 
the Bourbons any longer, they sent them across the 
Channel The" constant tendency in both countries has 
been to increase the power of the representative chamber 
and diminish that of the nominal head of the State, with 
this final result: that in France the National Assembly 
(the two chambers meeting as one) is declared to be 
sovereign, and in England the Marquis of Hartington 

So~ignty 
ohhcFienCh 
National 
Assembly. 

has oPenly attributed sovereignty to the House of s...,.;gu." 

C . P D" o(tbcHolIMI ommons, quotIng rofessor leey m reply to an of Commons. 

old - fashioned member who stood aghast at what 
seemed to him an almost treasonable employment of the 
word.· 
• 1 For the reader's convenience I quote (our passages (rom Dicey 
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There is, however, one very real and essential diJfer
ence between the English and the French progress towards 
democracy_ The point of departure is the same, the 
sovereignty of the king; the point of arrival is the same, 
the sovereignty of the people; but the intermediate stage 
is not tbe same_ Thanks to the strength of her aris
tocracy, and especially to its line energy and spirit, 
England has been able to pass through a highly con
venient intermediate stage, that of an aristocratic republic 
preserving monarchical appearances. France has not 
been able to do this, though she tried the experiment in 
imitation of England, the reason for her inevitable failure 
being that she had not the kind and quality of aristocracy 
that was necessary for such a work. In all very disturbing 
changes there is nothing 50 convenient, nothing so 
conducive to prudent deliberation, as a shelter whilst 
the change is going on. If you destroy your old house 
to build a new one on its site, you will be glad to hire a 
temporary residence in the neighbourhood. The English 

on the sovereignly in England. The references are to the first 
English edition. 

u If the true ruler or political sovemgn of England were, as 
was once the case, the King, legislation might be canied out in 
accordance with the King's will by one of two methods. "-11:e Law 
of tA, Com#tulion, p. 354. 

U Parliament is, from a merely legal point of view. the absolute 
sovereign of the British Empire. n_/6id. 

U The electorate is, in fact, the sovereign. of England.' It is a 
body which does nott and (rom its nature hardly am, itself legislate. 
and which, owing chieOy to historical causes. bo.s left in existence 
A theoretically supreme legisiature."-lOiJ .• p. 355. 

Ie Our modem mode of constitutional morality secureS, thougb in 
a roundabout way. what is called abroad I the sovereignty of the 
-people.' "-lOki. 
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were most fortunate ili this, that they had a fine, sub
stantial-looking mansion to retire to, a dignified building 
that looked as if it would ","t for ever; the French were 
out in the cold, and had to dwell in tents, by which I The F=ch 

dwdtiD 
mean their temporary written constitutions. Teuts. 

The transition to democratic government was not easy 
in an old country like France, where the monarchy, in 
such comparatively recent times as those of Louis XlV_, 
had been the strongest and most splendid monarchy in 
the world, the realisation of tl;>at ideal monarchy in which The I .... 

MODatCby. 
the king is not simply a figure-head, but a governor whom 
all in his realm obey, they being his real, not nominal, 
nlbj«fs, thrown under his feet by a destiny outside of 
choice- Neither was Louis XIV_ simply a governor; he 
was at the same time a kind of demigod, who dwelt in 
the midst of a ceremonious cultus whereof he was the 
centre and the objecL And although this great prince 
bad degraded the nobility into courtiers, the noble class 
was still a numerous and a coherent caste which had to 
be pulverised by democratic legislation before the demo
cratic principle could be finally established Surely it is 
not surprising that every step in advance should have 

Th,oId 
F=clo 
Noble 
c...c. 

been followed by a reactiOIL Restorations, periods of I .......... 

lassitude, experiments, mistakes - all these were the r= of 

natural concomitants of a transition for which French ProgR:&. 

history shows no precedent; yet so long as the transition 
was actually in progress how few Englishmen understood 
it--how few of them perceived that the modem democratic 
idea was always, in spite of appearances, steadily making 
its way! 

The English revolution has differed from the French 
in one important particular. The English have no written 
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Establish· 
na~n( of 
C.binet 
GoocmmenL 

constitutions, and therefore they do not violate them, 
there being nothing, in fact, to violate. Although the 
change of dynasty was made openly, and the Protestant 
succession estahlished, it has been possible for Mother 
revolution to take place in complete obscurity, a revolu
tion far more radical than any change of dynasty, and 
of far greater political importance than the religion of 
the king. The reader knows that I am alluding to 
the establishment of cabinet government. This, the 
greatest of all revolutions,. has accomplished itself so 
insidiously that nobody can tell the date of it. French 
revolutionary dates are all perfectly well known, but this 
momentous English date is a mystery even to the 
English. 

What gives especial importance to the English system 
of cabinet government is that it has been exactly copied 
by France. The United States of America have a system 
of their own, presidential government, that the French 
entirely overlooked when they made their present consti
tution, though some of the more thoughtful amongst them 
now regret that it was not adopted in preference to the 
Englisb.' In France, as in England, the Lower House 

W8S'cts the cabinet by overthrowing every cabinet that 
"ca" .. not happen to please it, and a French cabinet, lilv 
of'''' 'nglish one, lives a precarious lif." dependent eit' 

sove" P. its representation of the ideas most preval .. 
relgt { 
It Thee American system would not have sueceeded i. 0 ~1'Tqrt 

body whlclraident had exercised. the authority of an the F!:i 
and ,.hicb, he Chamber would not have endured ill and ench ~ 
a theoreticalJjl presidential crisis, with • new preside-lSitiOD 

U Our mod\ths. The present system is not ideaUerstood 
a roundabout wh temper better than any other that mocrati 
'PCOple.OII_I6id. _ _ .. C 
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the Chamber, or else on servile submission to its will. 
Such is the delusive effect of words, that the use of the 
words" Republic," U President," "Senate," makes un~ 

thinking people believe tbat the French have adopted 
the American system rather than the English. There is . 
only one essential difference between England and France, 
and that has been quite recently discovered. The French 
deputies bave found out a way of making the president 
retire by declining to accept cabinet offices under him, 
and in case of real or seeruing necessity this method 
will certainly be resorted to again. On the other hand, 
no human being can foresee by what method an English 
House of Commons would compel an unpopular Sovereign 
to abdicate.' 

The compulsory retirement of President Gr~vy and 
the peaceful election of his suc~essor have completed 
the modem French system of making all changes of 
persons possible w#/zout violena. This is perhaps the 
best guarantee for internal tranquillity, especially in a 
country like France, where political reputations are soon 
used up and services almost immediately forgotten. It 
is also, in its far-reaching consequences, the most im~ 
portant ultimate result of the French Revolution. 

1 It may be answered. that this could be done by refusing to 
vote the supplies, but if the Sovereign were perfectly obstinate the 
House of Commons could not.long put a stop to the working of the 
public service. 
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CHAPTER II 

LIBERTY 

OF the three words, "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity," an 
Englishman usually accepts the first as' a noble aim for 
nations, whilst he smiles at the two others. l 

" Liberty" is a sacred word in England, its birthplace 
and its home. We all know what we mean by it, and I 
need not attempt a definition, still it 'may be well for us 
to think how it is that the English all believe themselves 
to be free, whilst in France it is only the republicans who 
think that of themselves. The monarchists, still a large 
and influential body, believe themselves to be all victims 
of oppression. 

The answer may be given in a brief sentence. The 
English believe themselves to be free, simply because 
they have got into the habit of accepting the decision of 
a majority in the House of Commons, even when it is 
against themselves. The decision is always accepted, 
though frequently with the intention of getting it reversed 
at a future date. 

The French reactionary classes have not this feeling 

1 It is an English habit to represent 19a1illas an Utopian aspim~ 
don for equality in all things. The French undentand it to meAD 
Dothing more than equality before the law. 
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of respect for the decisions of the Chamber of Deputies. 
They have not got into the habit of it, perhaps they 
never will, and they chafe under every adverse decision, 
which seems to them a distinct act of tyranny. 

"There is nothing sacred in a majority'" they say. 
To this an Englishman can only answer that in the 
working of free institutions it has been found a con
venience to accept the decisions of majoritie:;, at least 
provisionally. 

The French reactionaries have neither acquired this 
habit nor are they likely to acquire it, so the feeling of 
being oppressed must remain with them, particularly as 
they are not likely to procure tbe abolition of universal 
snifrage. 

A resembJapce between France and England is much 
more likely to be brought about in another way. Con
siderable numbers of people in tbe English upper classes 
are already feeling a hatred for Mr. Gladstone compar
able in intensity to that which their French equals bad 
for Garnbetta. Mr. Gladstone bimself gave the signal 
for combat by opposing H the masses" to n the classes" 
in words that will be long remembered Mr. Morley said 
of the House of Lords that it must be "either mended or 
ended," and that expression also is one not likely to be 
forgotten. Now if we suppose the case, not absolutely 
impossible, of these two democratic English leaders, at 
the head of a strong majority in tbe House of Commons, 
legislating in the sense indicated broadly and generally 
by the expressions just quoted, would the English·"classes" 
have a heartfelt respect for the new laws? Judging by 
present signs of the times, it seems by no means unlikely 
that the sentiments of a defeated English upper-class 
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minority would resemble those of the same defeated 
class in France. A contest of classes is. a bitter 
contest, and England, as yet, bas had but a slight 
experience of it. How much the Irish question bas 
become, in England, a class question, may be seen by 
the frank acknowledgment of Mr. Gladstone that .. the 
classes "are against him. Besides the majority in the 
House of .Commons which is against Home rule (in the 
present year, 1888), Mr. Gladstone enumerates as its 
opponents .. nine-tenths of the House of Lords; nine
tenths at least of what is termed the wealth of the 
country and of the vast forces of social inlluence, an over· 
whelming share (in its. own estimation) of British intellect, 
and undoubtedly an enormous proportion of those who 
have received an academical education in England" 1 If 
Mr. Gladstone hopes to overcome these great social 
powers, it can only be by the popular vote; and if he . 
conquers by that means, then he will have established the 
state of things which exists in France, where the upper 
classes are overborne by numbers. It is easy to apply 
Mr. Gladstone's own phrases, with a slight change, quite 
truly to the French. .. Nine-tenths of the nobility, nin.,. 
tenths at least of what is called the wealth of the country, 
and of the vast forces of social inlluence, an overwhelming 
share (in its own estimation) of French intellect, and 
undoubtedly an enormous proportion of those who have 
received a clerical education'" II!"" hostile to the 

1 Article in the COllitmjDlYV)' Rtf/inti for March 1888. 
t The reader will obsene that I have substituted II nobility" for 

It House of Lords," as there is no House of Lords in France, and 
It clerical" for f( academical U education, III there is nothing cor. 
responding to Oxford and Cambridge. 
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Republic in France. And what in consequence? The 
consequence is that these classes entirely deny the exist- The 

"Classes" 
ence of liberty in that country, although voting is perfectly d.~y ,h. 

• • EXIStence of 
free, and Jaws are always passed by a maJority. :'Liberty" 

A close study of French feeling {and of English feeling •• F"",~ 
as it is gradually assimilating itself to French) has led me 
to the following conclusion, Governmenl by major#y is 
considered 10 be a sial, of liberty only so long as opposing 
IoTaS are so n,arly balanmi lhal 11ze minority of IlHiay 
may 1wpe to be",,,,, liz, majority of to-morr(IW. A minority Minmitis 

liveouHope. 
lives on hope, when it has no hope it becomes bitter and 
considers itself the victim of tyranny. To understand 
English liberty as it flourished in the last generation, we 
must remember that it meant for the U classes" the kind 
of liberty a gentleman and his wife enjoy in their own 
house. They may have disputes between themselves, 
sometimes one has the upper hand and sometimes the 
other, but whichever rules for the day there is no 
insubordination amongst the domestics, ~d, if there were, 
the two would unite to repress it. 

English 
Liberty in 
the last 
Genualion. 

In a word, by "liberty" people really understand liberty Liberty to 

th 
. govern 

to govern 0 ers. The most conspICUOUS example of Others. 

this interpretation is given by Leo XIII., who says that Li~ 
accordmgto 

he can enjoy no sense of freedom in Rome until he is Leo XIU. 

permitted to govern all the other inhabitants of the city. 
Whether it can be caJJed "liberty" or not, the kind 

of government which has succeeded in establishing itself 
in England and France is exactly the same in both 
countries. It is cameral -government, the rule of a 
single chamber, the most modem form of absoluti~m, 
especially when the chamber delegates all its power to 
one man. The French Chamber has been so clearly 

Cam,,,,, 
Govemment. 
The most 
Modern 
Form gf 
Absolutism. 
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aware of the power such °a man would wield that it has 
shown an extreme jealousy oaf personal government ever 
since MacMahon's unsuccessful experiment. It would 
not permit even Gambetta to become a potentate. It 
perceived the fine governing faculties of Jules Ferry and 
put him aside. Nobody with a despotic temper has a 
chance of remaining prime minister. The meddling 
disposition of Wilson was supposed to be creating an 
occult personal power at the Elys~e, so be was expelled 
from that palace, even though his expUlsion involved that 
of a good president. The same jealousy of personal 
power removed General Boulanger from the War Office. 
The longer cameral government lasts in France, the 
more evident it becomes that the Chamber means to 
have its way in everything and to suppress all incon
venient individualities. 

We have not to go far back in English history to 
observe the same tendency in the House of Commons. 
The English Chamber has dealt with Mr. Gladstone in 
the French fashion. The dissentient Liberals caused his 
downfall with no more regard for his splendid reputation 
than if they had been so many French deputies. They 
had, no doubt, a perfect right to act independently, but 
;t was an assertion of the power of numbers in the House 
s\. Commons against the authority of genius and renown. 
un~ In spite Qfappearances,» said Mr. Frederic Harrison 

,,1l the Ist'~f January ,886, "and conventional formulas, 
habits, and fictions to the contrary, the House of 
Commons represents the most a!>$olute autocracy ever' 
set

O 

up by a great nation since the French Revolution. 
Government here is now merely a committee of that 
huge democratic club, the House of Commons, without 
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any of the reserves of power in other parts of the consti
tutien which are to be found in the constitutions of Franc!e 
and the United States-" 

.. 
America lies outside of our present subject, but with 

regard to France there is little tobe said for" the reserves 
of power in other parts of the constitution." They look 
very reassuring on paper, in reality their effect is feeble. 
It is plain that President Gr~vy had the clearest right to 
stay at his post, and he had no desire to abandon it. He 
had been guilty of no crime or misdemeanour, he had been 
invested with authority for seven years.· What was that 
authority worth when it came to a contest with the 
Chamber? Dissolution? The senate dared not help 
him to dissolve. When that saddened and broken old 
man followed his luggage out of the courtyard of the 
Elys~e the world knew that there was only Bne real power 
in France. 

The inference from these events in the two countries 
is that the tendency of this ne'." thing, cameral govern
ment, may at first be to create a powerful despot with 
the support of the chamber, but that after longer ex
perience an elected chamber will become wary and keep 
very much on its guard against eminent persons, however 
eloquent, and will be jealous of them and keep them 
down. This watchful jealousy in a chamber may tum 
out to be the best of all safeguards for national liberty
it saved France from the authority of Gambella, a man 
of a most despotic disposition-but it is unfavourable to 
an esprit tie suite in policy or to a vigorous policy of any 
kind, either at home or abroad, as we may all see by the 
ephemeral French cabinets, in which mediocrity and 
obscurity appear to be positive recommendations. 
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Political liberty is seldom without some kind of effect 
on religious liberty. A political revolution may be 
associated with a religious· Change in one of two ways. 
It may proclaim the right to real liberty of thought, or it 
may substitute a new orthodoxy for an old one. The 
first was done in France in 1789 by the Declaration of 
the Rights of Man; the second was done twice over in 
England-once by erecting a new Anglican orthodoxy, 
and a second time by erecting a new Puritan orthodoxy, 
the ultiniate effect of the last being the establishment of 
religious freedom for various classes of Protestant dis
senters, but not for unbelievers. "The denial of the 
truth of Christianity," says Professor Dicey, U or of the 
authority of the Scriptures by 'writing, printing, teaching, 
or advised speaking,' on the part of any person who has 
been educated in or made profession of Christianity in 
England, is by statute a criminal offence, entailing very 
severe penalties. When once, however, the principles 
of the common law and the force of the enactments still 
contained in the statute-book are really appreciated, no 
one can maintain that the law of England recognises 
anything like that natural right to the free communication 
of thoughts and opinions which was proclaimed in France 
nearly II hundred years ago to be one of the most 
valuable Rights of Man. • . • Freedom of discussion 
is, in England, little else than the right to write or say 
anything which a jury, consisting of twelve shopkeepers, 
think it expedient should be said or written. Such 
liberty may vary at different times and seasons from 
unrestricted license to very severe restrainL" . 



CHAPTER III 

CONSERVATISM 

No country tan be more favourable than France for the 
observation of that process by which a startling novelty 
is taken after a short time under the protection of the 
most sober conservative feeling. 

France is at the same time willing to make hazardous 
experiments, and yet extremely conservative by natural 
disposition. The consequence of these two apparently 
opposite tendencies in the same nation is that the results 
of successful experiments are preserved for continuous 
practical application, and the rest very soon discarded 
and . forgotten. Sometimes an experiment has been 
partially successful and is thought to have failed tem
porarily, not from any want of applicability in the }dea 
itseU; but owing to unfavourable circumstances. In such 
cases the experiment is not likely to be lost It will be 
tried again, at least once, or more than once, 

Thetwotendencies,experimental and conservative,bave 
both been manifested many times in French constitutions. 
How many there have been of them I cannot inform the 
reader. Dicey gives aminimum of sixteen; there may have 
been mol'<- The number of them is of no importance; 
the state of mind that produced the,), is alone of any real 
importance. 
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) 
It has commonly been assumjd that a state of mind 

which could produce so many cpnstitutions was animated 
by the love of change. This;is exactly the opposite of 
the truth. Those who love ,¢hange on its own account 
proVide for it by the most jlastlc arrangements in order 
to leave everything ope)'. The state of feeling that 
induces men to bind themselves, or try to bind' them· 
selves, by written rule;> for their future guidance is a 
desire for order and permanence. All that can be truly 
said against the Fre 'ch experimente .. is that their hopes 
of orderly arrang ents were premature. Even when 
producing disord they have been lovers of order and 
desired it, thou during many years, in the eagerness of 
inexperience, ey failed to perceive that their political 
life was stilllUo much unsettled to be cast into fixed forms. 
At last, without abandoning the safeguard of a written 
constitution (that of 1875 has already a respectable 
antiquity), they have provided for future changes by 
making revision possible under conditions that have 
hitherto completely assured the maintenance of order. 

The reader perhaps remembers how eloquently Sir 
Henry Maine described the dislike to change which is 
inherent in large bodies of mankind. " Vast populations, 
some of them with a civilisation considerable but peculiar, 
detest that which in the west would be called reform. 

The Moham· The entire Mohammedan world detests it. The multi· 
rlledan 
World. 

Arrica. 

tude of coloured men who swarm in the great continent 
of Africa detest it, and it is detested by that large part of 
mankind which we are accustomed to leave on one side 
as barbarous 01 savage. The millions upon millions of 
men who fill~ihe Chinese empire loathe it and (what is 
,.,re) despise it. .: .• There is not the shadow of a 
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doubt that the enonnous mass of the Indian population 
hates and dreads change, as is natural in the parts of a 
body-social solidified by caste." 1 

Sir Henry Maine afterwards pointed out that the Mod= 
Ch=1U enthusiasm for change was not only comparatively rare of the 

1 I . k b all En"' •• _ but also extreme y modern. "t IS nown ut to a sm for Change. 

part of mankind, and to that part but for a short period 
during a history of incalculable length. It is not older 
than the free employment' of legislation by popular 
governments." 

The intention of the passages quoted is to depreciate 
the love of reform in modem life, and is therefore un
friendly to popular government as we know it, hut this 
unfriendly intention does not deprive the quotations of 
their truth. All that, and much more written by the 
same author on that subject, is strictly true. He went 
on to point to the intense and universal conservatism of Universal . 

... all . . h . f Conservatism women, In commumUes t e stnctest conservators 0 of Women. 

usage and the sternest censors of departure from accepted 
rules of morals, manners, and fashions." 

This constant strength of conservative instinct is not Rarity ofthe 
Reforming 

counterbalanced by any equivalent refonning instinct. Impw-

It is not our hereditary habit of mind that leads us to 
refonn, but our occasional fits of reasoning and of in
tellectual unrest. 

My helief about the French is that their real tendency 
is decidedly not revolutionary but towards a democratic 
conservatism, and that they move, towards this end by 
gradually including first one thing and then another in 
the catalogue of fixed usages. 

An intelligent French writer has maintained that every 

1 Popular GwertllJltIIt, Essay III. 
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race in the world advances towards a certain ultimate 
civilisation which is natura\1y its own, and that when this 
civilisation is attained there may be an end to Change for 
centuries, or even, as in China, for thousands of years. 
He believed that France was rapidly approaching the 
complete development of that peculiar kind of civilisa
tion for which the French genius is fitted, and might 
afterwards enter upon a changeless time of very long 
duration. . 

The decimal system of weights and measures and the 
decimal coinage are good examples of a recent innovation 
established at first by law and already protected by con
servative usage. I never met with a Frenchman who 
desired to go back to the old complicated system; indeed 
the facility of calculation by the decimal method has 
spoiled the French for any other_ I see no reason why 
the present decimal systems should not endure with 
French civilisation. They are exactly in accordance 
with the scientific tum of the race, and with . its love of 
promptitude, clearness, rapidity, and uniformity_' 

Then there is the division of the country into depart
ments_ The old historical provinces were too large for 
administrative purposes, the departments are highly con
venient. Being named after the natural features of the 
country, they at once convey to the mind an idea of their 

1 An English critic once said that the decimal monetary system 
Iuul not yet been accepted by the French people because they 
counted in SOllS. They do not invariably count in sous, but they 
often do, and that without beiDg unfaithful to the detimal prin
ciple, as may be seen by the following table :-

The live-franc piece = 100 IOU .. 

The half·f'nmc: piece... 10 sous. 
Tho one-aou pieco ... Z IOU. 
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situation in physical geography. The division could not 
have been better done; it has now become as familiar to 
tbe French as division by counties is to the English, and 
tbe two may be equally durable. 

The same may be said of the highly-organised and 
extremely convenient system of departmental administra· 
tion. It has survived several great changes of government, 
and is likely to outlive any others that may ·occur in the 
future. Some slight modifications may be introduced, 
such as the suppression of useless sub·prefectures. " 

The System 
of Depart· 
mental Ad. 
D'linistration. 

The French University, which has schools in every The French 
University 

department of France, and academic examining bodies in likely to last. 

seventeen (including Algeria), is one of those institutions 
of Napoleon I. which seem likely to last with his code. 
It answers to the desire in the middle classes for a widely-
spread Latin and mathematical education. This educa-
tion may be modified in future years without destroying 
the University. 

Universal suffrage has always been 90 difficult to Pm,,"bl. 

bol" b th bod b d· h h . p.,moo." a IS at no y as attempte It, t oug no insll- Ch~ter bf 
. b . d db ·ft IUn'~ .... tutlOn can e more cordIally eteste y some In uentia Suffrage. 

classes. The universality of military service has greatly 
increased the strength of universal suffrage, as every man 
may be called upon to die for the country, and therefore 
thinks that he has a natural right to vote. We are 
familiar with the phrase U a stake in the country." Every 
Frenchman has at least one stake in the country-his 
life. There is not the most remote probability that 
universal suffrage will ever be repealed. 

Many quite sober-minded and thoughtful Frenchmen 
are now of opinion that representative government, 
after several unsuccessful attempts, is firmly and finally 
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established in their country; I dare hardly go so far as 
to assert so much, but I am fully convinced that, if not 
now, it will be ultimately the fixed form of government 
in France. 

As an example of a reform which has not been 
preserved I may mention the republican calendar. It 
was both beautiful and rational in its observation of 
nature, and "'as certainly an improvement upon the old 
calendar in the choice of names, but it fell into disuse 
from its inconvenience. It was only national and not 
international as a calendar ought to be. In times like 
these, when the French decimal coinage is already an 
international system, it would be a reactionary measure 
to go hack to a national calendar. It will only be revived 
if several other nations agree to use it at the same time, 
which is not likely to happen. 

In England it is easy to point to several institutions, 
once quite new and having the character of innovations, 
which the spirit of conservatism immediately adopted and 
has since defended quite as resolutely as if they were of 
immemorial antiquity. The most wonderful of these is 
the Church of England. The' more one learns of the 
temper of aristocracies, the more astonishing it seems 
that a great aristocracy can ever have changed the out
ward form of its religion. Try to imagine the French 
noblesse becoming u evangelical," or think in our own 
day of the ulter hopelessness of any project for converting 
the English gentry to Wesleyan Methodism I Such 
transformations are unthinkable" yet the fact remains that 
the English nobility and gentry did once go over en masse 
to the new communion, and that they have been as con
servative of it ever since as if it were still the faith of 
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their ancestors. Anglicanism is every whit as strong in 
England as the older Church is in France, though Roman 
Catholicism is a natum! growth formed by the evolution 
of the religious sentiment through ages. The strength Th. 

of Anglicanism as a social. and political institution is =~ 
proved by nothing more clearly than this, that in our 
own day. in many individual cases, it actually outlives 
Christianity. I mean that in tbese cases all dogma is 
rejected or explained away. whilst the Anglican name and 
customs are preserved -

Catholic Emancipation was most vigorously resented C:a
E 
thQ~ 

b E h . . . th thir """"pa' Y nglis conservallve senllment In e d decade of don. . 

the present century. In its ninth decade not only are 
Catholics on a footing of political equality' with their 
fellow-subjects, but their superior clergy are treated with 
a deference and a consideration never given to Protestant 
Dissenters. The most venerated ecclesiastic in England 
is a Cardinal. Whenever the Catholic party in France is Eogl"" 

Conservatin. 
in conflict ~ith the State it is sure of conservative sYnl- Sl"mpathy 

WIth French 
pathy in England 1 Any attempt to replace Catholics CathoIi~ 
under the ban would now be resented by the upper 
classes. 

The revolutionary monarchy has now been so loyally The R~ 
volutionary 

adopted in England that we only remember its revolutionary M ..... by. 

origin when historical students remind us of it. For the 
common people, especially for the religious, Her Majesty R~-:M>I or 
reigns by divine right. There seems to be a shade of It;;: 
impiety and even a perceptible odour of treason in the 
crude assertion that she reigns simply by Act of Parliament .. 

1 The word U conservative II is not used in this place with refer
ence to the Tory party alone. There is much conservative senti
ment in other parties. 
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On the other hand, popular claims that were once 
violently resisted assume, when they have been admitted, 
the character of indefeasible rights. Every extension of 
the suffrage is a popular gain, not for a time only, but for 
ever. Every gain made by She friends pf religious tolera
tion, and by those who work in hope for. a future condition 
of religious equality, is a sure and permanent gain. There 
is a great deal of conservatism in England, there is little 
or no reaction. Indeed, the words "reaction" and 
U reactionary " are scarcely English words at all in a 
political sense; they are French words. No Englishman 
ever has that spiteful batred of the present which dis
tinguishes the French reachonnaire. 

There is a species of conservatism both in England 
and France which is maintained by mutual antipathy. 
Each country clings desperately to its old ways when a 
better way has been shown by the other, and if one of 
them feels compelled, at last, to follow the other's 
example, tbe utmost care is taken to disguise the imita
tion, so that it may not seem to be an acknowledgment 
of superiority. The reader may remember how un
willingly Thiers admitted the merits of railways, how he 
visited the north of England to see and try them, and 
how he reported unfavourably to bis government, saying 
that railways might answer for England, but could never 
be suitable to France. The parallel instance is the well
known English unbelief in the Suez Canal, a French 
undertaking. 

Here are two other examples, the English unwilling
ness to accept the French decimal systems, because they 
are French, arid the unwillingness, on the other side of 
the Channe~ to take the British penny postage stamp as 
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it was. The English monetary system is inconvenient, 
but it is not intolerable, and may be retained for centuries; 
the system (or chaos) of weights and measures is in
coherent and intolerable. Few Englishmen could part 
with the pound sterling without a pang, but surely it need 
not cost them much sorrow to see the extinction of the 
pound troy, which is two hundred and forty pennyweights, 
of the pound avoirdupois, which is two hundred and 
fifty-six drams, and of the apothecaries' pound, which is 
two hundred and eighty-eight scruples. The objection 
to the metrical system is not absolute, the English are 
coming to it slowly, it is already legal, and men of science 
have long since adopted it. The French objection to 
the penny post is gradually giving way to the desire for 
increased cheapnes~ and now the letter has got down 
to three sous; but why this reluctance, on both sides, 
to adopt the neighbour's good invention in its sim· 
plicity?' 

France and England do gradually learn from each 
other against their will. The consequence is that their 
political habits are slowly assimilating. The English 
have adopted the closure, and are tending towards earlier 

1 Even ir the English did ultimately adopt the French weights 
and measures, without the coinage, they would not enjoy the full 
convenience of those system~ which consists in great part in their 
relation to the coinage. For example, in English land measure 
(what is called Hsquare measure") you have 160 poles to the acre. 
A farmer takes an acre at thirty-seven shillings, how much is that 
per pole? I do not know; I must make an elaborate calculation to 
find it out. A French farmer takes a "«Iar, at sixty-seven francs, 
how much is that per are 1 Owing to the iflimliottQ/ n/au#1I 

hlwtm IIU(UIIWI tuM "ltJluy, the answer comes instantaneously, with
out cnlculation, sixty-seven centimes. 
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parliamentart sittings. In elections they have accepted 
the French system of secret voting, and in course of time 
they will accept the French principle of" one man, one 
vote." In ,888 the English at last adopted the French 
Comfits Gbdraux. 



CHAPTER IV 

STABILITY 

IT is custoowy with the reactionary parties in France to R""';oouy 
• Fn.eh 

look to England as the model of everything that is stable; ~ ... u.i.-
and as their ignorance of English affairs prevents them si'lility. 
from seeing what is going on beneath the surface, they 
conclude that what they believe to be the British 
constitution is invested with indefinite durabiliry, whilst 
the French repuhlican constitution is always about to 
perish. 

Iu calculating thus, the French reactionists omit one 
consideration of immense importance. Tbey fail to see 
that the very presence of old institutions, unless they are Old. 

IDSbtatioos 
so perfectly adapted to modern wants as to make people =. 
forget that they are old, is in itself a provocative to the .. 
spirit of change, and that it excites a desire for novelty 
which remains unappeased so long as the old institutions 
iasL The old thing quickens the impulse to modernise 
when something not old enougb to attract attention by 
its antiquity would have left that special and peculiar 
passion unawakened. 

As an example of this, I may mention the existence of 
medizval buildings in !be streets of a town. Such Medi2ft1 

B ......... 
buildings act as a powerful stimulus to the destructive 

It 
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tendencies of modem municipalities. French cities 
formerly abounded in such old buildings, but the muni
cipalities cleared most of them away, and it became 
necessary to restrain this destructive instinct by the 
enactment of a law for the protection of all buildings 
classed as CI historical monuments." 

In like manner the presence of the State Church in 
England, of the hereditaoy legislating peers, and of the 
royal family, as well as of many other ancient things of 
minor importance, is a stimulus to the spirit of change in 
radical politicians. It sounds paradoxical, but it is true, 
that the conservative House of Lords is an obstacle to 
the final establishment of a conservative spirit in the 
people. Great numbers of the English electors and 
many of their representatives are animated by the same 
tendency to destroy and reconstruct which used to be 
very active in~ France. . 

It does not require any special clearness of vision to 
perceive that, so far from baving closed the era of great 
changes, Great Britain and Ireland have only entered 
upon it. Their future for many years, perhaps for an 
entire century, is destined to be a future of change,-of 
change desired eagerly by some, resisted with all the 
strength of self-protecting instinct by many others, 
admitted to be inevitable by the wise, who will be anxious 
only to direct and control it wisely. It will be a time of 
uncertainty and unrest, of.new political combinations, and 
very probably of ephemeral cabinets. The tendency to 
instability in cabinets was already manifest before the 
coalition which enabled Lord Salisbury's government to 
live.' The well-known difficulty in finding support for 

I M. de Freycinet, at the time when be was Foreign Minister 
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any government in France was beginning to show itself 
very plainly in England also. Except on a single question, 
the House of Commons will no longer Eonveniently 
divide itself into two parties, after the old English fashion, 
but splits into three or four, almost like the French 
Chamber. 

The condition of instability which already exists in 
England, was strikingly illustrated in the year 1886 by a 

Division into 
two Parties 
at an End. 

chance vote in the House of Commons. Mr. Labouchere Labouchere's 
. . Resolution 

had so powerful a minority in favour of hIS resolutIon if~ the 
against the hereditary principle in the other House, that Prindo\:; 

a sign from Mr. Gladstone would have immediately con- ..... 
verted it into a majority, and Mr. Gladstone's support of 
the resolution was refused in terms scarcely more con~ 
solatory for hereditary legislators than those of the resolu-
tion itself. The House did not listen to Mr. Labouchere'. 
speech with indignation, but with amusement, and the 
only incident of any solemnity was the exclamation of a 
member who cried out "The Writing on the Wall! "when 
the formidable minority was made known. Now, although 
the English have not any written constitution, all foreigners 
have hitherto been accustomed to believe in tlie dignity 
and permanence of the House of Lords, and they have 
believed it to be a part of that great reality which was 
called La- Constitution A1Iglaise. How is it possible 
to retain these old beliefs after such a. parliamentary 
incident as this? 

The question of stability as it a/fects established 
Churches will be dealt with in the chapters on Religion. 

in France, expressed a feeling oC regret, that owing to the instability 
of English cabinets, it was Dot easy to carry on protracted negatia. 
tions.-Sjl«t"A DftAe 27/.4 of NfIfM",,," 1886. 
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The true cause of the instability of Anglicanism is not 
religious, but social A State Church can hardly alford 
to be tolerant; the necessities of her position require her 
to repress Dissent with the strong hand, as the dominant 
Churches both in England and France have done in other 
ages. If a State Church has no longer the strength to 
persecute efficaciously, free religious communities will 
grow up around her, and in course of time they will 
claim equality. They have got it in France by co
establishment, which postpones the final separation; but 
in England there is not co-establishment, and it is too 
late to think of that expedient, as some well-intentioned 
men are now doing. The Dissenters dislike being treated 
as inferiors; they are weary of being put "under the 
ban." I remember reading a letter from a Dissenter who 
had visited America, describing the novel and delightful 
sensation of being in a country where he was not "under 
the ban JI on account of his religious opinions, and his 
sensations on returning to England, where, as a Dissenter, 
he felt at every step that he was placed in an inferior 
caste. In France the sacerdotal power owes its present 
instahility and precariousness of tenure to its essentially 
political character. In both countries the real and 
genuine religious hatred which belonged to the old spirit 
of enmity between Catholic and Protestant has given 
place to a newer and less virulent kind of antagonism. 

The essential character of all modem political change 
P~( .... ",.r is the preference of utility to dignity, and consequently 
UlIluyta f 'I'" . .. A h Dianil)". a use,u lnStltUtlons to august mstltuttons. t t e 
Mo .. Aug .. , present time (.888) there are many more august institu
Inllitutionl 
;n "".Iund tions in England than in France. Not only have we the 
than in 
F .... ". monarchy and the House of Peers, but there are still the 
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old romantic orders of knighthood, including the Garter, 
which is the most august order in the world, and the 
least democratic. In France such institutions have been 
replaced by the Presidency of the Republic, the Senate, 
and the Legion of Honour, all much less august. than the 
throne of Saint Louis, the Peers of France, and the Order 
of the Holy Ghost The change is something like that 
from pope and cardinals to an evangelical consistory. 

Will England herselC retain eternally what remains to 
her of the august dignities of the past? It is now believed 
that the State Church and the House of Lords are both 
institutions of doubtful durability. Is the throne itself Seaori ••• , 

the Eoa;lish 
secure from that destructive spirit which .is threatening Thnm~ 
them? 

The truest answer may be that the fate of the throne 
depends far more on the qualities of a single individual 
than does the fate of the other august English institutions. 
A very good, wise, and prudent king would make the throne 
last during a long reign; a bad, incompetent, foolish 
king would certainly unsettle and perhaps overturn it. 
In the nineteenth century the person who bas done most 
for the English monarchy began her work as a girl, and 
said to Spring Rice fifty years ago, "Never mention the 
word • trouble.' Only tell me how the thing is to be 
done, to be done rightly, and I will do it if I can.'" It 
is possible, bowever, that Her Majesty's reign, though it 
bas immensely strengthened the throne for the present, 
may have unexpected consequences. Whilst it lasts, the 
country is the happiest of republiCs, enjoying complete 
liberty under the presidency of the person most respected 

1 MmuJirs of Mrl. JaflIU(m, by her niece Gerardine Macpherson, 
:First Edition, p. 15+ 
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in the State. To go back, after that, to a condition of 
xeaJ subjection under a masterful and meddlesome king, 
is more than the English people would ever be likely to 
endure. It remains a question, too, whether the country 
would endure a king who, without being what might be 
called a tyrant, waS simply determined to make his posi. 
tion a reality. Suppose, for example, that instead of 
being a minister, Lord Salisbury, with his governing 
instincts, had been king. He would have attempted to 
control many things, but would the loyalty of the country 
have borne the strain? What thoughtful English people 
Say now in private, amounts to this: that th~ Queen will 
certainly remain undisturbed, that her son will probably 
have a quiet reign, and reap the fruits of his unsparing 
personal work, but tbat beyond him nothing is known. 
The old positive certainty about the duration of the 
monarchy. in England, wbatever the quality of the 
monarch, has given place to personal considerations. 

There is another possibility that may lead to anything 
but settled rest and peace. The country may divide 
itself into two extreme patties: the advocates of a really 
strong monarchy, with an active, ruling king, may be 
opposed to a vigorous radieaJ party that would then be 
openly republican. If ever this should come to pass, it 
is hard to see how civil disturbance could be avoided. A 
determined sovereign, under such circumstances, might 
proclaim himself Emperor, not only of India, but of 
Great Britain, and the Gladstone of the day might answer 
that move by bold republicanism in the House of 
Commons. 

The future of France has now rather better prospects 
of stability, or might have them, if the eifects of the next 
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war with Germany were not '"1 difficult to foresee. The 
reason is not because the French are less fickle than the 
Eng1isb, but simply because they have got througb more 
of the long revolutionary process, so that the new order 
is more under the protection of popular conservative 
instincts. There is also a slIong desire for rest, a weari- "'-at 

dis bed of th 
nc.;,., r~ 

ness of change after the most tur century e Rat iD 

national existence. The single wish of the people is to F~ 
pursue their avocations in peace, and if the plain tlUth 
must be told, they have no longer the old capacity for 

POlitical enthusiasm.. The genuine royalist sentiment is ""'""""" m 
the Ro,alist 

almost extinct; if it lingers at all, it is only in a few Sao_. 
aristocratic families, and hardly even in these since the 
death of Henri V. deprived it alike of object and aliment. 
Even the Count of Paris bimself does not reverence the 
Divine Right of royalty in his own person, since he con-
descends to bid against the Bonapartists for democratic 
acceptance. 

On the other hand, the republican sentiment, though ?::1."''' 
resolute as to the preservation of republican forms, bas i'''i''!bticm = ........ 
certainly become wonderfully cool The coolness of the ~~ 01 

young men is especiaI1y remarkable and significant. ...... 
Tbey are mostly republicans,. it is tlUe, and have no 
belief in the possibility of a monarchical restoration, but 
the more intelligent of them see the difficulties and the 
defects of a republican government very plainly,· and 
they have a tendency to dwe\1 upon those difficulties and 
defects in a manner that would astonish the militant 
republicans of the past. This composed and rational c..r..... 

• th . that all f S ... of temper IS e state of mmd comes upon 0 us R ...... 

after the settled possession of an object, and it is a sip P ......... 

of settled possession. I myself have known two genera-
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tions of French republic;ms, the ardent, hopefu~ self
sacrificing men who looked forward, as from the desert 
to the promised land, and now their sons, for whom the 
promised land has the incurable defect of heing no longer 
ideal. 

Democratic institutions may vary in their form and 
~t:bt. still remain democratic. I should not venture to predict 
!l':J.~" eternal duration for the present French republican forms, 
Il<mocn<y. but I believe that the democracy will last, if only because 

Sir Henry 
Maine. 
His Con· 
templUOUS 
Estimation 
or a French 
President. 

it is inconceivable that an aristocracy should ever destroy 
it and take its place. The strong popular conservative 
tendency which has been already noticed may possihly 
preserve hoth the senate and the presidence. Sir Henry 
Maine had a very contemptuous estimate of the position 
of a French president, whose position he considered 
.. pitiable." That is merely an example of the English 
habit of despising, already alluded to. If the position of 
president were .. pitiable," it would not be so much 
coveted by the leading politicians. In dignity it is 
inferior, no doubt, to that of a great king, but it is superior 

Xnltueuee or to the minor royalties. In influence it is enough to say 
• French Pou"'.... that it is superior to that of a merely ceremonial monarch, 

hecause the president presides over councils of ministers, 
and is, in fact, himself a pennanent minister, or the only 
minister with any approach to permanence. It is not 
surprising that a constitutional sovereign should manifest 
a constant unwillingness to read speeches composed by 
. others, to be afterwards criticised in Parliament with utter 
disregard of the royal narne that covers them. A French 
president is at least permitted to write his own messages, 
which are the expression of his own opinions. The 
greatest function of a French president is a very lofty and 
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noble one. It is to smooth asperities, to diminish the bad 
effect of political dissension, and to be watchful of the 
interests of the country. He has also a direct and im
mediate influence on foreign affairs, which has already 
proved useful on more than one occasion. These are 
reasons why the office may possibly be maintained, but 
there is another reason that affects the estimation of the 
republic in rural districts. The country looks' to the 
president with satisfaction as the nearest approach to 
pennanence that a democratic _ constitution can admit 
What Bagehot said of the Queen twenty years ago is in 
a great measure true of the French president to-day. 
Amidst the frequent changes of ministers he is com
paratively stable. The peasants follow with difficulty 
the names of successive ministers, but they all know the 
name of the president, and his portrait is seen every
where. Their belief about the president is that he is a 
respectable, trustworthy man: U C'est un brave homme, 
Mossieu Grevy (or Carnot, as the case may be), je Ie 
erois b'en, moL" Is that nothing? It is not' the 
Russian's adoration of the Czar, nor the German's 
affection for old Kaiser Wilhelm, but it is an element of 
tranquillity in the State. 



PART IV 

RELIGION 



CHAPTER I 

STATE ESTABLISHMENTS OF RELIGION 

AN established religion is a religion under the especial 
protection of the Government, and which is held to be 
national, at least in this sense, that it represents the 
nation before the throne of God, 

There are, however, verydilferent degrees of nation
ality in tbe religions themselves_ Thus, to establisb our 
first comparison between France and England, there is 
no religion whatever in France which is so national as 
the Anglican Church. 

The clergy of the Church of England are in all things 
subject to the Queen, or to speak more accurately to 
Parliament The bishops have exactly that degree of 
authority in their dioceses which Parliament allows them, 
and no more. Even in matters of doctrine and ritual 
the clergy are subject to the secular power_ They are so 
entirely national that outside of the nation they have no 
earthly protector to appeal to. They might be despoiled 
of their possessions and privileges without calling forth 
so much as a remonstrance from any foreign potentate, 
and without arousing the slightest sympathy outside of 
the AlIglo-Saxon race. They ha~e a beautiful liturgy, 
but it is in English, and appreciated -only by English 
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readers. On the continent the Church of England wins 
hardly any proselytes, and can scarcely be said to exist 
except for British embassies and tourists. 

No institution can be more intensely national than the 
Church of England. She is national by the very qualities 
that have made her unsuccessful abroad She is national 
because she answers so exactly to the character and dis
position of Englishmen, and particularly of Englishwomen. 
It is as fitting that she should be the established Church, 
so long as any established religion is held to be necessary, 
as it is that the national customs in food and dress should 
be the national customs. 

In France we find no Church whatever that has this 
decided and peculiar character of nationality. France is 
said to be Catholic in the sense that the majority of the 
people profess the Roman Catholic -religion, and it 
certainly does appear that this faith answers more nearly 

. to the wants of French people than any other. Still, the 
French clergy is not national, it is International, it is 
nearer to the Roman Catholic priesthoods of Spain and 
Austria than it is to the French laity. Its head is 
not a Frenchman living in France but an Italian 
living in Italy, and its liturgy is in a foreign tongue. It 
accepts all Papal decisions, and it does not accept the 
decisions of the French GovemmenL It looks with 
reverence to the Vatican, and without reverence to the 
Palais Bourbon and Elys~e. Even in the use of words. 
'it follows a foreign authority. The French Govern
ment has recognised the kingdom of Italy, and has an 
ambassador at the court of Rome. The pope has not 
recognised the King of Italy, but calls him the King of 
Piedmont. Less French than ultramontane, the clergy 
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speak of the Italian Government as "Ie gouvemement 
Piedmontais. " 

Another most essential difference between Great Bri"'" and 
F~"" Britain and France with regard to State establishments of SY'''~ or 
.... blbh· 

religion is that, although the British Government may -, 
have one establishment in one of the countries under its cootrastcd. 
control and another in another country, it does not 
establish more than a single form of religion in the same 
place. Thus Anglicanism may be establisbed in England 
and Presbyterianism in Scotland, whilst some politicians 
",ould have consented to the establishment of Roman 
Catholicism in Ireland; but no British statesman what-
ever would think of establishing tbe three religions 
togethrr in all parts of the United Kingdom. 

In France we find «>-establishment, which is quite 
unknown in England. In France there are four State 
religions all established together, their ministers being 
paid by the State. 

The change from a monarchical to a republican form 
of government has an influence on national religion in 
this way. In a monarchy the faith of the royal family 
is in a certain sense national even though there may be 
other faiths amongst the people, for wben tbe sovereign 
prays for the nation be is, in a peculiar sense, its religious 
representative. This idea of the king representing the 
nation before the throne of God has come down to us 
from the most remote antiquity, and is as natural and 
inevitable as the leadership of the father of a family in 
domestic worship. It follows from this that tbe religion 
of the king is in a special sense the national religion, 
even thougb others may be protected by tbe State, and, 
so long as tbe English monarcby shall endure, the 
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• 
religion professed by the moruuch can never be a matte. 

of indiffeteDce. 
In France tbe monarcby is at an end, and a republic 

has taken its place with a chief magistrate, wbo is a mete 
tempomry official, who is not obliged to profess any 
religion whatever, and who has nothing august or sacred 
in his position like a Sovereign crowned and consecrated 

AbsoerJcema at Westminster or Rheims. To whom then are we to 
NatioaaI Reo- -
:;; R.J·~" look as· the religious representative of the nation? To 
~"'l'::. the Archbishop of Paris? He is but the chief priest of 

- one established religion out of four.· To the minister of 
public worship? He has no religious function and is 
only an administrator. To the presidents of the Senate 
or the Chambet? They never, on the most important 
occasions, say any public P"'NS-

Ftance, then, is a country whete four religions are 
established in the sense of being protected and paid by 
the State, but not one of them is peculiarly the French 
religion as Anglicanism is the English religion. 

The truth is that co-establisbment is clear evidence of 
inditfetence on the part of the legislator. In this respect 
it is almost as significant as the sepatation of Chwch and 
State, and is indeed accepted as an altetnative to that 

ElF ...... ..., ",dical measure. Both are suggested by the desire for =.":' equality, which may be attained eithet by disestablishing 
the dominant creed, or by establishing the aeeds of 
minorities, and this could be done in France more easily 
than in England, because the minor sects Wete few. By 
paying the ministers of two Protestant sects, and also the 
Jewish tabbis, the French legislator was able to satisfy 
nearly all his countrymen who do not belong to the 
Chwch of Rome. The priests of other religions would 
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be paid, .on the same principle, if their services were 
called for. In the lyceum at Marseilles a Pope of the 

. Greek Church is paid as a chaplain along with the 
Catholic aum4nier. 

This solution of the difficulty has .. been found to 
answer in practice in our time, though it is not likely to 
be permanent. • All thinking Frenchmen are aware that 
it contains a contradiction which is this. The State pays 
Catholic priests for affirming the real presence, and then 
pays Protestant ministers for denying it. The State pays 
Catholic and Protestant for declaring that Christ was 
God, and then pays Jews for saying that he was not God. 

To this a French statesman would probably reply that 
from the lay point of view this is the wisest pplicy. He 
would say, "It is lucky.bt we have got the Protestants 
and the Jews as a pl!rceptible counter - weight to the 
Catholics, and ·one· can only regret that they are not 
more numerous. We do not want a single overwhelm
ingly powerful priesthood. The ideal state· of things 
would be half a dozen sects of nearly equal strength, 
either paid alike or without endowment." In a word. the 
French policy in religious matters approaches very 
nearly to a neutral policy. 

Is there anything resembling this neutrality in Great 
Britain? The answer is that the English have not 
exactly the same thing, but they have another thing that 
is not wholly unlike it. English statesmen. as we have 
already seen, will not establish contradictory. religions 
within the limits of England itself, but they do not object 
to patronise and encourage the most opposite faiths in 
different parts of the Empire. III this sense the English 
Govemm.ent comes near to a certain kind of neutrality, 

L 
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and it is on the whole a very tolerant Government, even 
towards small religious minorities that it does not directly 
patronise. The· Unitarians, for example, though not 
paid by the State, are never molested now. 

When statesmen reach this degree of impartiality, it 
becomes a question whether the same impartiality might 
not be equally well expressed by simply protecting 
every one -in the exercise of his own religion, without 
payment or direct patronage of any kind. In Russia a 
State Church is evidently a natural institution. The 
religion of the Czar must be the true religion for the 
peasant, who is not to suppose that the Czar can be wrong 
in so important a matter; but with the non-religious 
character .of the French Government and the tolerant 

......... I.... character of the Englisb, the idea gains ground that the 
orlhe Duty 
.,,""...... duty of the State to all creeds is simply protection, and 

no more. This opens the question of disestablishment, 
which will be briefly examined in tbe following chapter; 



CHAPTER II 

DISESTABLISHMENT IN FRANCE AND ENGLAND 

THERE are two reasons why the road to disestablishment 
is plainer in France. The first is the abolition of the mon
archy, which takes away the defender of the royal faith. 
The second is the payment of the clergy by the State. 
The disestablishment and disendowment of the French 
Churches would, in practice, be a task of extreme sim-
plicity. Parliament would merely decline to vote the 
budgel des culles, a refusal that may happen any day, and 
the Churches would be thrown on their own resources-
In England there is a vast capital sum to be disposed 01; 
and though it excites cupidity, the parties hostile to the 
establishment are unable to agree about the employment 
ofit 

The temper of· Englishmen is averse to a sudden 

Disestablbh· 
ment worc 
!{implein 
France fbllQ 
in England. 

change that is carried out all over the country. In France, Eff~ts of 

h ha . I 's!a' _a all F b 1.."""',io. W atever ppens In egJ. bon liUlects ranee; ut in tne two 

Great Britain has divisions which conveniently allow of .Countrioo. 
experiments· in this field or that, without extending them 
at once over all the national estate. Thus it may be 
predicted that when disestablishment takes place in 
France it will be co-extensive' with the frontiers, whilst 
in Great Britain and Ireland, it was tried at first in Ire-
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land, and will be tried a second time in Scotland or 
Wales. 

A most important reason why it has not been effected 
of late years .in France is the question of pecuniary 
honour. The question is this. Can the State honourably 
refuse to continue annuities which are in fact nothing but 
the interest of capital taken from the Church by the 
secular power? This consideration has great weight in 
a country that takes a just pride in' continuing regular 
payments in spite of the disturbance caused by so many 
changes of government. 

The objection, however, which looks unanswerable 
Amuae., at first, is met by the advocates of disestablishment in o(the 
~t.=l'';:~ two ways. -First, they say that the property held by the 
...... Church in former times was generally ill-gotten, that is, 

by terrorising the consciences of the credulous; and next, 
they argue that a corporation is not like an individual or 
a family. 

Then there is an objection, not on the ground of 
right but of simple policy.' "Supposing it possible to 
confiscate the priests' stipends honourably, would it be 

or prudent to do so?" Whenever they are iII·used, 
to a much less degree than that, they immediately 
;tim themselves martyrs. If their salaries were 
eld there would be an immense display of clerical 
'ceo The clergy might excite much popular 
• . ···.ppearing as one vast mendicant order, with .,'. 

~!!J Q ',,* '. and they would certainly do all in their 
iJ ! ~ the indigoation of the peasantry against 

<Q; .~ 
". .It Then they would put a great part of 

der a sort of interdict. Even already the 
i§}~. prepare the way for something of this 
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description ~hy spreading rumours amongst the peasantry. 
According to these rumours the republic intends to 
deprive the peasantry of religious rites, so that their 
children are to remain unbaptized, and their dead are to • 
be buried like dogs. These rumours have frequently 
reached me through the peasants themselves, and they 
are generally traceable to the efforts of reactionary candi· 
dates during election times. Cautious republicans think 
that to abolish the budget tier tultes would be to provide Abolid~.f 

the Dw/pt 
the clergy and the monarchists with a very dangerous du CoJtu. 

weapon. More than this, they believe that if disestablish-
ment is intended to weaken and impoverish the clergy it 
will have an exactly contrary effect. The Church always 
gets whatever money she requires. Her power of re-
newing her wealth after immense losses is founded on 
the assured support of the rich. Here is a case in point. 
In consequence of the /ai"eisa/ion of a school a few 
"brethren of the Christian doctrine JI were put out of 
employment. The cure of the plaCe started a sub- Th •. Pri .... 

. . h' h d . k h h d" ", •• dY1=-scnphon to get a ome lor t em, an In a wee e a CUR moncy. 

got together nearly two thousand pounds.' Now, for 
comparison's sake, imagine starting a subscriptic;m in the 
same place for some purpose of secular intellectual 
culture, such as the encouragen...:~ .• ~ of scientific research 
or the purchase of prints or casts. You could not, in 
such a place, scrape. together two thousand pence. 

No one who knows France will venture upon predic
tions about French affairs. I may, however, indicate 
certain alternatives which the cou,,", of future events can 
scarcelyaltogetheravoid. 

1 This cure was an acqunintance of mine. His sister-in.law told 
me the amount of the subscription as an example of cleric:a.l influence. 
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There is the indefinite prolongation of the present 
system, by which opposite religions are endowed. This 

("_,"H".. may continue for a long time, but it is not likely to last 
ment not • I"''', to be for ever. The annual payment of a tribute to the cleJgy 
!:F"'= is, like all tributes, a constantly-recurring vexation. In 

P>-o;.ct or 
M. YftI 
.Goyot. 

Practial 
Result of 
M. Guyot'. 
Pn>;.a. 

itself it is enough to revive hostility, which might other
wise pass into indifference. It will not let sleeping dogs 
lie. If it should ever happen, which is by no means 
impossible, that the opponents of the budget des <1Iites 
can unite a small majority, the clergy will open their 
newspapers one morning and see a brief announcement 
that their salaries are stopped 

A more prohable event is that, according to the pro
posal of M. Yves Guyot, the State will disembarrass itself 
of responsibility by handing over the payment to the 
aJmmunu. According to this system the money would 
be given to the municipal council in each commune, to 

. be expended either in the payment of the clergy, or for 
any other purpose of public utility that the majority of 
each council might prefer. There could then be no 
complaint against the Government, which would escape 
all responsibility. That would fall upon the municipal 
electors in each commune separately, who would have 
themselves to thank if they were depriVed of religious 
ministrations. 

The result of this, in practiee, would be a partial and 
perhaps progressive disestablishment The clergy would 
be paid in some communes, perhaps in the majority, but 
not in others. The change would t1:erefore come witb
out any general shock. This scheme may be agreeable 
to the numerous enemies of the clergy, who will have the 
wit to perceive that it offers a kind of bribe to the 
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municipal councils, which are seldom rich, and almost 
invariably desire to do more than their limited means 
permit.' The more prudent repuhlicans might accept it 
as affording a ground of complaint less advantageous, 
polemically, to the clergy. 

It is unnecessary for me to go into detail about the 
question of disestablishment in England Every English 
reader knows the present state of that question in his 
own country, and a few years hence whatever could he 
written in this hook would only be out of date. I may, 
however, in a hook of comparison hetween the two 
countries, point to the essential difference between dis
establishment in France and England In France it is 
desired by the aggressive secular spirit which is doing all 
it can to laias, the country thoroughly. In England it 
is the unestablished religious communities that supply 
most of the motive power, and the spirit which animates 

Dift"ueooe 
"',~ 
Dise5tablish· 
ment io 
F""", and 
iaEogland. 

them is not the secular spirit at al' but religt· ous and R.,i ..... ., IUIdSocial 
social jealousy. J<aIouq. 

The use of this word "jealousy" looks like an attack 
upon the nonconformists, but it is not employed here 
in a hostile sense. If jealousy is a mental aberration 
when it makes people see falsely, it is not so when there 
is no perversion of facts. . Nay, there may be circum- Dissenters 

stances when aD awakened jealousy casts a clear light on !:.:t-r 
unpleasant truths which would oiherwise escape us. It r:bJy 
is not _ in human nature that communities placed in a 
position of manifest social inferiority should not he 

1 Hel1!! is It case well. known to me. The income of the com
mune is 3000 francs, that of the cud about 1000. To offer the 
free disposal of the cure"s iocome to the municipal council is to 
offer a great temptation. 
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jealous of the one community whose predominance makes 
them inferior. It is in human nature that, even when 
there is no active oppression, the inferior communities 
should desire a change which would relieve them from a 
degrading name. 

The intellectual freethinker is not usually, in England, 
at all eager for disestablishment. The existence of a 
broadly tolerant State Church is not, from his point of 
view, a very great hindrance to liberty of thought. What 
he most dreads is a watchful universal inquisition, in 
which every man and especially every woman is an in
quisitor always ready to examine him as to his opinions, 
and call him to account for omissions in religious 
.. exercises.» A distinguished Englishman of this cIass, a 
scientific agnostic, said to me, "It would be a mistake 
to bring on disestablishment. The Church is more 
tolerant than the dissenters. The English state of 
things is more favourable to individual liberty than the 
American. ,1 



CHAPTER III 

SOCIAL POWER 

WHAT I mean by the social power of a religion is the 
power of enforcing confonnity by the double sanction of 
social rewards and penalties. If the clergy can improve ~ T", or 
the social position of one who submits to them, and if t=,!!~. 
they can inflict upon the nonconformist any, even the 
slightest, stigma of social inferiority, then I should say 
that such a clergy';as socially powerful It would be 
still more powerful if it did not appear in the matter in 
any direct way, but was able to attain the same ends 
through a laity influenced and educated by itself, a laity 
acting under the illusion of perfect freedom like a 
hypnotised patient under the influence of "suggestion." 

We have seen that there is a plurality of established 
religions in France, that Catholics, Lutherans, Calvinists, 
and Jews are equaJIy recognised by the State. The 
political equality of these religions is perfect, but is their 
social equality of the same kind? . 

Certainly not. The Church of Rome, having been 
fonnerly the one State Church a1Iied for many centuries 
with the monarchy and the aristocracy, has preserved in 
these days of nominal equality an almost unshaken social 
preponderance. Quite independently of the odium at-
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I:ICbed to Jews, ... hich is as much a question of r.u:e as 
of reIigiou, the Chun:h of Rome bas been able, in France, 
to produce a general iwpI 'ion that a itclldeu4D mast 
be a Roman Catho6c; :mel that a ProIe"'!IIt, tboogh be 
may fuIJow his religion .,..,.. more &ithfuIly than most 

CatJ.oIics follow tbeiJs, is DOt likely to be " ... ttu.n.e 6" ..mJnv--..-
no w... H an EDgIisb boy were told to Ir.IDSIate .. He is a 
~,,--

........ Protestant - into FRDCb, be -.rouId probabIywrite .. n est 

- -- l'I(",,"n',- :mel the tr.msIatioo -.rouId be acreptrd as 
c:mrect. It is tecImicaIIy but DOt socially aamate. The 
French WOld bas • __ of social inferiority that the 

EDgIisb IiUIs to ......".. :mel .. hen USJed by a genuine 
French CalhoIic it implies in addition • __ of re
probation Is there any EDgIisb WOld that -.rouId cury 
these _nings wiIh it? CatainIy there is. The WOld 
.. d' ,," - curies them quite pededJy. 

1Ih. v_. I ,."..,..ber that Mr. V 0JSe'f. the English rr-hinking 
dog) maD, warned the dissenters some ye:us ago against 
the idea, iIluscIy aa:ording to him, that by d' oblishing 
the Chun:h of Eogbod they -.rouId attain to social 
eqoaIity. .. \'00 will do nothing of the kind, - be said, in 
sulmaDce if DOt in wards; "AngIicmism will sriIl be the 
EasbiRPbIe reIigioo,:meI you will be just as nn&sbionabIe 

s..;,ty.,.. :mel wen.. as you are at pn:seuL. Nor is it probable 
--'-- .L._ ...... '""- -_... the I.UioU. any IDeIe -6-.-..an", martJnegf wvwu procure 

abolition of the 8m "d' ''". - any more than of ... hat 
is implied by it. 

no FaDCe may aIIOrd to English DODaIIlformists an 
: '... .......n...t opportunity of OlIDpuing Jegal eqoaIity wiIh 

that social inequality which the justice of the ...... is un
fommaIeIJ impoteDl to n:dn= 
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The French Protestants fonn a little world apart, which 
(excep~' perhaps, in the most Protestant districts, and they 
are of small extent) appears to be outside the current of 
the national life. Just as, in England, you may live in the 
upper classes for a lifetime without having once been inside 
a dissenter's house, or seen a dissenter eat, so in France Isolation of """, .... ,,' 
aristocratic people go from the cradle to the grave without in F .... .,.. 

having seen the inside of an .. evangelical· home. I am 
not speaking of real religious bigotry, of that evil.spirited . 
intolerance which hates the Protestant as a schismatiG 
and would revive the old horrible penalties against him if it 
could; I am speaking only of the mild modem objection 
to people who are under the ban of a social prejudice. 

A ban of this kind falls with very different effect on 
different persons. It scarcely troubles elderly people in 
comfortable circumstances, who are content with a 
retired life, but it weighs heavily on the young. A DUad ..... 

Protestant girl in a French country town may bave :';.\n, to 

·d· bl' d ded' b th . I th.l.r,no, a mIra e mtues an a goo UcatIon, ut e Slmp e Sec:u. 

fact that she belongs to an inferior religious community 
restricts her chances of marriage. In both England and 
France a young man may suffer both in that and in other 
ways from his connection with an unfashionable sect. 
A young Englishman may come to turning-points in his 
career where an Anglican will be preferred to a dissenter, 
even although no question of religious belief may 
avowedly be involved. A valuable office may be given 
to merit when the qualities of a dissenter would not be D""" .... 

• in EDgland. 
taken mto consideration. I am thinking of a real instance 
when a man of great merit received a private appointment 
which would certainly not have been offered to a non
conformist, yet the work to be done had no connection 
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with theology. In France I know several successful 
men who, if they had been Protestants, would have been 
left out in the cold. If this may still be the case in an 
age that has made such very real advances in justice, 
what was it two or three generations since? Then the 
dissenter was literally an outlaw;l to-day he is so only 
in a social and metaphorical sense. A Frenchman once 
said to me, " Un Fraft{ais qui ,.'esl pas CalholiqU4 esl 
IlOrs la lui,» but the law of good society was understood, 
not the law of the land 

In both countries alike, it is but fair to admit that a 
merely nominal orthodoxy is accepted, and tbat a man is 
not required to believe anything in his own intellect and 
conscience, if he will only confom to certain outward 
ceremonies. In France the Church bas become so 
accommodating that it is not now any barder to be a 
Catholic than a fasbionable Anglican. The Church 
requires hardly anything that can be unpleasant to the 
upper classes (the fasts are only a variety of good eating), 
.and conformity now consists in little else than attendance 
at a weekly mass. In some respects French orthodoxy 
is more compatible with freedom than its Englisb counter
part. After mass, and an early low mass is sufficient, a 
French gentleman is free to amuse himself on Sunday 
as he pleases. There is, indeed, a rather stem French 
puritanism which objects to theatres on Sunday, but 

1 II' And will not one man in the town help him, no constables 
-no law?' 

u I Oh,. he's a Quaker, the law don't help Quakers.' 
It That was the trutb""'7"tbe hard, grinding truth-in those days. 

Liberty, justice, were idle names to nonconformists of every kind; 
and all they knew of the glorious constitution of English law was 
that its iron hand was turned against them. "-JoAN Halifax, ch. viii. 
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it objects to them equally on all other days of the 
week. 

But if a nominal orthodoxy is accepted, a nominal Aversion to 
Nominal 

heterodoxy is still regarded with aversion. It is a mere H."rodOZ)· 

question of names. Here is a case in which the persons 
concerned were known to me. A young gentleman asks 
a young Catholic lady in marriage and is accepted. He 
is perfectly well known to be a freethinker, as he is 
entirely without hypocrisy, never even going to church. 
Some enemy sets in circulation a sinister tumour to the 
effect that he is a Protestant. This might have broken 
off the marriage if he had not been able to prove his 
Catholic baptism. If people were to put realities before" N=.<! =d 

. . Realltles. 
names, it clearly could not be of any Importance to what 
religion a freethinker nominally belonged when he was 
a baby. It is not the baby who is to be. maxried, but the 
man. The anxiety in this case was to avoid the 
objectionable word "Protestant. J' The reader may 
wonder if liVre penseur would not be infinitely worse. 
Perhaps, but it is ingeniously avoided by saying, "MonsulIY 
X est Catlwtiqlle, mau it ". pratique pas." 

It would be an omission to close this chapter without 
recognising the existence of a quite unforeseen source of 
strength for dominant and fashionable religions. That 
is, the p,.eftrentz"al support of well·educated unbelievers. Support 

It is not an active or a visible support, but it exists U:Lel~l:.ers 
. I' d th aI f' dil' . h loDominMlt extenslve y, an e v ue 0 It steil Y Increases Wit Religiom.. 

the growth of cultivated doubL What the unbeliever 
most dreads and detests is to be worried by rude religious 
enthusiasts. He does not dislike a priest or a parson 
who is discreet, and ready to sink religious differences in 
personal intercourse; nay, he may even be attracted to 
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the wise clergyman, as to a man of intellect and educa
tion, who has an ideal above the level of the Philistine 
vulgar. The experienced unbeliever is generally of 
opinion that discretion and liberality are more likely to 
be found in an ancient Chun:h that is bound up with 
the life and experience of the great world, than in the 
narrower and more inquisitorial strictness of the minor 
sects. Hence the curious but unquestionable fuel, that 
in England the cultivated unbeliever prefers the Anglican 
Chun:h to the dissenting bodies, and does not wish to 
see them become predominant, whilst in FJaIlce he 
dislikes the Protestants more than the Romish priests. 

• This preference arises simply from the unbeliever's know
ledge of the state of things most conducive to his 
personal comfort, and has nothing to do with theological 
doctrines, which are a matter of indifference to him in 
any case. In FJaIlce, he especially congratulates him· 
self that the dominant religion is not Sabbatarian, the 
reason being that Sabbatarianism is much more than a 
theological doctrine, as it passes so easily into legislative 
domination over aU men. 



CHAPTER IV 

FAITH 

THE word Ie Faith" is used in two different senses. In :!7the&eWd 
ordinary language it means little more than a custom or .. Faith." 

a name. When people say that Napoleon I. belonged 
to the Roman Catholic faith, they only mean that he 
bore the name and followed the external customs of that 
religion, for we know that his own belief was a kind of 
fatalistic deism. The facility with which some exalted' 
personages have gone from one faith to another) and in 
some cases have even repeated the change for obviously 
political reasons, is explicable only by reading the word 
Ie Faith" as a custom or a ceremony. 

The sense in which it will be employed in the 
following pages is that of sincere inward conviction. 
Evidently this must be far more difficult to ascertain 
than those acts of external conformity which are intended 
to be visible by all. In a world like this, where there is 
so little moral courage, people are easily browbeaten, easily 
terrorised, and they have in general such an abject dread 
of any term implying degradation or disgrace, whilst they 
are at the same time so keenly alive to the adyantages of 
social advancement, that it seems at first sight impossible 
to find any sure test of the genuineness of their professions. 

How 
employed 
h=. 
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There is, however, one sure test, and that is sacrifice. 
When people make ... at ·sacrifices for their faith its 
sincerity is unquestionable. But we must be well on 
our guard in admitting the reality of the sacrifice. It 
may seem to be real when it is only a payment for some
Ihing held to be more valuable than itself. Pecuniary 
sacrifices prove nothing when the donor gets considera
tion in return, more valuable to him than superfluous 
money. It costs no trouble to write a cheque. 

Personal labour and trouble, Ihat camwl !Je de/egaled 10 
working inferiors, are the best test of sincerity on the 
active side. On the passive side, there is the sacrifice of 
the things that make life pleasant, its comforts and 
luxuries, and the happiness of home and friendship, and 
especially the renunciation of worldly ambition. 

Here is a sketch from !ife. A young French gentle
man, the eldest son of a rich man, leaves fatber and 
mother and a luxurious home to join one of the teaching 
orders. The discipline is severe. To begin with, the 
aspirant must be ordained, and therefore renounces 
marriage. He also renounces wealth by taking the vow 
of voluntary poverty, and he gives up his liberty by the 
vow of obedience. In this instance, the young man went 
into exile, as his order was one of the unauthorised con· 
gregations, and he sacrificed heal\h because the discipline 
was more than his delicate frame ~ould bear. The work 
to be done, year after year, is te~s. Imagine a rich 
and cultivated young gentleman do ng usher's work in a 
poor school for less than· usher's pa indeed for no pay, 
expect a providing of the barest neces ies I The separa
tion from home and family, without bei~ absolutely com
plete, as in some orders, is nearly so. R~ely, very rarely, 
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the teacher revisited his old home, where his place knew 
him no more. 

I have talked with his father about the immensity of 
this sacrifice. The father (who is himself a profoundly 
religious man) feels unable to conceive adequately the 
strength of a man's natural will, that can carry out such 
a sacrifice through life, and accounts for it by the sup
position (in his own mind a certainty) that the devotee 
receives an unfailing supernatural support. It is, at any 

. rate, clear evidence of genuine faith. 
In the feminine world we find many examples of 

sacrifice at least equivalent to this. Not a week before 

Explanation 
by Supef'o' 
na.tural 
Support. 

I write this page the daughter of a neighbouring farmer· c .... fa 
PC:ll$Ilnt 

came to say good-bye to us. She belongs to the best Gul. 

class of French peasants, is a comely, well·grown, healthy 
girl, and might easily have married. She has chosen 
rather to join a teaching Order, and an Order that is 
principally employed in the French colonies. It is an 
austere and hard life that she has before ·her, and it is 
highly improbable that she will ever revisit her old home. 
This case also is evidently one of genuine conviction. 

It is unnecessary to multiply examples. It is not the 
splendour of the Papacy or the episcopate th~t is the 
true glory of the Church of Rome, but the steady and 
modest devotion of her working Orders. What is more 
beautiful than the life of a Sister of .Charity or a "Little 
Sister of the Poor" I Good Catholics call them "My 
Sister" when speaking to each-of them individually, and 
so do I who am not a Catholic, for are they not sisters 
of all of us who may be laid one day on a bed of sickness I 
If we do not need their gentle watching for ourselves, it 
soothes our suffering brethren. 

M 

Th. 
WoricillJ 
Orders In 
Ihe Church 
of Rome. 
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And what a dull monotonous existence many of them 
accept! What tiresome and even repulsive duties they 
go through without flinching! I know a house kept by 
some "Little Sisters," where there are eighty old 
paupers entirely fed and tended by them. The" Little 
Sisters" go about begging for remnants of food with a 
small van, and they never eat anything themselves until 
they have fed their eighty poor. Two or three of the 
Sisters do the washing. They are in the washhouse from 
morning till night to keep the old folks clean. Have I . 
ever done as much ?-have you? Till we have sacrificed 
our own ease and comfort in this way, or in some 
way equivalent to this, the next best thing we can 
do is to respect such self· sacrifice in others. One of 
these U Little Sisters U in the house I know remained 
humble and unknown like the rest, but when she was 
gone we learned by accident that she was of princely 
rank. 

Maxime du Camp has studied the charitable self
sacri fice of women belonging to the higher classes. The 
abundant facts that he collected were not a surprise for 
me, but if any English reader happens to retain the old 
prejudice that all Frenchwomen are frivolous he ought 
to read du Camp's evidence. 

The active sisterhoods are repaid to some extent in 
this world by a beneficent law of human nature. They 
have one remarkably uniform characteristic; they seem 
to be invariably cheerful, with bright moments of 
innocent gaiety. This serenity of mind may be ex
plained naturally without having recourse to miracle. 
It is gained by the ever· present sense of duties ac
~omplished in the past and the determination to face 
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them in the future. It is the spirit that inspired Words
worth's" Ode to Duty" with a health surpassing all songs 
of love and wine. 

These are instances of the saintly nature in practice. 
I remember a very dear Roman Catholic friend of mine, 
a Frenchman, asking me if I thought it possible that the 
saintly nature could develop itself under the inIIuences 
of Protestantism. It seemed to him that Protestantism 
must check its heroic spirit and bring it down to the 
commonplace. I answered that the purest example of 

The Saintly 
Nature in """,,, . ..w.m. 

the saintly nature I had ever known was an Anglican A. 
Anglic:an 

lady. She belongs to no order and is nothing but a ....... 
lonely old maid, who has taken all who suffer to be her 
sisters and brethren. She gives them the whole of her 
time, the whole of her strength, and all her money except 
what is reserved for a bare subsistence. She spends 
seven shillings a week on her own food and lodgings, and 
as fOLdress, she is content with anything that will cover 
her.' For perfect courage she is as good as any Catholic 
saint in the calendar. There is no malady so repulsive 
or so contagious that she will not cheerfully nurse the 
patient These practices are hy no means of recent 
adoption. The lady in question has been leading a ur,?,_ 

. t' Ii' , tho Th·· f AoogI" .. sam S Ie lor twenty or lrty years. e mtenslty 0 Saint. 

her religious heIief reaches the limits of hallucination. . 

I Tbis excellent lady.ent on a visit to an old friend, who found 
her appearance so miserable that she took the liberty of clothing 
her from head to fooL The saint was aII:IiIIn' that she had been 
clothed, bu. ocith.r pleased nor offended. She ooIy laughed, and 
I believe her secret satisfaction in the matter was that she could 
give the old clothes to some beggar. I hope. but feel by DO means 
sure, that she did not give away the lInD ones, which were a sur
prising improvement to ber appearance. 
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Like Joan of Arc, she hears the angels sing. Whenever 
a good Christi~n dies she is filled with a serene joy, 
thinking only of the glad new birth in heaven. Like 
Sister Dora, she has strong physical health, and can there
fore forget the body as the rich need not think of money. 
Her existence is almost angelic already j she lives in a 
sort of ecstasy, and is as ignorant of this world as a 
cloistered nun. Had she been a Roman Catholic she 
would have attained to papal beatification. 

This example is good evidence that the saintly nature 
may flourish in perfection outside the Church of Rome,· 
though the fact remains that Roman Catholicism tn

eo1lragos the development of that character beyond the 
limits' of reason, whilst the cooler faith of Anglicanism 
does not encourage it so far. It is therefore not improb
able that saints of the heroic type are more common in 
France than in England. 

When we come to religious work done in c01pmon 
life by people without the special saintly vocation, there 
may be as much of it in England Many of my readers 
will be acquainted with English people who quite un
ostentatiously give time and labour to the lower classes, 
either directly in the service of Christianity or simply in 
behalf of civilisation against barbarism. I know a busy 
English layman who gives a whole day every week, 
besides one or two evenings, to Christian ising work, often 
sacrificing necessary rest He is remarkably free from 
cant of all kinds, and posed to asceticism. Such 
examples remain almost un nown, and may therefore be 
more numerpus than we sus ct, but it is not usually the 
male sex that does the mas work of this kind. At a 
time when a book of mine cal d Duma" In/IT"'''''t was 
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published, an Anglican clergyman wrote me a friendly 
letter, in which he pointed to a special reason for the 
intimate 3:lliance between "priests and women" in 
works requiring time and trouble. He said (in effect 
if not in words) that the clergy would as willingly 
appeal to men if they were likcly to find in them co
adjutors equally zealous, but that men are comparatively 
useless.1 

To this I felt inclined to answer, in defence of the 
irreligious sex, that men have commonly too much on 
their minds in business to leave them much liberty for 
religious undertakings. Besides this, independently of 
all questions of faith, the feminine nature is kinder. 
than ours, and· more disposed to beneficent inter
ference. 

It shocks a Catholic to be told that a Protestant may 
have strong and saintly faith, and it equally shocks a 
Protestant to be told that strong faith may be the ruling 
motive of an unbeliever in Christianity, yet it may be so.
If we admit self-sacrifice as evidence of faith in one case, 
we must admit it equally in another. There is nothing 
so galling to human nature as the loss of social place aI\d 
consideration, and it is usually in that form that un
believers have learned the hardship of sacrifice. It 
requires immense faith in the ultimate value of veracity 
to express an unfashionable opinion. 

Now, this kind of faith has been by no means rare in 
France during the last hundred years. Much of the old 
spirit of faith, once exclusively religious, has transferred 

1 Ie Her faith through form is pure as thine, 
Hn "amls an 9ukllw ImlD good. n 
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itself in France to political and social convictions. The 
democratic idea' is not without its saints and martyrs, who 
have been willing to sacrifice all the comforts of existence 
for a belief and a hope detached from any personal 
success. 



CHAPTER V 

FORMALISM 

THE distinction between fonnalism am! hypocrisy in 
religion is, that the formalist follows a custom without 
setting up any claim to depth or sincerity of conviction, 
whilst the hypocrite falsely pretends to be full of godliness 
and zeal. 

There is probably not a religion in the world that 
presents so large a proportion of formalists and so few 
complete hypocrites as the Anglican. Decorous obedience 
to all outward religious observances is very frequently com
bIned in England with an entire absence of pretension 
to sanctity. The gentlemanly Englishman is a regular 
attendant at church, he does not forget to say grace at 
dinner, but he dislikes cant of all kinds, and it is a part 
of his habitual reserve to say nothing about his religious 
experiences. His observance of form is so perfect that 
you may be acquainted with ,him for many years without 
knowing what he really thinks. About politics he is 
open enough, but he makes you feel that it would be in
discreet to ask for any confidences on religion, it would 
be like asking for his opinion of his wife. He, on his 
part, is too well bred to betray any anxiety for the state 
of your own soul j he is not a member of the Salvation 
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Army, and your eternal welfare is not any coneem of 
his. 

Who shall fix precisely the exact place at which 
formalism ends and real hypocrisy hegins? The form
alist has a sort of conscience which forhids him to go 
much beyond strictly ceremonial limits. He will seem 
to use his prayer-hook in church, yet will sometimes 
shrink from reading prayers aloud in his own home. He 
would listen respectfully if a chaplain read them, hut 
declines to do it with his own voice. I remember one 
excenent father of a family who had no objection to take 
his children to church, but nothing could induce him to 
conduct family worship, and in that household the wife 
and mother was the chaplain. Still, this is not any 
certain test. An English gentleman once told me that 
he had been a convinced atheist from· boyhood, yet he 
went to church with unfailing regularity, and read family 
prayers like a clergyman. Are we to call this formalism 
or hypocrisy? I will leave the gentleman to make his 
own defence. He said that he was absolutely compelled 
to conform to the national religion externally, and might 
as "ell make his conformity thorough, the more so that 
it was natural for a family to have a religion, and he 
knew of none better than the Church of England. 

The true English formalist looks upon the Scotch and 
the Dissenters as more frequently exposed to the vice of 
hypocrisy than he is himseU: He is so careful to keep 
anything resembling piety out of his ordinary language 
that it seems to him ill bred in a Scotchman to make 
pious ·reference to the Scriptures or the Sabbath Day. 
Oil the other hand, he unfeignedly disapproves of the 
continental Sunday, because (orms are not so steadily 
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observed on the Continent, and it seems to him as if the 
French and Germans did not know how to behave. 

Now with regard to formalism in France I should say 
that in the upper classes, where it exists in the greatest 
force, it is even more a matte~ of ceremonial usage than 
in England. Has the reader ever observed French 
gentlemen in church? How many of them have any 
appearance, even, of taking part in the service! They 
are present for the most part as spectators of a U func~ 

tion" only-they support it by their presence, by th,eir 
respectful deportment, and that is all 

French formalism has taken its last and most deter
mined stand on marriages and funerals. Here it is 
strongly sustained by the general sentiment that a cere
mony is needed on such important occasions, and the 
Church of Rome understands ceremony so well that she 
gives complete satisfaction to this instinctive need Quite 
independently of special theological tenets, it is felt that 
marriage requires some kind of blessing or consecration, 
and that a solemn pomp should accompany the dead 
man to his grave. 

I remember being in a room with a number of 
Frenchmen when the conversation turned upon funerals. 
CI You will all. of you:~ I said, ,. be buried with the 
ceremonial of the Church of Ro~e, and there is not one 
of you who is really a Catholic or even a Christian, 
except in the sense that you believe Jesus to have been' 
a good man. Why this clinging to ceremonies that bave 
lost their meaning for you? Why not be buried with 
rites in accordance with your -convictions?" An old 
lawyer made himself the spokesman of the party in reply. 
He sajd~ U The disposal of our remains is almost invari~ 
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ably decided by the ladies of the family, who abominate 
civil interments. Eesides this, many Frenchmen are 
neither convinced Catholics nor convinced unbelievers 
either, so they cling to established forms." I then 
referred the question to a lady in connection with a 
recent Catholic interment of a sincere unbeliever, and 
she answered that the ceremony, being a matter of usage, 
really implied no affirmation whatever concerning the 
faith of the dead man, but was the only way of doing 
him a little bonour, as none of those present would have 
dared to attend a civil burial.' 

One of the most interesting of comparisons between 
England and France in the present day is suggested by 
pbilosophical Anglicanism, but before seeking for the 
French equivalent we need some definition of the English 
original. 

It appears to be a condition of absolute mental 

1 Hardly anyone with the least pretension to rank or station, 
unless he might be some republican functionary, would venture to 
attend a civil interment in a rench provincial town. A lady who 
knows the interest I take in hesc matters, wrote me a letter in 
March 1886, (rom which I rna the following extract :-

U II vient de passer SOllS m fenetres un convoi de la Libre 
f'ensee, ce titre etant brode en let es d'argent sur tous les cates du 
corhi1lard, qui est tres beau avec s· frnnges d'argcnt. Une tres 
grosse couronne d'immorteltes rouge est plac~e sur Ie cercueil, et 
tous les nssist11Dls en portaient ~ I boutonniere. I.e convoi 
marcbait .Ar~ lentement, tres silencieu~ent. Que de mkhants 
propos" disaient sur le pa.ssage du cort~ I Nous n'avons pas 
encore Ie droit a l'inJependance. II (aUf bien des annees pour 
que DO\\S ayoDS notre libre.arbitre snns et calomnit.~" 

Insults a.ddressed to a funera.l processi n are immenscly signifi
cant in France, where so much outward sped is usua1!y paid to 
the dead. 
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freedom, a freedom fully equal to that enjoyed by M. 
Renan, for example, combined with adh~sion to all 
Anglican forms and a clinging to the Anglican name. 
The philosophical Anglican criticises the sacred textS, 
has no respect for dogmas, and expresses his own 
opinions in language of refreshing candour and frank
ness, yet at the same time he will not be called a 

, dissenter, and is certainly not a nonconformist. He 
has his seat in church with the motto "j) SillS .t j'y 
,esle." 

. The opinions of a philosophical Anglican are individual, 
and so much his own that we cannot justly attribute any 
one set of opinions to two men, each of whom would 
repudiate responsibility for the other. Some opinions 
appear to be what we should once have called Unitarian, 
others belong to pure Deism, and the more advanced 
to scientific Agnosticism, in which the existence of a 
conscious and thinking Deity seems doubtful and the 
continuity of life beyond the grave a dream. As for the 
old dogmas, they are treated as the subjects of past con
troversies. The Trinity and the Incarnation have gone 
the way of the Real Presence,' though we may still 
retain for them a kind of imaginative credence like that 
which, in reading Tennyson, we have for the Holy 
Grail 

Philosophical Anglicanism differs from ordinary form
alism in thi~ that whereas the ordinary formalist is con
demned to life-long silence because he dares not say 
what he thinks, the philosophical Anglican, whilst accept
ing all the forms like the other, has assumed complete 

t For Mr. Arnold the Trinity ",'as If tbe fairy tale of the Three 
Supernatural Men." 
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liberty of utterance. In short, he is a formalist who is 
tired of being gagged. How he reconCIles his liberty of 
thought and speech with the old submission to forms 
aDd names it is not my business to explain. The re
markable peculiarity of the case, and its specia1 interest, 
is that in the leaders of the movement there is no 

H...... hypocrisy. Even Mr. Tollemache, who admits a cert2in 
_ ~~ iSQ/irisme ;N:vilaIJle, takes away that ground for the 

accusation of hypocrisy by putting the secret into prinL 
All is clear and above-board with the leaders, but it may 
be suspected that with many of their followers the 

r........ 1s.1bis_ ;N:vilaMe is carried so far in prudence 
:-r.!!t. - that their position is not morally different from that of 

the everyday English formaIist, already so familiar to us. 
Therefore, in spite of the really admirable honesty of 
Mr. Arnold and Mr. Tollemache, I am not sure that the 
movement is favourable to honesty in the rank and file, 
who will not feel under the same obligation to take man· 

Philo
sophical 
Anglicanism 

~ ... "'" 0. ... . 

kind into their confidence. And with respect to the 
clergy the examples of Dean Stanley and Mark Pattison 
are even less encouraging, since in their case the isotl
rome ;,lh,itaIJle must assume still larger proportions. 
What they thought I do not profess to know, as we have 
not any clear and brief statement of _their views, hut they 
were certainly freethinkers in the SeDse of not being 
deterred hy dogma. Subject to correction from .their 
admirers, I should say that their opinions did not differ 
essentially from those of Renan. They Olay have 
accepted the ",tJra/ side of the Christian religion, but 
even in that they would probably reject what ob,'iously 
belonged to an early stage of civilisation. The danger 
of their e,-ample consists in encouraging a c\ass of free-
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thinking clergymen, who must necessarily defend an 
essentially false position by the most disingenuous arts. 

Most of my English readers will have their own 
opinion on these phases of English thought, and will care 
more to hear whether there is anything corresponding to 
them in France. The answer that first suggests itself is 
that Liberal Protestantism as represented by M. Rt!ville 1 

is the French form of the same thing, but a little reflec
tion shows that Liberal Protestantism differs from 
philosophical Anglicanism in having no social importance. 
It is something like an advanced development of 
Unitarianism in England, which would not disturb 
English society in the least. If Mr. Arnold had been 
professedly a Unitarian, his announcement of advanced 
views would have interested a small sect; but as he pro-
fessed Anglicanism and was an influential leader of 
opinion, his thoughts interest all who belong, really or 
nominally, to the National Church. A French Arnold 
would have to arise within the pale of the Church of 
Rome, where his career as a reformer would shortly come 
to an end. 

Liberal 
French 
Proteu. 
anrian. 

The nearest French equivalent for, philosophical N ....... 
French 

Anglicanism is the theory that the religion a man pro- equi,,!-iellt 

,. fh d' . his' iI d ha 'oPhil~ .esses IS a matter 0 ere Ity In .am y, an .t t as IOph~caJ.. 

an individual he takes what he likes of it and no more. AngliaullSlll. 

This. theory differs, however, from philosophical Angli-
canism in one important point-tl' is "tv" pu61isJud to 
the ·",orld. When expressed at all, which happens very 
seldo"" it is expressed in the privacy of conversation, 
but the tacit acceptance of it' is very wide. The genuine 

1 This is a religi.on entirely without dogma, and Christian only 
in the sense that it would cultivate a Christian spiri.t. 
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Catholics insist, on the contrary, that U all or nothing" is 
the one immutable principle of their religion, and that 
he who disbelieves the minutest detail of the Catholic 
dogmas is no more a Catholic than if he professed 

. Protestantism openly.' However this may be, the fact 
remains, that any Frenchman who conforms externally to 
the Church of Rome is counted as a Catholic from the 
social point of view. I need not expatiate upon the 
convenience of the theory that the doctrines of the Church 
are like a banquet offered, of which the guest may take 
only what his appetite demands. We most of us accept 
s.metkinll that· might be called a Catholic doctrine, if 
only that it is wrong to steal. 

Besides this lax idea amongst laymen, there is the 
influence of Jesuitism amongst the clergy. The Jesuits 
are said to confess the ls.tirisme inev.'lalJle of a great 
popular religion so frankly that the modem intellectual 
man may ·find complete liberty in the Church of Rome. 
It appears that by an ingenious manner of presenting 
them all Roman Catholic doctrines may be made capahle 
ora liberal interpretation in order that the modem thinker 
may remain within the fold.· Even the very spirit of 

1 I have even known a sincere and severe Catholic who ~old me 
that no one who disobeyed habitually the moral law, whatever bis 
beliers, could be a Catholic. Giving drunkenness as an example, 
he said Ihnt there had never been such a person as a Catholic 
drunkard, because by the mere fact of being a drunkard a man 
proved that he was not a Catholic. 

. i How much intellectual liberty is now enjoyed within the 
Roman pale may be seen io Mr. Mivarl's most interesting article 
on II The Catholic Church and Biblical Criticism n published in 

Mr. Mlvart. Tlu N;II~I«rr/" Cnt/Jl,f7 for July 1887. Mr. Mivart does not 
think it probnble that· a line of the Bible was written by Moses, 
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Catholicism is ready to adapt itself to his taste. If he 
dislikes an intolerant spirit, the Church becomes most 
tolerant. He is told that all sincere men who endeavour 
to do right are sure of salvation, whatever may be their 
religious belief. If it is painful to him to think that the 
damned are suffering eternal torture, he is soothed by the 
assurance that the flames of hell are a figure of speech, 
and that the real punishment of the damned is only regret 
for their misdeeds, and privation of the sight of Goel. 
two evils that all Christians suffer from in this present 
world without finding it unendurable. 

The success of what is called "Ritualism» in England 
has some connection with the increase of formalism, 
though we ought to remember that the formal spirit 
attaches itself quite as readily to a plain and. simple 
ceremonial as it does to a splendid and elaborate one. 
The etiquette about plain black cloth for the masculine 
evening costume is quite as severe as it would be for 
coloured velvets and embroidery, whilst the modern 
white tie is more rigidly formal than the lace cravat of 

whilst it is .. in the highest degree unlike1y that Abraham, ~saac, 
or Jacob ever really existed. and no passage or the history of any 
one or them is of the slightest historical value in tbe old sense." 
The book of Jonah is a. parnble, that of Daniel quite untrustworthy 
and Ii.ttle more than a mass of fiction. With regard to the Deluge 
Mr. Mivart says, .. I well recollect dining at a priest's house (in or 
about (870) when one of the party, the late accomplished Mr. 
Richard Simpson or Claphl111l (a most pious Catholic and weekly 
communicant), expressed some ordinary scientifie views on the ~_ 
jed of the Deluge. A startled auditor asked. anxiously, I But is 
not, Ihen, the acconnt in the Bible of the De1uge true (' To which 
Mr. Simpson replied, • True I of conrse it is true. There was a 
local inundation" and some of the sacerdotal caste saved themselves 
in a punt, with their cocks and hens.' II 
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our ancestors; in fact, the simpler the costume the -stricter 
the rule. The dress of French peasants is much more 
formal, in the sense of being governed by rigid custom, 
than the far more varied dress of the upper classes. We 
find formal strictness going with simplicity in the Angli· 
can vestments before the days of ritualism, and extreme 
liberty of artistic design permitted by the Church of 
Rome in the ornamentation of mitre, chasuble, and 
cope. When Leo XIII. received many thousand 
chasubles as jubilee gifts, it is probable that there were 
not two of them alike. Again, in matters of usage it is 
quite as much a form to put incumbent, curate, and clerk 
in tiers one above another as to assign to them any other 
places that might be fixed by the ritual. Therefore; 
between one form and another, one costume and another, 
there is little difference as to the reality of formalism. 
The difference is in the degree of attention given to the 
matter. Just at first, when a more splendid ritual is 
adopted, as it has been by some Anglican clergymen, the 
change may be evidence of a formal spirit, but the same 
splendours would signify little or nothing if they were 
traditional and familiar. 

This marks the difference between England and 
France with regard to ritual In England it has recently 
been a subject of controversy and of conscious attention, 
whereas in France the instinct that desires it has always 
been abundantly satisfied by the Church of Rome, so 
that there has been no thought about it, and there is 
no such thing as a consciously ritualistic party. The 
gorgeous Roman ritual is enjoyed by those who have the 
instinctive need of it, whilst most people, even unbelievers, 
consider it natural in a great religion. The ultra .. implicity 
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of French Protestantism is certainly not natural. It is 
an intentional contrast due to the effect of schism; it is 
dogmatic dissent expressing itself by external dissimilarity. 

All varieties of formalism have one quality in common, 
that the strength they give to religion is not vital, it is 

Simplicity 
of lo'renc;h 
Protestant
;"". 

only social and external. They have a weakening effect Chilling 
Effect of 

upon faith, even in the faithful. Formalism lowers the .Formalism. 

temperature, not on one side only, but all round it, like 
an iceberg fioating in the sea. Its disapproval of dissent 
is accompanied by a chilling want of sympathy with 
religious earnestness and zeal. Formalism is to faith 
what etiquette is to affection; it is merely taste, and i,t is 
quite as much a violation of taste to -have the motives of 
a really genuine, pious Christian, and avow them (in 
religious language, II to confess Christ before men "), as it 
is to abstain from customary ceremonies. In short, 
fo~ma1ism is the world with its usages, substituting itself 
for Jesus and his teaching j it is U good form II set up in 
the place of enthusiastic loyalty and uncalculating self
devotion. 

Forrn;ali'M 
only Taste. 
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our ancestors; in fact, the simpler the costume the stricter 
the rule. The dress of French peasants is much more 
formal, in the sense of being governed by rigid custom, 
than the far more varied dress of the upper classes. We 
find formal strictness going with simplicity in the J\ngli
can vestments before the days of ritu~ism, and extreme 
liberty of artistic design permitted by the Church of 
Rome in the ornamentation of mitre, chasuble, and 
cope. Wben Leo XIII. received many thousand 
chasubles as jubilee gifts, it is probable that there were 
not two of them alike. Again, in matters of usage it is 
quite as much a form to put incumben~ curate, and clerk 
in tiers one above another as to assign to them any other 
places that might be fixed by the ritual. Therefore; 
between one form and another, one costume and another, 
there is little difference as to the reality of formalism. 
The difference is in the degree of attention given to the 
matter. Just at firs~ when a more splendid ritual is 
adopted, as it has been by some Anglican clergymen, the 
change may be evidence of a formal spirit, but the same 
splendours would signify little or nothing if they were 
traditional and familiar. 

This marks the difference between England and 
France with regard to ritual. In England it has recently· 
been a subject of controversy and of conscious attention, 
whereas in France the instinct that desires it has always 
been abundantly satisfied by the Church of Rome, so 
that there has been no thought about it, and there is 
no such thing as a consciously ritualistic party. The 
gorgeous Roman ritual is. enjoyed by those who have the 
instinctive need of it, whilst most people, even unbelievers, 
consider it natural in a great religion. The ultra-simplicity 
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of French Protestantism is certainly not natural. It is 
an intentional contrast due to the effect of schism; it is 
dogmatic dissent expressing itself by external dissimilarity. 

All varieties of formalism have one quality in common, 
that the strength they give to religion is "not vital, it is 
only social and external. They have a weakening effect 
upon faith, even in the faithful. Formalism lowers the 
temperature, not on one side only, but all round it, like 
an iceberg Hoating in the sea. Its disapproval of dissent 
is accompanied by a chilling want of sympathy with 
religious earnestness and zeal. Fonnalism is to faith 
what etiquette is to affection; it is merely taste, and ~t is 
quite as much a violation of taste to 'have the motives of 
a really genuine, pious Christian, and avow them (in 
religious language, "to confess Christ before men "), as it 
is to abstain from customary ceremonies. In short, 
fORllalism is the world with its usages, substituting itself 
for Jesus and his teaching; it is U good form" set up in 
the place of enthusiastic loyalty and uncalculating self
devotion. 
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CHAPTER I 

TRUTH 

THE Special Committee of the London School Board 
issued a report in the early part of the year .888, in 
which it declared that U fearless truth, bravery, honour, 
activity, manly skil~ temperance, hardihood," were objects 
of national education. 

Some of these are very remarkable novelties in educa
tiOD, and if such a scheme should ever be carried into 
practice, it will produce unprecedented results. Fearless 
truth, bravery, and honour (if moral courage is under
stood to be a part of bravery) have usually been re
presented in education by their opposites, that is to say, 
by mental submission, by the timidity of the boy who 
expects to be browbeaten, and by the hypocritical ex
pression of dictated opinions. The individuality of the 
boy and his honesty have not been encouraged, but 
repressed. He has been told what to think and what to 
say, and even what line of argument to follow, without 
pausing to consider whether he had any intellect or any 
conscience of his own. I remember a striking instance 
of this in the case of a French boy who was preparing an 
essay as a pupil of the philosophy class in a public school. 
We talked over the subject of his essay, and I thought he 
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expressed his opinions, which were also mine, with great 
cogency and clearness. "There, II I said, cc you have all 
that is wanted for your essay; why not say what you 
think in that manner?" He answered, " If I were to 
write like that, my essay would not be received, and I 
should get no marks. On all philosophical questions 
we are to express the opinions that· are determined for us 
by the traditions of the University, so I shall say the 
contrary of what I think, an'd then I shall get marks." 
This training of boys in intellectual dishonesty may be of 
the greatest value to them in after life, for in real life 
nothing is so useful to a man as to be able to profess, on 
occasion, the contrary of what he thinks, but surely it 
must rob education of all interest even for the educator, 
seeing that, as he does not hear the truth from his pupils, 
he can never adapt his reasoning to their case. He does 
not know their case . 

.. But," it will be objected, .. if you allow boys to 
express their crude opinions, it would be encouraging 
liberty of thought.» No, it would only be encouraging 
honesty of expression, the U fearless truth," the II honour" 
of the School Board Committee. There is a happy pro
vision of nature by which freedom of thought is, and 
always has been, the assured possession of every one who 
values it, only honesty of expression ean be put down. 
You cannot make boys or men think o.therwise than as 
-hey do think, but you may train them in habits of 

Illation. 
'he worst of these habits is that of sham 

" ?rnture and art, and this is a prevalent 
,indo There may be some exceptions, 

that a Frenchman will profess to 
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admire what he thinks he ought to admire, even when he 
has no genuine ardour of admiration at his disposal. 
The effect Vi to make conversations with· Frenchmen A prevalent 

Vice of tht: 
uninteres~ SO soon as they tuft upon famous masters. F~nch 

" ,. I d·f",md. They wil\"no,~t the old laudat''''JlP.;im,monp aces, an 1 

you ven\. V upon any criticis'fD !With the slightest 
originality i.y it, they will look J;N;~ you as an insular 
eccentric. 'They have been taugbt at school how to 
praise the famous men, they bave been taught even the 
proper terms of laudation. I believe the Chinese learn Th.Chin .... 
to repeat the praises of their classics in tbe same way. 

My own experience leads me to tbe conclusion that 
there is less of this sham admiration in England than in 
France. I grantthatthe English are often sham admirers 
of Shakespeare, and that the pretence to appreciate the 
national poet is not good for the habit of veracity, but I 
should say that any Englishman who was accustomed to 
reading would, as a rule, say truly what he thought of 
modem authors. I would not tm.t much to his honesty 

Less sham 
Admimtion 
in Englan4 
than in 
Fnmoe. 

about the Greek and Latin classics, because the admira- Th.c, ....... 
tion of these is mixed up with ideas of culture. and- of 
caste. Mr. James Payn says that the habit of literary 
lying is almost universo.l in England. The temptation to 
it is certainly very strong. It is the same temptation 
that induces painters to over-colour for the exhibitions. 
Writing which guards and keeps the delicacy of an 
exquisite honesty, writing which says exactly what the 
writer feels, and refuses to go beyond his feeling, such 
writing can rarely appear forcible, especiaUy in comparison 
with work that is done for force alone without any regard 
for truth. It will certainly seem weak if it comes after 
exaggerate~ting on the same subject, and it is liable 
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Work. 
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to be eclipsed at any time by coarser work that may be 
done afterwards. Tbis is especially the case with regard 
to the criticism or appreciation of great men.' The public 
likes to hear them loudly praised, and e~ zcquires a 
sort of partisan I ,.~~~,.. their names even )!tive.' it cares 
nothing for their w To offend this ra...1 .,n loyalty 
is to set it against Ires, but there i.."i'o risk in 
judicious lying. i -

I cannot but think that the sentence of the court at 
Ipswich on George Frederick Wilfrid Ellis was excess
ively severe. He was condemned to seven years' penal 
servitude for having pretended to be a clergyman of the 
Church of England For five years he lived as Rector 
of Wetheringset~ and appears to have given perfect 
satisfaction in that capacity. He did no perceptible 
harm in that parish, for even the marriages that he 
solemnised are valid in English' law. He only lied 
systematically and acted a part to perfection, that was 
all. But systematic lying is constantly practised by un
believing laymen who conform outwardly, and they, tOOl 

act their part with skill.. They may also, like the false 
Rector of Wetheringset~ often derive great pecuniary 
advantages from their falsehood, either by getting rich 
wives or lucrative situations that would be refused to 
them if their real opinions were known. Yet instead of 
being condemned to seven years' hard labour as the 
sham clergyman was, these sham Christians get nothing 
but rewards for their lying. It becomes, therefore, an 
important question, in estimating the general truthfulness 
of a country, whether religious hypocrisy is encouraged 
in it or not, and to what degree. Is this kind of lying 
more encouraged in England or in France? 
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Having touched upon this question elsewhere, I need 
not dwell upon it here, but will give results only, in a 
fer(' "rds. There cannot be a doubt that the kind of Val .. or 
lyin; whic~~elongs to outward conformity is, on the ~~ra?d 

.;' ,. nnd France. 
whole, a "".re useful accomplIshment In England than 
in France. Of the extent to which it is practised we 
know little. Sham Christians pass for real Christians, 

'and bear no outward mark by which they may be 
detected. It is certain, however, that the English are 
becoming much more outspoken than they used to be, 
and that the quality of "fearless truth" is gaining in 
esteem amongst them, whilst hypocrisy is considered iess 
meritorious. As for the vulgar French idea that all 
Englishmen are hypocrites, it may be dismissed with the 
answer that a majority has no motive for hypocrisy, 
which is the vice of vituperated minorities. And again, 

.. Fearless 
Truth" 
gainJ!lK in 
En~h5h 
Estimation. 

with reference to French truthfulness and courage in the French 
'I'ruthful

expression of heterodox religious opinion, I admire it, ness. 

and consider it far preferable to hypocrisy and moral 
cowardice, but at the same time I remember that 
a Frenchman has less to risk and less to lose by veracity 
than an Englishman. A Frenchman can with difficulty 
conceive the force of that quiet pressure which is brought 
to bear upon an Englishman from his infancy. It is like 
hydraulic pressure, gentle and slow, but practically 
irresistible. He is taught and governed in boyhood by Power ollh~ 

English 
clergymen, their feminine allies compel him to go to Clergy, 

church and to observe the English Sunday if he intends 
t~ marry in England There is' the discipline, too, of Di!rip~ine 
1 d 'l < '1 h S'd' of S"""y. t le 31 y laml y prayers, t e cnpture rea mgs, and the 

discipline of U good form" in conversation. Even the 
strong·minded Englishman is a little afraid of a clergy-
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man. I once knew an English officer in Paris, a man of 
tried courage, who was not proof against this timidity. 
He possessed in his library a number of heterodox books, 
but when a clerical brother from England came t9 stay 
with him he packed up all that literature and sent it 
elsewhere for the time, as a boy puts a forbidden volume 
out of his master's sigh!.' 

Poli.tical lying must be very common in both countries, 
if we accept the testimony of the politicians themselves, 
for they always tell us that the newspapers opposed to 
their own are remarkable chiefly for their mendacity. 
This field of political lying is far too extensive for me to 
enter upon it. I prefer to confine myself to a few 
examples of international misrepresentation, as they will 
throw light upon the general subject of this book. Like 
p~litical parties, the nations themselves are enemies, and 
consider it a legitimate part of the chronic warfare that is 
maintained hetween them to say whatever may be to each 
other's disadvantage, provided only that it has a chance 
of being believed. 

I notice, however, a difference ~n kind and quality 
between French and English lying. The French are 
daring enough, but they are not really clever in the art. 
They have much audacity, but little skill. They will say 
what is not true with wonderful decision; and they will 
stick to it afterwards; but the English surpass them in
finitely in craft and guile. The typical French lie is a 
simple, shameless invention; the typical English lie is 
not merely half a truth; it is entangled with half a dozen 
truths, or semblances of truths, so that it becomes most 

1 CI L'A''Gk1trrt est ;1U11"U;/~, linIN, gollWNlk par sn dn-o
me". "-PHILlPPB DARYL, 
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difficult to separate them, unless by the exercise of great 
patience and judicial powers of analysis. Besides this, 
if the patient analyst came and put the falsehood on one 
side, and the semblances of truth on the other, the 
process of separation would be too long, too minute, and 
too wearisome, for a heedless world to follow him. 

The Frencb writer who publishes a falsehood always 
relies greatly upon the ignorance of his readers. He is 
audacious because he believes himself to be safe from de
tection j or he may be merely reckless in his statements, 
without intentional mendacity, knowing that any degree of 
carelessness is of little <;,onsequence in addressing his own 
careless public. The English writer, on the other hand, 
is aware that Ius public knows a little of everything, 
though its knowledge is inexact; and he pays some 
deference to this sort of inexact' knowledge by referring 
to those facts that an indolent and confused memory 
may retain. His assertions have therefore a sufficiently 
good appearance both of truth and of knowledge, and 
they satisfy a public that has some information and a 
great theoretical respect for truth combined witb much 
critical indolence. 

The first example I shall give is of the reckless French 
kind. The critic has malevolent feelings towards England 
(the shadow cast by his French patriotism), and he in
dulges these feelings to the utmost by writing what is 
unfavourabl~ to the country he detests, without stopping 
to inquire if it is true. 

Toussenel is a very popular French author, His name 
is known to every Frenchman who reads) and he_has a 
great reputation for wit. His book entitled L'Espn"t tits 
Btl" appeared first in the year ,847, and is now almost 
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a French classic. I find the following paragraph on page 
35 of Hetzel's popular edition. . After speaking of the 
horse in past times, Toussenel directs our attention to 
the present :-

"Which is the country in Europe where the blood· 
horse plays the most brilliant part? It is England. 
Why? The horse continues to reign and govern in 
England because England is the country of all the world 
where oppression is most odious and most revolting. 
There we find a thousand Norman families which possess, 
by themselves, all the soil, which occupy all posts, and 
make all the laws, exactly as on the day after the Battle 
of Hastings. In England the conquering race is every· 
thing, the rest of the I)ation nothing. The English lord 
esteems his horse in proportion to the contempt he has 
for the Irishman, for the Saxon, inferior races that he has 
vanquished by his alliance with his horse. Take good 
heed, tben, tbat you offend not one hair of the tail of a 
noble courser of Albion, you who care for your money 
and your liberty; for the horse is the appanage of the 
House of Lords, and these Lords have caused the law 
to declare their horse inviolable and sacred. You may 
knock down a man with your fist, you may take your 
wife to market with a halter round her neck, you may 
trail the wretched prostitute in the mud of tbe gutter, 
the daughter of the poverty-stricken artisan whom misery 
bas condemned to infamy. The law of Great.Britain toler· 
ates these peccadilloes. For the Norman race of Albion, 
the English people has never formed part of humanity." 

What strikes us at once in writing of this kind is the 
astonishing confidence of the author in the profound 
ignorance of his readers. . The confidence was fully 
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justified. There are few Frenchmen even at the present 
day to whom anything in this passage would seem in
accurate or exaggerated. The statement that only the 
Norman families can be lords and landowners is quite Norman 

Families. one that the French mind would be prepared to accept, 
because it implies that England is in a more backward 
condition than France. I have met with an intelligent 
Frenchman who maintained that serfdom still exists ill Serfdom ill 

England-the serfdom of the Saxon, the serfdom of England. 

Gurth and Wa~ba;- and when I happened to mention 
an English estate as belonging to a certain commoner, 
another Frenchman, a man of superior culture and gentle 
breeding, first looked politely sceptica~ and then raised 
the unanswerable objection that in England, as every-
body knew, land could only be held by peers. Others P~B ,h. 

only Land. 
will repeat Toussenel's statement that all the public posts owner.;. 

(what we call1laces) are held by the nobility. 
The kind of falsehood of which Toussenel's·statements Toussenel's 

Kind of 
are an example arises from complete indifference to Jruth. Falsehood. 

He pays no attention to it whatever, has no notion that . 
a writer who fails to inform himself neglects a sacred 
duty, but sets down in malice any outrageous idea that 
comes uppermos~ and then affirms it to be fact. 

My next example is of less import.1.nce, because it is 
not spread abroad in a famous and permanent book; 
still, it shows a kind of falsehood that may be dittated 
by French malevolence. A Frenchman had been staying 
in England, aJiild on his return to France he told anyone 
who would listen to him that the English have a strange The Enc:li~h 

Family Ba.th. 
custom-the family bath. All the members of an English 
family, without regard to sex or age, bathe together every 
morning in a state of perfect nudity. 
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This, I think, is "'ther a representative specimen of a 
French lie. It is a pure invention, suggested by anger at 
the superior cleanliness of the English upper classes, and 
by a desire to make them pay for their cleanliness by a 
loss of reputation for decency. 

By reckless invention on the one hand, and complete 
carelessness about verification on the other, the French 
have accumulated a mass of information about the English 
which is as valuable as the specime.ns h~re given. . But 
there is no real interest in the study of artless French 
mendacity. It is bot the inventiveness of children who 
say no matter what. It displays no intelligence. English 
falsehood is incomparnbly superior to it as an exercise of 
mental sharpness, a",d is always worth studying as an in
exhaustible subject for the most watchful and interesting 
aualysis. Nothing can surpass the ingenuity with which 
that marvellous patchwork of truth and its opposite is 
put together. The intelligent Englishman knows that 
truth is the most important ingredient in a weU-concocted 

• falsehood 
The following example has remained in my memory, 

and is worth quoting for its concentration. In scarcely 
more than twenty words it contains three deceptive 
phantoms of truths, and conveys three false impressions. 
I found it in an English newspaper of repute, but am un
able (0 give the date. This, however, is in some degree 
indicated by the passage itself: 

.. The present atheistical government 0' France, after 
expelling the religious orders, has now decreed that the 
crosses shall be removed from the cemeteries." 

The adjective .. atheistical" is here quietly substituted 
for the true one, which would be laic. The French 
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Government is not more atheistic than a board of railway 
directors. There are four antagonistic established reli
gions in France, and the right to freedom of thought is 
recognised by law,l so that a French Government is 
necessarily non-theocratic and neutraL French cabinets 
no more profess atheism than they profess J utjaism or 
Romanism; and since the establishment of the Third 
Republic they have never shown themselves more actively 
hostile to the idea of Deity than tbe Royal Society or 
any other purely secular institution in London. 

The expression, "after expelling the religious orders, JJ 

was intended to convey the idea that the religious orders 
ill gel/trot were expelled from Frana, that being the 
recognised English view of tbe ,Ferry decrees. In reality 
not a single monk was expelled from France, nor were 
the orders generally disturbed in any way. The religious 
orders were classed under two categories,-the authorised, 
which were recognised by the State, and the unauthorised, 
which existed. only on sufferance. The laws, which 
required them to ask for U authorisation," had not been. 
passed under the republic but under the monarchy. 
What happened in 1880 was this. The authorised con
gregations were left entirely undisturbed. The unauthor
ised were not expelled from France, but invited to ask 
for an authorisation, which the Government was disposed 
to grant in every case except that of the Jesuits. They 

1 An essential difference between France and England. UNo 
one," says Profusor Dicey, "can "maintain that the law of England 
recognises anything like that natural right to the free communica. 
tion of thoughts and opinions which was proclaimed in France 
nearly a hundred years ago to be one of the most valuable rig:hts 
of man. ii_TAl Law 0/ tM CMsIilfllitm, 6rst editioD, Pp. 257, 
258• 
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declined to ask, in obedience to commands from Rome, 
the object of which was to place the Government in the 
position of a persecutor, or compel it to retreat. Ferry 
would not retreat, and turned the unautborised congre
gations out of their houses. This was represented as a 
persecution of religion j but, in truth, the monks ftltre 

treated exadly as FrencA laymen, for unauthorised associ
ations of laymen were equally illegal, and lay associations 
were equally obliged to submit their statutes and ask for 
authorisation. 1 Sir Robert Peel said in 1843. " If a Church 
chooses to have the advantages ,!f an establisbment, and 
to hold those privileges which the law confers, that 
Church, whether it be the Church of Rome, or the Church 
of England, or the Presbyterian Church of Scotland, 
"jusl UJnform to IIIe ImCl. n The French cabinet was 
therefore only acting upon a recognised English principle. 

We may next examine the statement that the French 
Government ordered the crosses-- to be removed from 
the cemeteries. If the reader does not know the truth 

. he is sure to receive the intended impression that this 

1 The ordinary law about associations was declared by some 
English journals to be " obsolete, II and revived only for persecution. 
It was SO little obsolete that it was steadily applied to lay associa. 
lions. I was at one time an honorary member of a. French club 
limited to eighteen in order that an C'C authorisntion 11 might not be 
required i and I have been· vice-president of another club, not 
limited in numbers, so that we had to send our statutes to be 
npproved by the prefect, and whenever the slightest change was 
made in them they had to be submitted again to th. same authority. 
It was a very simple formality. costing Ihree sous for a postage 

, stamp. Had we acted like Ihe unaulhorised religious orders. wlUch 
declined to submit to this not very terrible piece of tyranny. we 
should have been dissolved as they were. and turned out of-our 
club.house III they were turned out of their establishments. 
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order, emanating from the Government, took effect 
throughout France. He will receive another impression, 
well calculated upon, that the crosses upon fm graves 
were removed. In fact, this is what the English believed 
about the matter. What an unholy outrage on Chris
tianity and on the feelings of pious relatives! What a 
perfect subject for indignant denunciation of ,republican 
tyranny and violence! However, English travellers still 
find the crosses on the graves, and they see the stone
cutters near the cemeteries continually carving new ones 
under their wooden sheds. 

The explanation is very simple. The decree did not 
issue from the French Government at all, but from the 
town council of a single city-Paris. Even in Paris it 
had no application to the graves, but referred exclusively 
to the crosses on the gateways of the Parisian cemeteries. 
These cro~ses, which were very f~w in number, the 
municipal council decided to remove, because they 
appeared to indicate that Christians alone (or, perhaps, 
even Roman Catholics alone) had a right to interment in 
the public burial-grounds, whereas these were in fact open 
to Jews and unbelievers as well as to Catholics and 
Protestants. 

Now, I would ask the reader to observe in how few 
words the false impressions are conveyed and how many 
have been needed for a reply. And how can one count 
upon the sustained attention necessary for the reception 
of the truth P 

The English newspapers quite succeeded in con
veying the impression that the religious congregations 
were expelled from France, as if they had been sent into 
exile. Since then there has been a second case of 
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tuming-<lu~ ~nd when it occurred I observed with great 
interest what the English press would make of it and 
what the English public could be induced to believe. 
Until the Duke of Aumale wrote an intentionally offensive 
letter to the President of the Republic, in a form which 
no Head of a State would have tolerated, only two 
members of the House of Orleans had been expelled
the Count of Paris and the Duke of Orleans. The 
English newspapers, in order to augment the appearance 
of tyranny on the part of the French Govemmen~ had 
the ingenuity to pervert this into an expulsion of the 
entire Orleans family, ladies, children, and all. The 
ladies and children were introduced to win the sympathy 
of the reader, and arouse his indignation against the 
republican persecutors. The daily papers announced the 
expulsion of the Orteaos family in capital letters, hut the 
best appeal to sympathy was made by the illustrated 
journals, which impartially engraved portraits of them all 
as interesting and illustrious exiles. Nor was this fiction 
temporary. The false legend which the English people 
seriously believe has already entered into history. See 
how neatly and briefly it is inserted in the following 
extract from the Saturday Hn',tw for 9th July .887: 
"About the time of the expulsion of himself alit! his 

family from France, the Count of Paris advised his friends 
to abandon the practice of indiscriminate opposition." 
Meanwhile, as a matter of fac~ members of the house 
supposed to be languishing in exile were enjoying full 
liberty in France, travelling, staying, and receiving any 
guests they pleased .. 

In the year 1886 some English newspapers got up an 
account of a sort of French catechism, using the name of 
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Mr. Matthew Arnold as an authority. The nature of 
this catechism may be understood from a speech at the 
Harvard celebration by Mr. Lowell, who trusted to these 
statements. Here are Mr. Lowel1's words: Ie Mr. 
Matthew Arnold has told us that in contemporary 
France, which "seems doomed to tl}' evel}' theol}' of 
enlightenment by which the fingers may be burned or 
the house set on fire, the children of the public schools 
are taught, in answer to the ques~on, C Who gives you all 
these fine things?' to say, 'The State.' III fares the 
State in which the parental image is replaced by an 
abstraction." 

Children in 
Ihe French 

~~~s. 

Being well aware of the extreme skill with which false Th.Au.h ..... 
.. d' E I d I'd If Inquiry into ImpressIOos are conveye m ng an J sal. to myse _ the Matter. 

that it would be interesting to institute a little inquiry 
into this matter, and did not rest till I had got to the 
bottom of it. "The public schools" is a very compre-
hensive expression, including and at once suggesting the 
/yells, so I began my inquiry io them. The result was Its Results. 

as I expected; no such question and answer were known 
in the !y,t", or had ever been heard of there. My next 
move was to cause inquiries to be made in the elemenrary 
schools. There, also, the question and answer were 
wholly unknown; but the masters added that since many 
manuals were used, no single manual being imposed by 
the Government, as implied by the newspaper statement, 
there might possibly be some school in which a manual 
might contain something resembling the question and 
answer quoted. 

FinaUy, I wrote to Mr. Arnold himself, hoping to get 
from him the little scrap of truth on which the falsehood 
had grown. Mr. Arnold could not give me the name of 
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Mr. Amold's 
Answer. 

any school in which anything resembling that question and 
ansiver had been heard; he only remembered that "in 
some school in Paris" he had made a note of the matter. 
Finally, Mr. Arnold frankly acknowledgeq that the word 
"State" V Blat) was not used at all. The word really used 
was Ie Pa)'s, which is not an abstraction but a reality

. the Jand of France with all its inhabitants. The question 
and answer seemed to Mr. Arnold to exhibit" the super
ficiality, nay silliness, of the French in treating religion 
and morals." I ~ee in it nothing but a truthful account 
of a matter of fact The children were reminded that 
they owed their education to the country as a reason for 
serving the country when the time came. 
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Sir Walter Scott has often been severely blamed for 
defending the anonymous character of the Waverley novels 
by falsehoods, but he would not have been blamed for 
defending it by silence, even when silence was fuUy 
equivalent to a falsehood. This opens an important 

, question in casuistry. It is likely that almost aU French 
people would say that Sir Walter had a right to defend 
himself in that way, as the falsehood in self-defence against 
curiosity is usuaUy considered legiti'mate in France. 
Many English peop)e do not think tbat kind of false
hood legitimate, yet would practise the silence that 
deceives, or utter a sentence carefully worded so as 
to be literally true whilst it conveyed an erroneous idea. 
Everybody defends himself against impertinent curiosity 
in his own way, and it can seldom be done lfithout some 
sacrifice of veracity. When Robert Chambers said he 
wondered how the author of Vulig" of Creation would 
have felt under HerscheU's attack, it was not true, he did 
not wonder, he knew accurately, being himself the author. 
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The French believe the English to be usually truthful 
in private transactions, but slippery and deceitful in great 
international affairs; the English have very little confi
dence in French truth, either in private or public matters. 
For my part, I have met with extremely deceitful and 
extremely .honourable men in both countries. I have 
been cheated in both, and treated fairly and justly in 
both. If, however, I were asked to say which of the two 
nations is according to my own intimate convictions the 
more truthful, I should say decidedly the English, except 
on religiou~ topics) and there the French are more 
truthful, or) if you will, more unreserved. 
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CHAPTER II 

JUSTICE 

WHAT is meant by "justice" in this chapter is the power 
of suspending judgment until evidence is fort6coming, and 
then the disposition to decide on the merits of the case 
unbiassed by prepossessions of any kind. It is one of 
the larest, perhaps the very rarest, of intellectual 
virtues, and hardly ever to be found in times of strife, 
either between nations or between parties in the same 
nation. . 

It would be a proof of ignorance of human nature to 
expect much of this virtue in contemporary France, a 
country divided, more than any other in Europe, by 
pnlitical and religious animosity. And, in fact, there is 
very little intellectual justice in France, the only men 
who cultivate the virtue being a few thoughtful philoso
phers who have little influence in the nation. I may 
mention Guyau as a representative of this small class.' 
He certainly endeavoured to think justly, :,hich is one 
of several reasons for regretting his premature death. I 

1 Author of L I Imligioll tie r AWNi" EJpisg ti'I4M Mtwak J(UU 

06/igaiioN"; Samlioll, LA PrrJ6lhtus J~ r EstAltipt Conttrllfrmzriu. 
La MfWtIk d' EjJ;nlre d #1 Raljorls trWC lu DiKtt'illu Ctmle .. ~ 

jtmtiMI, etc. Guyau died in 1888 at the nge of thirty-three. 
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myself have known two or three Frenchmen in private 
life who have the same desire to be jusL 

The English are more favourably situated for the l-,,"'.:!:: 
cultivation of this virtue, and, in fact, it is more fre- in E~g't:d 
quently found amongst them; but the English themselves ~ 
ha>.., entered upon a period of strong political dissension 
since the Irish question reached an acute stage, and even 
if that question were settled there are others beyond it 
which are not less likely to produce great intensity of 
party hatred. .There will not be much justice whilst 

. these dissensions continue. Even so ordinary an occur- Party 
Dissensions 

renee as a simple parliamentary election is now enough in England. 

to divide the society of an English country town into 
hostile camps almost as bitter as French parties. What 
is most to be deplored is that some of the philosophers E",n 

. . amonest 
themselves, who mlgnt be expected to keep cool heads, Phil_ 

have caught the contagion exactly like ordinary mortals. ....... 
Independently of political questions, the commonest 

<:ause of injustice in England is to be found in the ideas 
of class. The class of gentlemen has a tendency to give cw. ....... 

. its sympathy, without question, to gentlemen, and to 
refuse it to those who are not, in its opinion, of that 
caste. One of the best e.'<llIIlples of this tendency was 
the unanimity of the English gentry in. their sympathy sl"" .... Y 

with the slaveholders during the American war of r,,~'" 
secession, purely on the ground that the slaveholders hold .... 

were a gentlemanly class. In comparison with this im· 
portant poitJt, the injustice of slavery itself sank into 
complete insignificance. The same rule of sympathy for 
gentlemen extends to the continent of Europe, although 
the gentlemen there are often of a very dubious species. 
Anybody who would put down French popular aspira· 
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tions was sure of class sympathy in England A French 
republican is simply a Frenchman who desires represent
ative government, that is what he is; but class-antipathy 
set English gentlefolks against him, thougb they them
selves had been the first to profit by representative 
institutions in their own country. So with regard to 
French conflicts between Church and State, the English 
upper classes always side instinctively with the Cburch, 
although they themselves accepted Church property after 
the great English ~poliation, and many of them are still 
living upon it, some actually in the very walls of the old 
abbeys, others within sight of their ruins, whilst others, 
again, appropriate tithes. If a French mayor prohibits a 
religious procession it is an acl of republican tyranny, yet 
Roman Catholic processions are not permitted in English 
streets, and the republicans do not carry their distrust of 
the clergy so far as to make them ineligible for the 
Chamber of Deputies as they are for the House of 
Commons. Neither is a French priest compelled to 
lay aside his ecclesiaStical costume except when he goes 
to England However, polite English ~mpathy with 
the Church of Rome has one incontestable merit; it is 
at the same time disinterested and unrequited. The Rev. 
Father du Lac, who took his Jesuit school to Canterbury , 
after the Ferry decrees, and who enjoys British protection, 
calls Queen Victoria a monsl1;"us anomaly, the anomaly 
being that royalty and heresY!lre monstrously combined 

.in the person of Her Majesty.I'~ • 

. 1 The reverend fnther is speaking Her Majesty's visit to the 
Grande Chartreuse, which she was able make by taking advantage 
of an ancient rule made l:id'ore the Chu couJd foresee the mon-
strous anomaly or an heretical king or q no B1 that rulel which 

\ 
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The sharp separation of classes produces much in
justice within the limits of England itself: When an 
Englishman feels himself autho~d to despise his equal 
in wealth, culture, and wisdom, if he happens to be a 
dissenter, there is a strong temptation to do so, and we 
find public writers iD England who quietly look down 
upon all dissenters". olQ< as people of low caste and 
unrefined manners_ After all, these wretched dissenters 
are Englishmen and Englishwomen, which is surely some 
title to consideratiolL 

I am far from wishing to imply that_the English never 
rise above the region of class prejudices. Many bave 
done so, and these amongst the most distinguisbed 
Shelley did so completely, Byron partially; in ollr own 
day several of the most famous poets and thinkers appear 
to live, intellectually at least, outside of class- My impres
sion is that the French do not get rid of class prejudices 
so frequently as the Englisb- Ir they belong either to 
the real or the false wlesse they think that "001 esse oblige 
in a peculiar sense, that it lays them under an obligation 
to condemn popular aspirations without a bearing-

It is difficult for the poor in any country to be jnst, 
because they so often sulfer; still, in France, they are 
more frequently independent in their judgments than the 
upper classes, the proof being that they support a greater 
variety of opinions. You never know how a French 
peasant will vote till you know him individually, but you 

• 
sLill remains in force. • bishop or • reigning soYereign can visit • 
house or cloistered monks or nuns. The A.rehbishop of Canterbury 
could. however, scarcely get into. Duonery. as -the Rev. Father du 
Lac informs Wi that the ancient Engti.sb sees were ~ by Pius 
IX. from the list of the bishoprics of ChrisI ... dom. 
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may predict to a certainty that a noble will vote against 
the republican candidate. 

Whether, in quieter and more settled times, French 
parties will be less virulent, must depeJid upon the effects 
of experience. The events of the next decade may have 
either a calming or an exasperating influence. I do not 
perceive that parties have become more tolerant during 
the last ten years. The one good sign is, that with all 
their hatred they have avoided civil war. 

Next to the rancour of internal politics, the greatest 
obstacle to justice is that kind of vulgar patriotism which 
cannot love its own country without hating its neigh· 
bours. This sentiment of hatred is strictly proportionate 
to the neighbour's power. The English have no 
animosity against Swiss republicanism, though it is still 
more democratic than French. The· Frencb had a 
romantic sympathy with Italy in ber weakness, but they 
detest her in her strength. 

Most English and Frencb people are capable of justice 
towards foreigners wbo belong to insignificant States, such 
as the Danes, the Dutch, the Belgians, the Swiss, and 
the Greeks. A few are capable of justice towards citizens 
of great and powerful States. 

Mr. Grant Allen has given an excellent example of 
this rare kind of justice in saying simply what is true 
about the French colony of Algeria, and in expressing 
the desire, in the interests of civilisation, that the 
heneficent French power might ultimately 'be permitted 
to extend itself over Morocco, I remember that when 
the fate of Gordon at Khartoum was still unsettled, some 
Frenchmen·expressed a hearty deorlte for his preservation 

. and success. They considere.d tha~ he represented 
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civilisation against barbarism, and placed themselV-es~on 
the side of civilisation. 

I have occasionally met with French people who 
tried to be just even to the Germans, and that, of course, 
is very hard for them, but the great majority are unable 
to look upon war as a simple game in which the lo~er 
pays the penalty. They think of it as a glorious enter
prise when they win, and as a cruel inbuman outrage when 
they are defeated. 

It is a part of strict justice to see the defects of one's 
own country as plainly as those of another. This is 
certainly not incompatible with strong affection, as. in 
private life we see very plainly the defects of those whom 
we love well and faithfully, and for whom we are ready 
to make the utmost sacrifices. In this way a few 
Englishmen see clearly the defects of England, but I 
should say that many more Frenchmen see clearly and 
justly the defects of France. I have heard severe 
criticisms of France from English people, but far more 
telling and formidable criticisms from the French them
selves, because they knew the weak points and could 
criticise in detail. This is especially true with regard to 
the defects of French administration, apparently so 
perfect and looking so laboriously after centimes, yet in 
reality unable to prevent either waste or corruption. 

The natural refuge of justice ought to be in the press, 
but unfortunately, as I have observed elsewhere, justice 

o 
is not a very convenient or acceptable quality in literature, 
and least of all in journalism. Its constant tendency is 
to diminish the display of what people foolishly take for 
literary force, and to make what might otherwise have 
been called forcible writing seem dull and commonplace. 
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'. N.ow, Jhe French journalist may be wildly inaccurate, he 
may be wrong iii all his statements, and give suppositions 
in the place of facts, but he cannot affor~ to be dull, as 
he addresses readers whose chief peculiarity, as he well 
knows, is to be inattentive. Wit and exaggeration are 
th!, baits by which the French reader is to be caught, 
but wit is seldom just, and exaggeration never is. There 
was poor John Brown, the Queen's domestic, I will not 
say what the French press made of him, but in the 
exercise cil its Gallic sharpness it got a good way beyond 
the. truth. French writers are rather fond of laughing at 
the Queen, as English writers have laughed at various 
foreign sovereigns, and sometimes the laugh is harmless 
yet based on inaccurate information. For example, M. 
Philippe Daryl says that after a drawing·room "10 reine 
remonte dans son carosse a six chevaux cafe-au-Iait, de 
race hanovrienne comme elle, et prend le chemin de 
\Vindsor." This is a French fiction, intended to make 
the Queen a little ridiculous; the Frenchman is trotting 
out the crearu-coloured horses (they are eigh~ not six) 
for the occasion, and despatches them on the road to 
Windsor. As a matter of fact the Queen travels to 
Windsor by rail, and usually drives to the Paddington 
Station b.ehind four bays, so that the whole pleasantry 
falls rather flat on an English reader. It is a trifle, but 
it may serve to illustrate the position of a French writer 
who must be amusing' at all costs. 

The great writers are in the same po~tion with a 
difference. They need not aruuse; but they are bound 
to provide a stirring stimulus. Was Victor Hugo a just 
writer? Was Carlyle? They knew their business, which 
was to be lorcible; but nobody who understood their 
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nature, or their art either, would go to Victor Hugo for 
a faithful account of the English, or to Carlyle for an 
exact appreciation of the French. Or shall we turn to 
Michelet and Ruskin ?-both makers of delightful prose, 
but too much biassed by their own genius to be just. 
In literature force and brilliance, nay, even mere glassy Sparkle and 

GliuumofC 
sparkle or glitter of tinsel, are more effective qualities than Valuable 

. ' than J usticc. the hesitancy that cannot round off a sentence mthout 
stopping to inquire whether the praise in it is not too 
much for the occasion, or the censure undeserved. 

Suppose that a just writer were asked to give, in five 
or six lines, his opinion of the railway system, and its 
action for good and evil, how would: he describe it? 

He might say, "The use of railways is to transport 
merchandise and passengers quickly and cheaply. They 
favour human intercourse by enabling people to meet in 
spite of distance, and to exchange letters without delay. 
They are someti~es, to a limited extent, injurious to 
beautiful scenery. Railway travelling is sometimes in-
jurious to health; and railway accidents occasionally 
cause loss of life." 

This is exactly just and true; but it has the fatal 
defect of being commonplace. It is also quite destitute 
of sublimity: Now listen to Mr. Ruskin on the same 
subject. 

"They are to me the loathsomest form of devilry now 
extant, animated and deliberate earthquakes, destructive 
of all wise ""cial _habits and possible natural beauty, 
carriages of damned souls on the ridges of their owo 
graves." 

These lines have several most valuable literary 
qualities. They give a shock of surprise, they captivate 
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attention, they entirely avoid the quagmire of the 
Ana!"';. .... commonplace. They introduce very sublime elements, Md,."" •• h . . d'l earth k d Description. t e MiltOnIC elements of evI ryt qua es, an lost 

spirits. There is, too, a mysterious grandeur about the 
damned souls who take railway tickets and travel over 
their own corpses buried in the embankments. But is 

. this account of railways accurate and true? Is it just to 
the memory of George Stephenson? 



CHAPTER III' 

-PURITY 

OF all subjects this is the most difficult .10 treat satisfac
torily; because there iSJ and must be, an inevitable reti
cence that is sure to weaken the argument at the most 
important points, Besides this, the subjec~ more than 
any other, is steeped in conventionalisms, some of which 
it is considered right or pardonable to act upon, but not 
pardonable to express. There are tacit tolerations wbich 
it is an offence to avow, as if the avowal incurred a new 
and personal responsibility. And even the most frank 
and courageous of writers might well shrink from a 
subject that cannot be -fully discussed, at least in an 
English book. 

There is, however, one point of great importance 
which has never, so far as I know, been: fr"';kly touched 
upon before, and which may help us to understand the 
varieties and inconsistencies of public opinion. 

We all know that the relation between the sexes is of 
a dual natur!!; that it is both physical and mental. A 
man may be attractea to a woman by a physical impulse, 
or by a desire for her companionship, or by both at the 
same time. This we all know and admit; but the fiction 
of our conventionalism, and a ,very curious a~d wonderful 
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fiction it is, excludes one or the other of the two reasons 
fot cohabitation after ascertaining whether it is, or is 
not, in accordance with received usages. lf the cohabita
tion is not of a customary kind, it is at once assumed that 
physical pleasure is the only object of it; and that 
pleasure is spoken of in terms of disgust, as vile, sensual, 
and degrading. If, however, tbe cohabitation is of a 
customary kind, not only is the physical pleasure per
mitted without reproach, but it is conventionally iguored 
as non-existent, and the motive for cohabitation is held 
to be tbe pure desire for companionship. One of the 
best examples of this contrast is the different way of 
regarding the marriage of ecclesiastics in a Catholic and 
in a Protestant community. An Anglican clergyman 
gets married, and tbe incident, being in accordance with 
custom, convey~ no idea to tbe Protestant mind beyond 
this-that the clergyman may have felt lonely by himself, 
and wanted tbe help, the companionship, tbe gentle 
affection of a wife. The physical relation is set aside, it 
is simply not thought about, and even this slight and 
passing allusion to it may be condemned as unbecoming. 
Now let us tum to the state of opinion in Roman 
Catholic countries. There, when people hear of the 
marriage of an ecclesiastic, they think of nothing but tbe 
physical relation, and tbey think of it as disgusting, filtby, 
and obscene, though, in fact, it is simply natural and no 
more. In this case the desire for companionship is 
ignored, and physical appetite alone is a!sumed to be 
the motive for the uruon. A case has occurred of a 
Protestant ecclesiastic, who married after his elevation to 
a bishopric. I despair of conveying to the English 
reader any idea of the aspect tbat such a union must 
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have for Catholics who have never lived amongst Pr0-
testants. For them it is. not only monstrous as an 
outrage against custom, but it even seems monstrous in 
the sense of being unnatural. Something of this Catholic 
horror remained even in the strong mind of Queen Eliza
beth.. She was near enough to Catholic times, and had 
still enough of Catholic sentiment, to he unable to look 
upon a bishop's wife without loathing. 

When custom partly but not entirely tolerates cohabi
tation, we find the two ideas predominating in different 
people. Marriage with a deceased wife's sister is, for 
those who are favourable to it, the desire for affectionate 
companionship or for motherlytendemess towardschildren 
already existing; for those who are unfavourable it is a 
lust of the flesh. In like manner there are two estimates 
of the conduct of a divorced woman who marries again 
during her first husband's lifetime. 

~~ 
D=-d 
Wife"s 
Sister. 

We may now approach the subject of illegitimate m,p ...... 
II"""", 

unions. In societies where they are tolerated the idea of 
companionship prevails; in societies where they are Ifot 
tolerated the pbysical aspect of the union immediately 
suggests itsel£ In tbe large towns both of England and 
France it is not rare amongst the lower classes for men 
and women to live together without formal marriage. 
With reference to these cases the complaint of moralists 
is that the people have no proper sense of the necessity 
of marriage, they have not the proper consciousness 
that they areo doing wrong. The reason is that these 
unions are permitted hy the customs of the lower 
classes, and are scarcely blamed when the man 
remains faithful to the woman and treats her well; 
therefore the physical relation is as much ignored as 'it 

p 
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is in formal marriage, and companionship alone is thought 
of." 

The same great power of custom, in casting a veil over 
the grosser side of the sexual relation, is seen in higher 
classes whenever illicit unions are tolerated by public 
opinion, and they often are so in the artistic and intellec
tual classes of great capitals when it is evident that the 
union is one of genuine companionship, and when it is 
of a lasting character, and both parties renIain at least 
apparently faithful to it Here is an expression of this 
toleration by M_ Alfred Asselin., true for Paris, but not 
true for the provinces. I give it in the original, because 
the exact shades of expression could not easily be repro
duced in a translatioIL 

" Dans I'~tat ou sont nos mreurs, il est admis que les 
hommes suphieurs ont Ie privil~ge d'imposer A ce qu'on 
appelle Ie monde, A la soci~t~ dont ils sont Ie charme et 
l'honneur, une amie,-l'amie,-la femme qu'i1leur a plu 
de choisir comme Ie t~moin voil~ de leurs tra"aux, celie 
qUi, I~gitime ou non, se tient dans I'ombre, confidente 
discr~te du g~nie, au moment ou ses rayons s'aUument. 

II Ce n'est pas la vulgaire Eg~rie, c'est la Muse, c'est 
I'ame m~me du po~te qu'il nous est perm;" dans les 
~panchements de l'amiti~, de voir, d'admirer, de re
specter." 

The reader will observe in these carefully chosen 
words how deliberately all suggestion of impurity is ex
cluded, and how the writer dwells updtt intellectual 
companionship alone. He may understand this still 
better by reference to a special case. 

About the year 1833 there was an actress at the 
. theatre of the Porte--Saint-Martin, named Juliette Drouet, 
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who performed in two of Victor Hugo's plays, LUCYt" 
Borgia and llfari. Tudor. The poet was pleased with 
her performance, and thought well of her intelligence. 
In this way he was attracted to h~ell; and she became 
his mistress, and lived either with him, or very near him, 
till she died many years afterwards. She had a residence 
close to his own at Guernsey, which Victor Hugo 
arranged and decorated When he returned to Paris she 
returned with him and continued to be his very near 
neighbour. It was the fashion in Paris to think only of 

Story of 
Victor Hugo 
Ilnd Juliette 
Dl'Ouet. 

the intellectual side of this liaison, and to speak of Pan .... 

Madame Drouet with the utmost respect as the poet's ~n;i."u':. 
wise and discreet friend, a kind of living Muse for him. 
The lawful wife hersell; who knew al~ spoke without 
bitterness of her rival II These gentlemen," she said 
one day to her cousin, meaning her husband and son, 
U have arranged a little fete at Madame Drouet's, and 
they are expecting you. I insist on your going, it will 
please my husband." When Madame Drouet died, the R<q>ect,", 

. Tone of the notices m the newspapers were most respectful to her, and Press. 

sympathetic with the old poet who had lost U the faithful 
friend and wise and gentle adviser of so many years. U 

It will be seen from these extracts that illicit unions 
may under certain favourable circumstances (especiaUy. 
that of intellectual or artistic companionship) come to be 
conventionally protected, as marriage itself is, by the use 
of the purest possible language. There have been cases 
in London n«>re or less resembling that of Victor Hugo, 
which it would be considered an. offence against good 
taste to speak about in the plain terms of old-fashioned 
morality. 

M. Andr~ Theurie!, in his excellent novel Amour 

Protection 

~r~':eUSf: 
Laug ... ~ 
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d'Autom"" says that adulterous liaisons are conventionally 
tolerated in Paris, but judged very severely by the stricter 
provincial opinion. Those who feel disposed to tolerate 
them, speak of them in words so carefully selected that 
they may be used before virgins and children. There 
was U an affectionate friendship" between the gentleman 
and lady, or "an old attacbment" Fidelity in these 
cases gives thern an air of positive virtue :-

"Le temps, vieillard divin, honore et blanchit tout'" 
This kind of toleration is not by any means confined 

to London and Paris; it bas long existed in Italy and 
Germany. Lewes might have counted upon it in Liszt, 
·yet at Weimar he asked if he might present Miss Evans 
to the musician, not feeling sure C{ as their position was 
irregular." Liszt himself was living at Weimar with the 
Princess of Wittgenstein, who had left her husband for 
his sake; and the duke had been so accommodating as to 
lend them the Altenburg residence, where they dispensed 
a graceful hospitality to many friends. The long series 
of Liszt's successes with distinguished ladies did not ex
clude him from the world of London and Paris. 

q"'!' Every great capital believes that some other great 
Ca~ual.- . I· h ... th ld L d ds lhllirOpinioD caplta IS t e most VICIOUS In e war. on on accor 
of oacl> 
Other. • that distinction to Paris, Paris to Vienna, but these 

DiVOl'CCl 
Court 
.Evidence. 

Statistia of 
ProatihltiOft. 

Clnndutine 
PlOIItitutiou. 

accusations are vague, and it is impossible to know the 
truth. The evidence in the Divorce Courts reveals a 
little of it now and then, and is good evidence so far as 
it extends, but it is never published in Fnutce. Statistics 
of prostitution are also· admissible as evidence, but it is 
difficult to found any comparative argument upon them; 
because, in great cities, there is so mucb clandestine 
prostitution, so much eking out of miserable incomes by 
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that means. The decent, modestly-dressed girl, the sad
looking young widow whom nobody suspects, may have 
yielded to the pressure of want. 

I am unable to follow the English habit of taking 
French novels as. evidence of the general corruption of 
French life, and will give good reasons for this rejection. 
Before doing so let me observe that I am equally un- The"'~thof's 

Unwilling. 
willing to believe evi~ on insufficient evidence, of the ~~ to E ., 

"",ilevc VI 
English. For example, I have never attached the slightest on In: 

, suffiCient 
weight to what were called the" revelations of the Pall Evidence. 

Mall Gazette," which ail the viler French newspapers 
affected to believe merely because they would have been, 
if true, such precious facts for the enemy, 

The English argument 'usually assumes one of two 
forms:-

t. Novelists draw from life; consequently, as adultery 
is almost universal in French novels it must be equally 
common in French life . 

•. French people purchase novels about adultery in 
great numbers; consequently, the readers of these books 
must commit adultery themselves. 

1'he Engli"h 
A~ent!i 
(rom French 
Fiction. 

Witb regard to the first of these propositions, I should F~q~,,')' 
ofCnme m 

say that crimes of all kinds occur more frequently in all Imaginative 

imaginative litera:t~re than they do in the dull routine of Lile .... lure. 

everyday existence. Murder, for example, is much more 
frequent in Shaktspeare than it is in ordinary English life. S'ok,. 

speare. 
Even stories that are considered innocent enough to be 
read by the y"ung, such as Tlu Arabian Nights, Robinson S"ri."u~ . . ~~ 
Crusoe, and, 10 recent times, Mr. Stevenson's Treasure YOUD,. 

Island, are full of villainy and homicide, introduced for no 
purpose in the world but to excite the interest of the 
reader. What would English critics say to a Frenchman 
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who should affirm that there are suicide clubs in England 
like the mutual murder· society described with such cir
cumstantial detail in the New Arabian Nights' If we 
think oC a Cew CamollS English novels we shall find 
that they oCten describe situations which are certainly 
not common in the ordinary lives oC respectable people 

- like ourselves. We are not generally either bigamists, or 
seduoers, or wife-slayers, yet Jane Eyre turned upon an 
intended bigamy, Adam Bede turned upon a case of 
seduction and inCanticide, and Paul F '"0/1 fascinated 
us by the wonderfully self-possessed behaviour of a 
gentleman who had quietly murdered his wife, as she lay 
in bed, 'early one summer morning. In Danitl Deronda 
the most polished gentleman in the book has a family of 
illegitimate children, and the most brilliant young lady 
becomes, in intention, a murderess, whilst the sweetest 
girl is rescued from attempted suicide. These things 
may happen, which is enough for the purposes of the 
novelisl In France the great difficulty of that artist is 
the uninteresting nature of the usual preliminaries of 
marriage, so that he is thrown back upon adulterous love 
as the only kind that is adventurous and romantic. 

The argument that the world of reality must he like 
the world of fiction fails in another way. Real people 
are almost infinitely more numerous than the creations of. 
novelists, therefore, if every immoral adventure in novels 
were drawn from life, it would only prove that the novel
ist had collected cases, as a medical studenr might collect 
cases of disease in a fairly healthy population. As a 
matter of fact, however, the novelist does not usually 
take his inailents from reality; he will often go to nature 
Cor his characters, and to invention for his situations. 
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The material in real life that suggests the stories need 
not be very abundant The cases of immorality found 
in the English newspapers alone would be more than 
enough to keep the principal French novelists at work 
all the year round. 

The novelists themselves are a smail class working 
under immense temptations. They live in Paris, where 
life is terribly expensive, rents enormous, habits luxurious . 

. It is part of their business to see society, and that entails 
an expenditure above the ordinary gains of quiet un
sensational literature. The temptation to gain more 
money is, in such a situation, almost irresistible. Money 
is to be earned by exciting the reader. Writers for the 
populace do this chieBy by murders; but murders are 
not so attractive to the richer and more refined classes 
as adventures of pleasure and sensuality. The novelist 
works for his public, and enjoys both a world-wide 
notoriety ana a handsome income. The most success
ful novelists describe the pleasures of luxury and vice, 
and the excitement to be derived from their pursuit 
They are simply acute tradesmen, like their publishers, 
who supply what is in demand. 

Now with regard to the second proposition, that the 
readers of immoral stories must themselves be immoral, 
observation a:f actual cases entirely fails to confinn it. 
People read these stories because they feel dull, and seek 
the interest of exciting si~uations. Here is a case well 
~nown to me. A lady lives in a very out-of-the-way 
country house and sees very little society j so reading is 
her only resource. Fiction is naturally an important part 
of her reading, and as she is not a linguist she is confined 
to the works of French authors and a few translations. 

MAteHatsnot 
Dlecessarily 
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Novelist!! a """,au.. 

Tempted by 
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In this way she has read a good deal about adultery, 
but her own life is unimpeachable. In like 1113D11e1", for 

An ~.... the sake of a little excitement, an English old maid ........... 
always read about the murder.; of the day, and was 
accurately informed about the horrible details; yet she 
never murdered anybody, nor eoen bebayed any homi
cidal impulse. 

It is quietly assumed that French novels are written 
only for the depraved tastes of French readelS. French' 

~ novels are, in fact, the most cosmopolitan of ail litera
:.rF~ """ tures since the Latin classics. ~ They have a great circn
N..- lation in Russia, Germany, Italy, England, and other 

countries. It appears that they answer accurately to the 
present state of civilisation. In England they are bongbt 
by thousands both in the originals and in translations. 
In a London drawing-room some years ago I fonnd that 

Daadct everybody conid ~ about Daudet except myself; and ............ 
.. ......... this made me read some of his books that I might appear 

less ignoranL A writer in the SahtTday RnJiew I speaks 
of those music halls and restaurants which are cbiefty 
frequented by the tI~, and then goes 011 to ."y: 
.. There is the same fascination in going to these places 
that there is in reading French noveIs of more than 
doubtfnl morality. Let it be known that there is a book 
that is hardly decent, and the rush for it is immense 
amongst our young married ladies, and eoen among some 
of the elder spinsteIS. Indeed, not to have read any 
book that is more indecent than usoaJ is to 'be oot 01 the 
fashion.' This is probably exaggerated, as many books 
are perfectly decorous in ~on whilst depicting an 
immoral kind of life, and a life may presa Ie the strictest 
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purity of language though given over to unbridled desires. 
But, however bad may be the books they read, no one 
supposes that Englishwomen misconduct themselves in a 
practical manner because they have read them. Would 
it be more than fair to extend the same charity to 
Frenchwomen? It might, at least, be borne in mind Not.1I 

Io'rench
that all Frenchwomen are not novel-readers. Many do wOlDen 

Novel
not read novels at aU, others are extremely careful in R<aden. 

their choice. AU pious women naturally avoid impure Pious 
Women. 

literature, and they are a numerous class. Girls are Girls. 

usually limited, in fiction, to translations from English 
stories and to a few harmless French ones. The habit 
of novel-reading seems even to vary with localities. 'The 
Prefect of· the Seine procured some interesting statistics Statistics of 

in ,886 about the lending libraries on the outskirts of ~:.1.~. 
Paris (for a purpose connected with the budget of the n~ Pam. 
department), and from these it appears that there are the 
most surprising degrees of variety in the habit of novel-
reading in different localities. At Asni~res, out of a 
hundred volumes asked for in the libraries, eighty-six are 
novels, whilst at St. Denis we find them suddenly falling 
to twelve in the hundred At Courbevoie the demand 
for this class of literature is represented by eighty-two 
per cent, at St. Ouen by twelve and three-quarters. Other 
places vary _between these extremes. 

The Sah,rday Revitw, never very charitable in its 
judgments about France, and not often very well 
informed, h"s spoken as follows about public education 
in that country: "France has taken a great step forward 
in these days. It has gone all the way to an expenditure 
of ninety millions of francs a year, and although Mr. 
Matthew "-mold does not say so, has materially added to 

Th. 
S,d,mlay 
Rev;nIIOD 
Public 
Education 
in France. 
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its now permanent deficit by lavish outlay on schools, 
in which it trains thousands of children to read." (Well, 
surely there can be no harm in teaching children to read, 
but international malevolence is ingenious enough to 
find evil even hera I resume my suspended quotation:) 
"Thousands of children to read who will never us, their 
kflO1uledge again, or .. ",/1 use it only to read oosunity, to 
the great and maniftst advantage of their minds and 
morals." 

This is the kind of information about France which 
appears to satisfy the readers of the Saturday Revinu . . It 
is on a level with the surprising statements about the 
English that we find in the most ignorant French 
newspapers. 

The principal reading of the lower classes is the 
newspapers published at one sou. Some of these are 
very ably conducted (for example, the Lyon Repub/icain), 
some others at the same price are much inferior, but the 
better class of these journals have a great drculation and 
are doing more good than harm. The inferior ones 
publish the sort of trash, in the way of novels, that suits 
an uncultivated taste. The principal difference between 
these novels and those read by educated people does not 
seem to be so much in morality as in the more abundant 
variety of horrible situations supplied by the writer for 
the populace. - In France, as in England and elsewhere, 
the desire for excitement which characterises the beginner 
in reading seems to turn naturally to harro*ing scenes. 
But the poor Frenchman is not confined to his news
paper. He has now plenty of opportunities for purchasing 
cheap scientific and literary works, and also for borrowing 
them. The collection of emf Bons liures, published by 
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Hlix Vemay, contains books of both classes issued in a 
legible type at two sous, and not one of them is im
moral Th~ .BibliutlU'Iue Pop1llair., also at two sous, 
consists of selections from French and foreign literature. 
The texts are very accurately printed, the translations 
are good, and the publishers are strict in the exclusion 
of immoral works; yet the sale of the collection is 
extensive, and it is found in the dwellings of the humbler 
classes. The same may be said of the .BibliutlU'I'" Utile, 
published by Alcan. But perhaps the best evidence on 
this subject is in the popular lending libraries instituted 
by the Government- The books for these libraries are 
specially examined by a commission appointed for the 
purpose, which excludes indecent publications. There 
are also the bibliutlU'Iuer scolaires or lending libraries in 
the schools, and regimental libraries in tbe barracks, 
besides the older town libraries, often extensive, and 
valuable, which are open to all. With regard to the 
providing of literature in a form suitable for readers of 
limited education, I may add that this class of literature, 
simple in expression, yet neither deficient in inte11igence 
nor behind the age in knowledge, scarcely existed in 
France twenty-five years ago, but is now produced in 
constantly increasing quantity. Even in former times, 
however, when facilities were so few, men of t~e humbler 
classes frequently rose in the world, and they could not 
have done that without self-education, nor without better 
reading that. the" obscenity" of the Saturday R",,"v. I 
have known several such Frenchmen, and have always 
found their minds preoccupied with creditable pursuits, 
generally of a scientific character.' 

1 A Natural History Society was founded in Autun (8 small old 
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The wild statements of anonymous and irresponsible 
writers are bardly deserving of serious attention, but J 
bave always deeply regretted tbat severaI E~ writeIS 
of note, and especially Matthew Arnold, should have 
allowed their patriotism to express itself in similar 
accusations. In ,885 Arnold WlOte an article on 
America for the lVuule""" Cmtury, and went out of his 
way to say that "Jhe French" are (( at present vowed to 
tbe wOIShip of the great goddess Lubricity.' 

This is one of those statements about France which 
obtain ready currency in England, because they gratify 
the patriotic desire to feel better than the neighbour.t 
across the water. The ordinary Englishman, learning on 
the authority of a distinguished writer that the French 
are vowed to the wOIShip of such a goddess, can think to 
himself, .. Well, we have our faults, perhaps we worship 
mon~y too much, but at any rate we do not bow down 
to such a filthy idol as that,' and he has a sense of 
inward satisfaction. I, for my part, have never under· 
stood how anybody can derive satisfaction from anything 
but well·tested truth, and when I bear a comprehensive 
statement of this kind, my way is always to think of living 
examples known to me. I invite the reader to follow me, 
from a settled conviction that my method is a good one. 

Have I ever known any Frenchman of whom it could 
be fairly said that he was vowed to the woISbip of the 
great goddess Lubricity ? Yeo, I have known one 
absolutely given over to that vice. His lif<! had been 

town in Burgundy) two or three yeus ago. It DOW includes more 
than (our hundred. members. Their principal pleasure is to take 
long walks in the neighbourhood for geoiog;w ODd botaDjal 

purposes. They have meetings, lectures, and a mGSeum. Anything 
more moral or more healthy it is impossible \0 imagine. 
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that of a Sultan entirely absorbed in tbe pleasures of the 
harem j he was rich, idle, U noble," with no pursuits but 
that, and nature paid him with a terrible penalty. 1n 
his permature old age he would eynically boast of the 
exploits of that which, for his bestial nature, had been a 
sort . of manhood. 1 have known a similar case in 
England, a man of some rank, whose whole mind centred 
itself on that one pleasure, till. at length it led him I!> 
conduct of such a character as to involve utter social 
ruin. Applied to these men Mr. Arnold's expression 
would be absolutely just. 

But this state of mind, which amounts to a species of Ran", of 
the &oxuaJ. 

insanity or monomania, is rare. Men have other interests MonoDWIia. 

and pursuits. Those of the middle class have business, 
those of the upper have field sports, horses, yachting, 
travelling. A few have· special studies, in France 
generally archreology, natural history, music, or painting. 
Are they all strictly virtuous in France? No. Are they 
all strictly virtuous in England? No. It is !,ften 

. suspected that when a young Englishman goes to town 
he yields to certain temptations, and when a provincial 
Frenchman va a Paris .Po'" s'amuser, his friends imagine 
very frequently that he is tired of the strict surveillance 
of public opinion in the country. That rura\ public 
opinion is almost as strict in France as in England A 
rich lady near a provincial town that 1 know committed 
adultery many years ago, and has been living in forced 
retirement "ver since. Another rich lady in another Socia1 

Penalties. 
provincial town, very beautifu~ very charming, had a 
romantic adventure, and she, too, has been left alone in 
her great house. A wealthy young man brought a 
mistress down from Paris; she had not been out three 
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, {imes in her little pony carriage before it became a public 
scandaL In a similar neighbourhood in England it was 
perfectly well known that some of the rich young men 
had mistresses at a distance, but they could not bring 
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them near to their own homes for fear of the same 
scandaL I remember asking a French gentleman if he 
received a clever young man who had rendered services 
to his politi~l party. U No," he said, II he is immoral, 
and I have a fixed rule never to receive immoral men.n 

Whilst writing this chapter I have got a letter from a 
well-known Englishman who asks me if Zola's picture of 
rustic morals in La Terri is true. I have never· read 
any of Zola's novels, preferring the study of life in nature, 
but I am told that the book is disgusting_ In that case 
it cannot be true as a general representation of nature. 
I have lived in the country in Lancashire and Yorkshire, 
and in the French department of Saone-et-Loire, and so 
far as my observation has extended I should say that 
rusti~ morals are very nearly on the same level in both 
places. eases of adultery are rare in both though not 
unknown. Illegitimate births occur occasionally in both_ 
Our serv""ts have conducted themselves as well in 
France as in England, and as well in England as in 
France_ There have been .. very few mishaps. It is 
not uncommon in the north of England for a child to be 
born too soon after marriage, and the same thing occurs 
in Saone-et-Loire. The daughters of the better class of 
farmers are, so far as I know, a most respc!ctable class 
both in England and France. Some of the best quiet 
manners I have met with have been in that class-modest 
and ,simple manners, without any pretension, but with 
dignity and self-respect 
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For the country gentlefolks here are parallel examples. 
I had a neighbour in England who lived quietly in the 
country, had certain rather refined tastes, and was re
spected by every one. I have a neighbour in France 
who lives quietly in the country, has precisely the same 
tastes as the Englishman, and lives with his family exactly 
in the same way, except, perhaps, that he has dljeun.,. 
at eleven when the Englishman had luncheon at one. 
The Frenchman and his wife are also respected by 
everybody, and I have not the faintest reason for suppos
ing that they do not deserve it. Yet I am asked to 
believe that they are intensely vicious, and if I inquire 
for proofs I am referred to novels written by some 
Parisian who h~ never seen my neighbours. 

A large class, both in France and England, whose 
general good conduct is doubted by nobody who knows 
the countries, is that of unmarried girls in the middle 
and upper classes. Here a fall is so rare as to be 
practically unknown. The English girl is less retiring 

: than the French feu". ji/{e, and she knows more, but she 
is equally safe. It is something that the two civilisations 
should have produced at least one class that is so very 
nearly immaculate. 

There are a few flagrant cases of immorality every 
year amongst the French clergy; but although surwunded 
by enemies eager to publish every fault, and powerless 
now to impose or procure silence, they keep, on the 
whole, a re~utation equal to that of the Catholic clergy 
anywhere. Even their enemies believe them to be far 
more moral than the Italian priesthood, for example. 
The clergy in England have an equally good reputation, 
in spite of occasional scandals, and there is no reason for 
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suppoS! it to be undeserved; but they have the safe
guard of ~arriage. 

With the armies the case is different Soldiers and 
sailors enjoy a reputation for bravery, but not for sexual 
morality in either country. - There is terribly strong 
medical evidence on this subject which I cannot go into, 
rial evidence, better than the inventions of novelists. 
English medical opinions are of the gravest possible 
import, as they point to a danger to the military strength 
of the country in comparison with which the Channel 
tunnel would he a trifle; but it may he argued, as regards 
the health of the nation generally, that the English army 
is but a part of the nation, whereas the French army 
represents the nation itself. Another difficulty in the 
comparison arises from the fact that, although the French 
may be quite as immoral as the English, their sanitary 
legislation- is more rigorously prudent, so that the conse
quent physical evils are much diminished. This subject 
is almost forbidden me in a book intended for general 
reading; but if anyone cares to form a just opinion, I 
recommend him to study authentic statistics of the health 
of armies. 

English student life is, on the whole, quieter and 
more moral than French. France has plenty of public 
school,. in the country, or at least in country towns, 
where the boys are kept under the most rigorous re
straint; but she has no country universities, she has no 
Oxford and Cambridge, where young men ave under a 
sort of gentle restraint, and in places of comparatively 
small size, where the army of vice is not in full force, but 
represented only by a detachment. French student life 
is chiefly concentrated in Paris, and resembles that of 
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medical students and art students in London, which may, 
of course, be perfectly moral if they choose to make it 
so, but which, in the midst of innumerable facilities and 
temptations, depends entirely upon themselves. Student 
life in Edinburgh has the same liberty as in Paris, but is Student Life 

. in Capital 
probably more moral on account of the greater senOU5- Cities. 

ness of the Scottish character, and the intellectual ambi-
tion of Scottish youth. Both in England and France 
the errors of young men are very lightly passed over and 
excused 0; but in France they are more lX~ct~d, more 
taken as a matter of course, and there is more of a 
settled tradition of immorality amongst French students 
tban amongst English. Still, there is nothing in the 
French system to prevent a young man from living like 
a good Scotchman if he likes. Foreigners know nothing 
about the struggling student who is at Paris for his work Struggling 

Students 
and has neither time nor money for much else. The in Paris. 

reader is probably aware that amongst Scottish students 
there are striking examples of courage and self-denial, 
but he is not likely to know that Paris abounds with 
instances that, for a richer country, are precisely of the 
same kind. I will mention two cases, those of young T~ ea... 

or French 
men whom I know personally and regard with all the s, ... ~ ... 
respect which they deserve. One of them, in conse-
quence of a family misfortune, was dependent upon his 
mother's labour, and by hard work. and close economy 
she was able to support him when at school She could 
not undertake" the expense of his student life at Paris, 
but she bad a relation there who offered two great helps, 
a bed and one meal every day. This was absolutely all 
the young man bad to count upon; the rest had to be 
won by his own labour. He contriyed-I have not space 
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to tell how-to earn all the money necessary for every
thing else, and became an anny surgeon, after which, 
by further hard work, he gained the medical agrtgation 
(a sort of fellowship won by a severe medical examina
tion). I know from his companions that during his 
student days he carefully kept alooffrom idle and dissi
pated society. The other case is that of a young man 
whose mother, a widow, could do nothing for him. His 
earlier education was' paid for by the bounty of a rich 
lady, but as soon as he could earn money by teaching be 
did so, and went on vigorously witb his studies at tbe 
same time. He even managed to keep his mother by 
his labour without hindering his own advancement. He 
won a fellowship, and is now occupying the chair of a 
professor of history-I do not mean in a scbool, but as a 
proJtsstur tie facult(. He is one of the most cultivated 
men I ever knew, and probably one of the happiest. 
Such a caree~ as his is not the usual consequence of a 
frivolous and dissipated youth. I was talking, an hour 
before writing this page, with a Frenchman whose own 
life has been a remarkable example of labour and self
denia~ and he told me that there are at this moment 
hundreds of students in Paris who are supporting them
selves, at least in part, by means of lessons and humble 
literary work, in order that they may enter the professions. 

One or two indications have reached me which seem 
to imply that in England there exists a belief that French • school life is immoral This may be founded on the 
mutual amenities of the clerical and lay parties in France, 
which profess a complete disbelief in each otber's morality, 
and would equally accuse each other of murder, if that 
were as difficult to test. Nobody knows much about the 
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morality of boys, but I may observe that the government 
of French schools, both lay and clerical, is too strict for 
any immorality that can be detected to make way there. 

• The very few instances of it in school life that have come 
to my knowledge have been followed by instant expulsion. 
I have heard something about school immorality in 
England, especially in one great public school, coupled 
with an expression of the desire that the rigorous French 
system could be established there, not in all things, but 
for this one safegoard. 

With regard to the class of domestic servants, I am 
told that in Paris the morality of servants is generally 
much lower than in the country; but never having kept 
house in Paris I know nothing about it, except by hearsay. 
Statistics show a remarkably large proportion of illegiti
mate births for the capital; this, however, is rather 
favourable in a certain sense, I mean in the sense of 
natural morality, as the worst women are sterile. An 
ecclesiastic of high rank, who has had exceptional oppor· 
tunities for studying the moral aspects of Paris, told me 
that he attributed the greater laxity there in the class of 
domestics to the system of lodging, by which the servants 
are often separated from the family life of the household, 
and sent to sleep up in the attics, where they are in a 
world of their own. 

Here I leave this subject, the most difficult to treat in 
the volume, ru:d the most unsatisfactory in many ways. 
It is unsatisfactory because the facts are usually concealed, 
and that leaves room for uncharitable minds to assume 
a concealed immorality in others, as, for example, when it 
is assumed, without any proof, that respectable French 
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people are immoral It is unsatisfactory, because there 
are two codes of morality, a severe one that is expressed, 
and a laxer one that is understood and acted upon. It 
is unsatisfactory, because language itself is so employed 
as to make the same actions pure or impure as they are 
or are not admitted by the customs of society. But the 
subject is most unsatisfactory because there is a permanent 
contlict between the animal nature of man and the 
situation in which a safe and peaceful civilisation places 
him. He is gifted with reproductive powers well adapted 
to /ill up the ranks of primitive societies as they were 
continually decimated by disease, by famine, and by 
violent death; but in a state of civilisation in which 
diseased people live on,' in which famine is all but un
known, and wars continually postponed, the reproductive 
force is so much in excess of the need for it that it bursts 
forth in tremendous moral evils. Nor is the difficulty 
lessening j it is, on the contrary. increasing year by year. 
The prudent classes avoid marriage more and more, thus 
exposing young men to the snare of the kept mistress or 
the peril of promiscuous concubinage. The imprudent 
classes marry with perfect recklessness, and even their 
marriages themselves are indirectly favourable to -im
morality, because they supply recruits for the army of vice 
by bringing up children in conditions that make decency 
impossible. The crowding of people together in industrial 
centres and the craving for town excitements al\ tend 
towards the one greatest and most natura~ of al\ excite
ments; the vast increase of military life tends to it also in 
other ways. But of al\ the influences directly or indirectly 
tending towards immorality Gentility is the most subtle 
and deadly in its operation. Genteel young men dare not 
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marryon small incomes because poverty will take the polish 
off their style of living; genteel young ladies cannot marry 
unless they are assured of incomes large enough to dress 
fashionably and have all the housework done by servants. 
In France, and not in France only, but much more in 
France than in England, the number of offspring is limited 
that the family may maintain a genteel position in life 
and not fall down into the working classes. In the 
poorer classes themselves the desire for a genteel appear· 
ance is the great temptation of women. I remember a 
dangerously beautiful young Frenchwoman married to a 
professional man who earned a wretchedly small income, 
yet she dressed most expensively, and had but one means 
of paying her milliner's bills. She was the representative 
of a class. When we look these truths and their con
sequences in the face, we come to understand the close 
connection that there is between natural morality and 
simplicity of life. It is of no use to preach morality to 
people so long as we show by our language, by our 
manners, by every kind of expression or implication, that 
we despise them for living plainly and respect them for 
living luxuriously. By the help of the tailor, the cook, 
and the carriage-builder I can be a II gentleman" in 
England, and a "IJwnsieur CO»l1Jlt iJ taut" in France; by 
the help of Epictetus I can live simply and be a common 
man whom the luxurious man will patronise. 

This chapter has been occupied more with actions 
than with idealS, but it would not be complete without 
some reference to ideals. The English idea takes the 
form of moral pride, of belief in one's own moral 
superiority. This is offensive to other nations because 
it expresses itself unpleasantly, not in words only but in 
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Utility of .. manners. But however offensive it may be to French
English' (. h d)·· M_ Prid.. olen and it Irritates them to t e supreme egree, It IS 
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most valuable to tile English tbemselves as a strength 
and a support. The iotense soldierly pride of the military 
caste in Prussia was otTensive, but it enabled the army to 
. endure the discipline that led to all success. No amount 
of divorce-court evidence, no amount of medical evidence, 
no amount of ocular evidence, even in tne public streets, 
will ever convince the English that they are oot moral, 
and therefore their moral standard is maintained, at least 
ideally. It is well for them to have this opinion about 
themselves so long as they make the feeblest etTort to 
justify it. To have national pride on the side of morality 
is to give morality a mighty ally. 

The French, unfortunately for them, have never 
associated national pride with morality. They have 
associated it with generosity, with courage, and with the' 
externals of civilisation, but never with sexual purity. 
The French never think that they are purer than other 
people, they imagine that the weakness of humanity is 
the same everywhere, and as Paris is the pleasure city of 
Europe they have ample opportunities for observing how 
foreigners conduct themselves there, which only confirms 
them in their opinion. Still, it cannot be truly said that 
the entire French nation is without an id.eal, even in this 
matter. The goddess of French maidenhood is Dot the 
goddess of Lubricity, but her precise opposite, the Holy 
Virgin. It has been written, with sligh! exaggeration, 
that every French girl is called Marie; it is not an exag· 
geration to say that every French girl brought up in the 
Catholic religion is taught to look to the Holy Virgin as 
her ideal. It may be answered that the Virgin Mary is 
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not unknown in England either; certainly the Virgin 
Mary is known there, but La Saink Vi(rge is nol The 
Virgin Mary is partly ideal, but there 1s much everyday 
reality about her, and Protestantism. insists upon that 
reality which French Catholicism conceals. The Virgin 
Mary is also an ordinary mother; she had a family by 
Joseph, the carpenter. In La Sainle Xi(rge there is 
nothing to diminish the purity of the ideal; her marriage 
with Joseph was merely nominal, and Joseph himself was 
a great saint above the common lot of humanity. La 
Sainle Vi,rge had hut one child, and that one by the 
mysterious operation of the Holy Spirit. The Virgin 
Mary is in heaven, La Sainte VUrge reigns for ever as the 
crowned Queen of Heaven and the royal patroness 
and special protectress of France. Her statue is on a 
hundred hills, it looks down benignantly from a thousand 
towers, she herself, the mystical Tower ·of Ivory, has 
preserved Dlany a French city from invasion. Every 
French girl, at her premiere communion, is robed in white 

. from head to foot in emulation of her purity; during Iter 
month, Ie mois de Marie, her hundred thousand altars are 
covered with flowers in memory of her' sweetness, and all 
the terms of love and praise are exhausted in her litanies. 

There is no ideal for the male sex comparable to this. 
We have read of Sir Galahad, who could say-

U I never felt the kiss of love, 
Nor maiden's hand in mine.'! 
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But who IS "JI Galahad? In England only a poetical Si, G".had. 

creation, in France unheard of and unknown. \Vere he 
known he would encounter a danger that even the bravest 
knight might dread. It might be decided,· in France, 
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that he was ridiculous. I have been represented as 
holding the opinion that France and England are exactly 
on the same level in morals j but that is not my view. 
Justice consists in giving everybody his due, it does not 
consist in believing that nations are exactly alike. I have 
no doubt that England is the more moral country of the 
two, even in pp.ctice, and much more in principle and 
feeling. The great difference (and it is most profound) 
is that the English are still capable of stern and austere 
feeling about these matters, which they have derived 
from Puritan ancestors; whereas the French, even when 
practically chaste in their own lives, regard adultery, in 
the male sex at least, with a sort of amusement not 
always unmiogled with admiration for the address and 
audacity of the sinner. A witty word may save him. I 
knew a marble~cutter who was accused of some illicit 
passion, and who saved himself. by the reply, "Pour It,. 
marOrier, on 1I.'esl pas de tnar/J,e," A certain incident 
in the life of a former prime minister of Egypt may be 
taken as a test of the feeling of the two countries. In 
England he is looked upon with serious respect as an 
example of chastity in youth, and wisdom in maturity; 
but in France all the ability of his administration cannot 
efface the recollection of his "niaiserie JJ in the well
known interview with" Madame Putiphar," and shame
faced youths are called after him to this day. 



CHAPTER IV 

TEMPERANCE 

THE French are supposed to be a much more temperate 
nation than the English, and, in fact, there used to be 
few drunkards in France. That country has, however, a 
peculiar characteristic as to drinking. It is a country 
where moderate drinking is itself immoderate. The reader 
understands what this contradictory statement means. 

Men are called moderate drinkers so long as they do 
not show any outward sign of being u the worse for 

~ liquor." But there is an education of the body by which 
it may be made to absorb great quantities of alcoholic 
stimulants without exhibiting anything in the nature of 
drunkenness. In France it is considered shameful and 
disgusting to be drunk; but no blame is attached to the 
utmost indulgence in drinking so long as it keeps on the 
safe side. This leads to- that artful kind of drinking 
which is well known to all French physicians, and which 
produces, in the long run, that peculiar state of body 
which they.call "fa/co()/istllt tits ge1JS dv montie." A 
peasant may get perfectly drunk onCe a month and yet 
be a very small consumer of alcohol; a gentleman, 
without ever being even tipsy, may consume five times 
as much alcohol as the peasant. 
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Possible The following account of what a comfortable French-
Allowance of . . 
acomfortablc man may consume In the twenty-four hours IS founded 
Frenchmao. • • 

Th, 
Morning 
Drmk. 

on actual observation, but 15 not Intended to represent 
temperate habits in France, which will be dealt with later. 
This first description may stand for the habits of a 
drinker who lives in a state of constant stimulation only. 

On rising in the morning he will probably take either 
»randy, or sherry, or white French wine. The working 
men now prefer brandy. In former times' white wine 

. was more drunk, especially in the wine districts. If 
French wine is prefeired the moderate quantity will be 
half a bottle, but it is easy to go beyond, and a lover of 
wine will finish his bottle without stopping half-way. He 
will eat a crust of bread with i~ and perhaps a morsel of 
Gruy~re cheese. There is no pleasanter early breakfast; 
it is much pleasanter than the sickening English com
bination of sweet coffee and fat ham; the wine is ex
hilarating, and by its help the day opens cheerfully; its 
pleasures seem attractive and its duties light. Unfortu
nately, the white wine habit is known to tell on the ne"ous 
system in course of time. Before de/amer the moderate 

U .. /irilif. drinker will go to a cafe and take his afoihJ. usually a 
vermouth, and perhaps something else. Vermouth is 
simply white wine in which aromatic herbs have been 

mj,u.". infused- At dJjm".,. he will drink a bottle of red wine. 
Immediately after he returns to the cafe! and orders 
coffee, which is invariably ac~ompanied by brandy, and of 
that he takes a large dram. If inclined to r~t some time 
in the establishment he wiU order a little glass of liqumr, 
and if he meets with friends the)' may perhaps treat each 
other to different kinds of lif/un,TS for the sake of good 
fellowship and variety. At five o'clock he returns to the 
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cafe for his absinthe. In ordinary times he win ue Ab:;intbe. 

content with one absinthe, when inclined to exceed he 
will take two, or possibly even three, or a mint in the 
place of the third. Just before'dinner he may think it 
necessary to U open his appetite" with an apen·tij, say 
bitters and curac;ao. At dinner he drinks a bottle of Bitters. 

common wine, and possibly some good wine at dessert if Dinner, 

he dines with friends. After dinner come liqueurs) and 
then he drinks ale in a cafe all the evening whilst he AI,> 
smokes. This lasts till eleven o'clock, when he goes to 
bed. lIe has never shown the slightest sign of tipsiness 
all day, and is ready to go through the same COurse on 
the morro"r. Meanwhilc, in case he should feel thirsty, 
he has a "verre d'eau" in his bedroom, which means a VI' V~"e 

rlefJll. 

very pretty little glass tray with a glass, a small sugar-
basin, a decanter of water, and a small decanter of pure 
cognac. 

Thc state or this Frenchman is one of incessant 
alcoholic stimulation. If he takes hard exercise he may 
bear it for many years, if not, he will feel the effects of it, 
and the physician \\;ll privately note his case as one of 
a!c(}olimre des gens au mont/t. 

Now, with regard to the common people in France, 
the old habit of drinking la-rge quantities of wine in the 
wine districts seems to have done wonderfully little harm. 
As the subject interests me I have asked for the opinion 
of several physicians, and they all say that the drinking 
of pure Jlrench wine is harmless if accompanied by 
exerdse. 'Vithout exercise it may establish gout. The 
physicia.ns dread the effects of spirits even in small 
quantities; they look upon wine as a kind of safeguard, 
and on spirits as a terriQle danger. The reader may 
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remember a passage in Lewes's Life of God!te, where the 
biographer says that the illustrious German "was fond of 
wine, and drank daily his two or three bottles. The 
amount he drank never did more than exhilarate him; 
never made him unfit for work or for society. Over his 
wine he sat some hours." Lewes appended to this 
passage a quotation from Liebig in which he says that 
amongst the Rhinelanders "a jolly companion drinks his 
seven bottles every day, and with it grows as old as 
Methuselah, is seldom drunk, and has at most the Bar· 
dolph mark of a red nose." 

Wine has never been much of an evil in France 
except as a cause of useless expense. A Frenchman's' 
wine bill is usually out of proportion to his income, 
especially in the present day, when common wine is no 
longer cheap enough to make the quantity consumed a 
matter of indifference, nor yet dear enough to impose the 
other and still more effectual economy of abstinence, 
except in the poorest classes. For my part, I am con
vinced that to grow sound light wine, as the French once 
did at marvellously cheap rates (a penny a bottle or even 

Adnntag,or less in years of great abundance), is an immense blessing 
wi!.:. cheap to a community, because it is the most effectual rival of 

strong spirits.' Sound light wine exhilarates, but it does 
not brutalise; brandy, acting on excitable brains, drives 

""'-u,"", many literally mad. The effect of dear wine in France 
oCd~ 
iD Wmc. has not been favonrable to temperance, but the contrary, 

1 There have beea years in the memory of liYing men whca ally
body who would take two bam:1s to a wme-grower might carry 
away bne of them fuB of wine (the wine being worth less than lbe 
wood); and.ben for the pa~t of ODe SOlI a man might drink 
wioe u if it were water. 
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by increasing the consumption of poisonous· spirituous 
liquors. That has now reached such a pitch in the 
.working classes that drunkenness of the most dangerous 
kind-the kind unknown in wine countries-is established 
amongst them as it is in the lower orders of London or 
Glasgow. In fact, the worst form of Scotch dram-drink-
ing is common in the great French cities. 

If a French workman buys wine he must buy it at a 
low price, and in Paris, where tbe octroi duties are so 

Dangerous 
Drunken> ..... 

high, if is impossible that cheap wine can be unadulter- Adul .... • 

ated. I will not presume to say what the "wine'J is made tion. 

of, I do not pretend to know, but at present prices it 
cannot be the juice of the grape. 

Now, let us pass to the pleasanter subject of French 
temperance. It is very commonly believed in England 
that every Frenchman must have his cafe to go to and 
his theatre. As a matter of fact provincial French people 
go very little to the theatre, and the cafes, though flourish-
ing, are maintained by a remarkably small number of 
!zaoiluis. Many Frenchmen never go to a cafe at all, How Ih. 

Caf6are unless perhaps occasionally when travelling. Amongst maintain ... 

the daily visitors there is an immense difference in DilJ'erenc:cs 
in drinking 

drinking habits. I remember a middle-aged gentleman Habiu. 

who confined himself to one tiny glass (like a thimble) of 
pure cognac per day, an allowance that he never exceeded. 
Another visits the cafe every day regularly at six in the 
afternoon and takes his absinthe, a third drinks only ale, 
a fourth c&,fines himself to coffee with the peh1 vern. 

With regard to the consumption of wine, there are 
great numbers of half·bottle drinkers at each meal. The Th. 

> hair-boule 
women generally belong to thiS sect, and half a bottle of p=..,;~ 

. light wine, taken whilst eating, is but a gentle stimulus, 
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especially if mixed with water. The use of water with 
wine varies very much. I never in my life saw a French 
peasant mix his wine with water; there may be peasants 
who do it, but I have never met with one. The peasant 
will drink water abundantly by itself, but when he gets 
wine he seems to think that to water it would he a sin 
against the rites of Bacchus. When there is wine on a 
peasant's table, Ihe water-bottle is not to be seen. 

On the contrary, in the middle and upper classes, it 
is the general custom to mix water with the vin ortlinaire 
whilst people are eating, but the finer wines are never 
watered. Then you bave all degrees.of watering. You 
have the gentleman who puts three drops of water in his 
wine in deference to custom, though it is a mere form.; 
you- have the conscientious man who mixes the two 
liquids carefully in equal quantities; and you have the 

. drinker of eau rougie, who would probably he a water
drinker, like an English teetotaller, if he had not before 
his eyes the dread of the French proverb "Les hlJ'{!(tIrs 
d'eau so1l1 mkluznls." 

I remember, however, one of those drinkers of U red
!;,,;.a:'''ned dened water," who used to maintain that a few drops of 
Wine. .-

COnseqllence 
of dearncu 
in Wine. 

" wine almost infinitely diluted gave the taste of the grape-
juice far more delicately and exquisitely than the 
'naUoyed grape - juice itself. The reader may try the 
m~eriment, if he likes. Let him take a glass of water, 
~~d just redden it with claret. If he fails to appreciate 

1 exquisite taste of the beverage, it will, at least, inftict 
body'-iury on his constitution. Unless, indeed, as the old 
away bnoalians affirmed, water brings on the dropsy; for 
wood); "'th the good Maistre Jean Le HOUle, the gentle 
wiD. as if it, immortalised the Pau de Pire7 '. 
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u 0" m'a deJlmilu I'm", flU lIloitU en INtiuri 
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In France there is Q large class of total abstainers French total 
• . Abstainers 

between mealt. These observe ngorously the rule of between 

. I' Th h M.w.. never drmking except at mea ~bmes. ey ave a set 
phrase by which. they are known, their shibboleth. 
This phrase is "Je III 60is jamais rim entre met ,epat." 
They are not teetotallers, as they drink at dijeum:r ~and 
dinner, but between these periods they observe a strict 
abstinence, like the Mahometans in the Ramadan fast 
between the rising and the setting of the sun. They 
pretend that they are never thirsty, but I do not believe 
them; it i. merely the pride of tPeir sect. 

English writers are often on the 100k~{lUt for subjects 
of accusation against the French (this attention is reci
procal), and they generally hit upon immorality. May I 
give them a hint that may be of use, at least in affording 
the refreshment of change? Why do they not ~ accuse 
the French of gormandism? There are a hundred F",.,h 

r. f th . r. 'f h hI' . 'bl Go~nd· prools 0 at VIce lor one 0 t e ot erA t IS VISI e ism. 

everywhere in France, and in some parts of the country 
it predominates over all other pleasures of life. Most 
well-to-do Fre"ch people who live in the rural districts 
and are ex&ssively dull find a solace and an interest The Sola.ce 

. d' hid . ofdullLivcs. tWIce a .y m t e pro onge enjoyments of the table. 
There is no country in the world where so much thought 
and care, and so much intelligence, are devoted to 
feeding as in France, and the reward is th.t the French 
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govern the world of good eating, and their language is 
the language not of diplomacy only but of that far more 
important matter the "'.,,11. They will talk seriously for 
an indefinite length of time about the materials of dinners 
and their preparation. When the English newspapers give 
an account of a royal feast, they do not tell you what the 
distinguished personages had to eat, but French reporters 
give the "'tlltl in detail. Some French newspapers pre
sent their subscribers with a menu for every day in the year, 
others announce what will be the dinner at a great hotel. 

The love of good cheer in France has all the characters 
of vulgarity and refinement. In former times gourmand 
meant a judge of eating, and gourmel a judge of wine. 
We find those interpretations still in the dictionaries, 
even in Littre and Lafaye, but custom has given the 
words a new significance. Gourmet is now universally 
understond to refer to eating and not to drinking. 
Gourmand has acquired a lower sense between gourmet 
and gloulon. The gourmand of the present day is Ii 
passionate lover of good eating, who gives it inordinate 
attention, and usually eats more than is good for him. 
The gfoulon is the quite unintelligent animal feeder who 
stulfs himself like a pig; and there is a still worse word, 
the gull/U, which means the voracious man who throws 
eatables down his throat. There is also go;,,!re, the man 
who is very disagreeable to other people in his eating, 
which he does to excess and dirtily. 

The gourmet, on the contrary, is a product of high 
civilisation. He enjoys with discrimination, and is above 
the vulgarity of estimating the quality of dishes by their 
elaboration or their costliness. He values the commonest 
things, if they are good of !heir own kind; he will praise 
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well·baked bread or pure water. He is entirely on the 
side of temperance. A French gourmet once said to me, 
U I am excessively fond of oysters, but never exceed one 
dozen. being convinced that after the first dozen the 
palate has become incapable of fully appreciating the 
flavour." A real gOllrllld preserves his palate in the 
healthiest and most natural condition. He would not 
cover an oyster with pepper, nor even squeeze a lemon 
over it. Plain things are often preferred by a true 
gourmet to richer things. The uninitiated drink wine 
and eat cakes at the same time. A gourfllet would not 
do that unleSs the wine were unworthy of bis attention; 
with a wine of any quality he would eat a l"'Ust of bread. 
A gourmet prefers the simplest mea~ such as a fried 
mutton chop. if it is really well cooked, to an elaborate 
banquet where the cookery is less than excellent. In 
Thackeray's imitation of Horace (Persiros Od.) he 
expresses contempt for U Frenchified fuss" in the first 
stanza, but in the second he exactly hits the taste of a 
French gourmel in praising the good qualities of a simple 
dish-

U But a plain leg of mutton, my Lucy, 
I pr'ythee get ready at three: 

Have it smoking, and tender, and juicy, 
And what better meat can there be ?" 

I ~new a Parisian who was a gourmet in Thackeray's 
manner, and 'bis way of living was to order one dish of 
meat, one of vegetables. and a little dessert, at an excei· 
lent and expensive restaurant a la carle. He did not 
desire the more abundant feeding at the restaurants a prix 
fixe and the tables d' ""Ie. He drank very moderately 
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,------------------~-------------------, 
also; in a word, he lived as a gentleman ought to live, 
without excess, yet with perfect appreciation. 

The influence of the French gtJIInnet on the price of 
eatables is remarkable. The dealers know that extrava
gant prices will be given-for anything that is exceptionally 
good. The result is that the Parisian connoisseur in 
good living feeds very expensively, and his tendency is to 
maintain a high standard of costliness. 

The accusation against the French that they are a 
nation of gormandisers is to be ,mderstood with the 
reserves that I have now indicated, but I must add, 

France also in justice, that France is a country of plain living as well 
II Country of. . . 
P1lt.in LiVUlg. as. of nch and elaborate livmg. The peasants, a very 

Good LiviD&' 
a Restraint 
on Popu
lad.on. 

England a 
Country of 
Eatrcmcs. 

numerous class, live with extreme sobriety and simplicity; 
the soldiers, also a numerous class, live just sufficiently 
and no more; the priests live simply as a rule, though 
they are said to enjoy a good dinner when invited to a 
chateau, the only pleasure they have. Then you. find 
large classes in which simple living is a matter of necessity, 
such as the members of religious houses and young people 
in educational establishments. 

Nevertheless, I believe it is true that the love of good 
living in the middle and upper classes amounts to a 
serious evil, and actually operates as a restraint on popula
tion since it would he as cheap to feed a large family in 
a very plain way as to feed a small one on luxuries. My 
opinion is that lUXUry in food and dress are the two great 
parents of evil in France. 

In drinking, England is a country of extremes. It has 
the misfortune of not being a wine-producing country, 
with the usual consequence that the consumption of 
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ardent spirits is very great, and ·drunkenness of tbe uIU.t 
dangerous and most brutal kind very common. On the 
other band, this borror has produced a reaction going as 
far in the other extreme, so that there are far more water
drinkers in England than in France. What is called 
U moderation J) is also much more moderate in England. 
I lunch with ·an Englishman in London, and observe that 
he takes perhaps a single glass of claret and nothing after 
it; a Frenchman equally moderate would take half a bottle, 
with coffee and cognac afterwards. The same English
man will never drink in a public-bouse from January to 
December; the Frenchman sees no harm in visiting his 
cafe every day. 

Vulgar French people delight in accusing.English ladies 
of dipsomania. Some of them drink, I have known 
several instances, and I have known instances of the 
same infirmity in France, but I am quite convinced that 
Englishwomen in the middle and upper classes are usually 
more abstemious than French. Comparing people equally 
so!;>er, equally removed from all suspicion of drunkenness, 
a bottle of claret would last tbe English lady a week and 
the Frencb lady a day. It is true that the English lady 
might take a glass of port after dinner, but that' answers 
to the Frenchwoman's occasionalliljueur, 

I am writing of the present, that is, of the ninth decade 
of the nineteenth century, wben excessive drinking has 
come to be considered vulgar in England. French 
accusers d~ght in taking the worst examples of the past 
and in representing them as the average of the present. I 
was reading lately a French book of travels in England, 
including an account of a visit to a large country house. 
There are certain signs by which an English critic knows 
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'llr'once whether narratives of this kind are genuine or 
fictitious. A Frenchman who invents anything about 
England, and pretends that he is recounting a real ex· 
perience, is sure to invent clumsily. In the present 
insL"Ulce, I know by two pieces of evidence that tbe 
writer has been drawing upon his imagination. He makes 
the men in the smoking-room, after dioner, talk about 
tbe absent ladies in a style absolutely incompatible with 
English breeding, and he describes these gentlemen as 
baving all got nearly or completely drunk before they 
were belped to bed by the domestics. Tbis Frenchman 
has read that such things happened under the Georges, 
and as he is not describing a real experience be makes 
our contemporaries drunk to gratify the malevolence of 
French readers. 

England is now a country of very temperate, very 
intemperate, and very abstemious people. If a man 
belongs to the refined classes be will prohably take 
wine in moderation, perhaps in great moderation; if 
he belongs to the bumbler classes be may be a besotted 
drunkard, a sober workman who appreciates a glass of 
beer, or an apostle of total abstinence with a blue ribbon 
in his button-hole. Th.e country spends too ",uch in 
drink, but its expenditure is gradually diminishing, and 
the burden of it falls very unequally on the citizens. 
Looking to the future, which is more interesting than the 
past, I may add that it is hopeful for England, which is im
proving, and discouraging for France, which ~ going from 
had to worse. 

As to eating, tbe English are rarely either gOtl"",ands or 
gourmets, but they have a rooted belief in the value of an 
abundant flesh diet, which cannot be good for health 
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unless accompanied by hard exercise. Although the 
English are not extravagant like the French from a love 
of expensive delicacies, they are extravagant in the display 
of great abundance. Immense pieces of the finest meat 
in the world appear on English tables, and then disappear 
·to be replaced by others equally imposing. People tell 
'you of the quantities eaten by their servants with a smile 
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of indulgence. In the poorer classes there is waste of -Waste in the 

another kind from simple ignorance and want of culinary ~b::'
economy and art. In a French bousehold the smallest 
fragments make a little dish, and nothing is lost; in 
England this kind of economy is practised least where it 
would be most required. In the French middle and 
lower classes the daily use of soups is an economy, as the Utility or 

Soups in 
SOUp is the final save.aJI of the little establishment, and F"",,,. 

it presents the materials in the most nourishing and 
digestible form. . As to extravagance, the well·to-do French 
and English may be equally extravagant, but in different 
ways, and as to temperance in eating, there is little differ· 
ence. The French eat heavier meals, but they eat less 
frequently. Each nation accuses the other of over·eating, 
and doctors say that the accusation is merited in both 
cases. 

One is sometimes struck in England by the combina
tion of a very stately service with a very plain table. 
Fine linen, expensive plate, formidably dignified servants, 
and aU this ceremony about a leg of mutton and some 
boiled pot:t!oes. Thackeray amused himself with noting 
this contrast It is a revelation of English character, 
which is deeply attached to state and style, but is really 
not given over to sensual pleasures. Occasionally the 
English go rather far, perhaps, in the direction of plain 
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living. The total abstainer gives you pure water, the 
Vlry moderate drinker forgets to pass the decanter, and 
so do his servants. I remember being invited once to 
an early dinner in the country and riding to it several 
miles in drenching rain. I was cold and wet, for it was 
winter, and I looked forward confidently to warm old 
English hospitality; but my host had principles, and 
principles are nothing if you do Dot act up to them, so 

. he gave me a slice of cold beef with a glass of cold 
water. That 111m" was easily and long remembered. 



CHAPTER V 

THRIFT 

THRIFT is classed as a social virtue, becanse in a thrifty Why"l1uil\ 

society few people fan upon other.; for their supporL ;.:.;::W 
The thrifty man looks to his own independence during 
sickness, and to that of his wife and children after his 
death, so that he is never burdensome either to public 
or private charity. 

Socially, then, the thrifty man is an acceptable member 
of the community., but when we inquire closely into the 
nature of thrift we often find it associated with meanness, 
and therefore the esteem for it has never been quite 
without reserve. 

To apply this to the English and French, I may begin 
by admitting, quite frankly, that the French are incom· 
parably superior to the English in thrift. The natural 
talent for thrift is far commoner in France than in 
England The French are prudent as a rule, and very 
capable of limiting their desires; they have also a great 
love of independence, a horror of-debt, a readiness to 
accept and avow a modest social position, and they have 
(in spite of apparent frivolity) a foresight that looks a 
long way into the future. That is the good side of the 
French character as regards thrift, but there is a bad side 
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at .least equally favourable to it. There is a pettiness in 
the French mind which adapts it well for dealing with 
details~ and gives it a keen zest for very small economies. 
An Englishman is astonished by nothing so much as this 
pettiness when he first knows the French as they reaUy 
are, and begins to perceive what close and earnest 
attention they will give to what seem to him ridiculously 
small matters. In many French people, I do not say in 
an, there is something worse than pettiness, namely, 
downright meanness, and this too is highly favourable to 
thrift. This meanness is not confined to the poorer 
classes, or to the Dourgeoisu, it may be found in all 
classes. . 

In England the qualities and the defects whicb nre 
favourable to thrift are much rarer. The English are 
not so prudent as the French, not so capable of limiting 
their desires, not so ready to accept humble positions 
contentedly, and if they have foresight they too often find 
reasons for not acting according to its dictates. But, 
on the other hand, the English have a hearty contempt 
for pettiness. An Englishman who is mean is a very 
rare exception. The English nature finds no satisfaction 
in paying less for anything than it is really worth; it does 
not wish to pay more, but in consideration for its own 
self-respect it wishes to give the full value. 

A further examination of the conduct of thrifty people 
leads to the conclusion that thrift may be either self
denying or denying to other people. A man "as a family; 
he feeds bimself luxuriously and his family as poorly as 
possible; at the year's end he will have saved more than 
if he had lived on potatoes and kept his family well. In 
large families thrift often means refusing things to the 
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wife and children whilst the master is self-indulgent, like 
the Sultan of Turkey, who wallows in luxury whilst his 
ragged soldiers starve_ The commonest English form of 
this selfishness is to spend in drink whilst denying 
necessaries to the children; but this is not thrift, as there 
are no savings. 

Thrift may be one of the noblest forms of altruism. 
I know all the details about a very pretty instance that 
occurred in England two generations before mine. A 
lady, well-to-do and childless, had three little penniless 
nieces. By pure self-denial she saved three fortunes for 
them, enough to keep them in comfort all their days. 
This self-denial was all the harder in her case that she 
belonged to an aristocratic family, and might have ex-
cusably spent her income for the maintenance of her 
rank. 

A pretty 
Instan~ of 
Unselfish 
Thrirt.. 

The st~ngest motive for French thrift is to provide Dowrle!; lor 
Daughtcrli, 

dowries for daughters. It being an accepted rule that 
every girl must have a dowry, a Frenchman is not dis
couraged by the smallness of the sum he is able to put 
by. This enables him to begin, and if a little prosperity 
comes to him it is a satisfaction to make the dowry 
larger. Whilst saving the dowry he learns. the art of Th, Dow>")' 

. d l' . aft d h an Eduaa· saving, an app les It erwar s to ot er purposes. lion, in 

In England there are two terrible discouragements to :~::~(ingli~h 
saving. . The first is the exacting character of English ~~~~utr:ge. 
opinion with regard to style of living, the contempt felt San'I' 

for people who are not gentlemen and ladies, and the 
vulgar belief that one cannot be a gentleman or a lady 
without leading an expensive life. II It costs a great deal 
of money to be a gentleman,') says an English writer, 
cc and a great deal more to be a lady." Well, if this is 
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so, why not leave gentlemanhood and Iadyhood to rich 
people, and why not be content with simple manhood 
and womanhood? Nothing can be more admirable than 
the life of an Englishman who saves money from a sense 
of duty when the saving implies the great renunciation, 
the renunciation of the title of" gentleman." A French

, man, who may live as he likes, knows nothing of that 
sacrifice. 

The second great discouragement to saving in England 
is the English contempt for small sums of money. "Tbe' 
Englishman," says Bagehot, U bows down before a great 
heap and sneers when he passes a little heap," The 
sneer is perhaps more frequent than the bow. The 
mention of a small fortune often excites a smile. And 
tbe heap need not be a very little one to be sneered at 
You may be almost ridiculous for having an income that 
places you far above want Three hundred a year is an 
income that seems really amusing to the well-constituted 
English mind. I myself have heard a man with five 
hundred a year called a "beggar," and have seen people 
smile good-humouredly at more than twice as much. 
The consequence is that unless an Englishman has the 
natural instinct of avarice he may think, "What is the 
good of saving when ~ I can put by will only be con-
temptible ?" , 

It is worth noting, as .. contrast, that the idea of thrift 
has not alway 'bee,n gen;"'al in France. The present 
French rural ar ocracy is thrifty; but the 'aid ideal of a 

, French nobleman 'ncluded largeness and even prodigality 
in money matters, ich led to the ruin of many a noble 
house. To be carefu nd exact was, in the ,old days, a 
middle-class virtue, the c sequence being that there are 
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so many 7flJuveawt; ricms in France at the present day. 
Even now it is not thought well to be too thrifty in high 
situations. That was President Grevy's fault; President 
Carnot saves nothing out of his allowance, and is liked 
for it. The millions clllimed by the Orleans family 
seemed to them a good kind of ballast in troubled watess, 
but they sank the royal ship. 

The following may be taken as a rather extreme example 
of French carefulness. I knew an old bachelor who had 
£800 11 year and not at all an ungenerous disposition, 
but he enjoyed making little savings. He drove· fre-
quently to the neighbouring town, and was quite delighted 
with an arrangement he made there, by which he was 
allowed to put· up his pony for a penny a time on con· 
dition that he harnessed it himself and that the animal 
had nothing to eat. The pony was avenged by the old 
gentleman's r.ook, who was thriftier even than her master, 
and kept him on short commons. 

An Example 
or French 
Carefulness. 

The spirit of small economies may take a character of Effects of 

positive meanness. Servants may be, and sometimes are, ~~e 
so wretchedly fed that they will not stay in the place. 
Relations, as eating beings, may be so inhospitably 
received that they finally cease their visits. All hospi. 
tality may come to an end, invitations being declined in 
dread of the obligation of reciprocity, till at last the 
thrifty household realises its perfect ideal of spending 
nothing on anybody. French tradesmen are well T .... _~ 

__ and Thri£ly 
acquainted WIth this class of customers, who are in- Custo~ 

cessantly trying to get something out of them. The 
ingenuity of such customers goes beyond anything that 
would be believed in England. French novelists some-
times amuse themselves by depicting the petty craft of 
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the meanest natures. The nove1ists cannot go beyond 
the truth, with all their inventiveness. 

As a contrast to this yon have English improridence, 
especially in the genteel professional class, where the whole 
energy of the master of the house is devoted to earning 
fairy gold, the gold that immediately vanishes. He spends 
that he may succeed and succeeds that he may spend 
He hrings up a family with genteel babits and no capital. 
Apparently prosperous and enviahle, he enjoys in reality 
nothing that prosperity ought to give, since he bas neither 
leisure to think, nor liberty, nor peace of mind, nor any 
hope of rest except in the grave. 1 

The final results of French thrift, for the nation, are 
asfoDows:-

I. The poorer classes are better fed and better 
clotbed This is a real good, because they needed it. 
They are probably stronger than they used to he. 

2. The idle class is constantly increasing in numbers, 
not because it is prolific, hut by the accession of _awe 
ricIJes. This is not perceptibly a benefit. 

3. The am_ spirit of tbrift wiD not allow popula
tion to increase with riches. It operates as a powerful 

1 An interesting example 0( English improvidence came to my 
kDowlcdge .....uf. A professioaaJ man of ~ talco .. who had 
been eminently socccssful. died, 1ea'riDg a widow anll a large family 
of cbildreo. AI the lime of his death the child ... we~ aU maniod. 
The widow _ was Jd't without a penn)'~ and was anxioUs t«;l 600 a 
situation, _ the mam.d childreo tIIllivU.r ~ to 1M uJ.-

liMit tJf IMiI- iIIaura. Cf IiIeir /IZIJer jtuf __ , were uoa~e to sub
ocribe lID aDD';ty. In F~ thef would probably all \D ... had 
savings. and, with the natioO, Io~ of the mother and \sense of 
filial duly, would have cbecrful~CDed to provide (or her old 
age. 
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restraint on procreation even in wealthy families. This 
weakens France relatively to England and Gennany. 

4- Thrift has produced wealth, wealth luxury, and E_ of 
Lux"",. 

IUA-ury also acts as a restraint on population, because, in 
a luxurious age, children are too expensive. 

S. As for national defence, the wealth of France is of WeakeDi.< 
of the 

use for all material things, such as ships, fortresses, and Warlil<. 
TelDPU 

guns, but by increasing-the love of comfort and commerce . 
it bas enfeebled the warlike temper of the nation. 

6. As th~ wealth of France continually increases, and T= ..... i •• 
to EoemjC'l. 

her defenders do not increase with it, she becomes every 
year a more tempting prize for an enemy. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CLEANLINESS 

ENTERING London one day with a friend in the railway 
train, I asked him what, in his opinion, would have 
been the impressions 'of an ancient Roman if he could 
have accompanied us. What would an inhabitant of Au
gustan Rome think of English civilisation in Victorian 
London? 

My friend at once answered, n He would think we were 
a very dirty race, and this impression would be so strong 
and so unfavourable that he would be slow to perceive 
our superiority in other respects." 

This is not the general English opinion. The English 
believe themselves to be a clean people. Foreigners are 
dirty, Englishmen are clean; that is one of the most 
obvious distinctions between them. 

The English upper classes are dean, but cleanliness 
of any high degree is a very modem virtue amongst 
them. It is an invention 'of the ninetee"1h century. I 

. am' just old enough to remember the time when the use 
of the morning sponge-bath became general amongst boys 
and young men of my own generation. Men and women 
born at the close of the eighteenth century did as Frencb 
people do to-day; • they took a warm bath occasionally 
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J 
for cleanliness, l and they took shower-baths when they 
were prescribed by the physician for health, and they 
bathed in summer seas for pleasure, but they did not 
wash themselves allover every morning. I remember an 
old gentleman, of good family and estate, arguing against· 
this strange, newfangled custom, and maintaining that it 
was quite unnecessary to wash the skin in modem times, 
as the impurities were removed by linen. However, the 
new custom took deep root in England, because it became 
one of the signs of class. It was adopted as one of the 
habits of a gentleman, and afterwards spread rather 
lower, though it is not yet by any means universaL It 
is chiefiy upon this habit that the. present English claim 
to superior cleanliness is founded. In former times the 
English were proud of using more water than the French 
for ordinary ablutions, and they pretended to believe that 
the French were unacquainted with the use of soap, 
because they did not provide public pieces of soap in the 
bedchambers of their hotels. 

The cold sponge-bath is perhaps used in England 
more for health than for cleanliness, as a prolonged stay 
in a warm bath cleans much better, and the treatment»y 
perspiration according to old Roman or modem oriental 
usage is incomparably the most effectual cleanser of alL 
It is characteristic of the English to have set hardihood 
above the ideal perfection of cleanliness, and to have 
avoided the luxurious and enervating bath in which the • ancients took delight. 

1 This is rather too favourable to the English of that day, ru; 

they certainly did Dot take warm baths so frequently as French 
people do now. They had not the conveniences. Few private 
houses had & bath·room and few towns bad public baths. 
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-=::;- , 
Englishmen are proud of being able to sponge them

selves with cold water all through the winter. I have 
known one who used to lie down in ice-cold water every 
morning; others boast of a morning plunge in sea or 
river at Christmas time, and they continue the habit as 
long as their constitutions will hold out. 

English physicians are severe on the concealed dirti
ness of many people in the middle classes, who seem 
clean with their false collars and cuffs and their washed 
faces and hands. One does not expect much cleanliness 
amongst the labouring population of any modern country, 
but the working classes in England deserve great credit 
for every effort they make in the direction of cleanliness, 
because they have not the facilities of the rich. I my
self have often seen colliers in Lancashire naked to the 
waist and giving themseives a thorough wash in plentiful 
hot water with soap, and when greater facilities are given 
in the shape of public baths they make use of them. It 
would be easy for manufacturers to encourage cleanliness 
by having haths at their factories. Some have actually 
done this. 

The state of England with regard to personal cleanli
ness may be considered as partially satisfactory, and it 
is improving. As to the French, their strong point is 
their excellent institution of warm haths, which are to be 
found even in the smallest towns with a complete 
service. A tired Frenchman, arriving at anything like a 
town, looks to his hot hath as the best reslorative. If 
these baths are a pleasure to a man he will be clean; if 
he does not like them he will not be so clean as the 
Englishman who sponges himself by way of discipline, 
whether he likes it or not. However, English example 
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has had a wonderful effect in improving the apparatus of Co~ 
sequmces 

cleanliness in French private houses. English baths, of English 
- Example. 

ewers, basins, and other complicated toilet arrangements 
are copied extensively in France. If you visit a pot-shop 
in -a small provincial town, quite ,remote from the 
Channel, you will find English washstand services of full 
size, or good French copies of them; and if you go to 
the iron monger's you will find all kinds of baths for 

. domestic use, including English .. tubs." In French 
houses, where the old small ewers and basins are re
tained, they are now almost invariably· supplemented 
by a capacious tin water-jug on the floor. In fact, the 
French are becoming a cleaner people, thanks to the 
example of their neighbours, who are about forty years in 
advance. 

A French crowd (I am not the first to notice this) 
always apptars cleaner than an English crowd. This is 

Cleanly 

:t~ce 

due to the self-respecting habits of the French lower 
classes. In England the poor people in towns will wear R~, .. 

COI'it. old and dirty things that have belonged to middle-class 

Crowds. 

people; in France they wear cheap things of their own 
and take care to have them clean, especially on Sunday 
or a fete-day. Peasants' and workmen's wives look as 
clean as ladies; in fact, their washed caps, prettily ironed, 
have a fresher appearance than ladies' bonnets. The 
men, too, in their new blouses, appear cleaner than a 
bourgeois in a black coat. In summer, all the young 
peasants 1001<" as if they put on a new straw hat every 
Sunday. 

Much of this external cleanliness is due merely to the E"~ .. " 
CoaI-smokc. 

absence of coal-smoke. In London and Manchester it 
is difficult and expensive tt> be clean. The cheery and 

s 
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bright external appearance of French houses is due to 
the same cause, and now the common use of coal is 
spoiling it in some places. As for English houses in 
large and smoky towns, the melancholy dinginess of the 
outer walls is accepted as a matter of course, but cleanli
ness has its revenge in the interior and even on the 
whitened doorstep. There is one point as to which the 
English are greatly superior to the French, especially to 
middle-class provincial families,-they renew paper and 
paint. The good old· fashioned French way was to 
neglect P!lpering and painting till further neglect could 
make it no worse, and then to think no more of the 
matter. There is a strong conventionalism about these 
subjects everywhere. In the inside of a room English 
people are more particular about the walls and ceiling, 
French people about the floor. There is many a middle
class Frenth dining-room where the only beauty is the 
-extreme cleanliness of the bare boards. The English like 
carpets, which are more favourable to comfort than to 
cleanliness, the French prefer the healthy waxed oak 
Ja"lUtt, and often content themselves with a deal plane,," 
or red tiles. 

The humbler classes in England have a great superi
ority in their love of whitewash. The passion for white
wash which has been so disastrous in churches is excellent 
in farm-houses, and I have known many a farm-house in 
Lancashire that w~ kept fresh and pleasant by the use 
of it In French farm-houses it seems t& be perfectly 
unknown; and although '~ir interiors are admirably 
adapted for pictorial trea nt, and have been charm
ingly painted by Edouard r~re and others, the rich 
browns of the coarsely-plaste d walls are really nothing 
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but dirt, though delightful in colour and texture from an 
artist's point C?f view.! 

The French are very careful about the cleanliness of Fnmclo 

tbeir bedding. I have often in my travels slept in very -. 
poor country inns, but was always sure of clean, if coarse, 
sheets, as well as a clean table-cloth and napkin. 

The English are incomparably superior to the French E.""'" 
andFreoch 

in their care and cleanliness about water-closets and Water· " ...... everything of that kind French incompetence, stupidity, F~,h 
and neglect of this matter are indefensible. The only N",,,,,,

possible explanation is that when people have once got 
into tbe habit of neglecting any particular thing the habit 
of neglect becomes fixed, even when it is attended by 
great inconvenience. To borrow an illustration from a 
pleasanter subject, I may observe that many French 
farmers, and, I believe, more Irish, have a fixed habit of 
neglecting the repair of harness except with bits of string. 
Certainly, in the better class of French houses, an attempt 
is made to keep the water-closet in order; but as it has 
always been badly organised at the beginning this. is very 
difficulL The Frencb might learn all about these inven· 
tions from the English, who thoroughly understand them. 

In conclusion, France and England may be rankea 
amongst the tolerably clean nations, England taking the 
lead; but real cleanliness is not general in either. What 
there is of it is confined to limited classes, and anything 
like an ideal perfection of cleanliness is the peculiarity of 
individuals wllo have a natural genius for it and find a 
pleasure in iL The majority prefer a moderate degree Comf"" or 

Moderate 
of dirtiness as being more conducive to their true com- DIniDess. 

1 Especially in combinatioD with the beautiful colour of the 
waxed walnut furniture and the red hangings of the beds. 
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fort. A certain English poet used to wear a dirty shirt 
- for comfort, and a clean one over it for show. That 

exactly represents the feelings of ordinary mankind, who 
have no objection to a little cleanliness in deference to 
custom, provided that it is only extemaI, and that they 
may have the satisfactions of dirt beneath, like a cherished 
secret sin under a mantle of piety. As for the really 
poor, who are miserably clad, it has been pointed out by 
Mr. Galton that dirt is a necessity for them in cold 
weather; it is the poor man's under-5hirt. 



CHAPTER VII 

COURAGE 

I THINK it must be admitted that there has been an 
apparent decline in national courage both in England 
and France during the latter half of the nineteenth 
century. They now, both of them, shrink from war as 
they did not shrink in former times, and when the (rzsus 
belli would have been clear to the Englishman and the 
Frenchman of more heroic days their descendants prefer 
to wink at it. We are no longer quite certain that 
national courage was a great yirtue, and there are certain 
considerations that may console us for its real or apparent 
diminution. 

In the first place, Did the men who decided UpOIj 

Seeming 
Decline in 
National 
Coura,e. 

former wars risk Imi,. flWn lives 1 . When a cabinet of P~na1 
civilians declares war, or when it is declared by a king R .... 

who is not really a soldier, the act is not one of courage 
at all, but of political wisdom or folly. Or if a military 
king with a s~anding army declares war, the act is not one 
of national courage; it is only a demonstration of the 
military caste. When the nation itself is the army, and 
when it declares war through its freely·elected represent-
atives, then the act is one of national courage; but how 
often bas a war been declared in that way? Nations do 
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not desire war, and the better they are educated the less 
they wish for it. The only French war in our time which 
really excited the enthusiasm of the nation was 'that for 
the liberation of Italy. The French had no enthusiasm 
whatever for the Crimean War, which they looked upon 
as an English enterprise; they had none for the Mexican, 
and there was only a little noisy surface excitement in 
favour of the war of 1870. Since then the nation has 
really had the control of its own affairs, and has shown 
no warlike tendencies. The Tonquin enterprise was 
ministerial, and ruined the minister who undertook iL 
The French people would not even support a vigorous 
Egyptian policy. Its only national courage is that which 
takes the form of waiting calmly for the German' onslaughL 

, N eithel England nor France now ventures to attack 
a really first-class Power; but they exercise their military 
strength against weak, half-civi1ised peoples. England 
breaks the Zulu power, but not the Russian. France 
advances hel African frontier, but not her European. 
France now exactly imitates the English policy of expan
sion out of Europe, and of doing nothing in Europe 
until she can find an ally. 

v""''''..... They are still nominally Great Powers, but they now 
~~- belong in realitj' 0 a second class which might be defined 
claaPowen. as that of the n tions that do not fight without allies 

except against fee ~potentates. Neither one, nor the 
othel preserves th illusions about its I'wn strength 
which ar~cessary ~,r heroic action. What is more, 
the othel "ti~ ha~ lost the old fear of England and 
France, whooe mu~ distrust breaks forth on every 
possible occasi"n and depQves them of the one source of 
real strength~iation. '-.~. 
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The Irind of national c:onrage which consists in offering 
a determined though hopeless resistmre to a .... <es .. Ul 
enemy was ~ nobly displayed by the French after 
Sedan, especially during the siege of Paris. Some-:1"' ...... 
English writers caned this mere obstinacy, and had ....... 
nothing bnt contemptuous blame Co< it, yet I venture 
to say that if an invading army sunounded London the 
English would show e:sactIy the same Irind of noble 
obstinacy themselves. In sum a case a nation does not 
fight without a purpose, though it may struggle with_ 
hope. It fights Cor its self-respect. 

This is the sort of comage that secooddass POlter.; ~ ... 
may still retain, they may resene themselves COl" a fierce_ 
and prolonged defence. There remains Co< them a -
peculiar danger. It might happen that two Power.;, not 
quite oC the first r.mk, might fight ea<h other because 
they dared not assault the greatest Power.;. A soper-
~oily of unexercised c:onrage might explode in a war 
bet"een England and F <aGee, because one dared not 
fight Russia, nOl" the other Germany. There have been 
moments wben this seemed ~ likely to happen. The 
dangerous eIfe<ts of bottJed.up c:onrage were curiously .,."... .. 
displayed in the time of the Paris Commune. The :;:a.~ 
National Guards had been expec:ting to be led against the ~ 
Prussians in a g<aod sortie, but were always pot off till 
the peace came. They had their riftes and their bottled-
up courage, so they rushed into conftjct with the 

" V ersailIais. " 
For individual c:onrage the two peoples are nearly on Iodmd..d 

a par, but they differ in their training. It is nnpleasant c-...,. 
to have to confess that brutal and barbarous customs 
are favourable to the derelopmeot oC comage, yet some oC 
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CUSTOM 



CHAPTER I 

CHRONOLOGY 

IT is a commonplace that the French and English of to- _ 

day are extremely unlike each other-wonderfully unlike ~ .... 
each other, considering that they are such near neighbours, .......... 
and the two principal representatives of western civilisa-
tion in Europe-

Has the unlikeness always been as marlr.ed as it is now, 
or has there been a time in the past history of the two 
nations when they resembled each other on some points 
now marked by trenchant diJfereoces? 

The answer appears to be that the French and English v",.mg 

have at certain periods of the past been much less unlike :tE. 
each other than they are now, bot yet that the extreme . 
of dissimilarity has been reached at a later period, and 
that, in the present day, the slow bot sure action of 
causes that may be indicated is bringing about a diminu-
tion of that extreme dissimilarity, without, however, giving 
grounds for any belief or hope that the two nations can . 
ever be very like each other in the future-

Recent historians, especially Mr. Freeman, have 
taught us to realise much more clearly than we did thirty . 
years ago the truth that the kings of the House of 
Anjou were French kings, and that the governing classes 
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in tbe England wbich they ruled were essentially a French 
noblesse. The Frenchifying influence of kings and nobles 
was resumed in another way by the Stuart dynasty, and 
might have gone on gradually approximating the entire 
English nation to French customs, bad not a great mental 
revolution occurred in England and Scotland, whicb made 
the Britisb thenceforward a peculiar people, strongly 
differing not only from the French but from all the other 
continental nations whatever. The result of that revolu
tion, as it affects our own time, is that England resembles 
no nation in the world except her own colonies, including, 
of course, the great kindred nation in America. 

That revolution was Puritanism, a far more important 
thing than the change from a monarchical to a republican 
form of government, because it really changed the mental 
habits of the nation, making English people more peculiar 
than they themselves know, and quite incomprehensible 
by' the French; making English customs differ from con
tinental customs more widely than they had ever differed 
before; changing even the fundamental character of the 
English mind by chastening and repressing the light
hearted gaiety of merry England and substituting for it a 
gravity often deepening into gloom; replacing the old 
morals by severer morals, establishing a strict censorship 
even over language, substituting for the old religion of 
Europe a faith less picturesque and less indulgent, con
sequently less in harmony with French feeling. 

There is a temptation to exaggerate the inoportance of 
historical influences when once they have been perceived, 
but one can hardly exaggerate the importance of Puri
tanism in the history of the English people, especially in 
the history of the middle classes, where it is still pre-
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dominant at the present day. Both the qualities and the 
defects that distinguish the British middle classes are for 
the most part directly traceable to the influence of Puri
tanism, and so are those feelings and opinions of which 
they them.elves have forgotten the origin. 

It may be thought that Puritanism ought to have been 
spoken of in the chapters on religion, but I am not sure 

Puritanism 
in the Brill$b... 
Middle 
Classes. 

that it ought to be classed as a special creed. It seems Not a 

h 'b 'f . hd" f S
pe<ia1 rat er to e a relorm 0 custom In t e Ireellon 0 Creed. 

severity and austerity which might be carried out under' 
any creed that permitted rigorous moralists to obtain a 
great social power. The Wahhabees are the Puritans of 
Islam, with their particular prohibitions, their gravity of 
demeanour, their employment of pious forms in language, 
their severity of social espionage, and control by'a vigilant 
public opinion. But although we may find Puritanism 
in the most unexpected places, it has never accomplished 
a work so extensive in its consequences, or likely to be 
so durable, as the transformation of British sentiment and 
custom. Only a dispassionate comparison with custom 
still alive on the continent, but extinct in England, can 
enahle us to realise what that transformation is, A 
middle-class English family goes to Paris.~ In due course 
of time a Sunday comes; or rather, -not a Sunday, but a 
Dimanche. The English family has heard of a French 
Sunday before, but bas hitherto been unable to realise it 
by mere force of imagination. On actually steing it, the 
impression feceived is that the French are all intentional 
Sabbath-breakers-that the amusements which go for-
ward on that day are a clear eVidence of French wicked-
ness. Some good English or Scotch people are so shocked 

1 What follows is sketched from life. 
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by.what they see that they recognise in the defeat of 
1870 a just punishment for the national sin of Sabbath
breaking. They do not realise that what they see is not 
the French Sunday in particular, but the continental 
Sunday in general; still less do they remember Ibat it is 
also the English Sunday of pre-Puritanic times-those 
times now so remote in memory, and yet historically still 
so near, when the English had not yet become a peculiar 
people, but lived like the other nations of western Europe. 
The English of Shakespeare's time went to the theatre 
on Sunday,1 and after morning service in the churches 
they enjoyed many active games and recreations, including 
dancing, archery, and leaping.· Now, as there is nothing 
more visible than external differences of custom, and as 
people are separated even more by visible differences 
than by those which are invisible, and as on one day out 
of seven those differences are now strikingly apparent 
between the English and French peoples, it is evident 
that on the day when they differ most they cannot but 
feel infinitely more estranged from each other than their 
ancestors would have felt on the same day. 

The modern disapproval felt by British visitors for the 
behaviour of the French people on Sunday is due in great 
part to the cautious conduct of the Roman Catholic 
minority in England, who do not venture to show openly 
what kind of Sunday it is that their Church would hold to 
be innocently employed. To avoid scandal in a country 

I Plays· were performed on Sunday at the court of Queen 
Elizabeth. • 

I Dancing, archery, leaping, May·games, aod morris dances, 
were expressly permitted by James I. on Sunday in his Book of 
Sport.. He rorbad~ brutal sporta only. 
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where the influence of Puritanism is still powerful, they 
keep a Sunday that is outwardly almos~ a Sahbath, and 
are careful to avoid many recreations that the Church of 
Rome has always freely permitted In fact, that Church The • 

permits all recreations on the first day of the week that ~~~~ 
she sanctions on any other, including the most active 
exercises. What she really for.bids is lucrative professional 
labour. A lawyer should not. study oj case on Sunday, 
unless there is urgent necessity, but he is perfectly free 
to amuse himself, however noisily, in sawing and hammer-
ing. A professional artist may do better not to paint 
(although there is a kind of special toleration for artiitic 
and intellectual pursuits, as being different from mere 
drudgery), but an amateur, working for recreation, may 
take his apparatus into the fields. Disinterested studies of S,ud'" on 

all kinds are permitted by the Church on Sunday. It is S,""",y. 

not in a Raman Catholic country that geologists would 
be in danger of being stoned, as they bave been in 
Scotland, for hammering at rocks on that day.' 

Here is the way in which some very religious French A French 

people spent a Sunday in 1886, I being one of the party. S'"""'Y' 

They went to mass early in the morning, in the chapel of 
the nearest (Mltau,. then they made preparations for 
receiving their friends. The friends came after dJjtuntr,. 
two families, in addition to seven guests staying in the 
house. Some of them remained in the garden, sat about 
in camp chairs and talked; others went to the village 

• 1 The idea that governs the action of the Churcb of Rome with' 
regard to the observation of Sunday in countries where she is free 
to do what she thinks best, appears to be simply the protection of 
toilers {rom their own drudgery on one <lny of the week. Sbe her· 
selCkeeps the day as'. Cestival, and requires the attendance of the 
laity at one mass, which may be short I1lld early. 

T . 
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fit., where, of course, there. was a great deal of daucing 
and other amusements, which they looked upon quite 
benevolently. Now, it so happened that those who went 
to the fit< were the most; religious people of the whole 
party. On their return we had dinner, and the most pious 
were by no means the least merry. After dinner the 
young ladies gave us some music, and one of them played 
a waltz. This set the young people daucing, and so a 
dauce was improvised which lasted till eleven o'clock,· 
when the guests drove away in the moonlighL 1 

Perhaps the English and Scotch might have given up 
Sunday daucing more readily than if they had been by 
nature as saltatory as the French are, but the British have 
given up many things that they cared for passionately. 
They gave up salmon-fishing, for example, which was not 
readily put down in Scotland, and the new legislation 
attained in the end that supreme success of the legislator 
when he establishes a very durable custom that would 
survive the repeal of his law. The power of the dead 
Puritans is shown in nothing more wonderfully than in 
the abstinence of British sportsmen when the twelfth of 
August occurs on a Sunday, and every fowling-piece 
in the British Islands remains unloaded till Monday 
morning.. 

This history of the divergence from continental custom 
may be written in two sentences. Puritanism obtained 
power to legislate, and made recreation illegal on Sunday. 

1 I made inquiry arterwards to ascertain what ~e parish priest 
thought of these proceedmg5, and discovercd. that be made a dis
tinction. He did Dot approve of dancing on the public dancing
floon in the village, cspcc::ially at night, because it sometimes led. to 
wrong. but be was not opposed in any way to Sunday dancing in 
private houses. 
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By laws of great sererity it estabIisbed ...". customs 
which bare now, by Japse of time, become tather old 
cnstoms; and these bare completely obIitesated from the 
onlinaIy British mind all baceS of any remJJection that 
the still older British customs were like those of the 
continental nations. 

Opinion bas gone ""'" beyond legislation ~ by a :=':T 
process of growth and dereIopment. Here is an example. 0"". 
An amateur "rioIinist was staying in an English house for 
a few days, including the fust day of the 1I"eek.. He 
took his YioIin out of its case and began to play a little 
in printe. The lady of the bouse immediately entered 
the room and begged him to ~ "I am playing 
saaed music,D he answered; "this is apart of Handel's 
MessiaA.D ""That does not signify: was the rejoinder, 
"the music may be sacred, bot the instrument is JlOt.' 

Here is ... new de>eIopment in the distinction between 
sacred and profane insIruments, ODd a ""f subtle dis-
tinction it is. The 0tg3D, the batmoninm,-in default of 

these, ""'" the commonplace piano,-these are saaed 
instrumenIs, bot not the YOice-like violin.. Yet the violin ............ 
is bot the Jyre-"JubaI's \yreD_made capabIe "!" far 
more perfect e:qn wsica I 

When I lived in Scot1and I bad occasion to obserre a ........ 
anothet ""f subtJe disrinctioa It is forbidden to labour t,.~:
on the Sahbu1Hlay, yet I found that the toilsome 1rOJk 
of nnring was looked upon as innocent in comparison 

1 The m.Il ...... _ soaaI...t,...a.. __ is ~ 

aerdJ depeu.ti.og 011 the: title that a .. asiI::im daooses 10 gift to his 
composilioa. Tbr disrinrtioa betwcea serions aDd light masic"is 
real, .baten:r the titLe.. This is so.eII ~ ill the Chmda 
of Rome tha! the priesIs .aDo .. my amic to he paf ..... iGtd ill. rbrtt 
churches whida is &he ap ... :ssi .... of. saioas 01' sablime ida. 
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with sailing. This was because a white sail had rather a 
festive appearance. I was especia\1y blamed for not 
removing the flag from my sailing-boat, for the same 
reason, though it might be argued that there can be 
nothing unholy in the crosses of St. Andrew and St. 
George. In France, sailing regattas are usua\1y held on 
Sunday, with the full approval of the Church. 

E_ of the The establishment of Sabbatarian customs in Great 
Sabbath on 
.. - Britain had an unforeseen effect on literature. It pre-

pared the way for the success of theological books and 
periodicals by leaving the day, in the most pious families, 
without any other recreation than religious reading. The 
British read ten times as much about theology as the 
French, and therefore have a much more extensive 
knowledge of the subject. In France pious people read 
the hll~ahim, the mass-book, an abridgment of sacred 
history, and some printed sermons by the most celebrated 
ecclesiastical orators; but this is not to be compared with 
the range of English theological reading, both in the Bible 

. itself and in a\1 kinds of elaborate commentaries. As for 
French unbelievers, who are very numerous, they live 
outside of theology much more easily and completely 
than their English brethren, and often know so little 
about it that references to the Old Testo.ment familiar to 
every Englishman would be unintelligible to them. The 
modem English political use of the cave of Adullam 
puzzled Frenchmen exceedingly, as they did not know 
anything about AduUam. One very curious' and unex-
p<:cted result of Sabbath strictness in Great Britain is that 
the British are much better prepared for German exegetic 
criticism than the French; so that the British often arrive 
at unbelief by laborious theological reading, whilst the 
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French, as a general rule, come to it with much less 
trouble through Voltaire, and retain the Voltairean spirit. 
Of late years, however, certain scientific influences, 
especially that of Darwin, have been common to both 
countries, and the effect of theological studies counts for 
less, relatively, even in England. 

The best example of a diJference of custom that is 
simply chronological is that of duelling. The English, 
by a real progress, have passed out of this custom; the 
French have not yet passed out of it, though it is probable 
that they will do so ultimately. Like all fashions very 
recently discarded, it seems absurd t~ those who thought 
it a part of the order of nature a little time ago. And so 
completely do we forget the reasons for discarded customs 
tbat the English now look upon duelling as quite contrary 
to reason, having forgotten the ancient reason on which 
the single"combat was founded. Yet it was a very good 

-reason indeed, according to the ideas that our fathers held 
about the f;ovemment of the universe. 

The old belief, in France and England equally, was 
that the appeal to arms was an appeal te divine justice, 
and that God himself would interfere in the battle by 
protecting the combatant wbose quarrel was righ\rul 
against the power and malice of his assailant. So long 
as this belief prevailed, a duel was incomparably more 
reasOnable than is an action-at-law in the present day, for 
it appealed to infallible instead of to fallible justice, and 
in addition fo being reasonable, it was distinctly a pious 
act, as the combatant proved bis faith by staking his ex
istence on his trust in the divine protection. .. He will 
deliver me out of the hand of this Philistine." The faith 
of David was the faith of the Middle Ages. 
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The custom lasted longer than the belief, even in 
England, and in France it has long survived all faith in 
supernatural interference. The duel is utterly irrational 
·when people do not believe that God will protect an 
inferior swordsman, with right on his side, against a better 
swordsman in the wrong, or that he will spare the innocent 
by dellecting the course of a bullet well aimed by a wicked 
adversary. 

There has been, however, the intervention of a sort of 
secondary religion between the old one and modern 
unbelief. There has been the religion of honour. 
According to this, a man of honour was bound to expose 
his life on certain occasions to the rapier or pistol of a 
private enemy, and, if he fell, he fell a martyr to this 
religion of honour, leaving a name unsullied by the stain 
of cowardice, which was the equivalent of infidelity or 
apostasy. 

This religion sur.vived in England even so late as the 
first half of the present century, and it still survives in 
France. The old English sentiment,-I say the old 
sentiment because contemporary Englishmen have got so 
far past it, though it is very recent in mere date,-the old 
English sentiment was expressed by Thackeray in the 
challenge sent by Clive Newcome to his cousin Barnes, 
and in the gratification it afforded to Sir George Tufto 
and to the Colonel, both of them elderly men. Never
theless, as Thackeray knew that the religion of duelling 
was already dead in England when he wrote, he took care 
to make the action of Clive acceptable by assigning to it 
filial affection as a motive. The French sentiment about 
honour was described with disapproval in the case of de 
Castillonnes and Lord Kew. " Castillonnes had no idea 
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but that he was going to the field of honour; stood with 
an undaunted scowl before his enemy's pistol; and dis
charged his own, and brought down his opponent, with 
a grim satisfaction and a comfortable conviction after
wards that he had acted en galant /zolll"'t." And so, no 
doubt, he had, not only according to. modem French 
ideas, but according to old English ideas also. 

General Tufto was of the old school when he said of Th. 

Sir Barnes Newcome, after he had received Clive's 
cha1lenge, "At first I congratulated him, thinking your 
boy's offer must please him, as it would have pleased any 
fellow in our timt to have a shot." And the Colonel 
himself, instead of reprimanding Clive for wishing to 
commit murder, "regarded his son with a look of beau-
tifu~ inexpressible affection. And he laid his hand on his 
son's. shoulder and smiled, and stroked Clive's yellow 
moustach~ 

" 'And-arid did Barnes send no answer to that letter 
you wrote him?' he said slowly. 

"Clive broke out into a laugh that was almost a sob. 
He took both his father's hands. • My dear, dear old 
father, what an-old-trump you are!' My eyes were 
so dim I could hardly see the two men as they embraced." 

All this is much more French (even down to the 
embracing and the tear-dimmed eyes of the spectator) 
than the opinions professed about duelling by the English 
newspapers of ,886. According to them, a man who 
sends a challenge is ridiculous, and no more. This 

Newcomes. 

marks the final extinction of the old sentiment. ExtlnctiDn 

A h . .. . . .. I f ortheDld 
not er indicatIOn of thIS change IS the ndlcu e 0 Sentiment 

duelling on the ground that it is not dangerous. French 
duelling is constantly represented in English newspapers 
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as a very safe kind of ceremony, in which a slight scratch 
only is to he apprehended. As to this, perhaps I may 
he allowed 10 give an instance that was brought very' 
near home. 

I had been away for several days, and on my return 
journey dined at a railway station. The waiter had 
known me for years, and, according to his custom, en· 
livened my solitary dinner with a little talk. He asked 
if I had .. heard about M. de St. Victor.» I had heard 
nothing. " Because, sir, JJ the waiter continued, II he was 
killed this morning in a duel in the wood at Fragny.» 
Now, it so happened that my wife and daughter were to 
have lunched and spent that afternoon with Madame de 
St. Victor; but as her husband's dead body had been 
brought hack to the chiteau of Montjeu, where he lived, 
with a sword wound through it, Madame de St. Victor 
did not receive her friends that day.' 

A single event of that kind, occurring in a family nOl 
altogether strange to you, does more to make you feel 
the grim reality of duelling than many newspaper para
graphs. In this particular case the incident arose from a 
oorrespondence hetween two proud and brave gentlemen 
about their game preserves. One of them had written 
in a ·U'.liIlner that offended the other, and had refused to 

"\\thdraw his letter. The code of honour then made a 
du\) almost inevitable, and the oorrespondence being 
oontinued very soon led to it. Au especially significant 
thing about this duel was that the conque ...... was known 

1 M. de SL VICtor 'managed the estates belonging to the 
·Countess de Talleyrand, and he lived at her old chiteau of 
Montjeu, one of the most romantically situated places in F~ 
in the midst of a large well.wooded. park upon the hills. 
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as a remarkably expert swordsman, which the victim was 
not to the same degree. This demo!'strates the real un· 
fairness of duelling, as we see that the weaker or less 
expert antagonist goes down, whatever may be the right
eousness of his cause. 

The sense of this unfairness is gradually tending (in 
spite of appearances) to the abolition of the duel in 
France. There are two signs that the custom is growing 
weaker. The opinion that duels are contrary to reason 

~ is more frequently expressed in conversation, especially 
by women, than it used to be, and the duellists themselves 
are generally satisfied with the degree of deferen~e to 
custom which goes as far as the first wound, and do not 
vindictively thirst for each other's blood. The difficulty Diffi""ltyof 

abolishing 
in abolishing the duel strikes an intelligent Frenchman the D •• l. 

in this way. cc The duel," he thinks, U is evidently a 
most irrational institution; but when there is a quarrel 
.between two high-spirited men I cannot see how it is to 
come to an end otherwise." Then he will say, II I know 
that the duel is obsolete in England, which is a happy 
thing for your country; but I cannot imagine how an 
English gentleman behaves when he is insulted." To 
this difficulty I usually reply that public opinion in ,his 
country condemns the insolent man for his bad manners, 
and puts itself on the side of any gentleman who conducts 
himself with simple dignity, so that the latter is free to' 
treat his enemy with silent contempt 

Changesoof custom in one of the two nations, which 
have had the effect of separating it still further from the 
other, may be traced in several minor habits that are 
now considered especially and characteristically English. 
I can remember the time when the middle classes of 
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England hardly knew the taste of French wine. Port 
and' sherry were Ibe wines of the middle class. The 
upper class .. , in those days, offered French red wines at 
dessert under the general name of fC claret," without dis
tinguishing between Bordeaux and Burgundy, and con
sequently without mentioning vineyards, unless the host 
happened to be, or pretended to be, a connoisseur. The 
taxes on French wines were afterwards reduced, and just 
before the reduction the kind of middle-class people who. 
prided themselves on being especially national often 
declared that John Bull would never take to those light 
French wines, implying that he was a personage of more 
manly tastes, and writers in the press quoted a dignitary 
of the Anglican Church who had declared that "claret 
would be port, if it could," which is like saying that port 
is anxious to become brandy. These good middle-class 
people, who made it a part of John Bull's character to 
despise their French wines, seem to have heen perfectlY" 
unaware that their ancestors, not less English than them
selves, had for centuries heen hearty appreciators of 
French wines, and that, in old times, casks of Bordeaux 
or Burgundy were to be found not only in the cellars of 
the rich, but in country hostelries. This may be a 
trifling matter, but to have the same taste in wines is not 
altogether unimportant as an aid t6' good-fellowship. A 

. Frenchman looks upon an incapacity to appreciate the 
best wines-by which, of course, he always means the 
best French wines-as the sign of the out~ barbarian. 
What he most likes in the Belgians is the just value they 
attach to the produce of "Ies ",,"'mrs m2s" and their 
excellent, well-tilled cellars . 

. Another great change of custom in England, separat-
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ing her from France, is of quite modem introduction. 
There was a time when both countries were tota1 ab
stainers from tea· drinking, and, so far, exactly aIilce; 
now England is a great tea-<lrinking country and France T~ 
is not. Here is a new subject on which they are not in 
sympathy. It may seem a trifle; but has. the reader ever 
observed Englishwomen in France deprived of tea or 
supplied with the beverage in a weaker condition than 
they like? At such times. they have a very low opinion 
of Gallic civi1isation. Far-seeing Englisbwomen who are Enol""· 

WOIDeu in 
accustomed to the continent take their own teapots with F.-anc:e. 

their private supplies, and make the indispensable decoc-
tion themselves. When drinking it they feel like Christians 
in a pagan land. Is that nothing? Does it not produce 
a perceptible sense of estrangement from tbe Frencb? 
Tea-<lrinking has now become one of those immensely 
important ""ustoms, like smoking and coffee in the East, 
that have connected themselves with the amenities of 

. human intercourse, and to brew your cup in the solitude 
of a foreign hotel is to feel yourself an alien. Yet how 
long is it since the English began to drink tea? They 
began tasting it experimentally, as a few Englishmen now 
smoke hashish, about the middle of the seventeeath 
century. Compared with ale and wine, it is a novelty. 
The greatest of Englishwomen, Queen Elizabeth, who 
was of English blood by father and mother, and thoroughly 
national, never drank a cup of tea in her life, and did her 
work energePically without it. 

The use of tea has produced a special meal in the 
English middle classes which is unknown in France as it 
was unknown in England two hundred years ago. The 
French way of living, under other names, bears a near 
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resemblance to old English habits. The dljt1lfUr a fa 
jourrkefte is the early dinner, the ditur is the supper. 
The French first breakfast is modem, when rajl au tail 
is taken, but great numbers oC French people take soup 
or a glass oC white wine with a crnst oC bread, and many 
take nothing at all Breakfast and tea are the peculiarly 
English meals, and they are modern. The one great 
English innovation which the French have never been 
able to'accept is that oC eating salty and greasy Cood, such 
as Cried bacon, and drinking hot and sweet tea or coffee 
at the same time. 

As an example oC an old English Cashion that is now 
looked upon as French, I may mention the way oC treating 
the beard adopted by Napoleon III., and in imitation oC 
him by many French soldiers and civilians. The mous
tache in combination with the oaroirke was looked upon 
as a French Cashion by the English, and very few con
temporary Englishmen adopted it for that reason. They 
forgot that it was an old English fashion,-much older 
than the pair of whiskers with the shaven chin and upper 
lip which used to be looked upon as national in the 
highest degree At the same time the English did not 
notice that the way of shaving the chin and upper lip 
which they believed to be so much the national mark oC an 
Englishman was a rigorous contemporary French fashion 
for two classes, namely, magistrates (with barristers) and 
domestic servants. This is now somewhat relaxed, the 
tendency in both nations being towards co~plete liberty 
about the wearing oC the beard 
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COMFORT 

THERE seems to be a contradiction in the English char
acter on this very important subject, for the English 
are at the same time one of the hardiest peoples in the 
world and quite the most self-indulgent up to that point 
which is defined by the national word II comfort. 'J 

By "comfort" an Englishman understands perfect 
physical ease and something more. The state of perfect 
comfort is partly idea\. Tapestry on a wall is comfortable, 
yet we do not touch it, we do not wrap ourselves up in 
it. The mind is cognisant of its presence as a warm, soft 
tissue, and that is aU. Carpets are a little nearer, physically, 
as we walk upon them; but nine-tenths of the comfort' 
they give is also purely idea~ for it can matter very little 
to us that a whole floor should be clothed with a soft 
pile when we can get as much softness on bare boards 
by wearing slippers. 

An Englishman's passion for comfort is also closely 
connected witr. his love of despatch, and his ingenuity in 

TbeEnglisb. 
~ro~:t 
loving. 

R"" and 
Ideal 
Comfort. 

devising little conveniences that diminish friction. In this Lit~ Con

i~genuity he has no rival, but it sometimes defeats itself vcmence:s. 

by making the conveniences themselves an embarrass-
ment. 
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. This is one of those matters which exhibit in a striking 
light the powerlessness of education, as the English of 
the comfortable classes have received their highest teach· 
ing from Greek pbilosophers and Christian apostles, two 
classes of teachers who, both by example and precept, 
inculcated the value of self-denial and simplicity of life. 
We do not know very much of the life of Jesus, but the 
little that we do know is entirely in favour of the belief 
that it was almost destitute of physical comfort, and that 
he lived amongst a class of poor people to whom comfort 
was unknown. On one occasion, as we all remember, 
he expressly discouraged anxiety about eating and dress ; 
and as for lodging, there is no evidence either that he 

Socm.tCI aDd 
EpicCClua. 

had a dwelling of his own or that he ever .intentionally 
sought the hospitality of tile rich. The lives· of Socrates 
and Epictetus show an equal indifference to comfort; 
Socrates lived just as it happened, caring only for the life 
of thought; Epictetus, in a passage of splendid eloquence, 
rejoiced in his mental freedom, and demonstrated that it 
was compatible with the hardest and barest life.' 

1 The passage is very well knoWQ, but I may quote it (or the 
. convenience of some readers :-

U And how is it possible that a man who has nothing, who is 
c:;llAked, houseless, without a heartb, squalid, without a slave, without 
.",~ty, can pass a life that flows easily l' See. God bas sent you a 

.. ; to show you that it is possible. Look at me, who am without 
I'J:.ty, without a house, without possessioD.$, without a slave; I 
",leep on the ground; I have no wife, no children, no pnetorium, 
\ ul only the earth nnd heavens, and one poor (:loalP. And what do 

want l' Am I not without sorrow? Am I not withoul fear? 
1 nol Cree '1 When did any of you see me foiling in the objecl 

desire'1 or ever fulling inlo that which I would avoid? Did 
')lame God or man? Did I eyer accuse any man '1 Did any 

'er see me with a sorrowful countenance '1 And how do I 
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The English answer to Epictetus would be that he 
lived in another age, that he was unmarried, and there
fore had not to satisfy the claims of others, and finally, 
that he did nothing notable except philosophising. If a 
modem Englishman tried to live like Epictetus he would 
inftict a kind of social paralysis upon himself, he would 
deny himself his due share in English life. That is 
the great practical difficulty in the way of hard living Pm,doaJ 

• Difficulty of 
and high thinking. It is well for the philosopher, but plaia Linn .. 

he cannot require the same austerity of his family and 
his guests. No individual Englishman is responsible for Individuals 

not 
the national standard of comfort. It has grown as custom R •• p.",ibk. 

grows, and is now so firmly fixed that Wisdom herself bas 
to submit to it. 

There is even a marked difference of opinion between 
the present generation and that which has just passed 
away. I. have known people, born at the close of the 
eighteenth century, 'who still retained an antique pre
judice against self·indulgence. They still had the idea 
that there was something shameful in excessive comfort, 
that a certain discipline of hardness was necessary to 
manly dignity, and, in a minor degree, even to womanly. 
I have known an English gentleman of the old school, 
a vigorous and rich old man, who never would use 
a railway rug or a travelling cap; such things seemed 
to him concessions to the weakness of the age. At 
seventy, he would sit upright through a long railway 
journey, arl'd he preferred second-class carriages, as 

meet with those whom ye are afraid of and -admire? Do not I 
treat them like slaves? Who, when he sees me, does not think 
that he sees his king and mtl$ter ?"-Epklelus, Long's Translation, 
Book III. cbap. xxii. 

The old 
Prejudice 
against Self. 
indulgence. 
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being less luxurious_ His sister belonged to the same 
school; she never would lean back in a chair, and she 
disliked lounging habits of aU kinds, as being associated 
with the idea of laziness. People of that kind maintained 
a strict discipline over themselves; the body had to obey 
the will. I have since found the same stoicism in full 
strength amongst the French peasantry. If any of their 
~lass betray too much care for their own comfort the 
rest laugh at them. They are hard with themselves, too, 
on principle, though there is certainly now a tendency to 
admit comforts which were formerly unknown. 

The idea that it is better not to be too comfortable is 
now, I believe, extinct in the richer c1asses in England. 
They have not become effeminate, but they think that it 
is well to accept all pleasant things in the right time and 
place. Why not be snug and warm in a tai1way carriage? 
Why not lounge in an easy-chair in the drawing-room? 
The effect of such indulgences has not been, hitherto, so 
softening as the austerity of a severer age apprehended. 
Extreme comfort, in an energetic ta?'o produces healthy 
reactions. It leads directly to ennui, and tlf1lU; leads to 
a desire for a more active physical life. The age of the 
first-class carriage is also the age of the velocipede. The 
most comfortable classes in England are also the most 
addicted to field sports. . 

The truth is that the kinds of comfort most appreciated 
in England include several things which are very favour
able to health, especially spacious habitati06s, pure air, 
plenty of water, thorough cleanliness, and good food. 
The increase of comfort has been accompanied by an 
increase of temperance. It has led to no serious evil, save 
one. 
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The one evil is the trying strain of expense to which The s ...... 
an extremely high standard of living subjects all except .. -
the rich. It keeps all current expenses high, and there-
fore weighs pitilessly on those who must he refined and 
have· not large independent means.' A prudent young 
Englishman may well hesitate hefore he enters upon 
marriage with the prospect of a large house full of 
children and servants in which no shahbiness, bareness, 
or imperfection is to be tolerated. So far as pecuniary 
prudence is concerned, he would probably do better to 
fill a stable with fine horses. The Archbishop of Canter-
bury, whilst lamenting the early marriages of the improvi-
dent classes, has declared that the young men in the 
comfortable classes U are giving up the idea of marriage." 
This is the visible resulL There is another consequence 
not so visible to the world in the harassed lives of un
numbered heads of families, the men whose days and 
nights are a combination of bodily comfort with mental Com''''' 

combined 
toil and anxiety, the men to whom physical hardship with. 

would come, if they could only have it, as a counter- ......... 
• irritant and relieE 

There has been little about the French in this chapter, 
and what there is to say may he expressed in few words. 
They have not naturally a genius for comfort like the 
English. Their natura\ way of living is hard in poverty 
and luxurious in riches, austerity and luxury equally 
belonging to the French nature. Of comfort they know C<>mr ... 

what they ha~e imperfectly learned from their English \::t,:
neighbours. At Versailles, in the days of Louis XIV., 
there was dazzling splendour, but Comfort was utterly 
unknown. Modern French country houses (I mean those 
built for rich people in the second half of the nineteenth 

u 
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century) are planned as intelligently as the English, but 
the older chateaux were incredibly rough and wanting in 
the most elementary anangements. Even yet, in the old 
provincial towns, French people put up with lodgings so 
awkwardly planned that an Englishman would not rent 
them. New town houses are better contrived, but still 
deficient in space. 

The question of expenditure is favourable to the French 
in this way, that they do without luxury more easily than 
the English do without comfort. The Frenchman in 
adversity falls back on the austere side of his nature; 
being both Sybarite and Spartan, he has the Spartan half 
of himself always ready for hard times. An impoverished 
French gentleman lodges in hare small rooms and lives 
principally on soup,' It is ten times harder for an 
Englishman to give up his spacious house with carpets 
on the fioors. 

The expenses of those who can afford to live largely 
are the same in both countries. Comfort, in the ideal 
English degree, is not less costly than luxury, though a 
careful analysis of details would prove that it is not pre
cisely the same thing, 

1 A friend of mine knows an impoverished French Marquis. the 
head of an old family, who lives like a peasant in a bare old house 
that is never repaired. He and his sister consume one bottle of 
common wine .between them each week. and they are served by one 
old faithful female domestic. Their ruiD was caused by lavish 
uncalculatiog generosity, by what Herbert SpeOC8l' would all the 
culpable excess of altnIism. 
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LUXURY 

IT is most difficult to fix any common standard of lUxury Want or. 
common 

in two different nations. In a single nation the question SlaDdard. 

whether all. indulgence may be considered luxurious or 
not is settled by the national public opinion. There is 
no public opinion common to France and England. 
. Even the definition of the word U luxury II is not so Difficulty of 

Definition. 
cosy as it seems. In practice, people define it for them· 
selves according to their own characters. An austere 
person would condemn as luxury what another would call 
H comfort'j" a very luxurious person would be proud of 
luxury as a proof of taste and cultivation. 

Littr6 defined luxury (luxe) as .. magnificence in dress, Li,,"-' 
Definition. 

in the table, in furniture, an abundance of sumptuous 
things,>' He made a curious distinction between lu~ury 
and sumptuousness. In his opinion sumptuousness ex-
pressed the costliness of things, whilst luxury was the taste 
for what is sumptuou& Lafaye, in his valuable dictionary Lafa)'e's 

Defiuilion. 
of French ",.nonyms, carried out the same idea further in 
the region of morals. He said that luxury might belong 
to all conditions of life, whereas magnificence and 
sumptuousness can only belong to lofty positions. In 
Lafaye's opinion luxu!y is a fault or a vice which consists' . 
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in the want of simplicity, or in offending against simplicitY 
in one's manner of living, or in his way of doing things, 
or of showing himself. Magnificence and splendour in 
great personages or in great cities are not vices, according 
to Lafaye, but the expression of generosity and grandeur. 

In private life the idea of luxury is connected more 
nearly with expense than with enjoyment. Very cheap 
things are not considered luxuries, though they may be 
delightful. A shepherd on a hillside has access to a cool 
fountain, and in a hot summer he delights in drinking 
the water and in resting under tbe shade of the trees. 
These are clearly enjoyments of sense, and exquisite 
enjoyments, but they are not luxuries for the shepherd. 
Iced water and green shade are luxuries in the beart of 
Paris. In a good fruit year peaches, however delicious, 
are not luxuries in central France, neither was wine ill 
the happy times before the phylloxera. The former 
abundance of wine has led to the free employment of it 
in French cookery. This always strikes English people 
as luxurious. 

Independently of cheapness and abundance, the 
exigencies of custom often determine that an indulgence 
is to be considered necessary, and not a luxury, when in 
reality it is quite superfluous. Thus, carpets are a 
necessity in England, in and above the middle classes, 
and a lUXUry in France. 

Luxury develops itself in different directions, even 
with reference to the same enjoyment. The Rch English 
and French both spend freely on the pleasures of the 
table, but in England there is more pride in the luxury 
of the service, and in France in that of the cooleery. 

One difference in the luxury of the two countries is 
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that the English are much more exotic in their indulgences 
than the French. Nearly all English luxuries come from 

. abroad, whilst by far the greater part of French luxuries 
are procured at home. This may be ~onnected with the 

Exotic 
IndulgtlIlCC5 
of the 
English . 

broad, far-reachlng, world-embmcing character of the 
English intellect in its contmst with tbe narrower and 
more national French mind 

A religious theorist has maintained that Divine Pro
vidence gives to every nation, in the products of its own 
soi~ whatever is best for the inhabitants. If that is so, 
the French carry out the intentions oLProvidence much 
more completely than the English, but they are more' 
favoumbly situated for confOl"!"ity. The English; how
ever, have so completely adopted some foreign luxuries 
as almost to believe them indigenous. In this way tea 
has become an English beverage, and it used to be more 
English to drink port than ciaret, though port was equally 
foreign and came from a greater distance. 

Supposing an Englishman and a Frenchman to be in 
the same rank of life, and in a rank requiring servants, 
the Englishman will have twice or three times as many 
domestics as the Frenchman, and their service will .be 
more accurate and minute than that in the French 
.establishment. The English domestics will be more 
showy in liveries, and there will be altogether more visible 
grandeur about the service. In France domestics are 
kept becaus; they are useful; in England, because they 
are ornamental 

The key to the luxuries of the two nations may be 

Domestic 
SUVADts. 

found in two words, state and elegance. The desire of Stllte Wld 
. Elcguctl. 

the English heart is for stale, implying size in the house 
and numbers in the retainers. French ambition contents 
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itself with a few small rooms and few servants; but it 
seeks distinction in elegance. French elegance, like that 
of antiquity, begins with the person, especially in women. 
In all kinds of feminine luxuries, particularly dress, 
France has kept the lead and gives the laWs to England. 
The Church of Rome has settled that matter in her own 
authoritative and decided way by imposing simple and 
permanent uniforms on all women who belong to religious 
congregations; but her power, alas! is unequal to the far 
greater task of imposing a simple and rational dress upon 
all women whatsoever. The true French female mind, 
when left to its own devices, loves neither permanence 
nor simplicity in costume; it desires the utmost elabora
tion combined with incessant change. It employs thou
sands of (wlurl(,-es in cutting valuable materials into 
shreds to be worn for a few days or hours. This modem 
changefulness has one good effect, it is certainly on the 
side of cleanliness. The French luxury of to-day is far 
more closely associated with cleanliness than that of 
preceding ages. It is especially the luxury of renewal, 
first in dress, and also in furniture and habitation. The 
reconstruction of Paris has substituted clean streets, well 
lighted and well aired, for dirty and dark ones. The 
same process, in minor degrees, has been going Oil 

throughout France. 
I cannot examine in this place the question concern

ing the association between luxury and the Fine Arts. • It is most difficult to state the exact \ruth on so compli-
cated a subject in a few words. Some of the French are 
artistic, and many of them are luxurious, so .that art and 
luxury may be seen together in France; but they are not 
inseparably connected, and for my part I regret the ac-
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cidental association. Nothing, in my opinion, can be 
nobler than the combination of artistic grandeur in the Art and 

AUM.erity. 
things which affect the mind with austere simplicity in 
those that touch the body. In the magnificent old 
French cathedrals you have the most sublime and the 
most costly architecture above you and around you, with 
a rush-bottomed chair to sit upon, like the chairs in the 
humblest cottage. In many an art gallery you have 
priceless treasures on the walls; but neither curtains for 
the windows nor carpets for the 600r. The most precious 
engravings are often framed with a beading of plain oak. 
The masterpieces of sculpture keep their dignity best in • 
rooms that are simple to severity. It is evident, there-
fore, that the fine arts are absolutely independent of 
luxury; but, on the other hand, it is also true that from 
the richness of the materials employed in some of the 
fine arts a luxurious people may be tempted to turn them 
to a lower use. • Painting may be made luxurious by the 
charm of colour, and also by sensuous or sensual sugges-
tions in the work itself. Besides these attractions, the 
modern spirit of luxury likes a picture as an excuse for 
decorating a room with a massive and glittering gilt Beautirul 

Materials. 
frame.' The marble of a statue is also an agreeaple 
thing to look upon, because it is smooth to the touch, 
and so soon" as we descend to the minor arts we find 
great numbers of precious and pleasant materials which 
may be used as hangings or wrought into exquisite 
furniture. The love of beautiful objects, comprised in 
French under the convenient generic term bibtlot, is The Bikl.t. 

1 It is very significant that as the spirit o{ luxury has increased 
in France. the width and costliness o( piclure-frames have increased 
along with it. 
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strongly cbaracteristic of tbe present stage of ultra-civil
is:ition_ The true sign of it is the searcb for the ex
quisite in all things- To live on dainties and be always 
surrounded witb softness, to have plenty of amusing and 
expensive toys, is the end of the luxurious modem French 
development of the ,buman faculties. How familiar, bow 
commonplace, this life of luxury bas become, and how 
many far bigher and more estimable things are sacrificed 
to it J It is worse even than English comfort; because 
it takes a false appearance of superior refinement Only 
after the first novelty has passed away do we discoyer 

• that it is essentially vulgar and dull, and truly the vanity 
of vanities. 



CHAPTER IV 

MANNERS 

CODES of manners have a very restricted rule. They are Na.i .... 
and Clas5 

national, and in the nation each class bas its own code. coo... 
I~ therefore, one nation judges anotber by its own 
standard, it is evident that abstract justice must be im
possible; yet it is difficult to find any otber criterion. 

The reader may try to discover some, criterion outside 
of national peculiarities, but be will certainly meet witb 
this difficulty, that althougb people of ditTerent nations 

. migbt be induced to agree about some virtue that 
manners ought to bave, tbeyare not likely to agree about 
its practical application and expression. 

For example, let us take tbe virtue of courtesy. Are~. 
people to be courteous or discaurteous? We sbould find 
an almost universal agreement on the general principle 
that courtesy is a part of good manners; but we should 
disagree on the application ofit. As a rule, the French-
man would be likely to think tbe Englisbman's courtesy 
too restricteti and reserved Mucb of it, and tbat the 
best, would eveo escape bis notice, wbilst the Englishman 
would consider French politeness overdone. 

The great difficulty in judging such a question as this Dim"".y or 
. be intc:rpn:ting is th:!t we requIre to have en long accustomed to M ....... 
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great ease and without the least affectation, but on all those 
little occasions when a Frenchman feels bound to be 
ceremonious he was so in the supreme degree. After 
talking quite easily and intimately with some lady whom 
he had known for many years, he would rise to take leave 
with graceful old-fashioned attitudes and phrases, as if she 
were far his superior in rank and he had spoken to her 
for the first time. 

It has happened to me to know rather intimately six 
or eight old French genITemen who retained th~ manners 
which had come down from the eighteenth century. 
They evidently took a pleasure, perhaps also some pride, 
in being able to go through forms of politeness gracefully, 
and without error. An Englishman would find it difficult 
to do that in equal perfection, his northern nature ·would 
not take quite so fine a polish. Even amongst French 

Reduction of people, as manners become more democratic, these old 
old Forms. . 

forms are contlDually reduced. They are no longer con-
sidered indispensable, and the younger men, who have not 
continually practised them, are not sufficiently skilful 
actors to play ceremonious parts with ease.1 

It is very difficult for a non-eeremonious people to 
understand the precise value of old ceremonial forms. 
Even the poor and meagre survivals of them seem devoid 
of meaning to those who do not practise them at al~ yet 
assuredly they had a meaning which was not exactly that 
of the words employed. After much reflection and much 
studying of the matter, as a barbarian, from· the outside, 
I have come to the conclusion that a great repertory of 

1 This reminds me of a French proverb often quoted by an old 
naval officer whom I knew. Biell ,,'uI /Jim fail. 'lui ,.'al pas fail 
/JalJiIUtlltmIHt. 
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formal phrases would be valued as a means of decently eon_ico<e 
. of Fonnal 

concealing the emptiness of genteelmtercowse. To us ,,""""-
they are embarrassing because we have not learned 
our lesson well, but the French upper classes of the 
eighteenth century knew them all by heart, and could 
repeat them without thinking. When people take any 
serious interest in a subject worth talking about, polite 
phrases are forgotten, the only instance to the contrary that 
I remember being the pretty one of a French professor 

. lecturing in the royal presence, when he announced that 
two gases would "have the bonour of combining before 
His Majesty." 

The real embarrassments of social intercourse are 
awkward silence, st;n:ness, ignorance of conventional 
usages. As for the degree of affectation or falsity that 
there may be in the espression of so many amiable or 
deferential' sentiments that one does not exactly feel, 
everybody knows that they have only a secondary signifi-
cation. 

In any attempt to judge of manners, especially in a 
foreign nation, we are liable to two mistakes. We are 
likely to think that a degree of polish inferior to our 0";' 
is rudeness, whilst the refinement that surpasses ours 'is 
affectation, we ourselves having exactly that perfection 
of good breeding which is neither one nor the other. 
An Englishinan is particularly liable to think in this way, 
becallse the present English ideal of good manners is a 
studied simplicity. We come to think that a simple 
manner is unaffected, whilst high polish must have been 
learned from the etiquette-book. However, in a perfectly 
bred French gentleman, a somewhat ceremonious manner 
with a vigilant politeness is so habitual as to be second 

Ou:rOpinion 
about 
Fomgn 
M""' .... 

English 
Simplicity. 
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nature. It remains constantly the same; if it were only 
• assumed, it would be involuntarily forgotten in privacy or 

in moments of fatigue or vexation. 
The history of the relation between English and French 

manners may be conveniently divided into three periods. 
In the eighteenth century manners were ceremonious 

in both countries. English people used "Sir" and 
" Madam,» they bowed and were punctilious, they went 
through complicated little performances of graceful atti· 
tudes and expressions. In the first half of the nineteenth 
century the English laid these old fashions aside and 
became simple in their manners. The. French kept to 
the ancient ways, and so there was a great contrast. In 
the second half of the nineteen~h century the French 
tendency is towards English simplicity, so that tlte two 
nations may ultimately be as near each other in simplicity 
as they were once in ceremony. 

Another point of resemblance may deserve notice. 
When the English were very ceremonious and polite the 
ordinary manners of the nation were rude, with occasional 
explosions of coarse anger between gentlemen.' So the 
French have been, and still are, at once a very polite and 
a very rude nation. Their politeness and their rudeness 
are now decreasing together, which leads to the conclusion 
that ceremonious politeness is a defence against surround-

I I am m~elr old enough to remember how, when I .as a boy, 
two gentlemen of good family quarrelled over their port wine after 
dinner, and one oC tbem shouted to the other, II I'll pull your nose, 
air, I'll pull your nose! " Some highly polished young reviewer of 
the present day will say that I hnd fnllen into low company. but 
those gentlemen of a past time were quite as good as he is likely to 
be with aU his polish. and it is probable that the aristocratic 
spirit was far more genuine in them than it is in· anybody now. 
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ing barbarism, and therefore the mark of an imperfect 
state of general civilisation. There may come, in the' 
future, in both countries, a uniform mediocrity, when 
everybody will have tolerable manners, when a sort 
of informal serviceableness will be the universal rule, 
and all graces, delicacies, and refinements will be for-
gotten. 

The reader may remember a passage in John Mill's 
autobiography, where he makes a contrast between English 
and French manners in connection with his early residence 
m France at Sir Samuel Bentbam's house near Mont
pellier. "I even then felt," he says, "though without 
stating it clearly to myself, the contrast between the frank 
sociability and amiability of French personal. intercourse, 
and the English mode of existence, in whicb everybody 
acts as if everybody else (with few or no exceptions) was 
either an enemy or a bore. In France, it is true, the bad 
as well as the good points, both of individual and of 
national character, come more to the surface, and break 
out more feariessly in ordinary intercourse, than in 
England; but the general habit of the people is to show, 
as well as to expect, friendly feeling in every one towards 
every other, wherever there is not some positive cause Yor 
the opposite. In England it is only of the best bred 
people, in the upper or middle ranks, that anything like 
this can be said." . 

This judgment is at the same time bold and true- The 
English do ftot care about any reputation for politeness, 

A Futureof' 
Mediocrily 
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F~Dch and 
English 
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but do greatly care about their dignity, and are extremely' E!,<,'''' 

afraId of compromising it by being incautiously amiable. D'g'''Y' 

When, however, an Englishman knows you, and has 
come to the conclusion that he can be amiable with 
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safety, that you are not the pusbing person be dreads and 
'detests, then bis undemonstrative politeness will go mucb' 
further than that of the Frenchman. You may know 
Frenchmen for twenty years without getting beyond that 
first stage of Gallic sociability that gives such a-charm 
to tbe beginning of intercourse with them. One cause 
of tbis difference is that the English are an extremely 
bospitable people, and the French just the reverse. 
Acquaintance with French people is therefore very fre
quently limited to short formal .;ails, in which everybody 
acts a part in repeating polite commonplaces, leaving any 
mutual knowledge of minds and bearts exactly where it 
was before. 

Here is another point of contrast that may be worth 
mentioning. French gentlemen in tbeir intercourse with 
the middle classes often use an txassive politeness as a 
defence against intimacy, and tbis is perfectly understood 
English babits would make excessive politeness unnatural, 
so tbe Englishman defends himself by a cbilling reserve. 
The purpose is the same in botb cases. 

Manners always represent an ideal of some kind The 
English way of behaviour seems to stand for dignity, the 
Frencb for grace. Manners in both countries are more 
the representation of self in outward forms than any 
evidence of real consideration for the person to whom 
they are addressed. Tbe Englishman wishes to ,convey 
the idea that he himself has dignity, that he is a gentle
man; the Frenchman is anxious to show fIlat he is a 
witty and accomplisbed man of the world In England 
digJiity is maintained by coldness, by repose, by the 
absence of effort, including low·toned, indolent enuncia
tion; in France the notion of polish requires, above all 
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things, brilliance. The English criticism on a Frenchman's 
·manners is that he lays himself out too much for admira
tion, and seems to beg for sympathy too much. French 
criticism on an Englishman's manners is simply that he 
is destitute of manners. It is almost idle to compare two 
styles of behaviour that are founded on different principles. 
Without pretending to pronounce upon the merits of 

_ either, I should say that the virtues of English behaviour 
are chiefly of a negative kind, and those of French 
behaviour positive. An Englishman is pleasant because 
he is not noisy, nol troublesome, not obtrusive, not con
tradictory, and because he has the tact to avoid con
versational pitfalls and precipices. The Frenchman is 
agreeable because he is lively, is amusing, is amiable, is 
successful in the battle against dulness, and will take 
trouble to make conversation interesting. 

Bad manners in England are simply boorish; in 
france they are noisy, insolent, and full of contradiction. 
A thoroughly vulgar Frenchman is overbearing and 
menacing in his tone, he is loud and positive, and if you 
attempt to speak he will interrupt you. In .his presence 
one has no resource but silence. Even his own more 
civilised countrymen consider him unendurable. ' 

Manners change greatly with localities in Great Britain 
and France, and it is remarkable that they are often worst 
in the most industrious and advanced parts of the country. 
In the Highlands of Scotland, where industrial civilisation 
is almost unlnown, popular manners are excellent; in 
. some parts of the Lowlands they are rude, repellent, and 
unsympathetic. The best popular English manners are 
to be found in certain rural districts, the worst in thriving 
and energetic Lancashire. Too much energy seems un-
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favourable to the best behaviour, which grows to perfection 
amongst idlers, or in agricultural and pastoral communitie'; 
where folks work in a leisurely fashion and have many 
spare moments on their hands. 

In the course of this chapter I have avoided exceptions 
for the sake of clearness, which makes it necessary to add 
that there are people in both nations whose manners are 
not national. It is not an English characteristic to be a 
lively and brilliant <QUS'Uf', yet there are Englishmen who 
have that quality and that art. The manners of George 
Henry Lewes were more French than English; he had 
the openness and ease of a Frenchman, his frank welcome, 
his gay cordiality, his abundant How of words, his natural 
delight in conversation, his unhesitating self-confidence. 
There is also a small class of Frenchmen who have those 
qualities in manners which are believed to be exclusively 
English. They are quiet and reserved, they" listen well, 
they never interrupt, they do not attempt to shine. When 
they talk, they talk deliberately, and in the purest 
language, neyer condescending to use the slang which is 
now rapidly corrupting the French tongue, and' they 
employ terms accurately without French exaggeration. 
They are polite, but with an intelligent moderation, and 
they mak~ no show of politeness. 

These are exceptions on the favourable side. There 
are also innumerable exceptions which are nothing but a 
variety of individual failures to approacf! the national 
ideal. It is useless to attempt the description of these. 
All comic and satirical literature takes them for its own. 



CHAPTER V 

DECORUM 

THE French laugh at the English for their "dicorum 
anglais/' as if the English were alone in having a strict 
rule about what is becoming. The French themselves 
are equally strict, but in other ways, nor is this strictness 
confined to the upper classes, for the French peasantry 
have it in a marked degree.l 

The maintenance of decorum as a principle and a rule 
is compatible with astonishing oversights and omissions 
which strike a foreigner so forcibly that he thinks there is 
no decorum at a\l. In these cases, the foreigner's mistake 
is If'sually to be unaware of some powerful conventionalism 
by which decorum is theoretica\ly maintained whilst it is 
practically violated. Travellers in Japan are astonished 
by the old Japanese system of bathing. One asks for a 
bath in • J .panese inn, and it is prepared, perhaps, in the 
common room or the kitchen, in the midst of the usual 
movement of men and women. Here, if anywhere, is 

1 For exno:JPlc. in the French neighbourhood best known to me 
it is conlrtuy to peasant decorum for a farmer and his wife to walk 
to church together. He must go first with his male companions, 
and she must follow with the women. It is- also contrary to 
decorum for a man to be seen giving his arm. to his wife, under 
any circumstances. 
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surely a gross violation of decorum. No; it appears that 
by a convenien~ fiction a bather is not seen, and the same 
fiction allows the Japanese themselves to bathe together 
without any separation of sexes. When I was a boy 
there existed a certain conventionalism of the same kind 
in England. In those days bathing·dresses were only 
used by women, men always bathed in a state of com
plete nudity, and they were frequently close to the sea
shore whilst ladies were walking about and looking OIL 

-A French author gave, at that time or a little later, an 
account of his embarrassment when batbing in a lonely 
place on the shores of England. He had left his clothes 
on the beach, when some ladies came and pitched their 
camp-stools on the spot. He splashed to attract their 
attention, but they sat on, impassible. At length he 
quitted the water and made a bold advance, but with no 
effect. Finally he marched past, like a regiment at a 
review, and the ladies kept their place.. Nothing, in this 
little adventure, violates- the English decorum of former 
days. The Frenclunan could not have presented h.im
self, like Adam, in a garden, but on the sea-beach il ,,'y 
ava# rim a dirt. The ladies bravely acted on the fiction 
that a sea ather is invisible, and they consistently carried 
out that fi ion to the end. The Frenchman knew not 
that he had e ring of Gyges, the talisman of invisibility. 

The Frenc have a conventionalism about bathing
dresses wbichdoes not exist in England to the same 
degree. French\decorum permits men and women to 
bathe together fr~ly on condition that they have a 
costume. At the se~ide a U full costume JJ is required, 
but that is not much, d the feminine form of it is very 
pretty-rather too pre ,in fact, as it is too obviously 
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intended to attract eyes rather than tum them away. 
Besides being pretty, the feminine bathing-dresses are 
extremely varied, leaving free play to the inventive fancy. 
A puritan legislator would feel tempted to replace those 
charming costumes by the plain old English bathing
gown, which was doubly usefu~ as it concealed both 
ugliness and beauty with equal impartiality. 

French decorum always requires a man to bathe at 
least with the minimum of dress. Attired in bis ca/e;o1l 
de oain a Frenchman seems to think that it covers the 
whole body, and he does not lose his self-possession in 
any society, but will exhibit his short and muscular person 
to all observers. 

The Frcncb. 
man in his 
C44/M. 

It may be noted as a curiosity of modem English Can .. • 
bridgian 

decorum, that when the young men at Cambridge played A,,,,,," 

the Birds of Aristophanes, their legs and feet were 
bare in the Greek fashion. This would certainly not 
have been done or tolerated in contemporary France, 
though the imitation of antiquity went equally far under" 
the first Empire, for example, in the costume of Madame 
Tallien and her imitators. 

• Every class has its own decorum. Amongst artists' 
models there is a kind of profess~onal dignity which makes 
it disagreeable for the better class of them to be seen by 
anyone who is not an artist. A French girl who.was 
posing in an atelier before thirty students screamed and 
wrapped he'Vlf in a sheet because an unprofessional man 
had entered the room. In this case there was some reason 
in the model's conception of decorum. She was there 
for her own hard work, but not to be stared at by 
strangers. 

There is • very important practical question of decorum 
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with regard to natural necessities. Although no human 
being can escape from that law, and although by mere 
healthy living we all openly confess that we have con
formed to it, a foolish decorum refuses to recognise it_ 
In England this foolish decorum has long been tyran

nically prevalent, but railways have done much to break 
it down by accustoming travellers of both sexes to ac
knowledge without shame the existence of !,he need, and 
it has now become customary in England to provide for 
it, both at railway stations and in exhibitiollS- This is a 
triumph of reason which acknowledges the whole of 
human nature over a conventionalism which would set 
up a false and impossible ideal There still remains the 
inconsistency by which a need provided for by all railway 
companies and organisers of exhibitions is ignored in 
the streets of the great English towns. This way of 
treating the matter is, in truth, directly contrary to its own 
pUfPOSe of an ideally decorous life, as these lower wants 

occupy a Very smaIl space in a man's time and thought 
when they can be immediately satisfied, whereas they 
become intrusive and importunate when the satisfaction is 
denied- . In obedience to this unreasonable decorum the 
English still inllict upon themselves very frequent in
convenience, occasionally amounting to torture, and in 
SOnte cases to serious physical injury.' 

The French have always been more simple and natural 
in regard to these matters; but they may be justly blamed 
for cynicism in the sound original meaning of the word. 
They are now beginning to imitate the English by estab
lishing a proper degree of privacy. This is one of those 

1 I have heard of two cases that ended fatally. simply in COD~ 
sequence of obedience to English decorum. 
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numerous cases in which the two countries may improve 
each other's customs. 

English decorum has a weakness in its choice of E"glm. 

French words to express what it will not venture to say ~=Dl 
in English, as if the French words were not either equally . ~':"J!: 
plain for anybody who knew the language, or useless for 
one who did not; There is a good old English word for 
a woman's shirt, the English for it is "shift," which gives 
the cleanly idea of a thing thaI' is to be often changed. 
This word has been abandoned from an unpatriotic 
modesty or prudery, and replaced by the French word 
U chemise," as if "chemise" were more decorou~. In 
the same way tc nude" and U nudity" (French words) are 
somehow believed to be much more chaste than " naked JJ 

and "nakedness," and "enceinte" purer than "with child." 
This fancy for French terms is the more remarkable that 
the English translation of the Bible, which is considered 
a model of pure and dignified language, does not give 
the slightest encouragement to it, but says everything in 
the plainest native way. 

Liberty o£ language in conversation is very much a 
matter of dates. In .Queen Anne's time people ,"-id 
things at English tables that would be thought monstrous 
under Queen Victoria. In fact, at the present time, the 
purification of talk has gone so far in England that people 
will neither utter nor listen to what they constantly read 
in the newspapers which lie about in their own' rooms. 
In Franceothere still remains a certain old-fashioned 
tolerance, an inheritance from the eighteenth century; 

. but with this rest::rve or proviso, that every infraction of 
strict decorum must be witty. On that condition it is 
likely to be pardoned. The most astounding instance I 
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ever heard of was the song of the Mayor of Ell. That 
functionary was invited to the Chateau of Eu, in the 
days of Louis Philippe, so he made or learned a song about 
his mayoralty, and sang it to the royal family at dessert 
according to the old-fashioned Fre~ch usage. The com
position had two senses, one perfectly innoceqt and on 
the surface, the other not immoral but prodigiously 
indecorous. The royal family understood, laughed, and 
forgave. Such a thing might have been done in England 

. at the court of Queen Elizabeth. A President of the 
French Chamber, being annoyed by one of the members, 
saw an opportunity for a witticism like those of the 
audacious mayor. It was a pun on the member's name, 
and all parties in the House received it with unanimous 
appreciation. 

To estimate these breaches of deco,,!m Justly, we 
must remember how extremely recent the present English 
decorum is. It belongs almost exclusively to the present 
century, and is the mark of maturity in the public mind. 
In the youth of nations, as in that of individuals, gross
ness of a certain kind seems amusing. It makes school
boys laugh, even when it is quite devoid of wit; and I 
have said that in contemporary French society it is tolerated 
only on condition of being witty. English society is 
older and graver, older by a hundred years, just as it is 
more experienced in politics and religion, having got 
through its great political and religious crises earlier. 

Here, as in other things, there are ine~alitie)i that 
quite put out the inexperienced observer. He is likely 
to imagine that the French have no decorum because he. 
believes them to be immoral. He forgets that decorum 
is often of itself the morality of immoral societies, as going 
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to church is the religion of the worldly. Venetian society, 
in -Byron's. time, was extremely strict, not as to the 
realities of conduct, but in regard to certain outward 
appearances. French society, in the present day, is more 
strict in some respects than either English or Scotch. 
The ~viour of English girls, and still more that of 
American girls, is not positively wrong or immoral in 
French opinion, but it is indecorous. Even married 
ladies, in French country towns, have to be extremely 
careful not to incur the censure of public opinion, and in 
some towns they live in a kind of haIf-orientai retirement 
that English readers could not realise or believe. Before F"""" 

marriage anything more intimate than respectful polite- R ....... 

ness on the part of the gentleman, and reserve on that 
of the lady, is looked upon as a sign of ill breeding. 
After the marriage the busband's masculine friends may 
remain for twenty years very distant acquaintances of his 
wife. It is certain that, in general, French decorum 
keeps up a much stronger barrier between the sexes than 
English decorum does. 

The French, too, are stricter observers of decorum in F .. ,,,h 
D<corum m regard to the dead. They are very careful about funerals, ....... .. 

and about subsequent references to the dead, either in ... Dead. 

ceremonies, such as visits to the tomb and services for 
the repose of the soul, or in conversation. The obliga-
tions felt by the living in consequence of a death are 
more stringent and more widely spread in France than in 
England A. French lady who knew ber countrymen 
well enumerated a few things which were essential to 
anyone who lived amongst them; and one of the chief 
of" these was attendance at funerals, just as in Scotland 
one would recommend the ohservan£e of the Sabbath. 
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The principle of decorum being the study of external 
appearances, it is not likely to be much observed by an 
excited and turbulent democracy. Still, a kind of artistic 
instinct desires decorum, and re-establishes it even alter 
the most violent commotions. It is interesting to see 
how regularly and inevitably it has been re-established 
in France, so soon as a new form of government has been 
settled. M. Mollard, the Introducer of Ambassadors, 
was the Grand Master of Decorum for the Elys~e, and 
had as much to occupy him as a Lord Chamberlain. 

Decorum in literature and the tine arts is quite distinct 
from morality. A book may be irreproachably decorous, 
yet very immoral at the same time, and this is a com
bination that many readelS seem to approve o£ I could 
hardly mention a better instance of it than the famous 
little novel Manon Ltseaul, by the AbM Pr~vost, a French 
classic made still more famous in recent times by the 
opera which Massenet founded upon it. That is one of 
the most immoral books ever written j the situations are 
doubly and triply immoral; there is no sense of conduct 
in the leading pelSon_ges, who are vicious and un· 
principled in all their dealings; ye~ at the same time, 
the author is much more decorous (according to modem 
ideas) than either Swift or Sterne. Critics who condemn 
modern novels as being U filthy,» because the sexual 
arrangements in them are lawless, are inexact in the 
application of their censure. In the French literature of 
the present day the combination of deco~m with im· 
morality is very common; and decorum is so far from 

. acting as an effective restraint upon immorality that 
under certain circumstances it positively favours -it. 
Immoral writers know how to conciliate the slaves of 
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decorum, and win not only their tolerance, but even 
their protectioIL 

Tbe English deserve great respect for the genem! Engl"" 

decency of their modern literature, and certainly they get n.<e"",. 

this respect even from the French themselves. But tbere 
are some curious anomalies in connection with this 
subjecL English decorum permits the publication of Di""",. 

details in the reports of divorce cases which French ~~ ~d 
decorum absolutely forbids. The French tolerate certain Englaod. 

matterg provided that they be fictitious, the English on 
condition that they be real. The French admit disgust-
ing art, the English disgusting nature. The French 
novelist may be more attractive, but the English news-
paper reporter is a thousand times more impressive, 
having all the force of reality on his side. The fictitious 
adulteress· is but a phantom in comparison with the living 
beauty who is seen and heard in a court of justice; and 
what fall of an imaginary hero ever impressed us like that 
of tbe gifted and ambitious politician who barred his own 
path to the premiergbip of England? 

It strikes one, too, as rather surprising that the English, 
whose sense of decorum is so easily offended by modem 
authors of books, should still be so indulgent to those 
who wrote before ,modem decorum was invented Young 
maids and old maids read Shakespeare in unexpurgated 
editions; but what is still more surprising is that many 
English pel/pIe should go out of their way to express 
admiration for Rabelais. Have they read him? Can 
they understand his old French? If they can, and read 
him still, they need not be afraid of Zola. 

Being in the house of an English clergyman, I found 
on the shelves of his library a copy of Byron's works in 

En llih 
I.lulgence 
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the one-volume edition. That edition includes DOR 

.I"an, but my clerical friend had excluded the poem, I 
found, by cutting every leaf of it out. I do not question 
his right to spoil a volume he had paid for, but what 
struck me as inconsistent was the reverent preservation, 
on the same shelves, of a complete Shakespeare in large 
print. Byron is incomparably the more decorous poet 
of the two, but he is not protected, as Shakespeare is, 
by "<late. Shakespeare wrote before the invention of 
decorum, and therefore could not offend against that 
which did not exist. Byron wrote after its invention, and 
offended against it consciously and deliberately. The 
indecency of old authors is not only pardoned in " 
decorous age, but valued as a release from contemporary 
strictness. Some of tbem, particularly in France, are 
now reprinted in luxurious editions for their indecency, 
which is highly appreciated now. 

In spite of these and other inconsistencies, and not
withstanding the recent efforts of some English poets to 
recover a certain licence, it is certain that decorum is 
better observed in English literature than in French. 
One of the best signs of matured health in the English 
mind is its capacity for wit and humour without the 
coarse and facile expedient of indecorous allusion. The 
far superior decency of the English comic papers is com
bined with superior wit. The inanity of the French 
illustrations of the Dtmi-monde is equalled 04'ly by their 
excessive sameness. Men like Leech and Charles Keene 
have attained far more variety by studying respectable 
Englishwomen, who are occupied in Ii thousand ways, 
than Gr~vin could ever get out of the monotonous lives 
of his French lorefles. Nor is the reason for this difficult 
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to discover. The life of vice is essentially tlul~ because 
the women are usually uneducated; and the men them
selves become half idiotic, not -only through excesses of 
all kinds, but in consequence of their frivolous waste of . 
time. 

In serious art the naked figure is more frequently 
presented in France than in. England, and it is quite 
customary in England to look upon it as a French evil. 
I need hardly remind the reader that the country where 
the naked figure was first studied with attention was not 
France, but Greece, and that every nation where art has 
been a serious pursuit has sedulously revived that study. 
It is trying to the patience to attempt any reasoning with 
people who can see nothing but lasciviousness in the 
higher forms of art. It seems to me natural that men 
who have devoted years to the study of the human form 
should deslre to express their knowledge in works more 
.important than the studies they make for. their private 
use, in works that may have some possible chance of 
inunortality. The study itself can never be. repressed. 
The clothed figures in pictures that the Philistine does 
not object to can only be drawn well by a student of the 
nude. Many artists, like the President of the Royal 
Academy, first take the praiseworthy trouble to draw 
every figure naked, even when it is draped afterwards. 
Why the objection should be so specially raised against 
French art I do not know, unless it be for the same 
reason whiclt makes people cry aloud against French 
immorality and pass in charitable silence Italian and 
Austrian immorality. As a matter of fact, with a few 
exceptions, the French school of sculpture is as dignified 
as it is learned. 
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. French painting is less dignified because nearer to 
ordinary nature, but the fault to be found with it is 
chiefly that the nude llgnres of the present day are 
insufficiently idealised; it is not indecency as sucb, but 
a low prosaic realism that has establisbed itself in this 
art; you do not meet with a nympb or a dryad, but with 
a portrait of some model. I remember hearing a French 
artist (himself an exhibitor of severely ideal nude 
fignres) maintain that the nude by itself was decent, and 
so was clothing, but he abominated the two in the same 
picture. There have been plenty of examples of this 
unnatural union in past times, and in pictures which are 
now the pride of the great galleries; however, the most 
important contemporary instance is not a French picture 
bui an Austrian, the Enl1y of Charles 1M Fiflh info 
Anl1Utfp, by Hans Makart. 



PART VII 

SOCIETY 



CHAPTER I 

ENGLAND and France are alike in this, that caste is not .,.,., not 

yet abolished in either country, and they also resemble """""'""-
each other in passing through a state of false caste which . 
appears to be intermediary between ttue caste and a 
future casteless condition of society. The two nations 
differ, however, in the kinds of false caste through which 
they are passing, and the purpose of the present chapter 
will be to examine the nature of the difference. 

True caste is a social condition existing hy authority T>. ea.o.. 
and general consent, in which every human being has, by 
hirth, his fixed place in the social organism, and receives 
exactly the degree of respect or contempt which is 
accorded to the place independently of his persoiw 
efforts or qualities. • 

The state of false caste is a condition of things in F .... c... .. 
which there is still a sort of social hierarchy, hut the 
positions in it are neither fixed nor well defended, so 
that imposters may get possession of them and enjoy 
the consideration which formerly belonged only to those 
who were born in the caste, This is the present condi-
tion of England and France, in different ways and in 
different degrees. It is better than ttue caste in giving 

y 
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openings to ability, but worse in offering temptations and 
prizes to imposture. 

The caste spirit is not by any means confined to an 
aristoaacy. The social state of bue caste includes all 
classes of society, fixing the relative inferiorities of the 
humble as strictly as the superiorities of the great. It 
will be convenient, however, to consider the aristocratic 
spirit first and by itself. Are there still genuine aristo
aacies in England and France? 

I have observed elsewhere that England has been 
able to pass throngh a bighly convenient intermediate 
stage, that of an aristocratic republic, preserving mono 
an:hica1 appearances, and that France has not been able 
to do this, not having the kind and quality of aristocracy 
that was neces5aIJ' for the work. I said this, but I did 
not say (what some Englishmen believe) that France has 
no real aristocracy at alL 

On the conttaIy, I agree with Littn! in the belief that 
the real aristocratic spirit still lives vigorously in F ranee, 
but only in the aristocracy itself; and I sbould say that 
the great difference between England and France in this 
respect is that "WaI IMN is of the aristocratic spirit in 
England is shared by classes outside of the aristocracy, 
whereas in France very few people have the aristocratic 
sentiment unless it has been implanted in them by the 
traditions of an aristocratic house, and cultivated by a 
training apart from the ordinari·, ttaining of Frenchmen. 
, Again, it does not appear ~t the arisliPCIatic spirit 
in England, though widely diffused, is of a pure or 
elevated kind Perhaps it may be for this very reason, 
perhaps it is just because it is not pure 0< elevated, that 
it is so general and so commonly undetstood. 
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The want of purity and elevation in the present 
English ideal of aristocracy' is evident from the undeni-
able fact that title is now little more than a supreme Title the 
.. th uIar d . f I h F $an,tion of sanctIon given to e pop a oration 0 wea t. rom Wealth. 

the idea that it is inconvenient for a peer of England to 
be poor, a further advance has been Diade to the idea 
that a veri rich man has a sort of claim to a title; and 
when peerages are bestowed on obscure men as a reward 
for having enriched themselves, the proceeding is thought 
so natural as to excite no comment, except, perhaps) 
from Mr. Labouchere. When, on the other hand, a 
distinguished man, not exceptionally rich, is made the 
recipient of a peerage, his promotion is a surprise to the 
public, unless it can be explained as a reward for political 
services to the party that happens to be in power. The Th. 

Tennyson 
Tennyson peerage is a curious example of this. Some p ........ 

friends of the Poet Laureate thought it rather a degrada. 
tion for a man of genius to accept the prize of a lower 
ambition than that which they had believed to be his, 
whilst his enemies made quotations from Malld, appli-
cable to new titles and new mansions. If Tennyson had 
been a successful brewer or banker, nobody would ,have 
made a remark; his peerage would not have been con-
sidered either above him or below him, but simply the 
natural English consecration of new riches. 

Forty years before the elevation of Tennyson to the 
English peerage, his contemporary) Victor Hugo, was Victor 

made a ~r of France. It is probable that not a single V:' 
Frenchman perceived anything incongruops in that 
promotion, or wondered whether the new peer had 
money enough to support his diguity. 

:rhe reader may call to mind a few strong words of 
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Matthew Arnold about the present condition of aris
tocracy in England: "Aristocracy now sets up in our 
country a false ideal, which materialises our upper class, 
vulgarises our middle class, brutaJises our lower class. 
It misleads the young, makes the worldly more worldly, 
the limited more limited, the stationary more stationary.· 

. These evils are due' to the transformation of the 
English aristocracy into a plutocracy that is not, as in 
America, a plainly avowed plutocracy, but disguises 
itself in aristocratic costumes. 

The distinction of a true' aristocracy is that it is 1101 a 
plutocraCy, but a noble caste, including poor members 
as well as rich, and having certain ideals which, however 
foreign they may be to the spirit of the present age, did 
certainly, in their own time, tend to lift men and women 
above vulgarity. The most ennobling of those ideals 
was the notion that money was not the highest object of 
pursuit The poor gentleman could be contented with 
iII·paid service in the army or the Church, because he did 
not serve for money; and it was believed within the 
caste, rightly o. wrongly, that to labour for pecuniary 
rewards as the main object had a degrading effect upon 
the mind The army was a chosen profession, because 
it was the school of courage, obedience, and self-sacrifice; 
the Church, because it was the school of piety and 
morality, as well as the home of learning. I know that 
I am describing a narrow ideal, but most ideals that have 
had any power in the world have been narro", and I am 
anxious to show how in the old aristocratic prejudices 
there were elements of real nobleness, which may have 
giVen them dignity and vitality. Those prejudices were 
hostile to some things that we no" value. They ".ere 
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hostile, for example, to the pursuit of the fine arts, but it Hm.ili", to 
the Fine 

was from an apprehension, which I now see to have been Arts. 

only too well founded, that in struggling for the acquire-
ment of brilliant manual skill, the student might spend 
his efforts on a low object, Those prejudices looked 
doubtfulfy upon commerce; it was thought that a gentle- Co......., •. 

man did better not to go into trade; but the reason was -
because a heavy business ties a man down so much, and 
leaves him so little leisure for study or society, so little 
liberty for travel, that it is really semewhat of a misfortune 
to be fastened to such a business during the best years of 
youth and manhood, This aristocracy was selfish, but. 
its selfishness was of a high kind. It was not given up 
either to avarice or to self-indulgence, but it valued what 
is best in life. 

The reader may remember how Mr. Bagehot 
defended titles on the ground that they counterbalanced 
in some degree the power of wealth by setting up some
thing else to be respected, and he even argued that 
title was a roundabout means of making intelligence 
respected :-

Mr. 
B .. gebot's 
Derence or 
Tilles. 

"Nobility is the symbol of mind. It has the niarks Nob"", the 
Symbol 0' from which the mass of men always used to infer mind, Mind. 

and often still infer it. A common clever man who goes 
into a country place will get no reverence, but the fold 
squire' will get reverence. Even after he is insolvent, 
when eve,., one knows that his ruin is but a question of 
time, he will get five times as much respect from the 
common peasantry as the newly-made rich man who sits 
beside him. The common peasantry will listen to his 
nonsense· more submissively than to the n~w man's sense. 
An old lord will get infinite reverence. His very exist-
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ence is so far useful that it awakens the sensation of 
obedience to a sort of mind. JI 

This passage contains, I think, a condemnation of the 
very use of nobility that the author intended to eulogise. 
If the common peasantry will listen more submissively to 
the nonsense of an old squire than they will to a new 
man's sense, it is hard to see how aristocracy,. in this 
instance, can be really on the side of mind. Again, if the 
old lord gets infinite reverence, whether he is wise or 
foolish, it is a mere chance whether the reverence is 
favourable to the inHuence of mind or against it. If the 

. old lord is a foo~ and there is a wise man in the neigh
bourhood who is not listened to because the lord has the 
ear of the peasantry, the strength of title is not the 
candlestick of mind, but its extinguisher. // 

Frenchmen who write about England usually re~ark 
that mind is overshadowed by aristocracy; that medio
crities with titles get more consideration, and are listened 
to more respectfully, than better men without them. The 
exact truth is more as follows. Political celebrity in 
England is quite as strong as title. Anyone who has 
the ear of the House of Commons, however humble his 
birth, is listened to in the country quite as attentively, 
·quite as respectfully, as a lord. But title certainly over
shadows literary and artistic celebrity. Not that this is 
of any real importance, for literary and artistic celebrity 
is not in it3 nature powerful, except over thtl! intelligent, 
who are a minority in every population. 

If the aristocracies have not done much for the 
intellectual life, or for art, they have been serviceable in 
setting up a model of generally refined life, not for people 
of culture specially, but for all who had means enough 
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• 
to copy it. This is not to be despised A real aristocracy 
is a school of national refinement, and nations that are 
destitute of an aristocracy have to look to some fluctuating 
upper class, less perfectly regulated than aristocracy is by 
hereditary custom. 

Again, an aristocracy is a school of contentment. In 
conjunction with its natural ally, the Church, it encourages 
in every one a spirit of contentment with his lot in life, 
an acceptance of the lot as a settled thing, which, though 
it is not favourable to progress, is unquestionably favour-

Aloo. 
School 01 
Content_ 
moo< 

able to happiness. A genuine aristocracy is also favour- Ari>toe=y 

bl . I·· f Ii' . - no th has '.~bl.1o a e to Slmp lC1ty 0 Ie m every 1I0vlQ'S~ at poor, SiJn~icity 
of Lire, 

yet honoured members. 
·The faults of the French lfOolesg have not led to its '"aut ... f 

absolute destruction, for it still survives, but they have 
deprived it of political power. Unteachableness, rigidity, 
want of sympathy with the rest of the nation, lack of 
practical sense,-these are some of the defects that have 
reduced the French aristocracy to a plight which, 
politically speaking, is pitiable and without a future. 
Since they allowed themselves to be enslaved by Louis 
XIV. the nobles have been out of sympathy with 'he 
common penple, and since the Revolution they have 
been hostile to them, except in the way of charity to· the 
poor. It would, perhaps, be expecting too much of 
human nature to hope that an ancient noblesse .could for
get the rou!;\' treatment it received in the first unreasoning 
outburst of popular vengeance; but it would not have 
been so dealt with if it had lived less selfishly, and cared 
for other interests than its own. It had brilliant intelli
gence, it had charming graces, and all the Idal of personal 
bravery, in combination with the rarest degree of polish, 

the French 
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yet it lost the due rewards of its admirable superiorities 
by its unkind scorn· of the ",anant and the rolurier. The 
"mananl" and the "roturie," avenged themselves roughly 
when the time came. The people have improved their 
condition wonderfully, but it has been entirely by their 
own efforts, the consequence being that the aristocracy 
survives only as a caste, and has no political le'ldership. 

The present influence of the aristocratic caste in France 
is an evil influence in its discouragement of work. The 
caste includes a great number of people who have all 
been brought up to despise and abstain from the labour 
that earns bread. If the harm were confined to the 
caste itself it would be only a limited evil-unfortunately, 
it extends to all aspirants to aristocracy, to all the would
be genteel. This throws a degree of relative discredit on 
all !"oney-eaming occupations which certainly exceeds 
the prejudice of English gentility against them. Even 
literature and the fine arts become degrading as soon as 
they are lucrative, 1 a sentiment quite opposed to the more 
intelligent modern opinion in France. All the forms of 
trade are despicable for aristocrats, and when they hear 
of a family that has been in trade they say, with an air of 
genteel ignorance about the nature of the business, "Ils 
ont fJtndu vuelvue ,hose.» Their manners towards 
shopkeepers are often unpleasant, and exhibit a degree of 
"">gUt that is peculiarly irritating to a French tradeS
man. 

An aristocratic caste may be an instituuon lOr which 
. there is no further necessity, it may be a survival that has 

1 A French gentleman wanted to let me a country house, ADd 
said, with an air of conscious 'superiority. "It would be quiet and 
convenient for the prosecution of YOUT-your intituh'y. n 
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become useless, but one likes to see it genuine of its 
kind, even in its latter days. Unfortunately the present 
French aristocracy, whilst encouraging idle habits by its 
contempt for work, encourages habits of imposture by the 
fatal facility with which it permits the encroachments of 
the false nobksu. I have often wondered how the old 
noble families ever tolerated these intruders, and I believe 
the only explanation to be that the intruders are such_ 
sure and subservient allies in politics and religion. It is 
really a system of recruiting.' The false noble fortifies 
his position by all available means, and there are none 
better than an ardent profession of those opinions that 
the genuine aristocracy approves. I said long ago in 
Roullli my HOIlse that the particle "de," which is popu· 
larly supposed to indicate nobility, was extensively 
assumed by families belonging really to the bourgeoisie, 
but I was not fully aware at that time on what a pro
digiously extensive scale these usurpations have been 
made. Here is a single example. A public functionary, 
whose duties required frequent reference to registers in a 
particular locality,_ told me that he had at first been 
embarrassed by the changes of name in certain families. 
Plain names of the bourgeoisk had been laid aside for 
territorial designations with the cc de" before them, and it 
was difficult at first sight to understand and remember 
these transformations. Having a curious and investigating 
disposition, ~he functionary amused himself by tracing out 
as many of these cases as he could discover, and he told 

1 As. a system of recruiting party, adherents, it hns tht; great ad. 
vantage of Cltching rather rich and infiuentinl people, especially 
lllndowners. Very poor families would gain nothing by the u de~ u 
ond, in fact, they drop it when it is theirs by right. 
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me that in a single neighbourhood he had found no less 
than fifty families who had raised themselves into what is 
ignorantly but generally considered to be the noble caste 
by the addition of the "de." Amidst such an influx of 
new recruits the authentic old nobility is, in these days, 
completely overwhelmed There being no strictly,kept 
peerage, as in England, there is nothing authoritative to 
refer to, and an injurious doubt is cast upon real coronets 
by the perplexing abundance of false ones. Besides the 
ee de," the most positive titles are coolly assumed and 
worn. You may meet with people who live in an old 
chateau and are very ((J1Rme it faut, very simple and well 
bred, without any appearance of false pretension whatever, 
yet they have just one little bit of false pretension-their 
title. They call themselves Count and Countess, yet are 
not Count and Countess at all. Their fortune was made 
in "business two generations ago, and the chateau pur
chased, and the title of the old family that once lived 
there gradually assumed by a too familiar process. 

The French tJ061esse, as a caste, is spoiled by this 
intrusion and acceptance of false nobles, but if there were 
not this fatal objection it would be much more truly a 
caste thanthe British nobility and gentry. There is, in 

AMmo or. fact, no pure and well-guarded upper caste in England 
r:'Enii!!.d. eX.::.Et ~mply the holders of titles. You may belong to 

.-fm.rgue that 1c:!bility in England by descent, and there will 
~ man.' stinguish you from a plebei¥, unless you 

An aristocratic ''()lresentative of the [.'U1lily. In every 
there is no further ne'<le blood continues to bear some 

'ste. The English way is more 
1 A French gentleman "'-,nstantly throws off the poorer 

said, with an air of conscious "s\.. th t 1 call 
convenient for the prosecution oi)DlXture a we vague y 
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u the middle classes"; the continental way of preserving a 
noble caste, even in its poorer members, is more faithful 
to the . principle of descent. The way of selecting new 
men for the English peerage is also a violation of the 
caste principle. They are not usually taken from well
descended families, but from the new rich, and in this 
way we constantly see men of low birth elevated to a 
position which instantly gives them precedence over the 
most ancient untitled families in England. In short, we 
live in a time of confusion hetween the true caste princillie 
and the true democratic principle, a confusion that will 
ultimately he cleared away by the at>olition of titles, 
though that is still in the distant future. Meanwhile the 
new rich in France may fairly argue that as they have 
not, like thei[ English brethren, a sovereign to ennoble 
them, they have no resource but to ennoble themselves. 

A moderate degree of poverty does not abolisb caSte 
in France, provided that the nobleman is just able to 
maintain external decency of appearance without working. 
In England it is impossible to maintain high caste without 
a complete staff of domestics. In both countries real 
poverty abolishes caste. 

It is impossible in England to assume and maintain 

New Peers. 

Abolition of 
""""by 
Po~rty. 

falsely the position of a titled nobleman, but coats-<lf-. Annorial 
Ikario ... 

arms are constantly assumed without right, and it is not 
uncommon in these days for people to take a name that 
does not bel~g to them by inheritance. If a plebeian 
Englishman chooses to adopt the name, and the arms 
too, of an old family, he can do so in perfect security . 

. I pass now from the noble to the professional castes. 
The clergy in England are said to form part of the 

aristocracy, but this is true only of the Anglican clergy. 
The Clergy. 
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The Dissenting clergy form part of the middle classes. 
The Anglican clergy itself is less aristocratic than it was 
in the earlier part of the nineteenth century; in fact, its 
position .has varied greatly from one century to another. 
It is now said to he rather declining, as the clergy are 
recruited from an inferior class, both as to position and 
ability. A father may put his son into the Church 
because tbe lad is not keen-witted enough to be a success
ful attorney, or because there is not capital enough in the 
family to set him up as a manufacturer. There are' also 
ways of entering the Church without the training of 
Oxford or Cambridge. Nevertheless, in spite of this 
decline, the Anglican clergy are stiD, as a body, incom
parably superior to the Frencb Roman Catholic clergy in 
the social sense. The French clergy are now almost 
exclusively recruited from the humble classes. Nine out 
of ten are sons of p;"sants, the tenth may be the son of an 
artisan or a gendarme. . It is curious that the French 
aristocracy, which froftsses such deep respect for the 
Church, should no longer supply recruits for the clergy. 
Fewer and fewer of the sons of the """Itsse become priests 
every year, and those who do now become priests shut 
themselves up in the religious orders, and are of no use 
for the common work of the parishes, many of which are 
left empty, in country places, for want of working priests 
to lilt them. It would seem as if it were no longer 
thoughi'erml1llt il faut to be a parish priest. whilst it may 
be (Om"" iI faNt to belong to one of the recognised 
orders, such as the Marlsts, tbe Jesuits, etc. The prac
tical result is that il> the co*ntry parishes many of the 
priests are burdened with exnt duty, sometimes far from 
their homes, merely from 'an insufficient supply of 
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ecclesiastics. This plain filet-which I do not give 
merely on my own authority, but on that of a French 
bishop who deplored it lately in an episcopal charge-is 
a nluable commentary on that devotion to the Church 
which the French aristocr.u:y still professes SO long as it 
entails no greater inronvenience than a perfunctory 
attendance at mass. There is, consequently, a soda! Soda! 

. Posmonof' 
sevutuW: between the clergy and the anstocr.u:y, though lb. F>CD<h 

there may be a political aUiance. The priest may have CI...,.. 
patrons in the chateau, he may have real friends there, 
but his relations and his equals are generally in the farm-
houses. 1 The reason lies no deeper than the obvious 
filet that the duties of a parish priest are irksome and his 
life is austere. He is confined to one place, without amuse-
ments, and with society limited to peasants and to the few 
gentry who happen to be there for a part of the year only; 
his work is a continual servitude, and it is never done. 
He is allowed by law to marry, but not by the rules of his 
Church or the opinion of society, and his conduct is 
watched with the most jealous and unceasiog scrutiny. 
To devote oneself to such an existence requires not 
merely the pretence to religious belief but its reality .• 
That, and that alone, can make a human beiog happy io 
a life which is deprived of all worldly pleasures, and has 
no earthly rewards. 

The diJference between the parish priest and the B ........ 

bishop, thongh great io England, is much greater in 
France. In Bhgland it is the diJference between a gentle-
man and a peer, in France it is that between a commob 
soldier and his colonel 8ioce royalty is dead, and the 

1 This is stated simply as a fact and not in depreciation. There 
is not • more respectable class in France than the peasantry. 
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great nobles politicaJly paralysed by universal suffrage, 
the bishop seems al1 the greater as the sole survivor 
of the splendid personages of the middle ages. The 
grandeur of the Church is represented by the bishops, 
both in their social position, which, in the absence of 
royalty, is much higher than any other, and also in 
externals, such as the stately residence, the violet and 
gold of the costume, and the customary carriage and 
pair. It must be remembered, too, that the" Church .. 
in Catholic 1anguage means the bishops, who are alone 
summoned to <Ecumenical Councils, and not the inferior 
clergy, who have no vote, direct or indirect, the bishops 
not being elected by them. 

Since the French army has become national, the 
military caste is not so much an aristocratic caste as it is' 
in England. It is difficult for an· Englishman to realise 
the position of officers in a French garrison town. They 
live very much amongst themselves, and spend many of 
their leisure hours in a cafe chosen spedaJly by them, 
and called "Ie mfl ties offtcien" Some of them are 
admitted into local society, but on their individual merits 
or in consequence of family connections j the uniform is 
not the passport that it is, or used to be, in England. I 
remember how, on th~ arrival of a new regiment, the . 
English squires in the Jlfighbourhood would go and call . 
upon the officers to gite them a welcome, and would 
very soon ask them to dinner. Before long the officers 
were on sufficiently friendly terms to j.in in country 
amusements and invite t~mselVes to lunch. If there 
was a ball, they were invit as a matter of course. This 
intimacy between military officers and the local gentry 
was strongly. marked in the English society of the 
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WeUingtonian age. In a French town there is no s\lch 
ready welcome on the part of the leading inhabitants. 
The officers are treated like strangers staying in the 
hotels until some accident brings about an acquaintance
ship. 

Still, although the military class in France is not one 
with the aristocracy, it is quite true that the military pro: 
fession is the only career, in French opinion, for a 
gentleman of birth, unless he studies for the bar, which 
he generally does without any intent to practise. 

The official class of prefects, sub-prefects, and other 
members of the administrative hierarchy, form a caste 
quite apart from high society, which will not recognise 
office-holders under the Republic. I have known several 
of these officials who were thorough gentlemen, and had 
good private fortunes besides, but the higher classes 
ignored them as completely as if they had been personally 
unfit for society. The fact that the prefect is by virtue 
of his office the greatest personage in the department only 
makes him the more disliked. His rank is officially 
equal to that of an English lord·lieutenant, and he is 
more important in the sense of having more work to dQ 
and more real authority to exercise.l When, however, 
we compare the social position of the two we see how 
France is divided. England is not yet divided in the 
same way because the Crown makes the great official 

1 He also takes precedence of the bishop. An intimate friend 
of mine was appointed to a. prefecture. On his arrival the arch. 
bishop sent to say that he would receive him at his palace. This 
was an a.ttempt to put the pre red in an inferior position, so he 
answered that it was not further from the palace to the prefecture 
thnn from the prefecture to the palace. The archbishop then 
came. 
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~ppointmentS, or at least seems to make them. There is 
not now any political authority left standing in France 
which commands the respect of the upper classes. They 
do not respect authorities emanating from the people. 

Now, with regard to the professional and trading 
classes I should say that they are nearer to one another 
in France than in England. The old division of Nobles .. , 
Bourgtoisk, Perljle, is still in constant use, and is extremely 
convenient as a general division of French classes. The 
1Ioblesse, true or false, lives on its means, and has generally 
landed property; the bourgroisie lives in more or less 
comfort, either on private means or on the gains of p~ 
fessions and trades; the peupl. lives by manual labour 
and on wages. An artist, a solicitor, a doctor, belong to 
the bourgeoisk, and they are all three nearer to the shop
keepers and more familiar and friendly with them than 
are men who belong' to the liberal professions in England. 

A distinction of the greatest importance between 
England and France is indicated by the untranslatable
ness of the word "gentleman." The English reader 
knows what the word means. It is the sign of an ideal 
which may constitute caste or something else, for it 
often traverses caste. You frequently, in England, meet 
with men who are not of high birth, who are not very 
rich, yet whom all recognise as gentlemen, and this 
simple recognition places them on an equality, of a 
certain kind, with people of higher rank. In France, 
this peculiar kind of equality is unknown. <rhe OollrgtOis 
is never· the equal of the noble, though he may be the 
better gentleman of the two. It is undeniable that, in 
this peculiar sense, English society is more 19ah~air. than 
French. 
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The teaching classes are in some respects a lower 
caste in France than in England. This difference may 
be in part due to the clerical character of English educa
tion, which gave a dignity and almost a sacred character 
to schoolmasters. In France the numerous professors 
in the University are not well paid, and often eke out a 
slender income by private lessons. Many of them are 
cultivated gentlemen, others are much less refined, as 
may be expected in a very mixed class, and an old 
principal tells me that the body as a whole has less 'm"e 
and self-respect than it had formerly. "In my time,"J,e 
said, U you might always recognise an universilaire by t~e 
correctness of his appearance and bearing, hut to-day 
he is not distingnishable from anybOdy else!' In England 
university degrees confer some social position, especially 
if they have been gained at Oxford or Cambridge; in 
France they confer little or none, certainly they do not 
make the recipient du montie. The consequence is more 
and more a severance between the fashionable and the 
educated classes, and it may even come, in course of time, 
to this, that a high degree of education may be taken as 
evidence that a man does not belong to U good society. ': 

There is a difference between England and France 
in the strictness of rural caste. Amongst the French 
peasants we find a set of rigid castEH::ustoms separating 
the class completely from the bourgeois and the ouvrier. 
There is nothing answering, to this with the same uni-" 
versality and'rigour in English rural life. The English 
farmer answers more to the French rural bourgeois of 
different grades; his life is more the general life of the 
nation, it is not peculiar and behind the time. There 
are signs that the true peasant life, with its austerity, its 
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self-denial, its patriarchal rules and traditions, will not, 
in France itself, very long survive the influences of the 
town, the railway, and the newspaper. It will be a 
severe loss to the country when it passes away. The 
peasants do not themselves know how superior they are 
to the classes they are beginning to imitate. 

The strength of caste may be measured by the degra
dation of the Pariah. As the caste-principle declines 
he rises, and when it dies he is no longer distinguishable 
by his vileness, but is lost in the general equality. 

English intolerance having been chiefly religious, its 
~ariah has been the Infidel.. France is the country of 
political intolerance, and there the Pariah is the Republi
can. If What!" I may be asked, II you speak of the 
Republicans as Pariahs at a time when they hold all the 
ministries and receive all the ambassadors?1J The answer 
to this objection is that they have never been more under 
the ban of high society than since they won political 
power. In England the Infidel is not quite the Pariah 
that he used to be when Deists were Ie pestiferous vermin." 
To..day, under his new name of ~'Agnostic," he is begin
ning to be tolerated On the contrary, the French 
intolerance of the Republican is more intense than ever. 
Canaill. is the mudest term that the charity of the 6i", 
pensant would apply to him-

II E cortesia eu lui esser villano. n 



CHAPTER II 

WEALTH 

ENGLAND and France are the richest countries in Europe, 
and, of the two, England is generally believed to be the 
richer. I believe the same, and yet am unable to give 
evidence of an entirely-satisfactory character. Considering 
each country as a vast estate, composed of land and 
house property, we meet with our first difficulty in the 
uncertainty of the estimates. The French Government 
is at the present time (1888) employing its agents in a 
new and elaborate valuation. External trade is not a 
certain guide, as the· two populations are differently 
situated, the French living much more on home produce 
than the English. The revenue is sometimes taken as 
an indication of national wealth, and it is so no doubt 
when nations are extremely unequal; for example, the vast 
difference between the revenues of France and of Greece 
is good evidence that France is. the wealthier of the two 
countries. When, however,. we make a financial com
parison bc!'tween two states as nearly equal as France and 
England, the revenue ceases to be a criterion. It is true 
that the French people pay more money into the national 
treasury than the English; but they may be doing it 
·only to their own impoverishment What we' call 
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II revenue" is not like a private income, it is a burden or ' 
a charge, proving only the power to bear the burden, 
and such a power may he but temporary. It is only the 
most foolish Frenchmen who are proud of the enormous 
taxation that aIIIicts the Republic as a consequence of 
monarchical errors and of its own~ 

The wealth, both of England and France, has been 
vastly increased by the prodigious creation of new things 
which has taken place in the present century. They are 
both of them very old countries, yet almost everything 
in them is new. it. man ~f sixty, travelling about, is 
constantly seeing and using things that did not exist 
when he was born. The railways he traveis upon, the 
hotels where he stays, the great industrial buildings, the 
shipping, are of his own time. The towns are either 
recent or in great part reconstructed. The industrial 
activity of the present age is so enormous that in the 
course of a single generation it has done more in publiC 
and private works than all the previous generations had 
lek behind them. Then there is the industrial plant; 
both nations have increased their producing powers by 
multiplying fools of all 'kinds, from colossal steam-engines 
down to sewing-machiOes. England took the lead in 
this direction, but France has followed In Some things 
France has ]jeen the lead<lf' notably in the construction 
of war-ships with defensivr armour, and in the manufac

.:.!e of breech-loading cann~. England, set the example 
of huge industrial exhibiti ns, and here a!!'.liD, as in 
railways, France has been a uccessful imitator. 

The industrial development of both countries has led 
to a state of things in which the producing power sur
passes the actual wants. To keep the working popula-
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tions in full employment it would be necessary to do over 
again all that has been done; but the works accomplished 
remain as impediments to future labour. Paris doe~ not 
need to be reconstructed every twenty years; a network 
of railways has not to be made in every century. Thus 
industrialism produces both riches and poverty. First, it 
creates an army with appliances too elaborate 'and too 
efficient for any permanent need, and then it fails to pay 
its own soldiers. The present condition of England and 
France is discou;..,g;ng, for the reason that it is the skilled 
workman who is so often without employment The evil 
has attracted more public attention in England, but the 
roads of France are covered with miserable tramps and 
vagabonds, many of whom are well-trained" ouvriers sans 
travail,· 

Omwiln 
.aM 
Tnwai/. 

Success' in industry is proved by the attainment of SUcces5 'iD 

wealth, so that it becomes, in an industrial age, the 'D'""",. 
evidence of something greater than itself. It is taken as 
the proof of ability, of the kind of talent most valued, 
and so it comes to pass that people ofthe most simple 
habits, who have really no need for riches, often desJre 
to make a fortune as a proof of their own energy, and 
from a dread of being classed amongst the unsuccessful. 
This is one of the strongest reasons for money-getting 
when the genuine instinct of avarice is absent. 

There is a most important difference between England 
.. and France.in the necessity for wealth in certain positions, The 

• . NeceMity 
qUite mdependently of the desire for money as a posses- Co< W,,",b. 

sion. The expression U a large income is a necessary of 
life" is an English expression, and is true in the country 
and classes in which it originated What it means is not 
that the Englishman cares much for personal self-indul-
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gence, but that if his income is not large he linds himself 
exposed to vexatious or humiliating consequences, unless 
his position is otherwise so insignificant as to escape 
attention. It is entirely understood that all titled persons 
in England ought to be rich, and not only all titled 
persons but all who belong to the upper classes. On 
inquiring into the causes of this belief we do not find 
them in the love of money for itself, as a miser loves it, 
but in the English passion for style and state, and in the 
contempt which is felt for those who cannot alford to 
maintain an expensive standard of living. 

Wealth is not only more necessary in England than in 
France, it is also more valuable socially; it does more to 
elevate its possessor, to give him rank and station. In 
England the condition of things is, for the present, 
singularly agreeable ·to the rich man who is also ambi
tious. It is not like a country without an upper class, 
and it is not like a country with a closed and exclusive 
upper class. England has a brilliant and attractive upper 
class that the rich man may aspire to enter, and which 
receives him with encouraging cordiality. He has some
thing to desire, which is at the same time well worth 
desiring and not beyond his reach. A true aristocracy 
would keep him at a distance; in a genuine democracy 
he could never become more than a wealthy citizen; in 
the present very peculiar condition of English society 
there is still an aristocmcy for him to ent~r, an~ it receives . 
him to be one of its own. 

He has the advantage, also, of living in a country 
where the middle classes are proud of the wealth of the 
rich. They talk of the large incomes of the nobility with 
an interest that may be a survival of ancient feudal 
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sentiments, a vassal's pride in his liege lord. It is a 
~leasure to them to think that the Duke of Westminster 
can drive out with his guests from Eaton Hall in a pro
ceSsion of his own carriages. Even the freaks of the 
last Duke of Portland are not displeasing to them, 
b,*"-use his mole-burrowing was done on such a costly 
scale. The vast estates of Sutherland and Breadalbane 
seem to give every Scotchman a superiority over the
comparatively landless French noblesse. The British 
nature is so inclined to be happy in wealth that when the 
individual Briton has little of his own to rejoice in he 
generously takes pleasure in that of the nearest lord. 
This pleasure is the more pure for him that he is almost 
incapable of envy.' 

The state of French feeling about riches is more 
difficult to define with perfect accuracy. It varies very 
much with different localities. In a -trading town money 
is everything, being the sign o{ superiority in trade, and 
the biggest capitalist is the greatest man. In an aristo
cratic centre money without caste counts for very little, 
and the rich bOllrgeois keeps his place, retaining the mo.,t 

1 George du Maurier attributes this happiness in the wealth of 
others to what he calls II The British Passion for inequality," 
illustrated by him in Ptmck. An Englishman is walking with a. 
Frenchman in Hyde Park. and gives utterance to that passion in 
these words :-

II Sturdy Brito". It's aU very well to tum up your nose at your 
(1WtI beggarly Counts and Barons, Mossoo! But you can't find 
fault 1¥ith DII'nobilily! Take a man like our Dook o' Bayswater, 
now! Why, he could buy up your Foreign Dukes and Princes by 
the dozen I and as for you and me, he'd look upon us as so much 
dirt beneath his feet I Now, that's something Iil:e a nobleman, that 
is! That's a kind 0' nobleman that I, as an Englishman, feel as I've 
got some right to be l"ud of 1" 
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simple and unpretending manners. I should say tha 
rank and wealth are much more separate, or at leas 
separalJle, in France than in England People are ~ 
customed to see nobles of high rank with very moder 
fortunes, and they are also accus~omed to meet with ri 
bourg~ois who do ~ot aspire to aristocracy either OJ 

themselves or their descendants. Amongst the nobkss. 
themselves money is regarded merely as a great conven; 
ence, and rank is respected still, and fully recognised, 
even in combination with very narrow means. T~is is 
the purely aristocratic as opposed to the plutocratic 
sentiment. 

French equality does not bring together the noblesse 
and the 6ourg~oisie, as the nob/ess~ is exclusive, except 
towards the false nobiesse that has once got itself adopted.' 
But equality often produces a degree of familiarity, 
astonishing to an Englishman, between the rich oourgtoisie 
and the common people. This may be explained by the 
absence of the word "gentleman" and of that separation 
of classes, without the help of title, which the word 
II gentleman U impHes. The rich botJrgeDis, in France, is 
nothing but a bourgeois,. he has never thought" I am a 
gentleman, II and the difference between him and a 
common man is but a pecuniary difference. 

Wealth has a dignity and almost a .. ,nctity in England 
which seems to be connected with religious beliefs, and 
especially with the familiar knowledge of the Old T-esta
ment, almost an unknown book in Franc'e. In-this 
respect the English hold a middle place between the 

1 The want oC money, in these days, very frequently induces a 
French nobleman to marry an heiress in the middle classes. This 
is the most powerful cause of inrractions of French exclusiveness. 
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French and the Jews.. I certainly have myself known 
,rich English people who believed that Divine Providence 
cmd appointed them, personally, to have authority over 
cee poor, and that the poor owed them much deference 
lwr that reason. It is a kind of divine right, and it is 
~ven capable of a sort of scientific proof, for wealth 'is 

one of the natural forces, and, in the last analysis, an 
accumulation of solar energy given into the hand of a 
man.1 . 

It is sometimes asserted, and perhaps still more 
generally believed, that the sentiment of the poor towards 
the rich is one of adoration in England and of hatred in 
France. The truth about English sentiment I have 
endeavoured, in a general way, to tell: The peculiar 
advantage o( wealth in England is that it so soon confers 
caste-that the rich are so soon believed to have rank, 
even without parchments and the royal signature. They 
become "gentlefolks," when in France they would be 
only U gros bourgeois. J) The French sentiment about wealth 
varies generally between a kind of respect that, is. not at 
all servile, and unfeigned indifference. The English havt: 
a great difficulty in understanding this indifference. I 
find, for instance, in Mr. Matthew Arnold's article in the 
Nt",leenlh Century for February 1885, the statement 
about France that U wealth creates the most savage 
enJIlity there, because it is conceived as a means for 
gratifying appetites of the most selfish and vile kind." 
There may,· of course, be instances of such feeling 

1 The essential di.fference between the scientific and the religious 
views is that the one sees a special Providential commission, where 
the other only perceives an undesigned accumulati.on of natural 
force. 
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amongst poor French anarchists and radicals. ,It exists 
even in England itself, and was expressed long ago with 
sufficient vigour by a poet of the people in fiery stanzas 
all ending with the refrain-

"Our Sons are the rich men's Serfs by day, 
And our daughters his Slaves by night." 

Those two lines express exactly the sentiment attri· 
buted by Mr. Arnold to the French; the last' of them, 
especiaUy, is a precise translation into poetic form of 
what Mr. Arnold says about" gratifying appetites of the 
most selfish and vile kind." 1 . 

When I read very comprehensive statements I always 
adopt the rather, prosaic method of looking back on my 
own experience, if I have any experience that can throw 
light upon the subject. In this case, having lived much 
in the country, both in England and France, and known 
poor and rich people in the numerical proportion that they 
bear to 'one another in real life, I may perhaps be accepted 
as a competent witness. My testimony is as foUows. 

When i was a young man in Lancashire the popula
tion of mill~hands was not in a state of H savage enmity" 

1 There is more English poetry of tbe same order, for example 
the following. also quoted from Mr. Gerald Massey-

.. Oh I this world might be lightc:tl 
With Eden's first smile-

Angel·haunkd-unblighted, 
With Freedom for Toil : 

But they wring out our blood 
For their banquet of gold I 

They annul laws of God. 
Soul aDd body arc sold I 

Hark. DOW I hall and palaoe. 
Ring out, dome and mner 1 

Ay. laugh on, ye callous I 
In HeU tbere'U be laughter." 
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to.....ros the rich, but its sentiments were not in the Jeast 
deferential, and they were not Iiiendly. We cannot caJl 
those sentiments mendiy which express tbemsehe; in 
jibes and jeers. It is the simple bulb that 1reIJ.dresoed 
ladies and gentlemen aroided meeting the bands "ben 
they came out of the bctories to escape persooaI annoy-
ance. They were not in bodily danger, but they were __ 

liable to be openly criticised by the Io~ cia.=, whose r:.:,. 
H.-b. 

toogues were both sharp and merciless. The factory 
bands had UIlboundOO naImal impudeoce and a ""7 
aggressn.e disposition. Some of them bad the gifts or no;, .... 

wit, bumour, and sarcasm, to which the I.a...."shire l:'c..... 
dialect is bigbly fa\'OURhle; and it was their deIigbt to 
exen:ise these gifts at the expense of any unforttmate 
gentleman or lady who feU in their way. A telling bit at 
the victim, .hom nobody pitied, ...... bailed "ith shouts 
of so.tisfactioo. A lady, who ...... a nei"abbour of oms in 
Lancashire, happened to be walking in a muddy street, 
so she lifted ..... skirts a little. This unJudiJy OOCWled 
near a group or bctory girls, whose sbarp eye;, oi comse, 
DOticed the bdy's stockings, .hich were of some 110-

bIe>cbed material. Thereupon ODe factory girl cried oot, 
"Well, afore Oi'~ doo stoc!rin's na betta- 1reSbed nor 
them tbeere!" 1 and there was • g.eueral expIooion of 
laughter, berore .hich the lady ...... gbd to drop the 
cunain of ..... skirts. Nor was this critial disposition 
confined to the factory opeRtins. I bappened ODe my . . 
to be ......mg a netr loproat, and was passing near some 
hooses in COUJSe of erection. One of the mamns sbooted _ 

oot &om 6is Iaddet SIlIIlI!IbiDg .err couse and iJl.natnted 

1 U WeD. he:fon: r ~ ... _ stocIo.iags DO ~ttt washtd dna 
those !" 
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about my topcoat; so I stopped to reason with him and 
said, .. Why cannot you let my topcoat alone? I came 
by it honestly; it is paid for." "Paid /()1', is'''" he 
answered, with a sneer of ineffable contempt .. It 
woddn't 'a bin if th' ad 'ad t' addle th' brass." 1 So I went 
away defeated, amidst the jeers of the other workmen. I 
may perhaps trouble the reader with an anecdote about 
another mason, in which there is more real hostility to 
wealth and refinement. When I was a boy, an old 
Lancashire mason was making an alteration in a room 
that was to be my bedroom. This involved the blocking
up of an old window; and instead of building the waIl of 
the full thickness, the mason contented himself with a 
thin wall, leaving a recess. "I shan be glad of this 
recess," I said, U it will do to put the washing-stand in." 
The mention of sucb a luxury irritated the man's demo
cratic sentiments, and he swore at the washing-stand and 
at me with many a bitter oath, although he was working 
for my uncle, who too kindly employed him. 

Even when the Lancashire people did not intend to 
be uncivil, their manners often asserted a sense of 
equality that I have never met with from the cor
responding class in France. I have often stayed in 
Lancashire with a friend, now no more, who was one of 
the richest men in his neighbourhood, and in Lancashire 
this means great wealth. As there was an old intimacy 
between us, ,we called each other by our Chr~stian names; 
he was Henry, and I was Philip. This was natural in 
our case; but what seemed less explicable was that when 
we walked out together and met the wage-earning people 

1 U Paid {or, is it? It would not ha.ve been ir thou hadst" bad 
to elU'D. the money." 
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in the neighbourhood, the men would keep their hands 
in their pockets, and sometimes, as a sort of special 
favour, cock their heads on one side by way of a bow, 
and say, .. Well, 'Ennery ,n in token of friendly recogni- t.""""", 
tiOIL Assuredly there was not, in such a salutatioo, any SaIure. 

trace of .. savage enmity ~ against wealth, but neither was 
there any special respect for it. Either because rich men 
were common in Lancashire, or because the people were 
exiremely indepeodent, wealth used to get but a very 
moderate amount of deference there-

I lived at one time close to Towneley Park, and re-
member that although we always called the then repre-
sentative of that very wealthy and very ancient family 
Mr_ Towneley, till he became colonel of the local militia 
regiment, after which we gave him his military title, the 
peasantry spoke of him either as .. Tayunly» or as }:::::;;:~ . 
.. Charles," and his brother they called" Jobn." This was 
not bostile, and it was not insulting, but it cannot be 
considered deferential. 

In France I am known by.sight to many hundreds of 
people in tbe poorer classes, perhaps I may say to· 
thousands, and they believe me (erroneously) to be what 
they call rich, because I live in the manner of a very 
small country gentleman. More than that, they all know 
that I am an Englishman, a difference of nationality that 
would not generally tend to repress any tendency to 
popular satire The simple truth, however, is that I bave n.. 
neyer once blen insulted, never once even jeered at, by ~u::r.:... 

.. F..-. 
these poor French people, because I had a good coat on 
my back. On the contrary, numbers of people, whose 
names I do not knQW, are in the habit of lifting their hats 
to me; and if I drive along the road on a market day, 
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when the peasants are returning to their homes, I have 
to keep my right hand free to answer their salutations by 
lifting my own hat, according to the courteous French 
custom. One of my friends, a Frenchman, is really a 
rich man, and when we walk out together in' the town 
where he is best known, he is constantly raising his hat. 
I find this practice to be much the same in other towns 
with well·to·do men who are local notables, and I know 
an important village where anyone who looks like a 
gentleman will be saluted by every inhabitant he meets. 

In the French rural districts the aristocracy are very 
well known individually, and esteemed or not according 
to their personal 'l.ualities. When they are just to their 
tenants and kind to the poor, these merits are fully 
acknowledged, . and the great folks are regarded with 
respect and even affection. U CJ esl un /JOII Monsitllr" the 
peasants will say of the squire, or, if they include his 
family, "Ce sont de orarlts gens, e'esl tlu D(JII monde,!J I know 
an honest French gentleman and his wife who are always 
ready with kindness and money when there is any case 
of real distress, and I do not believe that there is any 

.. country in the world where they would be more esteemed 
than they are in their own neighbourhood. 

I have never known, in France, anything like the 
Lancashire familiarity in speaking of the rich. The 
greatest landowner is always either called by his title or 
at least gets the usual" Monsieur." He is U Monsieur Ie 
Marquis" or rc Monsieur de --," and· often, with a 
mixture of local feeling and respect, he is .. Notre 
Monsieur," to distinguish him from other people's 
Messieurs. I never in my life heard ~ French peasant 
call a country gentleman by his bare name, or by hi. 
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Christian name only. I know all the tenants on an 
estate where the rents were raised in a manner that 
created the greatest dissatisfaction, but, whilst expressing 
this dissatisfaction in just and straightforward language, 
the tenants never infused any hatred into their talk, nor 
did they abandon the usual respectful form in speaking of 
the landlord. They said that he was hard with them, and 
that he was acting against his own interest, which he did 
not seem to understB.nd, as'it was impossible for a tenant 
to work the farms permanently on the new terms. This 
is the whole substance of what they said, the complete 
expression of their U savage enmity," 

At election times I never found that it was a ground 
of objection to a republican candidate that he was a rich 
man. There has been a sort of understanding amongst 
many reactionary rich people in France, of late years, to 
give as little employment as possible to the wage-earning 
classes, in order to punish them for voting in favour of 
republican candidates. The poor resent this attempt to. 
starve them into political subservience, a feeling which is 
entirely distinct from hatred to the rich as a class. Rich 
men who continue to give employment are, from contrast, 
better liked than ever. 

Wealth not 
An Objection 
inPulia.
mentnry 
Candidates. 

I cannot close this chapter without some reference to Wenlth and 

th eal h f th . < th '1' . f N"'"al e w toe two natIons lrom e mt Itary pomt 0 Defence. 

view, that we are all compelled to consider. To be rich 
is of no use in actual warfare unless we are also ready. 
The French"had plenty of money in ,87°, as they proved 
shortly afterwards by paying two hundred millions sterling 
to German'y, yet that money could not win the hattles of 
Gravelotte and Sedan. At the same time the luxurious 
establishments of rich French people, the wines in their 

• 
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cellars, their collections of pictures, their beautiful books, 
their pretty carriages, all the pleasant things that are 
commonly associated with the idea of wealth, were of no 
more practical value than the embroidery on the 
mocassins of a Red Indian. The truth is unpleasant, 
but we have to face it, that wealth itself is valueless for 
warlike purposes unless it Itas ",." employed in time, and 
that it is not the richest nation, but the most prepared 
nation, that lives best through the day of triaL 1 

1 Just before returning the proof-sheet of this chapter I heard 
one French peasant describing his ~andlord to another in these 
terms:-

U Monsieur Ie Comte is one of the best landlords in this neigh· 
bourhood. He thoroughly understands ngriculture, he looks after 
everything on the estate, but he never presses his tenants, never 
asks them for rent. On the contrary, he is always reruly to help a 
tenant in any reasonable outlay," 

The landlord in question is a rich nobleman. living on his own 
land, and not by any means regarded with u the most savage 
enmity," though be happens to be a Frenchman. I have seen his 
chiteau and estate, a fine property, beautifully situated. 



CHAPTER III 

ALLIANCES 

THE notion of marriage as an alliance is more generally ~%: 
prevalent in France than in England, where it belongs 
only to the upper, or at least the wealthier classes. The The FO<DCh 

Ideal. 
ideal of a French marriage is the practice of princes in 
the middle ages and at the Renaissance, when they were 
aflianced to ladies whom they had never seen; merely on 
the ground that their social position was suitable. The The EngI'" 

ideal of an English marriage is that the social position of 14eai. 

both parties must be suitable, but that they ough~ 

previously to have some acquaintance with each other 
and some appearance of affection. There are, however, 
many exceptions in the practice of both countries. In 
both, there is a strong disapproval of the mesalliance, 
which goes so far that even in England it is said that . 
society will condone a seduction more willingly. 

The dictionaries say that maalfiance signifies m8J!iage DdinitioD of 
MISGJlilUfU. 

with an inferior, but they fail to explain the kind of 
inferiority iJdicated. Would moral or intellectual in-
feriority in one of the parties constitute a mesalliance for 
the other? It would most assuredly in reality, and bring 
its own daily and hourly punishment; but opinion over-
looks these trifles, which only concern the parties directly 

2A 
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interested. Does a mesalliana result from a difference 
of rank ? English opinion is very elastic about rank; we 
see marriages between titled and untitled people every 
day. Does. it result from inequality of wealth? That 
inequality is far more frequent between married people 
in England, an aristocratic country, than under the 

Ml,.}I,4Ncu French Republic. The rule against mesa/Hanas in 
in England. 

Ideas of 
Class in 
France. 

England amounts to no more than this, that the parties 
to the marriage ought to belong to the same monde, that 
is, they ought to have been seen in the same houses. In 
France it is a IIIlsallian" for a noble to marry a com~ 
moner, and this certainly marks a more trenchant line 
than any that exists in England, where a commoner may 
belong to the aristocracy, which he cannot do in France, 
unless he succeeds in making himself a false noble. 
Marriages with rich commoners are not infrequent in 
France, but they are always confessedly ",,,alHa_s. On 
the whole, I should say that so far as marriage is concerned, 
ideas of class are decidedly more rigorous in France than 
in England The woman's name and condition survive 
more after the marriage in France. Great numbers of 
French people put their wife's surname after their own, 
and even if this is not done formally, the linen and 
silver may be marked with the two initials. A'Wrench
man will sometimes use his mother's surname instead of 

,his father's, if it seems to him more euphonious. ~n 
Preaervalwn formal announcements of deaths and marriages the wi!l 's 
or the Wife'.. , . 
Surname surname' IS frequently presened. The haf)lt of sa~l, 
In Fno". MaJame de B .. nk de C. is a French habit, and l~~ 

may be called in legal documents Jeanne de C., wife of 
Gaston de B., as if her name survived after marriage, which 
it really does in the French conception of marriage. 
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After careful observation I have arrived at the con-
clusion that the French de before a name, whether rightly Pecuniary 

. Value orthe 
or fraudulently borne (for that makes little perceptible FRU""_ 

difference), is equivalent to about ten thousand pounds 
in the marriage market and will often count for more. 
It is wonderful that it should be so, considering that all 
French people know how frequently the de is assumed; 
but it seems to be valued as a mark that the bearer 
belongs to the gentry, which, in fact, he generally does. 
The genuine nobility who have become too poor to keep 
a place in genteel society, and have to worl< for their 
living, seldom retain the parlicule, or retain it only for a Loss or the 

Pcrlinde. 
short time. If they did not drop it themselves the world 
would drop it for them. I have met with several instances 
of this. To be able to retain the particuk is therefore a 
sort of practical evidence that one belongs to the upper 
classes. It is also a kind of guarantee that he will not 
profess liberal opinions. As a rule the new and false The New 

noble is more royalist than the Prerender himself, and ~:..r~'"'" 
certainly more cleriCal than the clergy. .-

The rule that marriages are made from inclination in 
England and from interest in France requires to be 
understood with very great reserves. When English 
writers have France in their minds they assert the rule 
very positively, but when the repellent French influence 
does not deflect their judgment they become exceedingly 
frank about the hunting after rank and fortune in the 
great Lond"" marriage market. It would be easy to Th, London 

Maniattc 
quote novels and essays and social sketches of aU kinds MMk". 

which paint London society as a vast field of rivalry, 
where matrimonial ambition lays itself out continually for 
high prizes, and either triumphs in the winning of them 
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or has to taste the bitterness of defeat. Even the novelists 
who describe cOuntry life appear to believe that worldly 
motives operate frequently in the provinces. 

This is one of the many instances in which the same 
thing is called by different names. There is no exact 
translation of ~'manage tie t:fI1I7Imtma" in English. "Coli-
1!t1Ialla» would be most nearly translated by "suitable
ness," but the word "CD1I1N1Itma" has a certain connection 
with what is right and proper; "rest ,~» means 
U it is improper." The" 1IIariage de (01I'Ile1IQ1Ia" is a mar
riage that appears to be suitable, I mean tllat otll" p.ople 
nmsid ... til k SQ. Of course they are often egregiously 
mistaken; they think it perfectly "suitable» to fasten 
two people together for life who are quite unfitted for 
anything like companionship. Byron's marriage was a 
very perfect U IIUlnizp tie aJ1I'lJOUINe," and we know what 
came ofiL 

In England these are called" prudent marriages," but 
when theyoccnr in France the English speak of them 
with strong disapprobation as "business transactions." 
This is an example of the great art of "putting things.» 

A prudent marriage is not necessarily a business trans

action either in France or England. Let us consider a 
real case. A young gentleman (French or English) dis
likes the idea of permanent celibacy, yet his income, 
though rather more than sufficient for a bachelor, is 
inadequate for the expenses of marriage. He marries a 
woman with some fortune. This cannot be "described as 
.. a business transaction' nnless he gains by it, and in 
most cases he gains nothing, he only protects himself 
against social dklrem.a or financial ruin. He acts withont 
a view to profit, purely in self-defence. He wishes to 
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marry without injuring himself; he does not wish to turn 
marriage into a profitahle transaction. Nine-tenths of 
French marriages are made exactly in this way. 

French customs in contracting marriage differ from =.e 
the English customs chiefly in this, that the French know c_ 
so little of each other before they are betrothed (often 
nothing whatever), the marriage having been ari-anged by 
other people. Here is a real instance. A young gentle-
man of my acquaintance was engaged to cne of two 
sisters before he had seen either, and when he met them 
together in a drawing·room he asked his mother which 
was to he his wife. This is a supremely perfect example 
of a genteel arrangement in France, where the less people 
know of each other before marriage .the more are they . 
t:Q1IJIIU: 17 fallt I remember being much amused by the The c_ 

. il/.-I. 
indignation of a very beautiful young French lady abo~t 
a rumour that she had been wedded for love. She 
reiterated her assurance that it was a baseless fabrication, 
that her husband' had only seen her once before their' 
hetrothal, and then quite formally in the presence of other 
people, and that their. marriage had been entirely one of 
U (Qnvenanct." In short, she repelled the idea of love as i( 
it had been a disgraceful and unmerited imputation.' 
English writers who wish to depreciate Frenr.h people 
can scarcely exaggerate the mutual ignorance in which 
genteel French marriages are usua\ly made. There are, 
however, ocaa"ioual exceptions, and I myself have known 

• Probably her chief reasoD, unespressed, was that to have been 
asked. in marriage for her good looks would have implied a de. 
ficiency of dowry, or, at least, len room for the supposition that 
there had not been dowry enough, of itself, to attract an offer of 
marriage. 

Mutual 

!fW: 
F;..us. 
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• a few French people who condemned the system strongly. 
As to the lower classes, especially the peasantry, court· 
ship goes on almost after the English fashion. There 
are "mariagts d'indinah"on" in all classes, though they 
become less and less frequent as you ascend the social 
scale. That such marriages must exist will be evident to 
any·one who reflects that in France there are dowerless 
girls who get married nevertheless. Neither does a 
dowerless girl invariably accept the first young gentleman 
who proposes bimself. I myself have known several 
poor French girls who refused good offers; a very striking 
instance came within my knowledge during the composi
tion of this volume.l A French mother said to me, "I 
have never reiretted not to have been able to give 
dowries to my daughters. They had several offers which 
w!'Ie addressed to themselves and not to their purses, 
and they married-most happily." The expression" marry 
for money" would apply, no doubt, to some cases (as in 
England, for there are fortune-hunters everywhere), but 
it does not apply to the great majority of French mar
riages. The accurate way of stating the ·case is this. .A 
Fr=hman grnera/ly expects" wife 10 lJear pari of Ihe 
iwuse"oldexpenses. As it does no ften happeo that the 
wife can follow a profession or a trade, ch an expectation 
amounts to the expectation of a do . In most cases 
the amount of this dowry is so moderate t at an English
man would say the girl had nothing-he "'Iluld not take 

1 I was permitted to rend 11. letter from the young ,Jady's father, 
in which he said, U The offer was quite beyond anyth;ng that my 
daughter could have hoped {or, but after full consideration she 
decided to decline it, and I think she acted wisely, as mo~ey is not 
everything in this world." The girl was left entirely Cree, as if sbe 
bad been in England. 
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such a sum into consideration, one way or the other,', 
when he married. For !De (who know a great deal 
more about the inside of French life than can conveni-
ently he printed), I have come to the conclusion that 
with the present rate of expenses a dowry must he much 
larger than French dowries usually are to give the young 
husband the satisfaction of having made a good financial 
speculation by his marriage. A few hundreds of pounds onfinuy 

. ., _ French 
or a very few thousands are the ordmary downes 10 the Down... 

middle classes, and neither the hundreds nor the thou-
sands are any co~pensation for the pitiless pecuniary 
exigencies of married life. No young gentleman in his 
senses imagines tbat he 'can improve his financial position 
by marrying a young lady of elegant tastes endowed with 
two hundred a year. Vet that income, at five per cent, 
represents a capital of a bundred thousand francs, which 
is an exceptionally large dowry for a Frencb girl in the 
middle classes. A girl whose father can give four thou-
sand pounds has probably been brought up in a family 
living in some style, and she will expect a considerable' 
expenditure.' It might be a better speculation to take 
an industrious housewife of simple tastes, without a penny 
in the world. The small dowries and the very large 
ones may be useful to two different classes of men. The 
small dowries are often valuable to people in the strug4 to~ 
gling classes because they may enable the husband to 
advance his trade. A journeyman joiner marries a girl 
with five hu"dred pounds and becomes a master, a very 

1 A girl with £200 n year will expect, in marriage, a household 
expenditure of £800 a year. I proposed this theoretical proportion 
to a French gentleman of much experience, and he said that the 
estimate was moderate. 
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small shopkeeper may take a larger shop. But what is 
the good of, say, a thousand Pounds In a poor physician 
or professor? The money by itself might be acceptable, 
but a wife with it can only mean an increase of his 
poverty. Vet this is the kind of .. marrying for money" 
that is constantly practised in France. It is no more 
than a sort of partial prudence in cases where complete 
prudence would be not to marry at all 

In England this sort of ",oOn-ale deference to pruden
tial considerations is comparatively rare. An Englishman 
marries for affection decidedly, or for money with equal 
decision. He despises a small dowry. The same man 
may marry for pure love with absolute disdain of money, 
or he may sacrifice 'affection and seek for a wealthy 
heiress. He would not, like a Frenchman, be turned 
aside from a love-match by five or six hundred pounds. 

Nearly all ranks in. France are moderately prudent 
-with regard In marriage, but in England it is only the 
comfortable classes that are so. The imprudence of the 
lower middle classes and of the people is almost without 
limit. They talk about marriage, and they enter upon 
i~ exactly as if pecuniary difficuities had no exislence. 
One of my friends was invited to a wedding where rather 
genteel appearances were observed. but nobody except 
himself had any cash. At the end of the ceremony the 

, young bridegroom approached him and borrowed four
teen shillings In pay the fees. The money 1I'as never 
returned. • 

I think it may fairly be said ,_Ihat there is more 
marrying simply lor marriage in Franct.-t!>an in England. 
What I mean may be made clearer by a particular 
instance. A French lady once told me and several 
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other people that her son. was going to he married. 
"Who is the young lady?" I inquired "Oh," she 
answered, "I only mean that my· son has decided to 
marry, he has not yet fixed upon any young lady; that 
is a matter for future consideration. n This, I should say, 
is very characteristic of French hahits of thought about 
marriage. A young Frenchman will live on for some 
years without troubling his head about the matter, when 
suddenly, nobody lInows why, he will come to the con
clusion that he ought to get married, and then he will very 
likely ask some old lady to manage the business for lilin. 
In the clerical party marriages are often made by priests, 
who have great influence in finding rich girls for young 
men likely to be dutiful sons of the Churcb. Open 
unbelievers cannot bope to benefit by these influences. 
In England also a reputation for strict orthodoxy is very 
valuable to a young gentleman at the time of marriage; 
it is, in fact, or certainly was some years ago, more 
valuable than a reputation for morality. I myself have 
lInown instances of young Englishmen who married well 
and were lInown to be immoral, when they would not 
have had the most distant chance of U marrying money" 
if they had not been regular attendants at divine worship. 

My own opinions on these matters are of little COI;1-

sequence to anyone, but as a writer is constantly exposed 
to misrepresentation, I will state them very briefly in 
self-defence. It seems to me that marriage may be 
undertaken'trom a variety of motives and be fairly happy, 
eitber in France or England, but that the only foundation 
of the best happiness is companionship. How this ideal 
is to be realised every one must judge for himself. In 
my opinion it depends much more upon mental sympathy 
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than on equality of fortune or rank, or even on identity 
of nationality. Marriage is a lifelong conversation, and 
I have never found that conversation with any lady was 
more interesting hecause she had money in her purse. 

Again, with regard to the use of the words" prudence" 
and "prudent" concerning marriage, I should say that 
these words are employed far too exclusively, both in 
France and England, with reference to pecuniary con
siderations, which are not the whole of prudence but 
only a very limited part of it. To marry a person whom 
you have never seen, or of whose character, gifts, and 
tastes you know only what can be learned in one or two 
short and formal interviews, is an act of the wildest 
imprudence, however wealthy the person may be, and 
~his kind of utter rashness is exceedingly common amongst 
French people, who are prudent to excess in all that 
touches fortune. One consideration, especially, exhibits 
this rashness in its true character. To marry a woman 
of whom you know nothing is to entrust your children to 
a woman of whom you know as little. 



CHAPTER IV 

INTERCOURSE 

OlfE of the most prevalent popular errors, for it is preva
lent both in France and England, is the belief that the 
Frencb are the more sociable people of the two. The 
truth is quite the contrary; the English are much more 
sociable than the French; the English associate together 
much more readily for purposes of business, of culture, 
and of pleasure; the force of fellowship is greater ill 
England, and so is the feeling of subordination towards 
leaders. 

The error seems to have taken its origin in the out
wardly repellent manners of the English towards persons 
whom they do not know. They look with suspicion on 
new or accidental acquaintances i they hate to be intruded 
upon, and they have an undefined dread of having 
acqu::rilltances forced upon them who may be a little 
inferior in rank. But towards all whom they consider 
safe, that i'l. well bred and unobtrusive, and belonging to 
their own class, they exhibit a degree of sociability which 
far exceeds the sociability of the French. 

The English very rarely have the temper that can 
amuse itself with a little unrestrained intercourse of an 
accidental kind. Novelists and pbilosophers have that 
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kind of openness of interest, but they are a small minority. 
It is much more common amongst the French. The 
ordinary Frenchman amuses himself with studying human 
nature, and likes a conversation with a temporary acquaint
ance. It serves to pass the time better, he thinks, than 
U putting his nose into a hook.· Most of what the French 
know they have got by conversation, and so far as 
readiness to talk is concerned they are sociable. But 
with all his apparent openness and frankness the French
man has his own reserve too, and fences his life round 
in his own way. People say that u the Englishman's 
house is his castle j" if so, the Frenchman's house may 
be deScribed as his armoured turret. U Otc 114 """lie pas 
fa clef Ot sa flwisoll" is not an English expression, and it 
means more than the material key. 

A Parisian invites you to dinner, and will prohably 
take yoU: to an expensive restaurant j a Londor;ter will 
offer his roast-beef in his own house. The separation of 
the sexes is much greater in France than in England. 
You may know a great number of married Frenchmen 
and have a very slight acquaintance with their wives, 
perhaps not enough to recognise them in the street. Nay, 
you may even habitually visit Frenchmen in their own 
private apartments without ever seeing their wives and 
daughters at all. Frenchwomen (I do not mean in Paris, 
but in the provinces) often live in something like oriental 
seclusion, but beyond this there is in the feminine mind 
an extreme tenacity about real or imaginary ;"'k. The 
husband may have intimate friends, whom he respects for 
their character or admires for their talents, whilst his 
wife rejects them because they have not the parh"nde, or 
because their grandfathers have been in trade. We 
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know that character, talent, culture, count for nothing 
whatever in the aristocratic estimate,l and we must re
member that in France the spirit of aristocracy, where it 
exists, is extremely pure, and does not allow itself to be 
seduced from its own principles either by merit or wealth, 
nor even by such offices and honours as a republic can 
confer. It is. not exactly convenient for me to give 
special instances, because these pages may be translated 
and the cases recognised, but I will say, speaking gener- SociaJ 

Sepan.tion 
ally and without special application, that if M. de B. of the Sc><~ 

is the intimate friend of M. C., and if the two call each 
other Jules and J aeques, it does "11ot at all follow that 
Madame de B. will recognise Madame C., or allow their 
children to associate-

There is really very little necessity for this kind of 
",orgue in France, as the French are not pushing, and 
care very little about distingnishing themselves by having 
fine acquaintances.' It might be more necessary in Less orit 

in England. 
England, where people are proud to know a lord, yet in 
England I have not observed that extreme difference 
between the sexes which certainly exists in France- I 
should say that in England, as a rule, a man and his wife, 
in whatever rank, will either repel you or accept you 
together. You would hardly, in England, be on terms of 
affectionate friendship with a man, ,and on tenns of the 
most formal and distant acquaintanceship with his wife
acquaintanceship remaining equally formal, equally dis
tant, for an"nlimited number of years. 

This distance between the sexes does not diminish in Distance 
does not 

provincial France. I am not speaking of the great cities dimD>i>h. 

1 or course I mean with reference to aristocratic rank. A duke 
who has talent of his OWQ is likely to recognise it in others. 
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like Lyons and Maxseilles, which may have something of 
Parisian openness and ease, but of the country and 
especially of the aristocratic parts of it. I should say· 
that if there is any perceptible change it is rather towards 
a still wider separation of the sexes. The French have a 
very keen sense, perhaps an exaggerated sense, of ",hat is 
feminine and what is unfeminine. Englishmen of the 
iast generation were French in their feelings about this; 
they would have considered it unfeminine for a woman 
to make political speeches, to deliver sermons, to be a 
leader in the Salvation Army, and to press for the repeal 
of the Contagious Diseases Acts. They would even have 
thought it unfeminine to want a grand classical and 
mathematical education. All that feeling of objection 
to' the rc unfeminine" is essentially French, and it remains 
in France whilst in England it is passing away. I 
remember talking to some French people about George 
Eliot'. extensive education. It did not exalt her in their 
eyes, but the contrary; they thought it unfeminine. There 
is a partial reaction against this opinion in France, of 
which one ~ymptom is the establishment of Iydes for girls ; 
but it is only one party, and but a section of that party, 
which advocates this, and the real object is not so much 

,to educate girls as to deliver them from clerical domina· 
tion. All the tendencie~ ,g{. modern amusements and 
occupations separate· 'm~ and women in France. As 
examples I may mention the increase of smoking and 
gambling, and the decline of conversation ar.d dancing. 
The increase of smoking has the effect of leaving men 
together after dinner "to smoke a cigarette.1J In former 
times they went to the drawing.room with the ladies, and 
looked upon the English as boors for doing otherwise. 
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Now, under pretext of a cigarette, Frenchmen will remain 
away from ladies almost the whole evening. The increase 
of gambling makes the card-table more interesting than 
feminine small talk. Young Frenchmen are now 00-
com4>g too old, too bIases, to enjoy dancing, which is one 
of ,the pleasures of healthy and natural youth. As to 
conversation, it is difficult to maintain it with ladies in a 
country where they have such a small share in the political 
and religious opinions of men, and where literature has 
little interest for either. In Paris there are the theatres, 
and the Salon whilst it is open. Perhaps the best sub
ject in common between men and women in modem 
France is business, for whicb the women often have a 
natural aptitude. 

The great want in Frencb provincial life is amusement 
of a cbeap and innocent kind, that might bring people 

The Want of 
Amu~( 
inFI"&I1Ce. 

together. The men have their <afts, but they are only Tho c.jb. 
frequented by one sex, and not universally by that. The 
clergy, of course, avoid them, and so do the gentry who 
pretend to some degree of rank. They are frequented 
by the middle, including the professional, classes; and the 
very existence of cafir is evidence of the small amount of 
intercourse going on in private houses. They are at the 
same time an effect and a cause of the separation of the 
sexes. So far as I know, the upper classes are more 
sociable in the sense of having more intercourse amongst 
themselves than the middle, but they are exclusive, and 
even among!t the richer nobles I doubt if there is as much 
hospitality as in England. 

An idea is prevalent in England tb.,t Frenchwomen are 
constantly going to halls and theatres. In Paris, no doub~ 
rich women have these amusements, but in the provinces, 
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like Lyons and Marseilles, which may have something of 
Parisian openness and ease, but of the country and 
especially of the aristocratic parts of it. I should say· 
that if there is any perceptible change it is rather towards 
a still wider separation of the sexes. The French have a 
very keen sense, perhaps an exaggerated sense, of what is 
feminine and what is unfeminine. Englishmen of the 
last generation were French in their feelings about this; 
they would have considered it unfeminine for a woman 
to make political speeches, to deliver~ sermons, to be a 
leader in the Salvation Army, and to press for the repeal 
of the Contagious Diseases Acts. They would even have 
thought it unfeminine to want a grand classical and 
mathematical education. All that feeling of objection 
to· the" unfeminine" is essentially French, and it remains 
in France whilst in England it is passing away. I 
remember talking to some French people about George 
Eliot's extensive education. It did not exalt her in their 
eyes, but the contrary; they thought it unfeminine. Tbere 
is a partial reaction against this opinion in France, of 
which one symptom is the establishment of Iydes for girl,,; 
but it is only one party, and but a section of that party, 
which advo~ates this, and the real object is not so much 

. to educate girls as to deliver them from clerical domina
tion. All the tendencies Qt. modem amusements and 
occupations separate 'm~~ ~nd women in France. As 
examples I may mention the increase of smoking and 
gambling, and the decline of conversation ar.d dancing. 
The increase of smoking has the effect of leaving men 
together after dinner II to smoke a cigarette." In former 
times they went to the drawing-room with the ladies, and 
looked upon the English as boors for doing otherwise. 
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Now, under pretext of a cigarette, Frenchmen will remain 
away from ladies almost the whole evening. The increase 
of gambling makes the card-table more interesting than 
feminine small talk. Young Frenchmen are now be
comi~g too old, too Mash, to enjoy dancing, which is one 
of _the pleasures of healthy and natural youth. As to 
conversation, it is difficult to maintain it with ladies in -a 
country where they have such a small share in the political 
and religious opinions of men, and where literature has 
little interest for either. In Paris there are the theatres, 
and the Salon whilst it is open. Perhaps the best sub
ject in common between men and women in modem 
France is business, for which the women often have a 
natural aptitude. 

The great want in French provincial life is amusement 
of a cheap and innocent kind, that might bring people 
together. The men have their tafts, but they are only 
frequented by one sex, and not universally by that.. The 
clergy, of course, avoid them, and so do the gentry who 
pretend to some degree of rank. They are frequented 
by the middle, including the professional, classes; and the 
very existence of tafls is evidence of the small amount of 
intercourse going on in private houses. They are at the 
same time an effect and a cause of the separation of the 
sexes. So far as I know, the upper classes are more 
sociable in the sense of having more intercourse amongst 
themselves than the middle, but they are exclusive, and 
even arnon~t the richer nobles I doubt if there is as much 
hqspitality as in England. 

) An idea is prevalent in England that Frenchwomen are 
constantly going to balls and theatres. In Paris, no doubt, 
rich women have these amusements, but in the provinces, 
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where most French people live, there is very little ofthem. 
The provincial town that is best known to me is situated 
in an aristocratic neighbourhood, and although the theatre 
is very pretty and very well kept, the gentry will not 
patronise it at all, and are never to be seen there. . Even 
the middle classes are by no means regular in their 
attendance, for the actors often play to empty benches. 
There'are never any public balls, and those in private 
houses are very 'rare. The only public entertainments 
patronised in any way by the upper classes are the, charity 
concerts, which occur perhaps twice in three years. 

The English institution of lunch, to which any friend 
may come uninvited, is a great practical help to social 
intercourse in the country. It is pleasant from the 
absence of state and pretension, both in host and guest, 
and it gives a convenient excuse for paying a long call in 
the middle of the day. There is nothing answering to it 
in France. You must be very intimate indeed with a 
French family' before you could venture to .. dtma"der II 
tiI}",,,er ,." in fact, that is hardly possible without 
relationship. It is astonishing, to an Englishman, how 
very much of French social intercourse is absolutely 
limited to the formal C&!1 between three and six in the 
afternoon. People go on calling upon each other in that 
way for all their lives without an invitation on either side. 

Another great difference between France and England 

concerns invitations to sleep. In England, all ~r 
friends' houses are open to you. It would 1I0t occu to 
an Englishman to go to the hotel in a town where he d 
intimate friends. In France. the narrowness of to n 
lodgings acts as an effectual preventive to this kind of 
hospitality, except amongst the very rich, and so the 
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habit of it is lost. This is one of those small matters 
which have great consequences. The most unrestrained 
social intercourse in England takes place whell guests are 
staying in a house, and the most valuable moments for 
the interchange of masculine confidences occur very late 
at night. 

I have said elsewhere that the increase of luxury in 
. France acts as a restraint upon hospitality. People shrink 

from the disturbance, the trouble, and the expense of the 
state dinner, and so they end by giving no dinners at all. 
In former times hospitality was more a thing of the heart 
than of the purse, more of gaiety tban ceremony, and was 
so com~on as to be a weekly, and in some houses almost 
a daily habit. Now it is a solemn function occurring .t 
rare intervals. 

My attention has been drawn by the French themselves 
to the decline of hospitality amongst the peasantry. I 
believe that this varies greatly in different parts of France.' 
So far as I have been able to observe, the peasants never 

. invite each other except to marriage-feasts, and then their 
hospitality is excessive and extravagant. In my neighbour
hood, not only do the peasants abstain from invitations, 
they do not even meet for an evening's chat in each 
other's houses. The farmhouses may be a "lile from 
each other by measurement; socially, they are a hundred 
miles apart. 

The club is, in a certain sense, a more sociable insti~ 

tution in Rance than in England. It exists in France 
for conversation and gambling, in England for the 
individual convenience of the members who may want 
a rest in an easy-chair with a newspaper or a review, or 
who desire a convenient place for dining in a kind of 
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semi-privacy_ The purpose of the English club is answered 
in some degree by the caf~s and restaurants in France. 
They have no privacy, but they are to be found every
where. The difference of title between "club" and "artle" 
is an indication in itsel!. U Club" implies an association 
to meet common expenses for individual convenienc~ 
,erd. is a circle of talkers. 

The effects of religious and political bigotry in restricting . 
social intercourse are lamentable enough in both countries, 
and especially because the more intercourse is needed the 
less it is likely to take place. Real toleration of differences 
in opinion is possible only for a few. It comes from 
largeness of mind, but there are few large minds. It is 
dictated by the highest reason, but few people are reason
able. The ordinary and practical social solution of the 
difficulty is to break oJf intercourse when differences of 
opinion manifest themselves. In this way it comes to 
pass, almost involuntarily, and as if by the operation of 
a natural law, that people who visit together have usually 
the same political and religious opinions, or, at leas~ 
profess them, which is equally conducive to harmony. 
And the few who have true liberality of sentiment, and 
could bear with the gentle and considerate expression of 

. a diJferent opinion, are often compelled to adopt the 
"sual custom that they may not have to resent rudeness. 
So it happens that people in the same nation are divided 
even more trenchantly than if they belonged to !!ifferent 
nations, and you find English people who 'will receive 
Catholic foreigners but not an English dissenter, or French 
people who will receive Americans but not a French 
republican. The evil resulting from this increases with 
the smallness of the place. In London and Paris it 
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condemns nobody to solitude, because everyone may find 
others who agree with him, but in provincial towns where 
petty class distinctions restrict people already to a very 
limited circle they may find themselves entirely shut out E!f~c~ or 
, cial . . if h d f IhVlSlon trom so mtercourse t ey are even suspecte a in th~ 

holding opinions not tolerated there. A want of delicacy Pro"UlCcs. 

and of hospitable feeling may even permit people to 
attack the known opinions of a guest at their own table, 
a proceeding not unexampled in civilised countries, 
though it would be thought barbarous in the tent of a 
nomadic Arab. Or, without going so far as that, a host, 
in mere weakness, may fail to defend his guest because it 
would be impossible to do that without establishing the 
forbidden principle that everyone has a right to his own 
views. 
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CHAPTER I 

PERSONAL SUCCESS 

THE estimate of what constitutes personal success varies 
so much in the two countries, and in the different classes 
of each, that it is very difficult to arrive at any common 
standard. There is hardly any kind of success that a 
French gentleman desires and which is at the same time 
possible for him. He cannot desire success in trade, or 
even in any lucrative profession, because all the trades 
and professions are beneath him; his former possi
biHties of success lay in Court favour, but now there is no 
Court It is Dun ton to despise official posts under the 
Republic. The gentry do not enter the Church, except 
occasionally the regular orders, and therefore cannot look 
for bishoprics. The fine arts and professional work in 
literature are of course infinitely beneath them. Nothing 
remains but the army and navy, with the drawback that 
both of these are already crowded with plebeian ability. 

A class that has nothing to look forward to in life, 
nothing to'aim at, but only to live from day to day in 
dignity, often c:)Q very narrow means, is deprived of the 
possibilities of success, and cannot really know the de
lightful meaning of the word. The middle classes know 
it,-the shopkeepers, manufacturers, professional men. 
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Even the peasant knows it when he has fougbt bis way to 
the purchase of a little limn. 

The women in the French middle classes, as is well 
known, often undeIStand business quite as well as the 
men, and sbow quite as much energy, and govern great 
COmm"ICia! bouses with quite as much capacity both for 
large affairs and for details. Madame Boucieaut, of tbe 
BOil MardIJ in Paris, will probably remain the typical 
Frenchwoman of business of this century. She attained 
undeniable greatness, not merely as the possessor of I 
know not how many millions, but as an nntitled queen 
actually reigoing over a great number of human beings 
and constantly applying a most powerful intellect to 
answer one question satisfactorily, "How can I do most 
good to all these people wbo work for me? D A lower 
nature would have tried to get above the sbopkeeping 
sphere j her ambition was satisfied with remaining where 
she was and being a great worker and a great 
phiIanthropist.1 Her life was indeed a success, nof only 
in the exercise of power, but in the deoelopment of 
character. It has sometimes appeared possible that 
studious philanthropy may haoe its origin in a kind of 
remorse. In the case of Madame Boucicaut it may have 
been at first suggested by regret for the injury done to 

I The public knows something ol Madame Boucicmt's ads of 
public beneficence (though they were so DlUDeI'OUS that it is im . 
.,.,.,oble to rcmemhersuch a list). bat I h ... l<am<dthroagh ....... 
different private channels how thoughtful her kindDest .... to indi
vidua1s. Byloog practice she had become quite an artist in good
ness. baring cultivated her talent in that way as another might ha~ 
learned. to paint or to sing.. TheTe was an m\-entiveness .bout her 
beneficence that made it as original as poetry. and as beautiful in its 
origiDality. 
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thousands of petty tradesmen by a colossal cheap 
establishment like her.;. 

The inftuence of ancient philosophies, and also that 
of Christianity (so far as it has been taken seriously), have 
both been hostile to money-making; but the inftuence of 
an visible realities is so constantly in its favour that the 
word a success' in the middle classes both of France _ io 

• ),Iooey-
""d England means money and nothing eJse. The ......... 
phrases .. n a rbtssi, il est arrirli, • and the expressions a He 
has done well, be has risen in the world,· do not mean 
that one has attained any ideal excellence, but simply that 
he has netted money, and in certain classes a man is 
considered a poor creature if he has not reaIised a 
fortune. This view of success has led, especially in 

.FI3Dce, to increased gambling in an kinds of specula-~; __ 
tions, because there is hardly any kind of real work that - F~ 
a m:m or woman can do which brings in more than a 
pitunce. The increased cost of living. both in necessuy 
expenditure and in the useless expenditure that is im. 
posed by the foolish customs of society, has made the 
payment for honest work seem even smaIIe£ than it really 
is. The desire fur a little money is an incentive to work; The n.m. 
the desire fOr much is an incentive to speculation, except t: It.!:. .... 
in the few cases where there is capital enough for: ODe to ",--. 

become a leader of industry on a IaJge scale. The 
same cause has led to the snccess of lotteries in France. ........ 

"F~ ",!d it is this spirit which of late years has so mnch 
increased ~e amount of private gambling. These ........ 
tendencies are not likely to diminish, since professional '?-"""<
incomes, instead of increasing, haoe gone down as a 
result of competition. Physicians tell me that the 
facilities of cheap general and professional edncation are 
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now overcrowding their professions by an immense 
influx of young men who settle anywhere, as birds do 
where they are likely to find food. An old physician who 
formerly had a good rural practice in a part of the 
country very little known, told me that he was now sur
rounded by active young doctors in the adjacent parishes, 
and saw his income reduced to £160 a year_ Yes, that 
is about the figure to wbich competition is bringing down 
the gains in the liberal professiollS- The fine arts, both 
in England and France, offer a few very valuable prizes; 
and as a few artists live very luxuriously and with con
siderable ostentation in their showy houses, they give a 
false idea of the prosperity of their profession. As a 
matter of fact, the majority of artists form a peculiarly 
and especially anxious class, whose gains are so precarious 
that next year's income is ·like the hope of a prize in a 
lottery. Notbing is more curious in the history of the 
nineteenth century than the prodigious increase in the 
number of artists both in England and France. A well
known French painter told me there were lWenty thou
sand of his profession in Paris, working, of course, chiefly 
for exportation. as France produces painting to sell 
rather than to keep. The number of sculptors, though 
not nearly so great, is even more remarkable, because 
sculpture is so little bought. An English academician 
has an interesting theory about the intentions of Nature 
with regard to the fine arts J he says that pictures are 
produced now as coal was in prehistoric ti&es, to serve 
long afterwards for fuel. Seriously, it appears that Nature 
follows in this matter her usual principle of "a thousand 
seeds for one to bear." She produces a thousand work
men in the fine arts that there may be found amongst 
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them a single artist of genius whos~ work is truly precious 
to the world. In France the great number of semi-artists 
bas had the etreet of infusing an artistic element into 
several of the handicrafts, and of disseminating artistic 

<ideas, chiefly amongst the population of Paris. Artists U~. of 
the Un

who have failed as makers of pictures or statues fall back mox=ful. 

upon decorative painting or sculpture, upon designing 
for manufactures, and upon teaching elementary drawing 
in public sebools. Painters often have recourse to 
another of tbe graphic arts when painting fails. There 
is hardly one of the French etchers who has not desired 
to be a painter. 

From the point of view which regards worldly success, Smo.ll 
Worldly 

and which we are considering for the present, the French Success or 
cl · .,. thElihThhih f t

•
oF=,. ergy 15 very m ... enor to e ng s . e g est pay 0 Clergy. 

a parish priest is sixty pounds. a year, the lowest thirty-
six. There are some extras for wedding and funeral fees. 
There is also a priest's house, and these dwellings have 
been much improved of late. When the parishioners. 
are rich and generous the priest receives many presents' ~resents 

of eatables, and in some parishes his cellar is kept well f,ri~t!.° 
supplied with wine; but when the population is stingy he 
has to live strictly on his income, or even on less if he is 
of a charitable disposition. In towns, a favourite priest 
is often embarrassed with gifts for the comfort and 
elegance of his rooms; in rural parishes his rooms are 
likely to be bare. Each priest keeps one woman servant, 
usually plain~ and, of course, invariably of mature age-
his II rancid virgin," as one cur; wittily called her. It has 
always been an insoluble problem for me how the two 
manage to live so decently on so little money. A canon French 

Cano~ 
has sixty pounds a year, a bishop four hundred, and an 
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archbishop six hundred, but in the case of prelates there 
is the «lswl (different fees), which may increase their 
means considerahly. In England the lowest ecclesiastical 
incomes are twic'e what they are in France, and the 
highest more than ten times as much. There are no 
prius in the French Catholic Church answering to the 
richer English livings; even a bishopric (from the 
pecuniary point of view) is not so good as many an 
English rectory. We hear of the wealth and splendour 
of the Church; she is, no doubt, magnificent in display, 
but her priests are poor officials, and their celibacy is 
not a matter of choice but of necessity, which (from a sense 
of prudence) bas been converted into a rule. It is only 
after fully realising the poverty of the Catholic priesthood 
that we can estimate the overwhelming importance of 
the Pope with his unlimited command of money. The 
difference between him and his prelates is not at all that 
between an English king and his great nobles, but rather 
that between the Emperor Napoleon and ordinary regi· 
'mental officers, whilst the priests are relatively in the 
position of private soldiers and no more. 

In England ecclesiastical incomes range between eighty 
pounds a year and fifteen thousand. Incomes of two or 
l~ree hundred a year are common, and many exceed 
seven or eighL In fact, the Church answers with toler· 
able exactness to other liberal professions, such as medi· 
cine, the law, and painting. A splendidly successful 
lawyer, doctor, or painter has the income ~f the Arch· 
bishop of York, and there may be one in each generation 
with that of Canterbury, whilst the unsuccessful layman 
may equal the earnings of a small incumbent or a poor 
curate, and between the two we find aU the degrees. II 
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is more difficult, however, for an energetic roan to make 
his own way in the Church than in more open professions. 

The army, -in both countries, is a poor profession 
except in the highest grades. It is essentially a bachelor's 
-profession. In France, officers are not permitted to 
marry any woman who has less than a certain dowry, and 
in England marriage is restricted to a few amongst the 
private soldiers.' Here we have an approach to the 
enforced celibacy of the Roman priesthood. 

Almost all public offices in France are paid, but ill 
paid. In England they are either well paid or gratuitous. 
'English Members of Parliament, in both houses, are 
unpaid; in France they receive a moderat~ salary. In 
England magistrates (except a small special class) are 
unpaid; in France they all receive a few thousand francs 
a year. On the other hand, English judges are splendidly 
paid in comparison witli French judges, even when they 
sit only in the County Courts. The magistracy, in 
France, is so little lucrative that judicial functions usually 
imply private means. 

The ordinary trades are perhaps equally lucrative in 
the two countries, and, with the exception of old land-

o owners, most of the prosperous people are either trades-
1 In any case a French officer cannot many without an author

isation emanating from the Ministry of War. A military friend told 
me that the following mishap occurred to an office.r in his regiment 
who tbought he would like to marry a certain girl in a certain town, 
He applied fli permission, which was refused, The regiment was 
sent elsewhere, and the sensitive officer was smitten & second time, 
so he applied. for permission again, It came in the form of an 
authorisation to marry not tbe second, but the first young lady, 
The officer did so, and discovered) when too late, that she was one 
of those governing women who order about their husbands Jike 
children, &0 he has leisure to deplore the decision of the authorities. 
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men or the descendants of tradesmen. An antiquary in 
a certain neighbourhood told me that the local aristocracy 
there was descended, almost exclusively, from tanners of 
the Middle Ages.' In the wine districts gold is chiefly 
consolidated, directly or indirectly, from grape-juice, as 
in Lancashire it is a concentrated form of cotton, and in 
Lyons of silk. Many fine new houses have been built 
in France since the Empire, and almost invariably by 
tradesmen. 

For rapid increase in wealth and population there 
is nothing in France comparable to the manufacturing 
district within a radius of forty miles from the Manchester· 
Exchange. The population of that region is greater than 
that within forty miles of Charing Cross; and notwith· 
standing times of depression it is probable that the wealth 
in it far exceeds that of any similar area in France. 
Manchester, and the congeries of minor yet still populous 
towns that crowd round it, are an example of rapidity in 
the increase of wealth and population together which is 
rather American than European, and there, at least, an 
American would find proofs of material success. I, who 
have lived in Lancashire, bave known many surprising 
instances, and it is not so much this or that particular 
example that strikes one there as the prevalence of a 
plutocratic atmosphere. Money is as much in the air of 
Lancashire as the smell of flowers about Cannes and 
Nice, with this difference, that whilst flowers are delightful 
to most noses, the odour of money is so chfefly to those 
who possess it. 

The reader may perhaps imagine that small profe .. 
sional incomes must be relatively larger in France than 
in England because living is cheaper there, but these 
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ideas are founded upon a former state of things. Before 
the Second Empire, when there were few railways, living 
was very cheap in some out-of-the-way parts of France. 
Railways equalised prices, and since then various other 
,,"uses have combined to raise them. At present, living 
is quite as expensive in France as in England. An 
Englishman, now settled in Kent after a residence in 
Burgundy, tells me that he finds it more economical to 
live in his own country. At the same time that prices 
have risen, the customs of society have become both 
more exacting and more costly, so that married people 
feel what has been called "the pinch of -poverty' on 
means that would have seemed an ample competence to 
their fathers. The ODe conclusion to which accumulated 
experience seems now to be driving mankind is that 

Coot .r 
Living ill 
.'r.llll;:e and 
England. 

without a large income there can be no success, and that ·Necesaty or 
a man's life is a failure unless he can afford to live in i~ 
society, to trave~ and to provide handsomely for all the 
members of his family. 

Another estimate of success is held by some, and I 
think by more people in France than in England. It is, 
and always has been, my own view, and I have never seen 
any reason to change it. 

Real success is nothing more, and it is certainly R"" 
s~ ..... 

nothing less, than the happy exercise and development 
of each man's faculties, whatever they may be. Hence 
the enor of supposing that one can be truly successful by 
following in ~e steps of another. Each man has to win 
his own happiness, or, in religious language, to work out 
his own salvation. The - world's estimate of him is 
important only just so far as it enables him to do this, or 
hinders him from doing it; beyond that it is no more to 
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him than the wind on a distant sea. Now, this happy 
exercise of gifts may no douht sometimes depend on 
money, but it usually depends far more on suitableness 
of situation. I have mentioned the poor incomes oi 
French priests, the miserable incomes as they will appear 
to the English reader. The very poverty of these men 
is, in the best cases, a part of their success. If they want 
to leave all and follow Christ, a bare subsistence is all that 
they require for that. Tbeir poverty is a part of the 
dignity and reality of their office. Success, for a priest, 
has absolutely nothing to do with money, or even with 
preferment j it consists in moral and religious influence, 
and in nothing else. The famous Cllre Ii' An had 
immense success, and remained a poor village priest to 
the end of his saintly life; what need had he of wealth 

"and dignities? In the army, as elsewhere, success is 
to be fit for the rank one occupies, and to attain exactly 
the rank that one is fit for; it is I)ot to get up into a rank 
above one's capacity. In literature, success is merely 
encouragement to express our genuine and best selves; it 
is not to be splendidly rewarded for producing work 
adapted for the market. In painting, success is nothing 
more than encouragement to paint the pictures that fonn 
themselves in the mind; it is not successful commerce. 
Corot, the French landscape painter, produced his own 
work and succeeded late, yet it was a pure success' for 
him, and he could wait for it patiently on fifty pounds a 
year. Another instance of real though "ot apparent 
success is that of the Englishman David Cox, whom 
some have .commiserated because he did not pocket the 
thousands that his drawings afterwards attained. One 
who knew him intimately said there was no occasion for 
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pity, that Cox had enjoyed his life and work, and earned 
as much as was necessary for his independence. 

There are two sides to the question whether a successful 
life mnst he in every case a pleasant one. The Epicurean Ep;a,~ 
philosopher would say that without happiness there can ~~ 
he no success; the Stoic wOllld see the possibility of a high s ....... 
kind of success without, anything like happiness; the 
Christian thinks life successful if it leads to heaven, though 
it he wretched and miserable upon earth. Both Christian 
and Epicurean agree in taking happiness as the measure 
of success, though one places it on the earth and the 
other elsewhere. 

All three are to be found in France in their complete 
development. The dominant philosophy is the Epicurean, 
hut Stoicism and Christianity have their small and great 
places with their own theories of success. It is the 
tendency of the Frencb mind to follow every scheme of 
life to the extremity of ~ logical consequences. France s_. . 
is the country of the woman of the world, la lIlIJIU!aillt, ~ m 

and of the Carmelite nun, the one living in the utmost 
luxury, the other in the hardest austerity, and a gleam of 
hope or a cloud o( disappointment in the life of a young 
lady may determine for her whicb of the two she is to he. 
France is the country of conversation and of the silent 
trappists, the land of wine, and dance, and song, yet at 
the same time a land where life is often most dull, and 
dreary, and ~rosaic. 

Still, if we consider the French nation broadly, after 
having given its due place to asceticism, catholic or par
simonious, I think it is evident that the dominant 
tendency is to make the present life agreeable, even to 
study to make it so, and to take trouble in order to enjoy 

2C 
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a succession of little pleasures. In the care for the 
agreeableness of the present life there is a very strong 
contrast between the French and the Highlanders of 
Scotland, for example. The Highlanders are unsuccessful 
in making life agreeable, partly on account of their climate, 
which discoUrages effort, but also from their temperament, 
which prefers discomfort to trouble and forethought. 
The same contrast, in minor degrees, exists between the 
French and some other inhabitants of the British Islands. 
The Frenchman's object is to make life a succession of little 
pleasures. 

If he is able to do this, does that constitute success? 
It is success of a kind, if it can be carried on indefinitely 
and without any perceptible injury to health. The 
judicious Epicurean, who know~ the necessity of modera
tion, arrives at a kind of happiness, and he includes 
mental pleasures, such as those of art and elegance, in 
his list. 

Whether a life of little pleasures is a 9uccessful life or 
not, it seems plain that, from the simply rational point 
of view, a life offt" privations is a failure. The ordinary 
gifts of nature are sunlight, pure air, pure water, and some 
degree of natural beauty. These are the natural 
refreshers of human life, and withoui them it is impossible 
for it to be complete. The establishment of the industrial 

, system is not a true succe~ because it has deprived great 
populations of these benefits. In this sense Manchester 
and Lyons are unsuccessful; they have nol solved the 
problem of healthy and pleasant existence. Paris is 
apparently successful, because there is much external 
brilliance, if not beauty, but when we come to examine 
Parisian life in its details we find that it is wanting in 
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space and freedom, that only the rich have e1bow-room, 
and that ordinary existence is fatiguing as well as narrow. 
Londoners are rather more at ease) as their town covers 
more territory; hut it is a. dismal place,and if its inhahitants D;..w 

never left it they would not know the natural colour of Loodoa. 

the sky, or that of a Howing river. 
If we compare the two countries, the most successful 

quiet life, with moderate expenditure and some enjoyment 
of unspoiled nature, combined with the conveniences of 
advanced civilisation, is to be found, I think, in the 
French provinces. There is, however, a drawback to 
that success, otherwise unquestionably considerable, in 
the intellectual dulness which afflicts French provincial 
life as with a kind of torpor. There is nothing in the 
French provinces answering to the intelligence of the 
English, manufacturing districts, with their mechanics' 
institutes, their lectures, concerts, and picture exhibitions. 
In Lmcashire and the West Riding of Yorkshire people l.aDcuh .. 

. and York-
are scarcely more cut off from the intelligent world than ........ 
if they lived at a short distance from a metropolis. That 
perfect life which is so difficult to attain in modern times 
would require the union of natural beauty (including 
unsullied skies and healthy vegetation) with intellectual 
society and opportunities. 

The question may be simplified by remembering that 
although public success may be measured by outward ~."" 
results, private success is always strictly personal, and is s~ 
to be meastfred, at any particular time, only by the good 
mental and bodily condition of the man himself. All 
else is merely ~ A good mental condition includes ~';:L 
just as much culture as is necessary to the development 
of the faculties, hut not any burden of erudition heavy 
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enough to diminish (as erudition so often does) the 
promptitude or the elasticity of the mind A good 
bodily condition includes health and tbe training which 
gives a similar promptitude and elasticity. Sufficient 
material well-being for the maintenance of body and 

. mind in these favourable conditions is essential to true 
success, 'Ill beyond it is superfluous- Farne, or the 
opinion of others, is of no use except as an encowagement 
or a stimulus, and it has nothing to do with the reality of 
success. 

On applying these tests to our modem industrial 
civilisation we find evidences of failure on all handS
The poor are not in conditions of existence favourable to 
the body, and they have not leisure enough for the 
activities of the mind. The ricb leaders of industry have 
far more wealth than would be necessary to perfect 
human life, but they have not enough leisure for intel
lectual attainments; and they are prevented, by the 
presence of the multitudes that industry has called into 
being, from leading a life independent of great social 
cares. In shor~ from the purely human and private 
point of view, without reference to material results, 
industrialism has not hitherto proved itself a success. 
It is successful in the produce of commodities, but not 
in the government of life. 

Mere cheerfulness of disposition is an element in every 
private success, and it might be argued that if anyone is 
cheerful, say in the horrible English "Black Coftntry," he is 
living more successfully thana despondent spiritsurrourided 
by the light and colour of Italy. The French wnsider 
themselves happier than the English because they have 
Illore external gaiety, but I do not accept this gaiety as 
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good evidence of a happy life. Without looking upon 
it with any puritanical disapproval, I think it is very 
frequently no more than a reaction against the troubles 
that beset human existence everywhere, and of which the 

French, like others, have their share. A gay philosophy 
may seem wanting in seriousness, but a man must have 
a very superficial acquaintance with French people if he 
has not discovered that their gaiety often conceals many 
a private anxiety and care. One reason for it is the 
feeling, which is certainly healthy, that we ought not to 
trouble other people with private causes of sadness, but 
make an effort to be cheerful as a social duty. Another 
and a deeper reason is that a light philosophy seems 
wiser and more intelligent than a melancholy one, because 
the miseries' of life are not worth dwelling upon unless 
they can be practically alleviated. The natural gravity 
of Englishmen causes them to be misunderstood in 
France, where it is taken for sadness. English gravity 
is not incompatible with happiness. The grave mind is 
bappy in its gravity as the light mind in its levity; and 
the English are not so grave as the French believe them 
to be. Cheerfulness (a word for which there is no 
equivalent in the French language) is an English char
acteristic, though the English have not the champagne 
in the blood that bubbles up in merriment and nonsen.se 
on the top of a Frenchman's brain. They had it long 
ago, in Sha\,espeare's time 
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CHAPTER II 

NATIONAL SUCCESS AT HOME 

THERE is a private national success as well as a public 
one. Private success, for a nation, is to have got the 
kind of religion and the kind of government that are 
suitable to the national idiosyncrasy, to have sufficient 
wealth and at the same time a light burden of taxation, 
to be free from civil discord of any dangerous acuteness, 
to pursue the arts and sciences fruitfully, and to live 
without dread of an enemy. 

Which of the two, France or England, has hitherto 
reached the highest point of success in these several 
ways? -

On the subject of religion and government enough 
has been said already in this volume. J think it is clear 
.t!'at on these important points England has been the 
more successful nation of the two. The Gallican Church 
was a failure, it has had to give way to Ultramontanism; 
the Anglican Church has been a great succ~ it has nol 
only preserved, it has intensified its nation~l character. 
It is true that Anglicanism is surrounded by Dissent; but 
Romanism is only suited to a part of the French people, 
and lives in opposition to its guiding secular principles. 
England has also enjoyed a more complete political 
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success than France. Her system of government has 
not, as yet, excluded or alienated any class. Patricians 
and plebeians sit in the same Cabinet, speak from the 
same platforms, appeal to the same public in the same 
ways, and that whether they are Conservative or Radical 
In England a popular leader may be associated with 
great nobles and received by the Sovereign; in France 
he would not be recognised by the smallest aristocrat. 
No Frenchman with any pretensions to aristocracy would 
be seen on the same platform with a French Gladstone. 
The French U Conservatives" have not the faintest hope 
of forming a Cabinet so long as the Republic lasts. To 
them the Republican power is like a foreign occupation, 
and their only hope is to plot against it and enfeeble it; 
for them it is not a national, but only a party government. 
All that can be said of the internal success of France, 
from the political point of view, is that since the over
throw of the Paris Commune she has maintained both 
liberty and order. No previous French Government has 
ever maintained bolA The Republic has done this, liut 

. without being able to effect any reconciliation between 
parties which live in a state of latent civil war. The 
English system of government is accepted by the whole 
nation; it is national; whereas the French system is 
accepted by a part of the nation, and is national only in 
the sense of having the majority on its side. 

The subject of wealth has been treated in another 
chapter. It is not wealth that is wanting. Both nations 
are enormously rich, France having the advantage of a 
more even distribution, England the advantage, if it is 
one, of possessing a greater number of prodigiously rich 
meD-
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With regard to taxation, both countries inherit vast 
debts accumulated by previous wars. The Franco-German 
War cost France altogether about as much as England· 
had to pay for the great contest with Napoleon the First. 
Taxation is heavier in France, and every year there is a 
deficit Even if the present peace were to continue 
indefinitely, it is so costly that Frencb finances must 
succumb beneath the strain of it. The difference between 
the two nations is that England can go on indefinitely as 
she is living now, in times of peace, whilst France cannot 
A great conftict for national existence might utterly ruin 
both. Imagine an additional debt, for each, of a thousand 
millions sterling, the possible cost of the next European 
war I 

The next condition that I mentioned as essential to 
national happiness was freedom from civil discord of any 
dangerous acuteness. Now, although the French have 
sbown considerable, even admirable self-restraint since 
1871, so that civil war has never broken out amongst 
them in spite of much suppressed excitement, I think it 
is evident that there has been, and that there is yet, mucb 
less danger of civil war in England- Such an evil is stiD 
possible in France, though with the present ordetly French 
temper it is not probable; in England, during this century 
at least, it seems absolutely out of the question. Civil 
discord exists in France to the degree of dangerous acute
ness, in England only to tbe degree that makes it bitter 
and unpleasant French political dissensidb leads to 
personal rancour, wbich is constantly breaking forth in 
insults and in duels; in England the forms of courtesy 
between parties are still in some measure preserved- If 
a distinguished English statesman dies, or is seriously i1~ 
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his opponents express and feel regret for his loss, or 
sympathy with his sufferings; but French political hatred 
follows a man even to the grave. In a word, Erenchmen 
of opposite political tenets are really enemies; Englishmen 
who sit opposite to each other in the House are political 
adversaries only, and may meet pleasantly at the same 
dinner-tahle. 

The superior amenity of English publi~ life is clear 
proof of its more successful working. It shows that 
both parties have something in common-their country
and that they do not lose sight of the national welfare, 
though they differ as to the measures supposed to be 
most conducive to it 

My next point was that a successful nation would 
pursue the arts and sciences fruitfully. Both France and 
England may look back with satisfaction to all that has 
been done during the last fifty years. There has been 
absolutely no sign in either country of decadence, not
withstanding frequent self-depreciation. Of the scientific 
progress that has been made I will say little, from simple 
incompetence to deal with a subject so vast and so much 
beyond my grasp. I only know, as an ignorant yet 
interested spectator, that hardly any enterprise now 
seems to be too great for the intelligence of English and 
French engineers, or for the skill of the workmen whom 
they direct. If they do not build pyramids greater than 
those of Egypt and hippodromes more substantial than 
the Coliseulh, it is only because there is no demand for 
them. Ours is the age of communication, and' here 
England takes the lead with her railways, France with 
her admirable system of common roads and her complete 
inland na\igatiofL France has made the Suez Canal, 
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has attacked Panama, and is looking forward to a ship 
canal from Paris to the s";' Lancashire is making 
Manchester a seapor~ and Scotland is bridging over the 
Firth of Forth. A gigantic project for a bridge from 
Dover to Calais is on the list of things that French 
engineers consider possible. It is difficult to state fairly 
what has been contnouted by each country to the im
provement of the railway and the telegraph; it is plain, 
however, that the practical art of railway travelling fim! 
originated in England. The first balloon rose in French 
air, and a balloon was for the first time successfully 
steered in France. The French are generally a little 
ahead of the English in military inventions, as in the use 
of breech-loading cannon and improved rifles and gun
powder, as well as other explosives, and now in the 
strength and perfection of armour-plating. Almost all· 
the improvements in scientific agriculture are of English 
origin, and so are the machines used in it which are now 
extensively sold in France. Whilst the English are the 
greater maritime nation of the two and have an incom.~ 

parably larger carrying trade, improvements in ship
building have usually originated either with the French or 
the Americans. In the construction of pleasure-boats, the 
English are ahead of the French for sea-going yachts 
(though inferior to the Americans), but the French with 
.their great rivers have studied and brought to perfection 
the small centre-board sloop which tacks rapidly. 

I am not a good judge of any kind of tnnnufacture 
except those connected with literature or the fine arts, 
so I will pass by the cottons of Manchester and the silks 
of Lyons with the simple observation that Lancashire 
has produced the spinning jenny and Lyons the Jacquard 
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loom. With regard to the printing of newspapers and PrintiD •• 

books, which I understand better, the French are ad
mirable in the exquisite, but their common work is not 
SO good as the English. French Uilions 1M biblioplu7e, 
such as those of Lemerre, J ouaust, Tross, and the Soci~t~ 
de Saint Augustin, not to mention many publications by 
Quantin and others, are equal to tbe best work of English 
printers in the mechaniCal qualities of typ<K:utting and 
clearness of impression, whilst they are, I think, a little 
superior to it in taste. All the French Uilions 1M bib/to- '.=do 

Editi(llUtU 
Iltile that I possess or have examined are scrupulously Bi6/i(l}IIiu. 

correct in their freedom from typographic errors, whilst 
with common French editions it is just the contrary. 
There is a very well known Paiisian publishing house Common 

F=m that issues an immense quantity of volumes so rich in Editiol1J. 

typographic faults that no English publisher would own 
them; yet ordinary French readers, who are very in~ 

attentive and also very patient, either do not notice or do 
not object to them. The fact is that there are two dis- F=cl> 

&aktinct classes of book-buyers in France-ies amateurs and Ie buyers. 

vulgaire. The first are hard to please, and will have no-
thing to do with ugly or faulty editions, whilst they will 
give any price for exquisitely perfect work; the second 
neither know nor care anything about the matter, and. 
in producing for. them it does not signify how bad the 
work may be, provided only that the price does not ex-
ceed three francs fifty centimes per volume. The care- ..... ~h 
lessness of &ae French about cheap work used to be very :=!cl:"C: 
conspicuous in their newspapers, but these have improved Work. 

during the last decade. I well remember the time when 
it was almost impossible to find a single English name or 
quotation, however brief, correctly printed in a French 
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newspaper. English critics always attributed these faults 
to the writers of the articles, but they were more fre
quently due to absolute carelessness in correcting.' The 
press-work, too, used to be disgraceful; it is now fairly 
good in the daily papers' and excellent in the illustrated 
weeklies. . France is not a good country for presentable 
editions at moderate prices. The two most popular 
poets-Victor Hugo and Alfred de Musset-are not to be 
had in anything answering to the readable current 
editions of Tennyson. There are the big octavos and 
the little exquisite Elzevirs for amateurs, and the vulgar 
editions for the public. 

This contrast betw~en the exquisite and the vulgar 
is usually very strong in France. We find it in the most 
visible form in French painting, which leads us to the 
conclusion that art does not refine a nation, but only 
expresses, and expresses equally and indifferently, what
ever natural refinement and whatever inborn coarseness 
and vulgarity may already be existing in the race. If all 
the refined work in a French Salon could be put into an 
exhibition by itself it would be delightful; but the Salons 
as they exist at present are quite as much an annoyance 
as an enjoyment. A student with plenty of physical 
energy may by sheer hard labour arrive at a kind of noisy 
performance which attracts attention to his name, but the 
delicate and tender spirit of true art is absent from such 
work. Painting having been understood in France very 

• 
1 Frencb carelessness in correcting is especially lamentable in 

school.books. I have before me II. French school edition of CAi/Je 
.lIarttld, abounding in gt'OSS typographic blunders that must be most 
puuling to French boys. M. TRine's Hum,. til /a LiIIlf'tJllUY 
""CIa"# is vel')' faulty in tbis respecL 
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much as a matter of apprenticeship, like the handicraft 
trades, all the technical part of it is taught by the straight
est and surest methods to any lad who will he at the 
pains to go steadily through them, and the consequence 
is that a great number of men in France possess the 
handicraft without either intellectual culture or poetic 
invention, and it is they who have vuIgarised the art. 

The English have been, and are still, inferior in manual 
force; they cannot attac.k a 1arge canvas with the same 
certainty of covering it in a workmanlike manner, and = of 

some tlf their artists, like gifted amateurs, have not Art 

technical ability equal to the realisation of their ideas. 
Still there is less of coarsen ... in the English schoo~ and 
more amenity and tenderness; its art is more gentle and • 
nearer to poetry and music. There was a time when the 
French had such a horror of crude colouring that, to 
avoid it, they took refuge in dull gyays and browns, hut 
that time is now so completely past that the most glaring en..tity 01 

colours are admitted into the Sabm. English painting, coI_. 
on the contr:uy, has become more sober than in the 
early days of uncompromising naturalism. An art critic 
who understood the English and French minds, and who 
was not himself turned aside from justice by the perver-
sions of vulgar French or vulgar English patriotism, 
would prohably say that, on the whole, the artists of both 
nations had been equally successful with regard to the 
interior of their own counbies. As for foreign success, Home 

that is quite !nother thing, and I reserve it for the follow- ~=... 
ing chapter. At present I mean simply that English 
artists delight and instruct English people as much as 
French artists delight and instruct the French, and that 
the modem renaissance of the fine arts has been as 
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effectual, nationally, in one countJi as in the other. On 
the ground of pure merit (:iJways without reference to 
foreign estimation) an impartial critic would probably say 
that there were more draughtsmen in France and more 
colourists in England. Technical comparisons are diffi
cult, because the art of painting contains, in reality, several 
different arts according to the ways in which it is practised, 
and tbey cannot be compared with each other. The 
popular comparison of Landseer with Rosa Bonheur is 
foolish, because they have nothing in common. .There 
is no English artist who might be profitably compared 
with Meissonier; he is comparable only with the Dutch. 
Several clever Frenchmen have taken up water-colour of 

• late, and some of them have done interesting work; but 
not one of them has either the aims or the qualities of 
Turner. A comparison can be usefully established only 
'between artists who paint the same class of subjects in 
the same technical manner. The comparison of Turner, 
as an oil-painter, with Claude is one that no intelligent 
critic would ever have made if Turner had not himself 
provoked it. Turner proved only that he could imitate 
Claude with a part of himself, as a very clever English 
Latinist might studiously imitate Virgil. The complete 
Turner is so much outside of Claude that the comparison 
stops short for want of material in the Frenchman. 

Th. Rovi.a1 ' The revival of etching, which has been the most 
of Etcbing, 

remarkable phenomenon in the artistic history of our 
own time, has been common to England \nd France, 
but more vigorously pursued by Frenchmen. This is 
due to the great superabundance of young unemployed 
painters in France who are happy to turn to anything 
that does not compel them to abandon arL It is the 
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peculiarity of etching that men are better trained for it 
by the education of a painter than by the bard manual 
discipline of the engraver. Line engraving has DOW died Uae 

out in England. In France it still maintains a feeble _ ...... 

and precarious existence by the encouragement of the 
State (through the Cluzkograpllie tiM .£.ouvre) and a society 
oflovers of art who are trying to keep it alive. 

All the photographic processes for the reproduction of Phol": 

works of art have been carried to perfection sooner in ~ 
France than in England, and Fran~ce always keeps the 
lead. Photography, itseH; is due to efforts made by 
Niepce for the production of engraved plates. 

Literature is probably more influential in England to........,;" 
than in France, because the English read so much more. ~ ~ ~ 
A great proportion of the reading done in both countries is, 
however, only rest, or an escape from surrounding reality, 
so that it does little for the true suooess of authors, which 
is the dissemination of ideas. I do not know the name 
of any English author who has exercised so much direct 
power as either Rousseau or Voltaire. That of Carlyle CuIyIo. 

is thought to have been considerable, because his persoual 
energy was of the imperative order; but the English world 
does not follow his teaching. Hewas hostile to the fine arts, 

and they are more appreciated than ever; he condemned 
fiction, and novels were never more diligently read; he 
preferred despotism 10 popular government, and we .see 
the rise of the English democracy; he was without 
scientific id'eas, and science is penetrating all the depart-
ments of thought and action. The influence of John l .... Mill. 

Mill is said to be great amongst thinking men in the 
English lower classes; but it is purely rational, and can 
awaken no enthusiasm beyond the disinterested love of 
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truth. Mr .. Ruskin's iufluence on art has been powerful 
in praise, but feeble iu condemnation. He did much for 
the fame of Turner, but little or nothiug against Constable 
and Claude; and notwithstandiug his open hostility to 
etchiug, that art is now better appreciated than ever. 
Contemporary artists go on their own paths without 
deference to critical advice. A more iuteresting and 
important subject is Mr. Ruskin's iufluence on working 
men. He appeals more to the feelings than Spencer or 
Mill, and is welcome to many wanderers iu search of a 
moral authority and ';'aster. They like the strength 01 
faith in the master himself, which is ready to carry theory 
into practice, even when the theory is ruinous. Matthew 
Arnold, though a poet, was more rational, cooler, less 
fitted for popular leadership. His influence was directly 
felt by cultivated readers only; but it will have conse
quences not always traceahle to the source. I think he 
erred iu taking certaiu things to be specially English 
whicb are only English forms of something to be found 
elsewhere. The best criticism of this mistake in Arnold 
was made by Herbert Spencer with reference to noncon
formity.' And Arnold's celebrated division of the English 

1 U Mr. Arnold's studies of other nations, other ages, and other 
creeds would, I should have thought, have led him to regard Non
conformity as an universal power in societies, which has, in our time 
and country. its particular embodiment, but which is to be under
stood only when contemplated in all its other embodiments; the 
thing is one in spirit and tendency, whether show" amongst the 
Jews or the Greeks-whether in Catholic Europe or Protestant 
England. Wherever there is disagreement with a current belief, 
no matter what its nature.' there is Nonconformity. The open 
expression of difference and avowed opposition to that which is 
authoritatively established constitutes Dissent, whether the religion 
be Pagan or Christian, Monotheistic or Polytheistic. The relative 
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into Barbarians, Philistines, and Populace, though it 
throws a light upon the nation, has the defect of making 
it seem an English peculiarity to be so divided, whereas 
you find the same characteristics in the three great and 
very distinct French classes. The French aristocracy is 
more ignorant than the English, the French bourgeoisie 
more narrow in its concentration of thought upon money 
matters, and the populace less easily led and influenced 
by the possessors of wealth and culture. 

Barbarians, 
Philistines, 
."d 
Po_ 

Of Englishmen now living (1888), Mr. John Morley J. Mod". 

has the best equipment for a literary influence upon his 
countrymen j because he is at the same time a born 
writer and a man versed in affairs. Unfortunately a 
political career like his must have the etrect of limiting a 
writer's influence to a single political party. John Morley 
might be useful to all Englishmen at the present time 
because he unites complete intellectual freedom with a 
vigorous moral sense. In this he is the Englishman of 
the future, the Englishman who will be intellectually 
emancipated, yet who will preserve the moral sense of 
his forefathers and bate, let us hope, as they did, "that 
borrid burden and impediment on the sou~" as Morley 
describes i~ "which the Churches call Sin, and which, 
by whatever name we call i~ is a very real catastrophe in 
the moral nature of man.» 

Of the literary inOuen""!' which consist chiefly in 
giving zsthetic pleasure, that of poetry maintains itself P~by. 
more than "as expected in the middle of the century, and 
it is better understood now than it was then that p~etry . 

attitudes of the Dissenter, and of those in power, are essentially 
the same in aU cases, and in all cases lead to vituperation and per
secution. n_TN SludJl of SocitJ/g,u. ninth edition, p. 234-

2D 
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must remain itself and not get entangled in the actual 
A poet may, like Victor Hugo and William Morris, be in 
sympathy with advanced radicals, but in his verse he is 
likely to go back to the past as in the EartMy Paradise 
and the liCeNit ties Sudes, or to pure mythology with 
Lewis ?>forris in the Epk of Haties, or to dim traditions 
as Tennyson to the Court of King Arthur, or even project 
himself into the future state like Sully Prudhomme in .u 
BonMur. The office of poetry in the modem world is 
still its ancient office of deliverance. It delivers us from 
the actual by. the imagination, and the older we get the 
less completely satisfactory does the actual become for us, 
and the more we need poetry to help us out of it Those 
who do not read verses may receive their poetry through 
other channels. They may receive it in great purity and 
strength through religion, which is always successful in 
exact proportion to the sum of poetry that it contains, and 
unsuccessful in proportion to its rationalism. Or, if not 
consciously religious, men may get their poetry through 
music, architecture, and painting, of which it always was 
and always will be the mysterious vital principle, the 
immortal souL 

The immense popularity of Victor Hugo was not so . 
much due to the love of poetry in Frenchmen as to their 
gratitude for his fidelity to the popular cause, and admira
tion for his steady resistance. to Napoleon IlL Had he 
remained a royalist to the last, his fame would have been 
of a quieter kind. The French have a way M taking up 
a man and making political capital out of him, increasing 
his reputation as much as possible for that purpose. 
Hugo's name and his portraits were familiar to multitudes 
who knew nothing of his poetry. This deprives the 
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observer of what might have been otherwise a good 
opportunity for appreciating the degree of interest that 
the French take in poetry on its own account, but even 
without political popularity there remained Hugo's celebrity 
as a novelist. The case is a very complex one. Great 
vigour in old age is deeply respected and admired in 
France, and Hugo was a very fine old man. I am told 
that the generation now passing away took a much keener 
interest in literature than the present. As for poor 
Lamartine, his fame has been" for a while completely 
eclipsed, but there are now some signs of a revival. 
Alfred de Musset is read by all French people of a 
literary tum, especially by young men, who delight in him 
as young Englishmen delighted in Byron before Tennyson 
became the fashion. The minor French poets of the 
present day are numerous, and the tendenq amongst 
them is to a great perfection of technical finish, which is 
praiseworthy as a proof of labour and self-discipline. But 
it Is the novelists and the playwrights who have the 
substantial success. They earn ten times more money 
than that hard·working man of genius, Balzac, would even 
have dreamed of as a possibility in his then wretched pro
fession. There is a young school of philosophers, very 
sane and very sage, who are trying earnestly to win some 
nearer approach to the hidden truths of life and the 
universe, but they only reach the small intellectual class. 
Renan has literary qualities of the highest order, but like 
the m.jo~ of first·rate men of letters he is disgusted 
with the sight of practical politics, and more inclined to 
make the combatants a subject for sarcasm than to help 
them out of the sloughs they faU into, either on one side 
or the other. Practical inftuenee with the pen appears 
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now to belong, in France, almost exclusively, to journalists, 
and they -are con~tantly under the temptation to get up 
sensational excitements, to make a fuss, and convert 
every little crisis into a great one. A1; English journalism 
is anonymous, the writers cannot aspire to make themselves 
personally conspicuous, and are somewhat quieter. That 
which, in England, now-answers in some degree to French 
journalism is review-writing with signed articles. 

As for the dread of war, which is the most important 
of all drawbacks to national happiness, the inferiority of 
the English in land armies subjects them to occasional 
panics about the possibility of a French invasion, and has 
led them, as all know, to forbid the execution of the 
eilannel Tunne~ though they would not have been more 
exposed by its means than the French to an English 
invasion. i;iince then, it has been conclusively proved 
that the use of the steam-engine .in war-ships has made 
the offensive stronger than the defensive _ by permitting 
the choice of a landing-place, and therefore much of the 
former security of an insular kingdom has been taken 
away. The feeling that invasion was possible formerly 
afRicted only the timid, but now the bravest are fully 
aware that it is so, and sleep, like good watch-dogs, with 
an eye open. 

The position of France is still more precarious. On 
both sides of a perfectly artificial frontier two armies have 
been watching each other for seventeen years as they 
watch for a night in war-time. The slightest i"'pnulence 
of one or the other Government, even the zeal of some 
subordinate official, may at any moment precipitate that 
conflict which both alike look forward to, and which 
both nations equally dread. It is impossible, under such, 
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circumstances, that life in France can be happy. The 
war cloud is perpetually visible on the eastern horizon. 
Sometimes it swells and covers half the sky and darkens 
the land with gloom, then it lessens and seems to be 
more distant, but it neve" wlwl/y disappears. 
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CHAPTER III 

NATIONAL SUCCESS ABROAD 

THIS kind of success is of importance only so far as it 
affects the wealth or the independence of a nation. 
OtherwiseJ success abroad is merely a subject of national 
vanity of a very empty kind. It is not the same with 
nations as with individuals. Personal celebrity is really 
a legitimate object of ambition for a wise man, because it 
makes life pleasanter to him in various very practical 
ways, and especially by bringing him into contact with 
people interested in his own pursuits. There is no 
national reward of that kind. It matters nothing to the 
English people whether their authors and artists have 
a continental celebrity or not. We shall understand the 
subject better by considering, at first, the case of England 
separately, and ber celehrity in France, for different 
achievements of genius and industry. Certainly, if 
English genius is visible in anything it is in poetty, yet 
no· Englisbman who knew the French would attach the 
slightest weight to their opinion on the Eng'ish ·poets. 
They often know the language well enough to read prose 
of a clear .ltd simple kind; I quite believe that some 
Frenchmen of cultivated taste may appreciate Addison's 
prose, or Goldsmith's prose, and a few, a very few, may 
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perhaps enjoy some verses of Byron Or Pope; but English 
blank verse is usually quite beyond French appreciation 
as to its technical qualities, and so indeed are the more 
delicate and subtle cadences of English rhymed metres such 
as those which occur, for example, in the H Lotos-Eaters." 
I should think it highly improbable that there are ten 
Frenchmen with ear enough to seize upon the very dif
ferent qualities that artists so different as Milton, Words-
worth, and Tennyson can give to a metre, blank verse, Blank Venc. 

which afPtan to be identical in the three cases, or who 
would know the difference between the heroic couplet as Th. H=ic 

. Couplet. 
employed by Pope and the same measure m the hands of 
William Morris. There is the Spenserian stanza, too, The 

, Speruerian 
as its inventor used it, and as it has been used by Thomson Stanza. 

and Byron. Try to explain these differences, "'hich in 
reality are enormous, to a Frenchman. Try to explain to 
him anything about the musical qualities of the English 
language. He will laugh at you for your" patriotism U j it 
being a received opinion in France that English never is 
and never can be musical. There is Vice-Admiral Jurien lurie~dtl1a 

de la Graviere, for example, probably the most cultivated G~oo.. . 

officer in the French navy, an Academician, a scholar, a 
charming and very instructive writer, altogether a man who 
would do honour to any nation. Of course .he knows 

. English, and he certainly has no narrow prejudice against 
Englishmen, yet in his touching reminiscence of Lieutenant 
Gore, in the lastFigaroIlluslrl, I find the following passage. 
He is''tel~g aboutanevening on board a French ship of war 
near Rhodes, spent in Gore's society after a separation. 

n La soir~ passa comme un songe. Un seul orage Anecdote of 
. b Lieutenant failtit la trou ler_ Je .o,,/mai. gue fa langue anglaise Gono. 

Itai/ rudt, &Qmpl}tmltnl d;poun'lu d'na,monit. • Elle est 
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rude pour vous, qu? ne savez pas Ia prononcer,' ripostait 
l'insulaire avec v&~mence." 

Here we have first the impression of the uneducated 
French ear, then the truth about the matter from the 
Englishman. Another Frenchman (whose name is not 
worth mentioning in connection with that of M. J urien 
de la Gravi~re) says that the English language is scarcely 
intelligible when spoken, even for the English themselves, 
and that is why they are so taciturn. Another calls 
English U at idi{)1Ile sourti." How are these Frenchmen 
to appreciate the "mighty-mouthed inventor of har
monies"?-how are their ears to hear the "God-gifted 
organ-voice of England JJ ? 

What really happens is this. English authors are 
known in Fiance by translations, and as neither the music 
of verse nor the style of prose can be reproduced in a 
translation, the author is judged by a criterion outside of 
his literary workmanship. His reputation is constructed 
over again, without reference to his mastery of language, 
on the grounds of thought or invention only. Herbert 
Spencer has a great reputation in Franc;e as a thinker, 
Dickens as an inventor. Thackeray is very little ap
preciated, because the French can never know how 
superior he was in style to Dickens. Of English writers 
on art, Sir )oshua Reynolds is appreciated in France 
because his doctrine contained nothing partfcularly 
English, and his style was simple and clear; Ruskin has 
no French readers because his views on art':e Elnglish 
and his style complex, elaborate, ornate. The narne of 
Byron is known to every educated Frenchman, that of 
Tennyson is known to students of English literature only. 
All the chief English and Scotch philosophers are 
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familiar to -French students of phil~ophy, and in fact 
accepted by them as their great teachers and guides, but 
they are utterly unknown to the French public. 

Independently of literary merit, foreign literatures are 
sometimes called upon to supply an element of human 
interest that is wanting in the bome productions. The 
French are aware that Russian novels are not so well 
constructed as their own, yet there is a poignancy, a pro
fundity of feeling, and a strength of primitive barbaric 
nature in the Russian novel tbat are wanting in the Frencb, 
and this has given the foreign novelist a great success 
even through translations. The desire for more nature 
always brings on a reaction against any conventionalism, 
and the foreigner who brings· more riature has his 
assured success. A' modern English conventionalism, 
quite unknown to our forefathers, forbids the complete 
portraiture of men and women in fiction. This has 
created a desire to see another side of life, and the French 
novelist supplies the want. The English want immoral 
literature and buy French novels; the French want 
moral literature and buy English novels-in translations. 
It would be better, perhaps, to have for both countries 
a kind of fiction that should be simply truthful, rather 
than the English novel that makes life better than it is 
and the French that makes it worse. 

It has been erroneously affirmed that painting is cos
mopolitan because the fame of certain artists is universal. 
That of'Oth:rs is purely national There may be national 
elements in painting repulsive to other national elements 
in the mind of a foreigner. If the reader could have 
before him all the French criticisms of English art that 
I have read, or all the French allusions to it, nothing 
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would strike him sS much in them as the attitude of stub
born resistance in the French mind to English artistic 
inHuences. Such notices bristle all over with antagonism. 
It is not simply that the French usually consider the 
English bad artists, they resent the attempt of England 
to enter the domain of art as if it were an unwarrantable 
intrusion, or a ridiculous attempt to do something for 
which Englisbmen were never qualified hy nature. As 
Pud looks upon a Frencbman trying to play cricket 
or venturing on horseback after English foxhounds, even 
so the French critic looks upon the misguided English
man who attempts to paint a picture or carve a statue. 
In a volume of French art criticism on my table I lind 
two or three allusions to English painters, to Reynolds, 
n who imitated everybody,)J and to Turner, U the copyist 
of Claude." The latest French critic of London sa),s 
that in the National Gallery, with the exception of some 
portraits by Gainsborough and some dogs by Landseer, 
there are no Englisb pictures to detain a visitor. No 
French Government has ever yet dared to purchase an 
English picture for one of the French galleries. M. 
Chesneau says that a French collector would never think 
of having one in his house otherwise than as a curiosity. 
He would not bave it "comme une satisfaction esthetique, 
encore moins comme un motif d'eleya.tion offerU.son dme.n 

The one great and honourable exception to this 
narrowness has been the illustrated art journal r A rI, which 
has, certainly done all in its power to o:erceme the 
narrowness of French prejudice against English painting, 
but fAr' is not a purely French enterprise. One of its 
editors is a Belgian who speaks English and visits England 
very frequently. 
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The most cultivated French artistsare not insensible 
to the qualities of English art. Those who know Reynolds, 
Gainsborough, Wilkie, Turner, Constahle, see that there 
are some interesting qualities in their wor4 Flaxmap, 
too, has considerable reputation in France through bis 
designs in illustration of Homer. English engravings 
after Landseer have been bought in France rather 
extensively by lovers of animals, and la vignette anglaise, 
such as the vignettes after Turner, has long been esteemed 
as rather a favourable example of the pretty in art as 
distinguished from what is serious and elevated .. 

Constable alone, of all English artists, has had a 
practical effect in France. For readers unacquainted with 
the fine arts I may say that two of Constable's pictures, 
eshibited in Paris during his lifetime, produced such a 
revolution in French ways of looking at nature that they 
founded the modern French school of landscape. They 
were, in fact, much more influential in France than in 
the painter's native land . 

. With this unique exception, due to French weariness 
of conventionalism and thirst for freshness at that 
particular time, there has never been any English force 
in art comparable, beyond the frontier, to that of the 
French school which radiates all over the world. The 
fame of an English painter is insular, that of a French-
man, of the same relative rank, is planetary. Even the 
United State: of America, bound as they are to England 
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by close" ties of language and literature, follow, almost 
exclusively, French direction in painting. The Americans Amulcon 

I ha d all F h . Opinion. appear not on y to ve accepte rene pamters who 
have any celebrity at home, but they have adopted, 
almost without question, the antagonism of French critics 
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towards everything that is English in the fine arts. 
This is the more remarkable that the inhabitants of the 
United States certainly look to English opinion' in other 
qlatters much more than to French. They do not greatly 
respect or esteem the French, and they do certainly 
respect and esteem the English, in spite of occasional 
differences. 

The most signal triumph of French art has not been 
its influence on the continent of Europe but in England 
itself, where it has modified the tendencies of the existing 
school both in choice of subject and in technical execution. 
Through French inlluence English painting haS been 
brought nearer to continental painting. At the Paris 
Universal Exhibition of ,878 there was not that shock of 
surprise on passing from foreign sections to the British 
that seized the spectator in 18SS. It is safe to predict 
that in ,889 the sense of stmngeness will have still further , 
diminished. 

Aboen",.' The English are not narrow in opposition to French 
NarrowoclI 
m En ..... d. artistic influences. Rosa Bonheur's reputation in England 

was made quite as easily as if she had been an English
woman. The French Gallery in London has extended 
the fame of many a foreign artist. Meissonier, Gc!rome, 

J:'R,!"'1,Qrd Frere, are appreciated in London as in Paris. So 
encore 'been with the best French etr.hers, M~ryon, Rajon, 

The ~ 

~rl. narrowness'!ere exists..r has existed amongst\ome English
has, certainly:lice againsn<ench art. The older leslie was 
nartowness of" to believe thit ~efore the peace" the British 
out I' Art is nolssessed the wine and the other schools the 
editors is a Belgtrt, and that the peace, by mingling these, 
very frequently. ,d the art of the continent exactly in the 
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degree in which it had «h1uted art with us.» The French 
got the wine of art from England and mixed it with their 
water. Leslie thought too that it would be time enough 
for the French to talk of "high art» when they produced 

• pictures that would bear even a distant comparison with 
the works of the great old masters, whereas those of a 
dozen English painters, indllliing FIlUI,'s and lite !Jest of 
Haydoll's, could" hang with credit amongst those of the 
greatest painters that ever lived.· Haydon himself said, 
"The present French artists have immense knowledge 
but their taste is bad, they know not how to avall them-
selves of what they know, how to marshal, order, and 
direct iL» Etty said of the French, "It is lamentable, 
the narrow nationality of their school; Titian, Correggio, 
Paolo, Rubens, throw down their pearls in vain. The 
husks of their own school are preferred» In the five 
volumes of MotknI FllinkrS, modern French "painters 
are treated as if they did not exist. 

Hayd ... 

Italian and Dutch masters had the immense advantage . Ad~ .... 
to Artists af of belonging to nations that excited no political jealousy. bel ....... ....... If Titian and Correggio belonged to the Italy of to-ciay, ....... 

the Italy that has a fleet and an army, and a place in the 
councils of Europe, they would be judged in the same 
hostile SPirit as the English. In like manner it was an 
advantage for Italian musical composers, as to their fame 
in France, that they belonged to feeble principalities. 
No English musical composer has a chance of recognition 
in Francfl, When Germany was feeble her music was 
judged on its own merits; since she became strong it has 
been found impossible to represent the works of her m~ 
recent musical genius on the French stage; and when an 
attempt was made to do so there was almost an I_k. 
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whilst his talents and even his morals became objects of 
violent attacks in the French press. 

The powerful etrects of the French patriotic bias have 
, been noticed already by Herbert Spencer. He observed, 
as examples, that in the picture by Ingres of the" Crowning 
of Homer" French poets are conspicuous in the foreground, 
while the figure of Shakespeare in one comer is half in 
and half out of the picture, and the name of Newton is 
conspicuous by its absence from those of great men on 
the string-course of the Palau de f Industri., though 
many unfamiliar French names are engraved upon it. 

The intensity of these prejudices always diminishes 
wiih the dignity of the work to be judged. As the French 
admit the superior quality of English varnishes for 
carriages (their coach-builders wi\l use no other), so they 
appreciate English cutlery and broadcloth, they even go 
so far as to copy English fashions in masculine dress. 
Most of the agricultural machines employed in France 
are of British make. The horses that run on French 
racecourses are of English bloed, and English grooms 
attend to the best French stables. The British, on their 
side, know the merits of French gloves, silks, and 
champagne, and the FrencA cook is as much a recognised 
personage in England as the English groom in France. 

It is a mistake in the people of any nation to suppose 
that by any kind of magnificence and splendour, however 
artistic it may be, they can exalt their country in the 
minds of foreigners. The foreigner perceivts the attempt 
to subjugate him, and resents it., There is that gorgeous 
building, the British Houses of Parliament. I do not 
wish to laugh at it myself, being one of the few who 
believe that it has artistic merit, that it is even a kind of 
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architectural poem intended to glorify the greatness or 
England. The foreigner, however, does not want the 
greatness of England to be glorified, and no sooner is he 
aware of the attempt than he immediately begins to 
sneer at the building and to belittle it in every way as 
much as he can. In reality, the House of Lards is a 
chamber of noble dimensions, all the materials used in 
it are of the best quality, and the workmanship •• 
thoroughly and unsparingly good. Although the ceiling 
is decorated, the wainscot is simply of carved oak. Well, 
one French writer compares the House of Lords to a 
shop where coloured glasses are sold for a shilling, another 
says it is as small as the public room of the main" in a 
Frencb village, a third likens it to a (aft (on«rt, 
a fourth receives an impression of ftrblanler;t, that is, of 
tinner's work. These French critics are angry at the 
costliness and excellence of the sound English work, and 
do all tbey can to cheapen it. In the House of Commons 
the Speaker's chair is compared to an organ in a Dutch 
beer-house, and the Speaker himself, when adorned with 
his wig, to an actor in a comic opera. If the French will 
not venerate the Speaker's wig, what is there on earth that 
they will venerate? 

There is but one unquestioned and unquestionable 
superiority in great things-that of a victorious army. 
And that hrings other superiorities with iL Nothing 
could be more encouraging to the spirit of conquest than 
the exalted ~oral eminence which the Germans attained 
in Europe after Sedan, and the· moral degradation of the 
French when they had been compelled to pay two hundred 
millions sterling. God had rewarded German virtue with 
victory and bad chastised the wicked Frenchmen for their 
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sins. And not only does victory exhibit moral worth, 
but it glorifies the intelligence of the victorious nation, 
making all its statesmen wise. Their mistakes are all 
forgotten; the evidence of their sagacity remains. It is 
now almost unimaginable that Napoleon III was held to 
be the profoundest statesman in Europe until he had been 
beaten in the field. After Sedan there was an immediate 
discovery of his weakness, dreaminess, ineptitude. All 
the faults of the beaten army, in all ranks, became 
suddenly apparent in the same way. During the Crimean 
war, and the campaign that ended in Solferino, the absence 
of stiffness in the French soldiers, and the comparatively 
easy relations between them and their officers, were 
considered signs of the practical qualities of the French. 
After Sedan the same characteristics were treated as 
evidence of a want of discipline. 

It is an error to suppose that displays even of military . 
power in time of peace will produce a subjugating effect 
on the imagination of foreigners. The only utility of 
them is to make the taxpayers at home believe that they 
have something for their money. The foreigner carps 
and sneers. The English made a great naval display at 
the time of the Queen's jubilee, and there have been 
English naval manreuvres since. The effect of the review 
outside of England was to provoke a depreciating analysis 
of the shipping, by which it was shown that most of the 
vessels were either badly armed or of an obsolete con
struction. As to the manreuvres, they denlbnsllated, to 
the satisfaction of foreigners, how easily the English coast 

might be ravaged by a hostile fteet. 
There is this difference in the present situation of 

England and France, that whilst the defeat of England 
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has hitherto, at any rare since the Nonnan Conquest, been 
nothing more than a subject of propbecy welcome to the 
jealousy of other nations, that of Fr.mce has actually 
taken place. England is always 1o!Je humiliated, France 
really Aas Oem bnmiliated. The difference is considerable Di .. _ 

-it is that which exists between a vase that bas been ~ 
broken and another that migbt be broken if it were not F~ 
properly taken care of. And the French have no longer 
the consolation which cheered them a little after Waterloo, 
of having yielded to Europe in arms. They have been 
beaten fairly in a duel with one nation, or at least with 
one people that became a nation before the war was over, 
and they have submitted, not wilIiugly, hut in fact, to all 
the consequences of the war. The situation will be 
equalised whenever a foreign Power shall surround 
London with an impassable ring of troops and dictate 
terms of peace in Wmdsor Castle, holding the English 
Sovereign as a prisoner in some fortress or palace on the 
continent 

The English are in a very pecu1iar state of mind with 
regard to the possibility of a great national disaster. 
They have not anything like the blind confidence, the 
foolish security in ignorance, that the French had before 
,870. I well renIember how the French in those days 
looked forward to European war.;. They felt as safe as .~ 

'=<h if God Himself had guaranteed the inviolability of their """"' ...... 
frontier. A war meant sending troops out of the country 
with a1Ikti~nate kisses and hand .. hakings, and receiving 
them with the honours due to a victorious army on their 
return. The present English temper resembles that kind ~t 
of anxiety which troubles people in private life when their ~=. 
money matters are not satisfactoty or they have a painless 

2K 
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but incurable dise~ The anxiety comes on at odd 
times, one cannot say when or why, and occupies the 
mind for a while. Then, as no real remedy presents 
itself, the anxiety is thrust aside and forgotten as much 
as possible, till it becomes importunate in the same 
accidental way again. The common English people 
alternate between times of false security, or forgetfulness, 
and panics, "the intelligent English know always that the 
situation is precarious, and do what they can to remedy it, 
regretting that they can do so little. 

It is useless to argue about success in literature with 
people too uneducated to read English. It is useless to 
affirm the greatness of English art, for that can be 
systematically denied. There is but one kind of greatness 
that need give England a thought. or a care in reference 
to foreigu countries, and that is her power of offence and 
defence by sea and land. The only unanswerable 
superiority is superiority in arms. Commercial and 
colonial greatness is but the filling of the sponge; a 
victorious enemy would squeeze it. If ever the day 
should unhappily come when an enemy clutches England 
by the throat as Germany held France in ,87', he will 
make her sign away the Colonies, and India too, and 
Malta, and Gibraltar, as France made "proud Austria" 
sign away Lombardy and Venice, and as France herself 
signed away A1satiaand Lorraine. Commercial prosperity, 
at such a time, is as vain as poetry and painting, or that 
insular music that French ears will not Iist:n tit. It is 
useless as a showman's profits when his skull is cracking 
between the lion's jaws. 
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VARIETY 



CHAPTER I 

V ARIBTY IN BRITAIN 

EUROPEAN travellers in the more benighted parts of 
Asia, such, for example, as the interior of Arabia, have 
sometimes had to contend with .a peculiar difficulty in 
making their nationality clear. The ignorant Orientals 
class all Europeans together as one nation. Mr. Palgrave 
even found, in his Eastern travels, that the people 
imagine all Europeans to be citizens of one town. 
"Europe they know to be Christian, but they conceive 
it to be one town, neither more nor less, within whose 
mural circuit its seven kings-for that is the precise 
number, count them how you please-are shut up in a 
species of royal cage to deliberate on mutual peace or 
war, alliance or treaty, though always by permission and 
under the orders of the Sultan of Constantinople.» 
These ideas, it may be supposed, could exist only in the 
most unenlightened regions of central Arabia, where the 
European traveller hardly ever penetrates. Not so. Mr. 
Palgra"e toKls us that this admirable geographical and 
political lesson was inculcated on him U not once, but 
twenty times or more, at Horns, Bagdad, Mosool, and 
even Damascus. I) In central Arabia ignorance about 
foreigners went a little funher, as might be expected from 
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the ignorance of that part of the world. There he was 
often asked, with the utmost seriousness, U whether any 
Christians or other infidels yet existed in the world." 

This is an extreme case, but we find in the writings of 
other travellers the statement of a natural difficulty in 
distingnishing English from French, for example. English 
and French are men of the same nation; they have the 
same character, the same habits, the same faults, and 
when one of the two peoples has committed some 
injustice, the other is held responsible for it. 

In England and France a sharper distinction is 
established. In both these countries it is clearly under
stood that the English .are people of one nationality and 
the French of another. When, however, we pass from 
the nations considered only .as two gre.t masses, and try 

to find what each knows of the other in detail, we discover 
the existence of a quiet conviction that there is no variety 
in the human species on the opposite side of the Channel. 
Each nation is well aware that there is now, and always 
has been in past times, an infinite variety of character 
within its own borders, but it fails to imagine that a like 
variety can exist in a foreign country. Not only is this 
inability common amongst those who have travelled little 
and read little j it may also be found in writers of eminence, 

, frequently fail into the error of describing the 
.. abitants of a foreign country as if they were all alike, 
-eciaUy when the description is intended to be unfavour-

)fopose to point out a few of the chief causes of 
" ditTerence which act both in England and France. 

and most obvious is that neither of the two 
~omogeneous. They are formed by the joining 
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, together of old nations, they have not grown as single 
nations from the first. 

The power which acts politically in Europe, and which 
is called /'Augltie", or fa Grande Bretagne in diploillatic 
correspondence, is composed of four distinct nationalities. 
If we take one of these, the most northerly, we find that 
it is inhabited by two distinct races, the Highlanders and 
Lowlanders. They are spoken of equally as Scotch, yet 
the difference is not less marked, in reality, than if they 
were separate nations. The Highlanders still retain, or 
did retain when I knew them, many of the characteristics 
of a social state from which the Lowlanders have long 
since emerged. They were noble rather than industrial 
in their tastes and instincts, disposed for field sports 
rather than for the improvement of their condition by 
labour. Dr. Macculloch's description of their inertia at the 
beginning of the century was still applicable. The people 
did not move, of themselves, towards a better condition; 
they had not the spirit of improvement. They were sur
rounded, it is true, by natural circumstances of some 
difficulty, especially those caused by the severity of their 
climate, but they were far from making the most of such 
opportunities as they possessed. For example, in 
gardening, they did not grow, and they could not be in
duced to grow, the vegetables which the climate allows, 
even although the want of them brought on scurvy. Their 
habitations were wanting in every comfort, being almost 
in the ¥>wt!!;t stage of cottage·building, irregular walls of 
rude stone, with a small hole (glazed, however) for a 
window, and a low thatch, the fire very commonly on the 
floor, and the peat reek escaping through an opening in 
the roof. There was no spirit of enterprise to improve 
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the -ground about the habitations, or to make com
munication easier when the public road (itself due to 
English military energy) did not happen to be close at 
hand. In a word, there "as nothing of that fruitful 
discontent which leads the advancing races to incessant 
improvements. Without the neighbourhood of the 
Lowland Scotch and the visits of the English, the High
landers would certainly have remained in a very early 
stage of civilisation. That early stage has its qualities and 
merits. The Highlanders have good manners. Poor or 
rich, they are naturally gentlemen, and they show a fine 
endurance of hardship which, from the stoic and heroic 
side, is evidently superior to the love of luxury that 
develops itself so wonderfully in the South. 

The Highlanders have, of themselves, no fine arts. 
Their degree of civilisation has developed no ecclesiastical 
architecture; they got no further than the building of a 
few rude small castles. They have not any graphic arts, 
and in those .industrial products which are akin to art 
they have never got beyond the design of a brooch or 
the arrangement of the crossing stripes in a plaid. Their 
vernacular literature consists of little more than a few 
poems, said to be touching and pathetic in their simplicity. 
The one literary success in connection with the High
lands has been Macpherson's Ossian. 

Now, on all these points, let us compare the Low
landers. We see at once that the difference of race is 
accompanied by a difference of aptitudes atd qf tradi
tions. Good manners are not inbred in them, though 
they are acquired in the superior classes as a part of 
culture. In the lower classes there i9 a sluggish indis
position to be polite, a sort of repugnance to polish of 
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manner as if it were an unmanly dandyism, a feeling that 
answers to a plain man's dislike to jewellery and fine 
clothes. Even in religion the difference is discernible. 
It is bue that the Highlanders are not Roman Catholics 
like the Irish, but they have little of the Protestant 
Pharisaism whicb is common in the Lowlands. If a 
map of Scotland were shaded in proportion to the 
malignity of Sabhatarianism, the darkest places would not 
be far north of the Clyde, nor west of the Kyles of Bute. 

The Lowlanders are intensely industrious and of a 
very consbuctive geniUs. They have made the Clyde 
navigable up to Glasgow,. they are bridging over the 
Forth and the Tay, they build great manufacturiog 
towns, and are famous for all kinds of shipping. On the 
side of intellect and art we all know what they have done. 
In proportion to their small numbers, they are the most 
distinguished little people since the days of the ancient 
Athenians, and the most educated of the modem races. 
All the industrial arts are at home in Glasgow, all the 
fme arts in Edinburgh, and as for literature, it is every
where. The contrast with Highland indolence, apatby, 
and neglect, could scarcely be stronger if London itself 
were transported to tbe banks of the Clyde. Yet a 
Frenchman lumps together Highlanders and Lowlanders 
and calls them "Its E«Jssais," and thinks that they all 
wear the tartan and the kilL It is bue that he knows 
little else about them except that their beautiful Queen 
was ~ealled, and that " ... Eco_ NlOspila"~i se donne." 

There is a greater difference, in the essentials of 
civilisation, between the Highlands and Lowlands of 
Scotland than there is between the Lowlands and the 
county of Lancaster. 
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Lancashire has SO strong a character of its own that it 
may almost be considered a nation. . The accident by 
which it is a Royal Duchy, as Wales is a Principality, 
may be an additional excuse for considering Lancashire, 
for the present, as a little nation within its own frontiers. 
It is fairly comparable in wealth and population, not 
only to the Lowlands but to the entire Kingdom of 
Scotland_ The population of Lancashire in ,88, was to 
that of Scotland as thirty-four to thirty-seven, and to that 
of Switzerland as thirty-four to twenty-eight, in round 
numbers. 

All the characteristics that mark southern Scotchmen 
reappear in Lancashire, whilst those characteristics that 
belong especially to the Highlands are absent from 
Lancashire. The Lancastrians, like the Lowland Scotch, 
are a most energetic race, that would never rest COD

tented with a low degree of material civilisation,-a race 
with a remarkable genius for industry and trade, having 
a great love of comfort, and yet at the same time a re
markable willingness to sacrifice personal ease for the 
attainment of greater wealth_ I suppose there are more 
rich men in Lancashire with resolution enough to get up 
at five o'clock on a winter's moming than in all the rest 
of England. Again, although. Lancashire has not pro
duced authors and artists of such fame as the greatest 
that have illustrated Scotland, it has given warm 
encouragement to literature and the fine arts, especially 
to modem painting. If you pass to the codJpaason of 
religion and manners, you find manners independent and 
often rude, as amongst the Lowlanders, and religion in
clining to the severer forms of Protestantism, with a 
marked Sabhatarian tendency. I visited London once 
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with a friend from Lancashire, who was truly representative 
of the county, which he had hardly ever quitted, and I 
well remember that he was quite as much put out by the 
London Sunday as a Scottish Lowlander could have 
been. 

Some light may be thrown on these similarities by the 
recollection that the western Lowlands of Scotland and 
Lancashire are parts of old Strathclyde, so that the in· Old 

Stralhclyde. habitants may have an ethnological affinity, like the 
descendants of the true ancient Scots, who equally 
inhabited the- West Highlands and the north of Ireland. 
Again, the Roman occupation of Britain included the 
north of England and the Lowlands of Scotland up to the 
firths of Clyde and Forth, so that the men of Lancashire 
and the Lowlands had the benefit of the same Roman Tho Ro~ 

example, whilst the Highlanders were left to develop a F..ampl'. 

social state of their own. In later times Lancashire and 
the south of Scotland were equally open to the influences En"' .... 

InOuences. of European civilisation, whilst the Highlands remained 
completely outside of i~ like the interior of Arabia to· 
day. 

If Lancashire has many of the characteristics of an 
independent nation, is there no other part of England 
which in recent times has developed characteristics of its 
own? Yes, there is the great nation of London, more The NMi~n 
populous than Scotland, Holland, or Switzerland, and 0' Loodo •• 

destined to surpass Belgium in population before the end 
of the.ce",ury. In London the English character has 
certainly undergone a great and astonishing modification. 
London is geographically in England, but intellectually 
one can only say that it is in the world. A provincial A Provincial 

coming to London has not quitted the island, yet ~ther- in London. 
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wise he hardly knows where he is. 'At first he does not 
belong to the place at all; after some experience of it he 
finds out whether he belongs to London naturally or not 
-that is to say, whether there is the. degree of adapta
bility in him which may enable him to breathe the open 
intellectual atmosphere of the place. Physically, London 
may be as hig as Loch Lomond; socially and intellectu
ally, it is larger than Russia, and may well form, not only 
a county by itseU; but a slate within the State. I have 
said that in London the English character bas undergone 
a modifica~on. It has become more open, more tolerant, 
better able to understand variety of opinion, and much 
more ready to appreciate talent and welcome thought of 
all kinds. The nation of London is essentially modem 
and democratic, not caring who your grandmother may 
have hee.n if only you yourself are to its taste; but at the 

. same time it does not desire to be a coarse and un-
educated democracy; it values culture and taste far too 
highly to sacrifice them to a low equality. In a word, 
London clings to its own standard of civilisation_ If you 
come up to that standard, if you have refinement and 
just money enough for housekeeping of unpretending 
elegance, you may be an infidel and a radical, yet London 
will not disown you, London will not cast you out into 
the cold. 

Although London happens by chance to be situated 
on an island it is not insular. The nation of London is 
of all nations the most cosmopolitan, the m .. t ~ive to 
what is passing everywhere upon the earth. It seems 
there as if one were not living so much the life of a 
nation as the world's life. You speak of some outlandish 
place at a London dinner-table, and are never surprised 

" 
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if somebody present quietly gives a description of it from 
per.;onal knowledge. There are more people in London Numb..- of 

T",~llers 
who have travelled and are ready to start on travels than;. Lond=. 

in any other place on the whole earth. It is there that 
all the ocean telegraphs converge and steamers are 
arriving daily from all parts of the world Switzerland is 
London's playground, Cannes and Nice are its winter 
garden, and so comprehensive do our ideas become -in 
London that those places seem actually nearer to us 
there than they do in the heart of France. 

The railway system is having the effect of making all u"". '" 
the English aristocracy Londoners. I am old enough to ~;..~-y 
remeroher the time when there were still provincial people 
of rank in the north who spoke sound northern English, 
not dialect, but English with vowels and consonants, 
including the letter r. Their successors talk the half
articulate London language. It is said that some young 
Highland chieftains of the present day speak southern 
English only too beautifully. 

Still, the national differences remain deep seated in the National 

people and show no sign of losing their ancient strength. DiIf ......... 

The Irish may become friendly fellow-subjects, but they""". 
will not be Anglicised. Neither will the Scotch be W'dt" 
Anglicised, nor the Welsh. The present tendency 
is to accentuate nationality, not in hostility to Eng-
land, but from the sentiment of a special patriot-
ism. This. is most significant, for hostility to England 
might t>ass away, but special patriotism is not likely 
to pass away. 

In addition to these causes of variety there must ever Variety of 
remain the inflDite differences of individual character. ~'!:. 
Shakespeare lived only in the English midlands, then Shakd,..,.... 
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scantily populated, and in the little London of his time. 
He had not bavelled abroad, nor learned Italian, 1 nor 
talked like Milton with the likrali of the Continent; he 
had not, like Spenser, lived in the north of England and in 
Ireland; yet the diveISities of character in his plays are 
as numerous as the tlTturralis pers_. Scott lived at the 
northern end of the island, in or near a minor capital 
city; he could speak no foreign tongue,' he knew 
England and London only by brief occasional visits, 
and. hardly anything of the Continent, yet his novels 
abound in' a variety like that of Shakespeare. These 
writers got their knowledge of hUDlan nature from the 
variety visible around them. Imagine, then, what must 
be the presumptuous 01I1rmUtimta of the Frenchman 
who thinks that all the inhabitants of Great Britain have 
one character, and that he-the Frenchman-has got to 
the bottom of it, and can describe it, and tell his country· 
men all about it, thougb he knows neither the land, 
nor the language, nor the people! 

Besides the denial of any resthetic quality to English 
art, we find in French critics a peculiar disposition to 
describe it as being all alike. Eminent English artists 
(Reynolds, Gainsborough, De Wint, Muller, Cox, and 
many others) have preferred breadth to detail, yet French 
critics delight in representing the English painter as 
studying nature with an opera·glass, and representing all 
details with a wearisome and unnatural minuteness. 

• The F .... ch iD Sbakespean: has been said (00 ... by Fra>ch 
critics) to pro.e that he kne .... the laoguage. It proftS just the coo-
.my. . 

, Lad, Scott was of French ea:traction. )'Ct Scott could not speak 
F=cb. 
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Patriotic hostility, in art criticism as in the criticism of 
character, closes the eyes to variety. 

There used to be a ridiculous monument of the Duke 
of Wellington on Constitution Hill, and now there is a 
very noble one by Alfred Stevens in St. Paul's. The 
same terms of utter contempt were applied by a French 
critic to the work of the man of genius that Frenchmen 
formerly applied to the monstrosity. ·He could not 
endure any kind of monument to Wellington. 
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CHAPTER II 

VARIETY IN FRANCE 

THE Rue tie Rivoli, the Champs Elysks, and the Boukvard 
du Ilali"" are familiar to the travelling English, but they 
know little of provincial France, and they reciprocate, in 
a great degree, the French indifference about provincial 
England. Both nations prefer travelling in Switzerland 
and Italy to visiting each other. This encourages the 
notion of uniformity which would be greatly modified by 
a more detailed acquaintance with the provinces. 

The variety in the physical geography of France, and 
in the climate, would be enough already to lead one to 
expect a corresponding variety in human cbaracteristics. 
We find in the British Islands that the mountaineers are 
unlike the inhabitants of the plains, that the people of the 
north, whose climate is severe, are in some respects 
unlike those of the south, whose climate is milder, that 
the maritime population differs from the inland population 
and the manufacturing from the agricultural. The 
Englishman is familiar with these contrasts in his own 
country, yet instead of expecting them ;: F"-nce he 
supposes French people to be all alike. 

The mere size of France might lead one to expect 
diversity. It is about three times the size of Great Britain, 
so that the distances in France are greater and the parts 
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of the population more separated. It is not the Custom 
in England to think of France as·a mountainous country, 
because English impressions of it are chiefly derived from 
railway journeys across the French Lowlands. I may 
therefore remind the reader that the French Highlands The F=,h 

cover an area equal to the whole of Great Britain, that HigblaDds. 

they include fifty peaks above eleven thousand feet, and 
a much greater number higher than Ben Nevis, a dozen 
of them in the department of the Ard~he alone. On 
the other hand, the French plains are so vast that they 
include the area of three Irelands. Here is evidently 
one great cause of variety in the conditions of human 
life, but France has also nearly two thousand miles of F~"eh 
sea-coast, with two very distinct maritime popUlations; Coasts. 

one brought up on the shore of the Channel and the 
Atlantic Ocean, subject to the same influences as Atlantic. 

those on the English and Irish coasts, the other by 
the tideless Mediterranean. under the same influences as Meditu· 

the sailors and fishermen of Genoa. Now, with regard ........ 
to climates, French meteorologists tell us that there are 
seven distinct climates in France. The most northerly 
differs little from that of the south of England, whilst the 
most southerly is Spanish towards the west and, to the 
east, Italian. You may write a list of French towns, 
Paris, Tours, Lorient, Lyons, Marseilles. Bordeaux, each 
of which has a climate perfectly distinct from every o~e Varieties or 

F=cl> 
of the others. I believe it is not an exaggeration to say CIinwe. 

that all.the!e towns differ from each other as much as 
Amiens does from London, for example, and in some 
cases the difference is much greater. The difference 
between Marseilles and Lorient is greater than that 
between London and Inverness. 

'F 
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It would'be difficult to imagine two modem nations 
more different from each other, both in country and 
people, than are Brittany and Provence. Brittany has a 
rainy, temperate climate ~ith sea-breezes; Provence, a 
fierce dry heat, with almost perpetual sunshine and very 
strong and lasting continental winds. Brittany is the 
land of the apple-tree, Provence the land of the olive. 
The shores of Brittany are washed by the tides of the 
Atlantic, those of Provence by the waves of the tideless 
Mediterranean. It is like comparing Wales with Italy 
and the Welsh with the Italians. The Bretons have their 
ancient language still, the Proven~aux retain their 

. beautiful soft modulated Latin, one of the most exquisitely 
perfect instruments for poetry in the world. The 
Bretons preserve their costumes; their ways of living, 
their temper, their ideas, are all different from those of 
Provence. 

The great distance between north-western and south· 
eastern France may lead us to expect wide differences. 
The variety that exists in great nations is ~tiI1 more strik
ing when we observe the trenchant differences that often 
divide popUlations which, geographically, are near neigh
bours. The Morvan is a district about fifty miles from 
north to south by thirty from east to west It is not 
marked on the maps of France, but the reader will under
stand its situation when I tell him that it embraces 
portions of four departments: lhe Yonne to the north, 
the Cate d'Or to the east, the Nihre to th~ WlOSt, and 
Saone-et-Loire to the south. In shape it resembles the 
Isle of Man, but it includes about five times as much 
territory. Autun is just outside of it to the south..,. ... t,· 
and Avallon just inside it to the north. This district, or 
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region, is marked by a peculiar physical character. It is 
a land of hills (not mountains), woods, and running 
streams, and the inhabitants, until their country was 
opened by good roads. were scarcely less a people apart La M ...... • 

h Ian fh
' ..... . 

than the Bretons. They ave a guage 0 t elr own._ 
which. though akin to French. is not French, and the 
people are now for the most part able-to speak French or 
Morvandeau at will (just as in the Highlands of Scotland 
they speak English or Gaelic). and their French is re
markably pure. 

Now. if you compare the people of the Morvan 
with those of the plain of Burgundy and the Sacne, 
which is quite near. you find the most striking differences. 
First there is a difference of race and of physical con-
stitution, the Morvan race being the smaller of the two, Tho M ...... 

Ra= the women more frequently pretty and well made on 
their small scale. with a predominance of dark hair and 
eyes, and a rich rather than a fair complexion. Besides 
this, there is a great disparity in material civilfsatiOB. Material 

Ci ilisaJ" The art of cookery has been accounted one of the most ' .... 
effectual tests of human advancement; when the people 
are clever cooks they are usually. it is said. clever in 
other arts besides, and they set a value on civilised life 
generally. and will be at great pains to maintain it. Such 
an art as cookery may have nothing to do with the 
intellectual side of life. and the Muse may exist on a little 
oatmeal. though she generally does her work better on a 
more rari<!tl and more interesting diet; but cookery is of 
great economic importance, because a cooking people 
will appreciate all the alimentary gifts of Nature and 

. master the arts that procure them, whilst the non-cooking 
races are negligent and careless providers. The French 
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are rePuted to be a cooking race, but the Mo~ people 
scarcely understand cookery better than the Scottisb 
Highlanders. Servants from the Morvan are often sharp 
and active, bonest, willing, laborious, cheerful, contented, 
amiable, yet with all tbese fine qualities invariably unable 
to cook a dinner. In the Burgundy wine district and 
the plain of the Saane a talent for cookery is very common 
in both sexes, and there are plain unpretending wives of 
small inn·keepers or wine-growers who would be perfectly 
capable of serving a royal feast, and not in the least dis
concerted by the undertaking. All the Saane bargemen 
are said to be clever cooks, and they live extremely well 
In the Morvan the peasants live with severe self·denial, 
chiefly on potatoes and thin soup flavoured with a morsel 
of bacon. Their drink is often a poor kind of perry or 
cider; they indulge in wine on market-days and some
times sparingly at home, but tben it is of a meagre quality. 
Near tI!e Saane the people are a gardening as well as a 
cooking race; the Morvan people are not gardeners; a 
rich man may bave a garden as a matter of luxury, but 
the peasants do not cultivate vegetables or fruit·trees. In 
some parts of the Morvan the spring comes six weeks 
later than at Chalon on the Saane. 

Lastly, in the Morvan there are no fine arts. There 
may be occasional artistic genius, like that of Gautherin, 
the sculptor, who began life as a poor Morvandeau 
shepherd boy, but· such gifts find no natural development 
in tbe district. The Burgundy wine coun~, 011 the 
other hand, bas always been favourable to art of all 
kinds, and to learning. Architecture, sculpture, painting, 
music, and all kinds of scholarship have flourished 
at Dijon in an association (perhaps not altogether 
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accidental)' with good cookery and the richest of all 
French vintages. 

I have dwelt somewhat disproportionately on this con
trast, because I know the country well. It is offered to the 
reader merely as one example out of many. I am told 
by those who know other parts of France familiarly that 
contrasts equivalent to this are to be found in various 
other regions and districts of that extensive country . 
. There are three ways of dividing France, into depart
ments. provinces, and districts. The departments, 
although taking their names from physical geography, as 
a help to the memory for locality, are in reality nothing 
more than artificial divisions for administrative con
venience. The provinces (Burgundy, Normandy, 
Guienne, etc.) are convenient in another way, because of 
their connection with history, and also because it is 
believed still that the population of each province has a 
character of its own. Districts, though without any 
definite political or historical character, and often with 
rather vaguely defined limits. are useful in fixing local 
characteristics in the mind. Only local antiquaries could 
enlighten us about their obscure history; b~t one thing is 
always noticeable about them which is that the character
istics of each district are of a special nature. For example, 
the Morvan is a land of hills, woods, and streams; the 
Sologne is a woody plain, perfectly f4t and interspersed 
with sandy pools and marshes; Les Domhes are an 
insal.bri~us region, full of fish-ponds; and Rouergue (in 

. Guienne) is a land of hills and streams, like the Morvan, 
but with greater altitudes and wilder scenery.' The 
popUlation of each of these districts takes a certain 
character from the nature of its surroundings and from 

Provinces. 

Districts. 
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the local climate, which in one place may be dry, in 
another rainy, in one very equable and mild, in another ex
treme in heat and cold Even within a distance of fifteen 
or twenty miles you discover, from the meteorological 
registers kept by the road surveyors, that twice as much 
rain fa1ls in one village as in another. You have the 
wet and woody regions, the arid, hot, rocky regions, the 
lands of pasture and meadow, the vine lands, the country 
of extinct volcanoes, the peat morasses, the unprofitable 
sand countries by the sea where only the maritime pine 
can resist the invasion of sterility. 

Then there is the spirit of towns; each town has a 
certain individuality, each has a spirit of its own derived 
from its historic past, and from its occupations in the 
present One town may be a clerical and aristocratic 
little centre, where a republican (even under the Republic) 
has not the faintest chance of getting into society; a 
place where all public functionaries under the Govern
ment are socially boycotted; a place where all modern 
ideas are quietly ignored or despised, where reputations 

o' have no cun:ency, and nothing is valued but conformity 
to a narrow local standard of the (om"" " faut. Thirty 
miles away, there is, perhaps, a busy commercial town, 
where all ideas are centred upon a pecuniary success, and 
people are esteemed exactly in proportion to their capital 
without regard to "ther considerations,-a town where all 
the fortunes are recent, and all have been acquir'iji in trade. 

Another variety, very little understood out of Flance, 
is that of extremes meeting in the same town. This is 
sometimes especially striking in the southern towns, and 
it may be of very long standing, like the conflict between 
Protestantism and Roman Catholicism at Nlmes, a city 
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that cannot be correctly described as either Protestant or 
Catholic; and yet there is .more of each religion in it 
than there would be if the rival faith were extirpated. 
But the best example in France of a city combining the 
most opposite characteristics is Lyons. It is at the 
same time most republican and most clerical. . n There is 

. one town above all," wrote Michelet, "where the an
tagonism of two ages, of the spirit of old times and ~he 
new spirit, strikes even the eyes in all its grandeur
that town is Lyons. . . . I leaned on the parapet on the 
steep of Fourvi~ and said to myseJJ; as I looked upon 
the opposite hil~ gloomy, black below, under the 
cypresses of the Jardin des Plantes, colossal ab9ve in its 
piles of work-people's houses, ten or fifteen storeys high, 
- I said, Tluse an "01 two hills,. lhey an ttl'O religions . 

. The two towns of Lyons, that of the convents and that 
of the workshops, are the goals of pilgrimage for the 
poor. Some of them come to the Lyons of miracles and 
seek charity; these come to Fourvi~res.' But thou, 
good workman, wilt come to the bill of labour, the 
serious Croix Rousse. The part in the banquet which 
thou desirest is bread won by thine own hands." I was 
reminded of these words of Michelet when, at Lyons, I 
said to a mechanic who was working on Sunday, "This 
task prevents you from going to mass." The man paused 
an instant in his labour, looked up at me seriously, and 
answered, "It is not my custom to go to mass. He 
who ... orl& prays." He then resumed his prayer with 
hearty strokes of a hammer. 

,. The place on the steep on the right bank of the S3.~ne, behind 
the cathedral. Since Michelet wrote. a gorgeous new church has 
been built then: for the miracle;,.working Virgin. 

L,...... 

Micheld's 
Descriptioa 
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As in England, London is a kind of nation in itself, 
~p!:.tian so in France we have the nation of Paris. The word is 

so little of an exaggeration "that Paris has often, on the 
most momentous occasions, acted quite independently 
of the country, and did actually proclaiID its, right to 
autonomy under the Commune, whilst the collstant effort 
of the municipal council ever since has been to erect 
itself into a parliament at the Hotel de Ville, and have' 
its own way in .spite of the assemblies at the Palais 
Bourbon or the Luxembourg. 

CharActer or 
Paris Loc&l. 

PAris 
Artistic. 

The Parisian nation has not the same characteristics 
as the nation of Londoners. The distinguishing char· 
acter of J,.ondon is to be, not local, but world-wide; the 
character of Paris is to be as local as ancient Athens, 
and as contemptuous of all that lies outside. It is. 
commonly believed that Paris is France, but how can it 
be France when it is so utterly unlike the provinces? 
This error comes from the foreigners' habit of staying in 
Paris only, so that Paris is very really and truly all France 
to them, being the only France they know. Yet the 
character of the French capital, so far from being re
presentative, is all its own. 

France is not, genetally speaking, an artistic country. 
In the provinces few care for art or know anything about 
it, whereas Paris is the most artistic city in Europe; and 
that not simply as the place where pictures and statues 
are produced in the greatest numbers, and architects find 
most employment, but as the place where ar!." se'lPment 
is most generally developed, so that it runs over into. 
thousan4 minor channels, till the life of the capital is 
saturated with it. 

France is not, generally speaking, an intellectual 
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country. The people are· quick in small things, and 
they are very intelligent up to a certain point, but life in 
the French provinces is far less intellectual than in 
England or America. Parisians say that provincial 
French life is absolutely and hopelessly stupid. They 
may think that sincerely, for such an opinion would 
only, in their case, be a natural effect of contrast, but it 
is an exaggeration. . Provincial life is not exactly stupid, F~",h 

.Provincial 
French people can bardly be that under any circum- Lifo. 

stances, but it is mentally very small and narrow, owing 
to the extreme isolation of the few superior intelligences, 
and the prodigious ignorance by which they are sur
rounded. Unless tied down to provincial life by 
property, professions, or kindred, an intellectual French-
man gravitates naturally. to the capital, which in this 
manner drains the provinces of the best men. It is 
an exaggeration of French vanity to believe that Paris is Intdlec:t.ual 

the light of the world, but it is really the light of France: p.n.. 

The provincials believe themselves to be more moral 
and more serious than the Parisians, but they admit that 
provincial life is dull without making any effort to enliven 
it, and. the clever provincial speaks of Paris as that 
paradise from which he is an exile. N ot'lvithstanding 
their apparent levity, I am told by all who are competent 
to form an opinion, that the Parisians study better than 
the provincials. The ordinary level attained in all studies '-<vel or 

Studie:& in is much higher in Paris than in the provincial cities. pan.. 

The lle.risrans are the most laborious and best disciplin~d 
art students in Europe. In the French University the 
best professors are reserved for Paris, or promoted to 
the capital in course of time, and they all say that the 
boys work better there than in the provinces. 
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Tbe difference between tbe Parisian and tbe provincial 
mind is showtl in nothing more conspicuously than in its 
different estimates of buman superiority. In Paris the 
question is what you are, in the provinces what your 
family is, or what you possess. Reputation in literature, 
art, or science, is ·relatively more valuable in Paris than 
it is even in London, thougb it is. very valuable there ; 
in tbe French provinces it counts for notbing, or next 
tn nothing. Many Parisian reputations never reacb 
the provinces. The provincial babit of respecting tbe 
idlest people most, is in itself antagoilistic to fame, 
wbicb is usually tbe consequence of bard work. Tben 
there is tbe indifference, or semi.contempt, towards tbe 
pursuits that lead tn fame, towards literature, science, 
and the fine arts. Tbe fame of political celebrities pen .. 
trates everywbere like an unpleasant noise-unpleasant, 
at least, tn all but their own following. 

Tbe French temper is not generally very sociable, yet 
in Paris there is great openness of manner, and :l 

charming readiness to enter into that kind of intercourse 
which is ligbtly agreeable without involving mucb beyond 
the passing bour. For the free play of the mind, witb
out any pretension to make it more tban play, there is 
no place in tbe world like Paris. It is a great art or a 
great gift to make social intercourse brigbt and truly a 
relaxation equally removed from pedantry on one side 
and the dulness of indifference on the otber. Tbere is 
an ease, an apparent simplicity, and a cl~ess'of ex
pression in Parisian talkers tbat we rarely meet witb in 
provincials, yet these same provincials acquire tbe Parisian 
polisb after a few years' ./ron",..,,1 in the capital. 

I bave Said elsewbere that there is a contrast in the 
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moral code between Paris and the provinces. Paris 
now resembles, at least in some degree, the Italy of Byron's 
day, where illicit liais01U were tolerated if there was a 
Certain deference to appearances; provincial France, as 
a rule, resembles provincial England in the severity of 
public opinion. 

Aristocracy is of inunense weight in the French 
provinces, even when accompanied by very little wealth; 
in Paris it counts for nothing unless accompanied by 
great wealth. Like London, Paris is democratic, and 
takes each man for what he is (famous, rich, talented, 
witty), without inquiring what his ancestors were. 

Besides these local differences there remain in France 
as in England all the contrasts and varieties of individual eon ....... of 

Individual 
character. Some of these varieties are known in England Cba=<u. 

through the historians and novelists, hut many more are 
totally unknown there. It is useless for me 10 refer to 
them in an English book without elaborate descriptions for 
which there is no space in this volume. I need only say 
that as the Frenchman's Englishman is not an exact 
representative of all Englishmen taken individually, so it 
is with that curious ideal type that may be called the 
Englishman's Fr~nchman. In my own limited experience TheEogtisb

I have known a certain number of French people of ~ 
whom English writers would say, if I described them 
accurately and elaborately in a work of fiction, that they 
had not a ~ngle French characteristic, and the less the 
Englislf critics knew of France the more positive they 
would be. So, if you were to describe a talkative and 
genial Englishman, such as G. H. Lewes, for example, 
l"rench readers who had never been in England would 
tell you that he was not English, that they knew better, 

FreEich 
Notions Elf 
Et;,b d!.-.. 
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that the real Englishman is stiff, grave, proud, awkward, 
and reserved, so that he can never have the flexibility of 
mind that Lewes possessed, nor be, like him, an amiable 
and delightful eauseur. 

Notwithstanding the great variety that still exists in 
France, certain modem tendencies are steadily diminishing 
it. The army is silently making the peasantry more 
nationa~ less local. Railways take people from one pro
vince to another, and from all provinces to Paris. Public 
education is the same for all France. The University is 
not a local institution, like Oxford or Cambridge, but 
ubiquitous in the nation, like the Anglican Church in 
England. Cheap postage and telegrams make the nation 
itself seem smaller, and Parisian newspapers penetrate 
everywhere. External habits are now almost the same in 
all French towns; the hotel system is the same everywhere, 
the cafes are all alike. Besides this, the French nature 
is not very tolerant of individuality in character, but tends 
to reduce it to one dead level of uniformity. .. Alruomm. 
tOtl/ I. mOfllle" has long been the rule of French civilisa
tion, and there is nothing more contrary to its spirit than 
to be cc singular" or U original." 



EPILOGUE 

WHAT is called the "national character" of the French 
and English has never been fixed, and it is now perceptibly 
changing. 

The English were at one time not in the least Puri
tanicaL They afterwards became moderately Puritanical 
in the upper classes and intensely so in the middle 
classes. They are now slowly but steadily passing out of 
Puritanism. 

The English were at one time more European than 
insular. After that they became. intensely insular, truly 
a peculiar people. Now, again, they are slowly becoming,. 
chiefly through the influence of London, less insular and 
more European. 

The most powerful agents of change in recent times 
have been scientific and artistic ideas. These ideas are 
continuing their work unceasingly, and are even entering 
into the education of the young. To judge of their 
import:ince as new powers we have only to remember that 
artistic and scientific ideas formerly lay almost entirely 
outside.,f atlStOcratiC and middle·dass tbinking, and were 
confined to persons specially devoted to artistic or scientific 
pursuits. 

The change may easily be under-estimated. The love 
of a,! and science may be called a taste for pictures or a 
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fancy for sheOs and minerals, and so made to appear no 
better than an amusement. In reality, however, the 
change is most momentous. Science has taught a new 
way of applying the mind to tvtrythi"lJ. It has affirmed 
the right and duty of investigation and verification, it has 
set up a new kind of intellectual morality which has 
substituted the duty of inquiry for tbe duty of belief: 
The immediate result has been, in England, a sudden and 
amazing diminution of intolerance, a wonderful and 
wholly unexpected increase of mental freedom. The 
people of England have now become tolerant to a degree 
which could have been hoped for by no one who knew 
the formerly oppressive and aggressive character of 
religious majorities in that country. The boast of the 
national poet, that England was a country where men 
freely said their say, is now losing its apparently ironical 
aspect and may be true for the coming generation. 
The bigotry that still remains is only an inheritance of 
the past, it does not really belong to the present, still 
less to the more enlightened future. 

The inftuence of art is less visible than that of science, 
and seems inferior in this, that art is associated with ideas 
of pleasure and relaxation in the public mind, though it 
is more associated with ideas of study and hard work in 

. the minds of artists. However this may he, the inftuence 
of art is important in England as one of the forces which 
are weakening the spirit of Puritanism. Art and Puritan
ism are antagonistic forces. The true Purillniool spirit 
always instinctively feels and knows this; for example, it 
shuts up the National Gallery on Sundays, and would 
shut up the Louvre if it could. 

Another important inftuence of the fine arts is in 
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directing the national mind more to the love and study of Th. Study 
. of Nature. 

nature. Art and nature are not the same, yet art gives a 
new delight in nature. I am not aware that this goes 
much beyond a refreshment of the faculties, yet, in an 
age when men are jaded by over-work and by the peculiar 
fatigue of life in large towns, a refreshment of this kind 
may be, and is, more important than jn simpler times. 
One of the modem modifications of English character is 
that it seeks for natural beauty with a new desire. The 
modern love of nature isconnected with a certain independ-
ence of conventionalism, and this is important, because 
conventionalism includes so much. 

As the English character is changing in these and 
other ways, so the French character is changing by its 
passage from the military to the industrial epoch. It is 
unfortunate that the enterprise of the Panama Canal 
seems doomed to failure, because it afforded exactly the 

\ ... in 
~rench 
C""....,. 

outlet that was desirable for French industrial ambition. Mod.,. 

It was by treating it as a patriotic enterprise and playing 
upon the patriotic chord that M. de Lesseps attained a 
delusive appearance of success. The exhibition of 1889, 
the Eilfel Tower, and the proposed bridge over the 
Channe~ are also proofs of French industrial enterprise 
on a scale intended to attract attention. The ambition 
to excel is still in French imaginations, but it is diverted 
in great part from military to peaceful pursuits. There 
is no reason why French democracy, which is really averse 
to war, sh~ld not take a legitimate pride in undertakings 
that require as much science and energy, and almost as 
much treasure, as the greatest military operations. 

Indu5h'ial 
Enterprise. 

Another change in the French estimate of things is Cumm~ 
SelllC in 

the increasing tendency to apply common sense to Educatioa. 
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education in spite of old habits and traditions, to discard 
what cannot be mastered, and to learn more thoroughly 
what is practically possible and worth learning. The 
French are' also inclined to attach more value to 
physical exercises. The English have lately become 
aware of this in consequence of M. Paschal Grousse~s 
very laudable efforts as a journalist in favour of more 
active amusements in the /yet ... ,. but the movement began 
several years earlier, and that writer would not have 
"Succeeded as he did without a public opinion already 
prepared to be favourable. I have shown elsewhere that 
the French are by no means indisposed to gymnastics and 
military drill. They are ignorant of cricket, as were the 
ancient Greeks, certainly not the most inactive people of 
antiquity. 

The dominan.t tendencies in the two countries appear 
to be these. _The English are becoming more open
minded and the French are gaining in practical sense and 
prudence. The English are advancing in religious, and 
the French in political liherty. Material progress of all 
kinds is obvious and conspicuous in both. 
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Calendar. ought to be mternatioual. 

". CanadiaD society, Mrs. Jamaoa's 6nt 
impression, 81 

Carlyle, Thomas, bis teaching DOt fol
lowed by the English, 399 

Camot, President, his eketion a proot 
of the obedience of the French army 
to the civil authorities. ~ 

Caste in France &lid England, 3111; 
tnle and false, 3:1:1: aristocratic spirit. 
ii.; titles, 3iZ3; ~ of Tennyson 
and Victor Hugo, ih. ; strong views 
of Matthew Arnold'. 3:14: defence of 
titles by Bagehot, ):IS: faultS of the 
French _!au, 327: contempt £or 
trade, 3d; absence ofpurc caste in 
Enc1and, ]30; new peers, 33-; AlIa-li. 
CILD c1ereY, ill.; French clergy and 
religiousordus,33:1; militaryofficcrs 
in Flunce and EnPnd, 33+; officials. 
]35; No/J/#IU, B_,.,.",i.ru, p""jk. 
]3Ci; English gentlemen. i6. ; fasbion
a.ble and educo.ted c1~ 337; 
French peasantry, ill.: pariah, ia 
England and France, 338; in6dels 
and republicans. ih. 

Catholics, Roman, lUults of emancipa. 
tion in England, us; Engli.h 5)'m
pathiu with French Catholics, i6.; 
an international religion, '41; social 
prepondliltallCe in ~ce. 153 : 
devotion or Catholic Sis.... 161; 
,renuine and formal, '74; liberal iD
tcrpretatiOIl of tile Jesuits, ill.: doc
ma of elema] punishment, J7S: mit
representation as to tbe expulsiOD of 
religious orders from FJ;lIlC'e, 191, 
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lIP j horror at the matriage of the 
ProteslaIlt clergy, :zo8; good reputa
tiOD of the Frencbdergy.223: observ
ance of SlUIday for the protcc.tion of 
labour, 273; incomes of the clergy in 
France as compared with Engbod. 

". C:Ltholicism in England and France, 
sii; how far persecuted, xvi 

Cetcwayo, question of England's right 
to break tiliI power, 8,. 88 

Chambers, Robert,. sdf-dc(cnccu to lhe 
authorship of VUlfru Df Cnali"", ,,. 

Changes, dislike of, described by Sir 
Henry Maine. IXI; detested by 
Mohammcciam,Chincsc, aodHindus, 
120; by WODlCD, 11lII; provoked by 
old institutions. 129; future, in Great 
Britain and In:1and, 1]0 

Channel Islan~ Pn::nch jealousy of 
English OCCUplUiOD, 88 

ChauVlnUmC, a vulgar patriotism, ix 
Cheerfulness, no equivalent in France, 

,Og 
ChevreuJ, the centenarian. respected in 

France, 54 
Church of England. its lOCial inftu

ence over the laity, 40: its strength, 
125; /lUbjcction to the Queen or 
Parliament, 141; intenscly IlII,tionaJ, 
,.2; questioD of disClltablishmeot, 
151; Datura! jealousy of noncon· 
formists. ;6.; freethinkers Dot eager 
( .. r disestablishment, IS2; Mr. VOY'" 
seT. views, 1S4; many f()l'lll.3.!ists but 
few hypocrites, 16,; philosophical 
Anglicans, 171 j their tRatmcnt of 
dogma, ;6.; examples amoDRSt the 
clergy, 172; ritualism promoted by 
fol1JLlllism, 175: old.fuhioned Angli
can fonnali5m, 176; opposite Ideas 
of the marriage of ecclesiastics, d 

ClUJ'Ch o. Rome, founds all moral 
tea~ng on authority, 43: clerical 
jealousy offamily lnfluellCe in France, 
IJ. 

Classies.ancient,propoed abandonment 
in Frcncll ac:hools. 18 i views of M. 

Frary and Professor Seeley, w.; 
neglected in France. 19: value as 
mental discipline, .. It.; decay of the 
old venerotion for in France, 55 

Cleanliness, English. aD invention of 
the nineteenth century. 254 ; in Eng-. 
land and France. 1155; English 
pride in hardihood, 256 i }o'rencb 
warm baths, i6. ; cleanly appearance 
of the French, :157; dTects of cool 
smoke in England, iD.; whitewash 
in England, unknown in France, 258; 
superior cleanness of the English, :159 

Clergy, French and English, contralt 
in bone· riding and other CXCl'Cises. 
7; in yearly emoluments, 379 

ClilTonl, Professor, fond of gymDaStics., II 
Closure. adopted by the English from 

the French. 127 
Clubs, more sociable in France than in 

England, J69 
Colonisation, unfavourable to patriotism 

67 
Comfort, English swsion for, 285; 

opposed to Christianity and Greek 
phil()50pby, 286: difficulty of plain 
living, :187; Eoglishprcjudic:e against 
self-indulgence, 287: stoicism of the 
French peasantry, 288; comfort com
bined in England with mental aruc.iety, 
289; little known in France, i6.; as 
costly uluxury, :l9D 

CoIMlCl'Ce, its influence on art culture. 

" Communes, proposed payment of the 
French clergy, ISO 

Communist. confounded with Com
munard, xii, twte. 

Conscription in the French anny, fa\\lts 
under the ~cond Empire,93 : revolu
tion under the Republic, 94; improved 
health or the French Dation, 9S; in_ 
crease of gymnastics and extension of 
education, 9S : nlpugoant to English 
(eeling hut inevitable in the future. 
97; dilll.ppearanec of jealousies and. 
r.ociaJ distinctionl in the CYUlt ofwar, 
il. 

Conservatism and. EJi:perimcnt in French 

2 G' 
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written constitutions, rig: DOt pro
duced by love of change but desire 
for order and permanence. 120; Sir 
Henry Maine on the dislike to change 
.1.; tendency of the French Co de
mocratic consenatism. In; perma
nent innovatiolls in France, 1~2: 
decim:tl coinage, depr;lJ'tmeD.oo ad
ministration, French university, uni
versal suKnage. representative 
govcmment, 1112, Ill]; abolirion of 
the republican calendar, 134; perma
nent innovations in England, ill. ; the 
Anglican Church, Catholic Emanci
pation. rewlutlon"'Y DlOIlaI'Cby, 1:16; 
opposition of Frenchmen to railways 
andor Englishmen to the Suez Canal 
and decimaJ. ilystems., i'6. : adoption by 
the English or the French closure, 
127. See Change 

CoDStable, revolutionised French Iand
acape.4U 

CoIIversarion 111 Coreip tongues a rare 
accomplishmcot. as 

Country, not an equivalent wont to 
jatn",7S 

Courage, Dl'ItionaJ, apparent decline in 
Englaod and France, 261 ; shrinking 
from war, ill. ; French coumge al'ttr 
Sedan, 263 ; bottled up in the Paris 
Commune, ill, ; ditrercnce of trainiog 
io England and France.;6. ; football, 
duelling, boxing. Dod bull.fighting. 
26.t; field VlQrtllUld military service, 
06, 

Cricket in England, J; not popular in 
France ... 

Criticism., intemational. reasonablo 
and unreasonable, 89 

Cto!ISeI, allepd rcmovaI. from French 
cemeteries, 19:1; the lnIe story, 193 

Cruelty to animals, sympathies of the 
Engllah aDd indifference of the 
French, 5:1; cruelties of both aations 
in aport and cookery, 53 

Culture of the affections in Frucc, SO ; 
want of it in Ena;land •• 71. i example 
of Queen Victoria. Sl 

Culture wn'" Rank, 60 

D 

DANCING in the open W. out or 
fashion in France, 10; objectionable 
balls, ~. 

"De," the particle, supposed to in· 
dicate nobility in France. 3:19: as
sumed by many of tbe _'P#:"8, 
330; money value in marriage alli
ances, 355 

Debt, disapproved by tbe French, 4fi 
Decimal sysIem, a permaJlent innova· 

tion in France, _H. l:rt 
Decorum, difference in national ideas, 

307; French and English bathiDg, 
308; artists' models, 3<l9; natural 
necessities. 310; bmguage, 311; in· 
eqwilities of strictness, 31:1; French 
reserve, 313; at funerall, 3-3; in 
litaature, 314; divorce rqlOI15 m 
France and Eogland, 315; English 
tolerance of old books, iI.; B)'l'OIl 
and Shakespeare, 316; comic papen. 
,'II. ; the nude in art, 317; realism, 3111 

Deer in France, II 
Democracy inevitable in France after 

Mirnbcau'9 declarntion of the SOVfl'

eignty of the people. 105: resem
blance in the growth in France and 
England, 106; c:omparisoA of the 
two -revolutions, 107 ; goftI1lIIlC!nt in 
Fran~ log . 

Departmental administration in France, 
a pennanent innovation. 1:13 

Dicey, Profeaor, his explanation of 
the sovereignty of I*I'liament and 
people in EDeland, 107 

Dickens, • er-t reputation in France 
III an inYCntor, to8 

Dissenters, dislike to being treated as 
inferiors. 1]2. See Nonconformist. 

Dissimulation encouraged io F!aDCtI 
by clerical teacbers, 4-

Dowries, in Fruce. l59;. Eoiland, 
3&> 

Dronet, Juliette, her relatiQDI with 
Victor Hugo, :au 

Du Lae. Father, his vic .. rapectiq 
Hcr Majesty the Queea, .:;JO 
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Duelling in France and England, 277 ; 
ao appeal to divine justice, iJ.; its 
aurvival in France, 278; English 
sentiment expressed in Thackeray's 

• Nnvr:t}11IU, 1179; Fret'lCh senti
ment, i6.; utioguishcd in England 
by ridicule, Z79; a modern French 
dud, ::t80; its causes, w.; difficulty 
in abolishing the custom, ::t8t 

Duruy's Ministry, established the E,,
"~t SJIeW in the French 
Schools, :tg 

Duty, See Patriotic Duty. 

E 

EDINBURGH, its superiority as an art
centre to Lyon. or Mo.n;eiUes, 36; 
the centre of the literature and art of 
the Scottish Lowlanden. 425 

Education, artistic, Frenchand English, 
31: seriousness of the French in 
teaching, i6.: generosity of French 
artists towards all art-students, w. ; 
utcnsioa.of Art teaching in England, 
3~: spread of aound elementary 
drawing amongst the French people. 
i6.; promoted by the desire for 
commercial success, ih.: art schools 
in Lancashire, a reaction against 
the ugliness of the industrial oge, 
33; comparative torpor of artistic 
life in French country IOWDS, 3"; 
lau:l.crship of art in France maintained 
by Paris, 35 i academical ccachiog in 
England, 35; superiority or EdiD· 
blU'gb as an urt-centre to Lyons or 
Marseilles, 315; difficult for the English 
to uudentand art, 31; auc:cess of 
Ruskin', moruJ. criticiJ;m. i6.; English 
love of nature an impedi.ment, 38; 
feebler moral sense of Pui.Jians fa. 
vourabl. to their acceptance of art. 
i6. contrut of English and Paris;an 
ideals, iA. 

Education of feelings of French and 
English, 41; cultivated in France, 
repressed in England, w.; love of 
mothers by Frenchmen and English-

men compared, ,"II. j sentiment of 
6iendship. 48; coolness of the family 
affections in England, 49; their 
culture in France, 50; cawes of 
the difference, ;6.; healthy in
Ruence of tbe Queen in the e~res
lion of the feelings, 51; English 
sympathy with the lower animals 
ridic:u.led in France, 52; hardness of 
the 9Cientific spirit, i6.; cruelties for 
the sake of sport or cookery, S3; 
sentiment of reverence dying out in 
France, 54; decaying in England· 
except towards the Bible and the 
Throne, S5; lou of veneration and 
fllith, i/J. 

EdUClltion, Intellectual, French and 
English, IS; superiority of Latin and 
Greek maintained by both, i6.; Latin 
more important in France, and Gnoek 
in England. w.; Ilntiquity and mys· 
tery of ancient langu.a.ges and dignity 
of tbe teacher, 1/5; priestly character 
of Latin in France, ;6.; French con· 
tempt Cor modem languages, .,; 
preaent tendency,to thorough study 
of the classics OJ' to abandon them. 
18; views of M. Raoul Fnary and 
Professor Seeley as ftgards Latin 
nod Greek, ii. j of tIllUtel"l in the 
French lye/a, 19; Latin and Greek 
regarded as mental gymnastiC!;, ;6.: 
neglect of Greek, ;6.; inferior study of 
modem languages in French lCbools, 
20: inferior teachers, i6.; neglect of 
English, 21 ; RCent refonos, ;6.; vast 
improvement in teachers of modem 
langunges in F~ce. w.: examina_ 
tions and certificates, !II; inrerior 
teachers of modem languages in Eng
land, 22; difficulties in appreciating 
foreign poetry, 23; English difficul
ties with French verse, 24; conven
tional ignorance of English litel'1lture 
in FraJlCC, iJ.: knowledgeotlanguages 
apart from a knowledge oC literature, 
25; hollow pretensions to superior 
education, 2/5; diminution of libraries 
in France and England, 27; superior. 
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ity or the English in a knowledge of 
the Dible, r]; science more studied 
than literature, 18: present varieties 
in FRiDCh secondary education, i6.; 
old system of Napoleon I, ill.: the 
Bifon:lltitlll. of Fortoul's ministry, 29; 
the EHHWllmmu S;lciaJ of Duruy's 
ministry, ,'I. ; present varieties, 30 

Education, moral training, French and 
English, 39; difficulty in AScertaining 
ils re5ulls on c~tcr. ill.; personaJ 
inftucnce of Dr. Amold, w.; oational 
mom sense stronger in England than 
in France, 40; moral innuence of 
the ChUl'Cb. of England superior to 
tbat of the Roman Catholic cle.gy, 
i/l.: clerical education only bencBcia1 
to believers, 41; aeates lubits of 
dissimulation in unbelievers, i6.: turns 
French unbelievers into hypocrites, 
il,; Agnostics in tho French UuiveT
Illy, 4:1; m01';\1 authority of the 
Catholic clergy wanting in lay teach
ing, ;6.; moral authority of parents 
discouraged by the Catholic clergy, 
43; value of home inOuences in 
France. ;6.; French boy~ civilised by 
their mothers, 44 ; manners acquired 
in Frcmch seminaries. ,"IJ,; bome in
ftuences and school influences in 
England, ill. j adVaDtages of English 
grammar schoob in the country, 4S ; 
conflict between social morality and 
international immorality,.',; value of 
pubJic opinion III a moral authority, 
46; French diaapproval of debt, and 
American disapproval of idlenea, i6.; 
professional virtues of IOldiers and 
medical1llUCtitiouers, W. 

Education, Physical, French and Eng. 
lish, I: Englw.. not scientifically 
trained except for boat races. iO.: 
activity due to open air nmusements. 
i'.; physico.l pursuits of distiogui5bcd 
Englllhmen, a; Professor Clifford, 
Gladstone,Wordsworth, Scott, Byn)D, 
Kents, Shelley, Tyndall, MiUaia, 
John Driebt, Fawcett, Trollopc. and 
PalmcntOD, 3; c:ricJr.et cxcluaively 

English, 4 j French abandonment of 
tennis, ;6.; tendency towards gym
nastics and military driD, 5; fencing, 
6; walkiog powers of English women, 
;6.; of French peasants, i6. ; horse.
ridingin Englandand (o'rance,i6.; coD.. 
lrast in French IUld English clergy 7 ; 
relative strictnC5." as regards amuse
ments, ;6.; activity and dignity, 8: 
disappearance of French prejudice 
against booting. i6.; swimming cui· 
tivatfld more in France thaD in Eng. 
land, 9; exceptional cases of Mia 
Beckwith, Captain Webb, and Vice· 
Chancellor Shadwell's family, 10: 
French dancing, past and present, 
;6.: field sportS in France and Eng
land, ill.; hunting in Fraqce, u; 
opposition of French fartrlelS and 
peasant propr1c:totS, 12; contrasts in 
Ihe pbysical liCe of cbsses more 
Itn1cing in England, ih.; ideal of a 
whole nation equal 10 Ihe Engli!ih 
aristocracy, w.; sedentary life or the 
Frenchmiddle~,!3:vdocipcdes 
and volunteering of the l!:nglish 
middle class, w.; French peasantry 
and English factory workers. i6.; 
comparison of lhe physical qualities 
of the two races. ,'6.; decline of 
health and stnmgth in both, 14 

Education, rank of, in France and 
England, 56; not a class distinction 
in FI'DDCt!, ;6. : the bachelor d~ . 
necessary in France for some profes
sions, ;6.; not absolutely necessuy in 
En,:land, .'6.; French boys trained as 
""''P(R$, English boys as gentle
men, 57; no Eton or (bford in 
France, I'''.; collfen social distinction 
in England, ,'6. i English mutakes 
about French l)'du, s8; little social 
dutinction conferred by education in 
France, 59; purity of ac&nt a.pwlc 
of rank in England, not in Fmnce, 
iI.; French -olm. outshilMl tho 
htI'Z*!ili., not in lcaminl', but in 
field sports and equipages. iI.; cukure 
1Jn'nU rank, 60 
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Egypt, French jealousy of English ce-
cupalion, S, 

England. See French and English 
English and French. See French 
Eoglish, peculiar notioas of political 

evolution in FI"IUlCe, 104: their pre
servation of an aristocracy ana mlID

an:hy, loB; misrepraeDted in Fnmce, 
187. 188; UDtruthful charga apinst 
the French Government, 190 

Etur-.-s Df Lift. by Mr. W. R. Greg, 
want of sympathy for the growth of 
Cree institutions i.Q Fralloe. '105 

£1Un~e-t S,IIciaJ catablishcd in 
Faoai by Duruy's Ministry, 29 

Epictctus, indi1JC:ft:IlOC to comfort. 2B6 
EtchiDg, reviYal of, 398 
Bean, boating aDd cricket surprising to 

foreigners, 3; associated with social 
distinction. 51. 59 

Euy, prejudiced against Fzench art, .'. Europe, considered by Orientals as ODe 

Dation, 421; evidence ol Mr. Pal
graft, il.; differences be~ Eng
land ad Francc, 422. See Variety 
in Britain and Vnricty in France 

Ellryahu, his affection for his mother, 

" Exhibitions. public, English in the 
prcrrinces superior to those in France, .. 

F 

FACTORY population in England. its de· 
tCrionuiOD, 1] 

Faith, tWo meanings, custom and COD

viction, 159; sacrifice the test of sin· 
cerity, 160; u:unplc of a young 
Frenc:hmaa. ill.; devotion of Catholic 
ai5lerl, 161; aD Anglicm saint, 163 ; 
~fIan layman, 164; a Catholic 
and Prote5tant. 165; political and 
IOciaI convi«ions, 166 

Family infiuencc in France, 43; under
valued in England. 44; love of SODS 
for mothers in France a.nd England, 
47; cooloca 0( the affecti0n5 in Eng-

bod, 49: their culture in France, SO; 
decay of I'"evaeDCC in France, 54: 
dUpenioD of middle-class f8.milies in 
England, 6r) 

Fannen in FI'1UlCeo their opposition to 
hunting,J2 

Frary, M. Raoul, proposed abandon
PICIlt or the dasics. 18 

Fawoett, Mr., Ioll':of riding and skaling 
after his blindness. 3 

Fencing, practised in France. 6 
Feelings. See Education of 
Fidd sports, diffem:ace bc:tweeD France 

DDd England in ~g, to; 
game in France, II j deer aDd wild 
boar, ill. i French hunting, il. 

FIaunan, his illustrations of Homer 
apPreCiated in France, 411 

Foreign policy, its continuity in Eng_ 
land. 98; unpatriotic in France, (D. 

Foreigners, impartial treatment of, viii : 
ridiculous or wicked, :1(; their diffi
culties in society, 2S 

F orma1ism, distinct from hypocrisy, 
167: prevalence in the Church of 
England, il. ; among atheists, 168 i in 
England and Fr.ulce, 16r); at mar
riages and funerals, iI. i of philo
IOpbical Anglicans. 171 j assoclatioll 
with ritualism, 175; weakenmg eft't:Ct 
on faith, 177 

FortouI's ministJy, introduced the 
""{fonnti"," into French schools, 29 
F~ See Variety in 
Fr;mce. desire for rest, 135; DO ritualist 

party, 176: her sympathy with Gonion· 
at Khartoum, 20:1; fedu,g about 
war, '20]. See FTcneh and English 

France' and England, 5eCODd class 
powen, .; varying degrees of dis
similarity at difi'"ereot periods, a69; 
courtesy in France and EnglD.nd, aw ; 
cask; in i'r.mce and EnglaJJd, 3:U ; 
aristocratic spirit, 3ft; compuati\'i! 
wealth of Frnnce and England, 339 ; 
creations of the n1neteeluh «ntury. 
:un: developtncnts of industries, 341; 
neccuity for wealth in England. 342 ; 
Frcuch feeling about riches, -34] ; 
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sanctity 01. wealch in Eugland, 3+4 : Catholics and Protestants, XY i OPO 
posiLiou of FreDCb ltepublicaDs to 
Eugland,. :uii 

FUNCH AND ENGLISH, CUSTOII, a67; 
chronology, 269; comfort,:aSS; lunuy. 
291 ; DWlDer.5, 7111: deconun, 'PI 

- EDUCATION, I; physical, fl. i 
mtcUectaal, IS; artistic. 31; moral 
training, 39 i feelings, 41 i raok. 56 

- PATRIOTISM. 6]; patriotic tlClld~ 
oess. 65: pride. 77; jealousy. 85; 
duty, 91 

- POLITIcs, 101; revolutioD, 10]; 

liberty, IIl1; a)1ISC:J'Yatism, 119; 
stability, IlI9 

-- RBLlGION, 139; slate estab1ish
ments. 141: dise:stablishmeat iD 
Fraoc.e and England. 147; social 
power, 153; faith, 159; fOrmalism, . ., 

- SocIETY, 319; c:asce, )21; wealth. 
339; aUiaDces, 353; mtercoune, .]63 

- Succass, 373; persoaal, 375; 
national, at home, 390; abroad, <to6 

- VAJIlISTY, 419; in Brilain. 421; in 
Frauce, -433 

- VIRTUES, 119: trpth, 181; justice. 
19B.; purity, X>7; temperance, 213; 
lhriR.241; cleanl iness,!IIS4; cour.ace. ... 

Funenls in Fr.mce, religious fonaalism 
at, 169; unpopularity of riYil intu
mcnts 'in provincial t01WD5, 170 

Rntiments of the poor. 345; DationaJ. 
defence, 3SI; maniage a1lianc:cs, 353; 
!IOCiabillty greater in England, 363; 
separation of the sues in FlIUKICo W. ; 
diffi:rcocc in England,]65; want of 
amasements in France, y,,; divisions 
iD Fr.mce and EDgJand. 371 ; persoaal 
success. 315; koo'iVO in France to the 
middle classes. ii. ; moncy-makiDg in 
France, .u6; lotteries and prince 
gambliDg, 317: overcrowded pro
Fessi.ona iD France, 378; incomes of 
Freach and English clergy, 379; of 
the III'IDY, public offices. etc., 381; 
wealthy traders, ,.; English manu
(actDren.i/l.; ~ofliviag in.FraDa: 
and England. ]8,; strong CODtrasts 
in France, 385; little pleasures. ]86; 
Paris and Londoa. .s87; proriDciaJ 
life ill France and EllI'land, iA.; in· 
dustrial civilisatioD a fai11U'e, 388; 
French gaiety and English grarity, 
3B9; oaUoual SUCC'eSS al home. 390 ; 
comparison of France and England 
ill religioa and politics, 3511; in 
fiaance, 393; party £ediD,. 393; 
lcience, ;1.: IDllIIUI'actun:s, 394; 
printing, 39S; painlmr. ]5l6; litera
ture, 399 ; poetry. 401; )'OWJ&' philo
sophers. 403; journalists, ill.; dread 
of war in both countries, of04; 
Eoglish and French prejudices in art, 
41]; cli(fcrcnce in the military rcputa. 
tiou of France aDd England, 417: G 
former Frmcb confidence and pnscnt CARTY, French, compared with 
Eo,1ish Jlll.Kiety, ;JJ.; difl'crcoce be. Eaglish, 389 
tween &gland aDd Fr.mce. See Game-pI'CSCI"Viua in France and Eoc
Ydri~i. Brlla;" ad y-uljli. 1aDd,IO; pachiDLu; BaruuRoth-
FI"IlIICI; modem changa in the schild'sprauvaatFerriera, IltuU 
Datiooal charuter of Fraoce :md Gibraltar. EaclDh ~ pUinc to 
England, +tS SpaiD. 88 

Freethinkers. Dot eager (or clisestab1Wl- Gladstone. Mr., skill ill fcllidk ~ ~ ; 
ment. JS~ i support state ftligiom., OPJII*S the ___ to the dUses, 
151; di.alike diuenten in Enalaod II); bitterness of the CODtea 011 the 
and Protestants iD France, 158 quesbOD of Home Rule. U-4 i causes 

FRDch and English, eupbooy of tille, of his dcnruf&I.l, u6 
vii; quatioo or mutual CIJOIidcntion, 'GlugoW', the cenln ot the induab7 ot 
iII:; lcDdCDc:ics &0 nscmblaDce, .. iii i the Scottish Lowlaadcn, "'5 
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Gormandism in France, 1139; ftriety 
of terms. 240; temperance of the tal 
gtnn"Mlt, 241 

Government, deceptive use of the termS 
"Monan:by" and "Republic," ::d: 
esxntially the same in England and 
France, i1J. ; confusiao bctweeD Com
munist and Communard. xii '1(It~; 
-adoption of French institutions by 
England, zili: the aulhor's oppor
tunism. ;6.; parliamenwy system 
alone practicable in England aod 
France. xiv; faulty workings, i6.; 
opposition of French RcpubliC8.WI to 
EnglAnd. xvii 

Grammar schools in England, their 
effect on family life, 4S 

Gravity, English, compued with 
French gaiety, 389 

Greeks, ancient, their physical life 
compan:d with tIulr: of the modem 
English. ,; their sunoundings com
paz:ed wilh those of Mancheste:r, III 

Greek language and llter.l.ture studied 
more in Eogland. than in France, !S; 
antiquity and mysteryof the language, 
16; neglected in_French schools, 19 

Grec, Mr. W. R" waut of sympathy 
(or the growth of Cree institutions in 
FI"IUlCC, 104: EIligIll,"tV Lift quoted, 
,·s 

Gmry, President, upellcd by the 
FrcDCh chamber, 117 

Guyot, M. Yves. proposal to pay tbe 
French clergy through the commllDes, 
'SO 

Gymoastics, gcncral inditTcrencc of 
EnClishmen, :II; training rani except 
for boac raou, r"A.; accepted. by the 
FI:QCb as discipline and drill, 5; 
di~ in France by the Church, 
."6. rflne 

G)'11'U!llSliC!IP mental, superiority or 
Latta and G~k II;!\ 19 

II 

H.,u.IUSON, Mr. F., his view of the auto. 
cra.cy of the House of Commons, u6 

HartiDgtoo, Lord, quotes Professor 
Dicey's e.planations of the lO"f'er
eignty of the HolI5C of Commons. 
'or 

Haydon, prejudiccd against French art. 

"3 
Highlands, French, 433 
H ighlanden, Scotch, their inertia, 

<P3 i lack of enterprise. iI. ; naturally 
gentlemen, 4a.t; absence of the Fine 
Arts and poverty of literature, i6. ; 
outside European civilisation, 427 

Hone;.riding, associated in France with 
militlU'J' exercises, in England with 
bunting, 6; denied to French ecclesi
astics, but permitted English clezgy, 
7 ; bunting in FraDcc, n 

Home Rule in lrebnd, bitterness of 
the contest bet1JeCD the masses and 
the classes, IX], 114 

Hospitality, decline of, in France, 369 
H~~~i~m~~~ns 

explained by ProfCSiOr Dicey, 10'1; 
quoted by Lord Hartington, ;6. 

HoU5C3 of Parliament, English, depre
ciated by foreigners, 415 

Hugo. Victor, French veneration for, 
54; his rdatioAS with J ulieue 
Drouet. :no; his peemge, 333; his 
resistance to Napoleon III, 4O'l 

Hunting in France and England, u 
Hypocrisy, distinct from. formalism, 

167; azmple of • chun:h-,oio& 
atheist, 168 

I 

Ideals, EUllish moral contmsted with 
the artistic of the parisiruls, 38 

Idleness condemned in AIlIerica, <t6 
19nomnce of lhe English as rqards 

Scotland and Ireland, 81 
Iogres, Father, venerated. in France, 54 
Intellectual education. See Edw;atioD, 

French and Englilb 
lnvuion, DO cruel expcrieDccs of, felt in 

England. 75 
Ireland, English ignorance of, 81 
Irish. their patriotic teDdemeu, fO; 
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exemplification in Mr. Robert Joyce 
the. Irish poet. 71 

lnten:ourse. See Sociability 

J 
lAMBSON's. Mrs., first impressious of 

Canadian society, 81 
Jealousies, National, reascmahIe aDd 

unn:ascmable. B9 
Jesuits, libcr.al iDtezprctatiOD or Catholic 

doctrines, 11. 
Joyce, MI'. Robert. the Irish poet. his 

patriotic tendcmus., 71 
Justice, IDtdlectuai. lesI appreclated 

in Fnw:e than in Eagland, 198; 
obscured bf party disse.nsioos, 199; 
symp;u.hies or dasses. i6.; Eogli.sh 
gentlemen with American slave
holden, fA; with French Catholics. 
1100; class ideas in England, 1IOl:: in 
Fnmot, r"6.; 'f'U1gar patriotism ... ; 
French critidJIM of France, 203; ex
auenatious in literature., iA.; Fn:ncb 
plCllSllDtry as regards Her Majesty 
tbe Queen, :.of: injustice or Victor 
Hugo, Carlyle, Michelet, and Ruskin. 
"S; just and unjust ACCOUDIs of 
railways, i6. 

K 

KEATS, unknown in France, 34 
Knighthood; orders of. retained in 

England but DOl in France. 133 

L 

LABOVCHBRBo his resolution agnitlSt 

the hen:dhary principle of the H_ 
of Lords, 131 

Lamartine. sips ofrevivaJ. 403 
Lancalhire. art scbools 01, 33; a re

action apial tho industrial ace. 34 : 
almost a nation. 4:16; eharacter ohhe 
.Lancutrian-. ~; their energy, cn
courqemcnt of litCh\tun: and art, and 
IeYCl'O ProtaslaDtism, il. ; COIlDec:lioD 

with the Scotch lowlanders. ~: 
open to Europeu ciTilisation. ii. 

Landseer, nocbiDg in common with 
Rosa Boaheur, 398 

Languages. telative study 0( I..a.tiD ADd 
Greek in England ud France, 15: 
dignity of the teacher only to be 
secured by lID anciem .languace, i6; 
autiquity and mystery, iI.; proposed 
abandomaeut of the ancient for the 
modem. 18; inferior teachers of 
English in Fr.mce,::IO; ftStimproye. 
meat in the prae:nt study of modem 
lauguages ill FtaDCe, ~l; in the 
status of the masters. i6.; low- status 
of lcacben of modern. ~ in 
EngllUld." ; difficu]ties in appn:ciat
iDg foreign poetry.~]; EagWb dif
ficulties in judging French ftnC, a.t : 
eueptional knowledge of S...mbamc, 
w.; nuity of c:oznoersationa aa:om
plishmeat ill foreign 1ODgues, ~S: 
direction offutute studies. _; &.iI1O 

elevate: the mind, 26 
Language, Engllsb, its musical qualities 

denied in F raPCe, 4#7 
Latin, more studied tbaa GRck ill 

France, IS: antiquity and m)'Ste1'7 
of the language, 16 ; sacerdotal and 
arislocratic, ;.t.; gavc a dignity to 
laymen Oft!' inferiOfS and wvmca., 17; 
proposed abolition in French schools. 
18; neglected as a mental discipline. 
19, ::10; required for the bac:hdor'.s 
deer- necessary to ~ 56 

Leek,., unknown in F~ ... 
Leslie, C. R •• hi. depRCia.lioo. of coo. 

tinental art, ,,12 

Liberty of thousbt iD rdigioa 'lID

favourable to moratauthority, ... 
Liberty, iD EnglaDd and. France. n~; 

rule of majorities accepted in Eng
land, but DOt in F'l:aDec, III]; ~ 
hostility of the daaa in Engt-d, 
and. bam.! ap.iDst Mr. Gladstone, 
iA.; appaximatiq to thai of the 
c:Iaaa iD FRnoe. 11,,: oppoIfoition 01 
the French Chamber to personal rule. 
U5; Gambcna, Ferry. WlboD, aDd. 
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Boulanger, u6; Engiish jealousy of 
Mr. Gladtitone. ;6. ; Mr. F. Harrison 
on the autocracy of the Howe of 
Commons, is.; autoc:racy of the 
Fnmc:h Chamber, 117; religious 
liberty cmtailcd by political liberty. 
u8; free discussion in &glaDd 
limited by juries, i6. 

Libn.ries, private, in France and 
EDgIand, 'Z'J; ezdl1SiaD of iadec:cnt 
books, aJg 

Literature rendered brilliant by male
..-oIence. iz 

Literal1U'C, FIeUCh ignoranc:eoCEugUm, 
.. ; supeneded by 8cica.ce. 28; DlOJe 

influential iD England thaniD Frapce, 
399; novelists aDd playwrights IRlC

Cl:Sliful in Fr.mce.403: Eogfi5bwriters 
known iD Fnmce only in traII!IIaIioas, 
408 ; Russian novels popular in 
Fnmo:, 409; EDglilb. demand b 
French DOYCIs, ib. 

Liverpool, cultivation of the fiDe arts 
better lhllll in Roueo or Lycms. 34 

Londoa.. inferior to Paris in ils maio· 
bmaDCe of art. 3S; FreDch siege of, 
~n.bJe. 89: a Dation,427; a 
IIltate within a ~ 4.d; its.taDdard 
of ciriliSlltioo, ill.; DOt insular but 
cosmopolitan, iJ.: abimbiDg the Eng. 
lish arisIocra&:y, 429 

Lonis, House uf. it5 hc:redi&:.uy pM. 
ciple thn:atened" _31 

Lotteries in France. 377 
LoWs XIV of France. the realisation or 

ideal monan:by. 109 
Lowlan.den., Sc:otcb, rqlUgnan<:e to 

polPh, 4~; sab~ iDdus.. 
trial triumphs, intcllectual distim:
tiao. aDd taste for Ihe FiDe Arts, 4lI'5 ; 
their ,......,bhDC'C' to tbe l..&Dcas_ ... 

Lundl. ~ UDknowo. ill France. .... 
Lwtury. I!dinitioa fI, ~I; ~ 

with cspmtIIC and DOt with cheap 
plcuura, '9lI!; deftlopmcm. iJ. ; a 
home product in FnDce but ... ezotic 
in EDclmd. ~: domestic ~ 

if: dress, '94; indepeadCDt of Art. 
:195; French commonplace, -96 

LJHlIu, French, absence of cricket, 4; 
propo5ICd abolition of La.tia as c;:om.. 

pulsory. 1"8; question of excluding 
Greek. ISJ; teacbiDg of DDlem lan
guages, .,; eu.miaatiou aDd certi-
6cate of tea.clH:rs, &1; pupils mm
pared ,rub, thOle in 5Cminaries, 44 ; 
d_ar.....,~,.; 

their cheapneu, ill.; dilitinguishcd 
frcnn seminaries, 59; IaIy master:w and 
priests. w.; deny the we of the ~ 
dWm """"bod by .......... Arnold, 

'.S 
Lyona, cuhiYation or the Flue Arts 

inferior to that in Manchester 01' 

Li~. 34; • Iowa or c:ooU'aSUo 
439; Hichelet's dcsaiption of, u,. 

M 

MAcoru.ocs. Dr., his dcscript:ioD of 
the iben.ia of the Sc:otch High
laadera, 423 

Macpbcncm'. om- the one litenuy 
~ in the Scotch Higb.IaDds. 424 

Madapscar. EoglisbjcaloU5)"ofFR:DCh 
expedition. a,. 

Maine, Sir Henry, his view or the dis
like to chaaFo DO; ia~ in 
M ............... Mriam,a.m.... 
and Hindas, ,s.; coascna1itm of 
women, ill.; hU CODtemptuous esti
mate of the Fft:Dcb Pre!iideDt. 135 

Majorily, gow:rnment 01',. ill Fnmoeand 
EogIaDd., 1 TJ; • stale of bberty 0Dfy 
wbCD balanced by a miaoriry, 115 

Malevuleuce CD1CltaiDiog in ~ .. 
ua L r-, c.ultintiOllofthe F'UIC Arts 

better dum in Row!:D or Lyou, 34 
Ma.aen, ouionaI and. claM codes, 297 ; 

COUJtaJ'in Fraac:e aDd &giand., iI.; 
qQaolary r.:.-. -va; FTeDd:!. cere
IDOIIY'. 1199; old-4'adllaDed. ]lIlO: _ 
~301; 101m Stuart Mill's 
~ in France aDd EngiaDd, 
303: Engiishho.pitaliJ:y,304'clc:fcasi.e 
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politeness. ill. ; bad lDADDel'S m FJ"8IU:e 
and Eogland, 305; Freoch manners 
of George:: H. Le~ Po See 
"-.... 

Maniage. French and EogUsb ideas of. 
n8, 3Sl: ""_/~. ill.; da.ss 
ideas in France, 154; pecuniary 
value of tbe F~ _. 3S5; Loodon 
market, rD.; k ",an'lIp th ~. 
--.a, 356; prudent marriages, if,.; 
French CIlSlOnlS, 351; dowerlcs:s 
Fmach girls, 358; Y~ dowries, 
"'9. 3S9; English c:oatcrapt Car small 
dowries, #Jo; clerical inftuence, ]61 ; 
companionship the only ideal, Y.; 
prudence and nshness.)62; marriage 
feasts of the French peasiUlby, 3t9; 
marriage of French army officers, 

". Marriage of clergy, opposite ideas in 
EogLmd and Fraoc:e, d; Catholic 
horror at the marriage of a bishop, 

""" Meissouiu. comparable only with the 
Dutch,398 

lJI/6SU;(UfIU defined, m 
Michelet. his description of Lyons. 439 
Milan, King of Servia, educated in a 

French 1)'Ch, 58 
Military exercises, imposed in France 

by the conscription. 5; duelling. 6 
Military officers in Fnmce and EnglAnd. 

'34 
Militia in England, a reserve of military 

amateurs, 911 
Mill, Jobo Stuart, obIenatioas on 

French feeling, 47; on French aDd 
English manoen, 303; his influence. 

'99 
Miliais. IlL gTOuse-shootcr, 3 
Mu-bcau, his declaration of the 

sovueignty of the people. 105 

Mivart. Mr., an intellectual liberty in 
the Catholic church, '74 i story of 
the Delup, 175 

Monan;byand Republic:, misuse of the 
terms in FraDCC and Ena1and, 103; 
cbaractCl' of' the old Il\OIIatthy in 
Fraoco. 109 

Monarchy in EDgIand, Its posaD1e 
duratioJ:J,l34 

Moral training, Freoch aDd Euglish, 
the outcome of personal io8uence, 39;' 
.. national moral sense DeCeSSarY. il. ;, 
stroDger in Eagland than in Fr.uICiIe, 
40;' inftuence of the Church of Eng
land superior to that t4 Kame, il.; 
effect of clerical education Ob UD

believers. 4.1 ; inftuence of A~ics. 
.p; waut of moral authority in lay 
teaching in France, w. j truthfulness 
damaged by clerical educariOQ of 
unbelievers, f3; FreDCh boysciviliscd 
by their mothers. 44 ;, home inllueaces 
and school illflueoccs in England,. iI. ;, 
advantages of turallife and grammar 
scb:IoJs, fS;, immorality in dealiDgs 
between natioos, ill. ; waluc of public 
opinion as mor..l authority, 46; 
natiOZPl and profesaional virtues, iI. 

Morley, Mr. John, his views regu:dinc 
the House of lAnk. 113 i his inftueoce. , .. 

Morvan, di5tric:t in France, a peeuUar 
c:ountry, language. :wd people. f34; 
material civilisation, 435;' ignoruce 
of cookery, f36; coatrasted wilh the 
Burpndy wine (lIXlnb'y. i6. ; absmce 
of the Fine Arts, i6. 

Music, na.tioaal, prejudices eteated by 
political jealousy, 41J 

Musk. saaed and prof:mc, 27S 
Mu.sset, A.lCmi de. popularity in 

France, 403 

N 

NAPOLEON I, system of educ:ation 
founded on the classics, and lishter 
scientific .audies. all 

N:lpOleon Ill, ncver WOD any ruJ 
deference, 83 • 

Natwe, English love of. ltOi'Ialwa,s 
fa'fOUfll.bic to art. 37 

National Aacmbly in F~ dedared 
Mlvereign.107 

Na.tionality in ideas, xviii 
NatiouJ. IUCCea. ~ S1ICCII* 
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NDIdu", French. aurpass the 601W
K'tnSU Dot In lco.ming but in 6cld 
sports and equipages, 59; abseru:c of 
culture, 60; life of the rural aris
tocracy in France. 61. barbarians in 
the upper cl.o.sses, N. ; despise trade 
and all professions save that or -a 
Soldie~. 62; faults of, 321; contempt 
for work, 32B; effect of poverty, 331 ; 

Nonconformists, natural jealousy of 
the Church of England, lSI i less 
tolerant than Anglicans, IS2: social 
equality not to be pined by dis
establishment, 154 i disadvantage in 
belonging lo mfcriDr seem. 155; 
Herbert Spencer's views concerning, 
.~ 

!foveb and novelists, Fn:11!ili and Eng
lim, 213 ; invention of situations, 214 ; 

temptations, 215 i Frcnc:h novels cos
mopolitan, :11:16; variety in the dc~ 
maod. 217; trash, 218 

o 
OCHLOCRACY, 01' popubr gov.:mment, 

105; in France a mere question of 
time, 106 

Opportunist polities of the author, xiii 
Orders, Religious, story of their ex

pulsion room FI1UlCe explained, 190. .,. 
Orlearul family, mUirepresentntioDs as 

regards ezpulsi.oo from France, 194 
Orleanl princes, educated like other 

French boy. in a lye., 58 
a.ian, Macpherson'., the one literary 

success in lilt Scotch Highlands,-,,2. 
Oxford University, DSSOciated with 

aocial di.tinctiona, 51, 59 

• p 

PAINTING in France, the exquisite 
and the ... ulgar, 3¢; qunlities of 
English art, 391; relative *,UCCdli, 1'iJ. 

Palarnve, lIff., statcment tMt OrienqW. 
regard Europe u one nation, 4111 

Palmerston, Lord, love of hunting and 
riding, 3 

Paris, superior to London in mistie 
Europe, 3S ; artistic ideal contrasted 
with the English moral ideal, 38; 
Englilh siege of; impossible without 
allies, 89 j a nation like London. 
of.4O; characteristics dilfering from 
London. ;6.; CQII;trast with pro
... inciallife, 441; the light of Frnncc, 
1'6.; contrast in manners, .... 2 j in 
momIs, 443; in individual character. 
;I. 

Parliamentary system, alone practicable 
in England and France, zi. ... ; faulty 
working, ;6. 

Parties in England, probable opposition 
between strong monarchists and open 
tocpUblicans, 134 

Patrie, a saCTed word in France, 14; 
"country" no equivalent, 15 

Patriotic Duty, in France and England, 
91; English and French ideas com
pared, ;6.; volunteer movement in 
England, 92; English army more 
professional than national, ;6. ; want 
of national feeling in the French 
army under tbe ,second Empire, 93 ; 
RYolutioo in public opillion under 
the Republic, 94; unity of sentiment 
between the French army and the 
nation, 95; influence of national 
ann.i.es on peace and war, ¢; Eng,
lish repugnance to conscription, i6. ; 
likely to be overcome, VI; patriotism_ 
of the English in foreign policy during 
peace, 98; absent in France except 
durill&, war, ih.: confusion oC patriot
ism wi.th hatred, 99. 

Patriotic Jealousy, between Franco 
and England, 85 ; rivalry in Europe, 
ill. ; in naval strength, "".; equalities 
and resemblances, SIS; rivalry in 
Africa and the East, 86, 87 ; English 
je:a.lousy of Frenchcolonial enterprise, 
87; French ·jealousy of English p0s

session. of the Channel blands. 88; 
not to be settled by WlU', 87. 8S; 
difficulties or conquCl on either 5ide, 
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89 i jealousies rasozaable and UD· 

reasonable, i6. 
Patriotic Pride. in France and England, 

71 ; StroDg in France befoze the 
Franco-German war, iI. i subdued 
by the loss of security, 78; aristoaacy 
humiliated by the establishment of 
the R~blic, 19; DOt wounded in 
England, 80; strengthened by being 
the head of EnglWi-speaJcing nations, 
81; by underrating other nations, Ib ; 
easy uutifference of the F.-ench, 83; 
hatred of Fnmce for her neighbours, 
;6. 

Patriotic Tenderness, in France IlDd 
England, 6S; iDc:reuing ill France 
and diminishing in England, i/l.; 
loyal and pathetic as expressed in 
Black's P,.ilKUl tV Tale, 66; 
nourished by rural life. iI. i colonisa
nOD unfavoUtable to English pmtriot. 
ism, 6? i expression in composite 
states, ill. ; increased by religion and 
poetry, but diminished by tn.vel, ill,; 
causes of its diminution in Eogland, 
68; dispersion of English middle
class families, 69; reluctance of the 
FROeh to emigrate. 70; patriotic 
tenderness of the Irish, 70; of the 
poet Wordsworth. 71 i attachment of 
tho En,lish to foreigu. countries, 711: ; 
Robert Browning's love for Italy, i'6.; 
illusions of the French AI ftpnis 
Fmm::c. 73; pt'OViocialfeclingstronger 
in France than in England, 74; the 
wordilap andltUrir. ill. ; no cruel 
expericnco or invasion felt in Eng
land, 7S; varying intensity. 76 

, Patriotism, III op~ to impartiality 
in discuui.og foreigners, viii ide
generates into UU"l'OiHU"', ix 

Peasants, French, endurance in walk
ing, 6: their heRlthy and active lives 
in comparisoD with ElI&lish factory
workers, 13 

PedCSlrianiJm, English ladies better 
walkers than French, 6 

Phot0Jmphy, French superior to Ena:
Iisb, 399 

Physical Education. See Educatiou. 
French and English 

Physical Education, imperfect in Rng
Iand,l; amU5CmentsofdLstinguished 
Englishmen. :I; cricket and boating, 
3; high physical life of the English 
aristocracy c:ontrasted with thai: of 
towns, 12; peasant life in France and 
factory life ID England, 13; English 
and French compared, ;6.; future of 
the two races, 14-

Poaching in France and England, It 
Poetry, foreign difficulties in appreciat

ing, 113; in Franceaod England, 402; 
English DOt appRciated in France, 
.... 4"7 

Politeness. See Manners 
Political celebrity in England, P6 
Pope, veneration fOl' by Catholics, 54 
Prefect, his official nmk in France, 335 
Pride. See Patriotic 
Priests ill France, DlRY not shoot, bUDt, 

or row iD. a boat, 7; may fish with & 

hook,8 • 
President of the French Republic, con

temptuous estimate of his position 
refuted, 1]6; his r1:&I inftuence, 137 

Presidentiul government, American 
system. 01, unsuited. to Fnmce, 110 j 

compuhory retirement of GrEvy and 
pcac:d'ul election of his succes.or, IU 

Pn'MUS tV Ti, •• , an ClIamplc of local 
patriotism, 65 

Priming, French and ED£lish com' 
pared,39S 

ProtC$taDtism, in EDgiand and France. 
zii; protected in Fl'IIDce by Free
thinkers., xv 

Protestanll, their isolation in F'ru&ce, 
155; ultra-simplicity, 177 

Provence contmsted with Brittany, 434-
Provincial Feelin&'. ItroDg in Fr.mc:e 

but not ill England,,,,, ;"tI2.0 cruel 
experiences 0( invasion fdt ~ Eng. 
lII1ld,1S 

Public opinion, its value .. & moral 
authority, .. 6; natioaoJ and profes
sional virtues, ii, 

Puritanism, ~volutionbed the English 
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people. 270; especially \he middle 
cluses, :t71; experieDces of aD Eng
lish family aD a Sunday i.a. Paris, ro. i 
success of Puritanism in Scotland. 
1114 i sacred and profane music. 275 : 
effect on literature, 376 

Purity, dual relatioDs between the 
sexes, 20'1; physical :l.nd mental, 208; 
opposite views of entbolic and Pro
testant of the nuuriage of Anglican 
clergymen, w.; Catholic honw ttt 
the marriage of a bishop, ~; op
poute views of marriage with a 
deceased wife's slstcr, il.; illegi_ 
timate unions in the lower cllLSSel1, 
W. i tolerated in arusts and writers, 
210; Victor Hugo IUld Juliette 
Dcouet. French opinion, 211; Lewes 
and Li.ut, 11111; immorality in great 
cities, i6.; French novels DO cvide~ 
of French immorality, :lIJ:3: aimcs 
frequent in all imaginary literature, 
i/J. ; especially in English novels, 214 ; 
French DovelistJr; and their readers. 
21St ,u6: ptU'e literature in France, 
lUg; mlsrepresentnlion of French 
lubricity, 220; extreme cases of vice, 
flal: socia1 penalties, il.: N5tic 
morals in England and Fr:mc:e. 221 : 

unmanied girls in middle aDd upper 
classes, 223; French and Anglican 
clergy, i/J. ; soldiers and saiiOl'll, 224; 
atudent life in France and England, 
0,.; Scotch and French students, 
II:ilS; French and English schools, 
11:!16; domestic life in Paris, It27 j 

c:onAictiug views of marriage, 228 j 
moral pride of the English, .1129; 
'WaIIt of it in France, 2)0; worship of 
the Virgin Mary. 111131; moral fo:dinS 
in Ens;land &trOIlP than in France, .,. 
~ • R 

Rai1wa)'5, just and unjust accounts 01, 
aos; Mr. Ruakin'. diatn"be, ;11. 

Rank. auociated u with education in 
Fnncc and En&land, s6. See Educa
tion 

Regauas in France, 8: d\.1hR, 9 
Religion, changed by political re\"Olu

don, 118; dcniaI of ChristiaDity OJ' of 
the authority of the Scriptures a 
criminal offence under English law, 
n8; dislike of dissenten to be treated 
as inl'eriors, 132 

Religion, real similarity between EnS
land and Fnmce, xii; anomalollS 
antipathies, xv ; relations between 
CatholiC5, Prote!daDts, and Fn::e_ 
thinkers, 16.: decay of reverence in 
France, 54 i in England confined to 
the Bible and the truone, 55; State 
establishments, French and EnSlilh 
compared, 141; not national in 
France, 142: international char
acter of the Catholic priesthood, ,"6. ; 
AnglicanisminEngland,PTesbyteriau.
ism in Scotland, and Catholicism in 
Ireland, IU: co-establishments in 
France, ;6.; changes under the Repub
lic, '44 : contnu:liction, 145: neutral
ity in France, 0,.; toleration in Ens· 
land, 1-46; modem idea 01 State pro
(cellon to allaeed&, ;6. ; di&establish· 
ment euy in France. '-47; in Great 
Britain and Ireland, ill.; impolicy 
of confiscating the stipends of priests 
in France, 148; 1Iubscriptions for the 
Chun:h easier than fO!' science, 149 ; 
proposed payment of the Freoch 
clergy through the communes, 150; 
disestablishment u, England. 151: 
natunJ jealousy of DOOCODf0nni5ta, 
w.; social power of the Qurch of 
Rome in France, .53: isolation of 
Protestants to' France, ISS: diacui
v:LDtage of belong;llg to iorerior 5CCU, 

i/J. ; bOIDinal onhodoxyaJone ~uired, 
r56; dangen of nominal hecerod.ozy .. 
151: State religion lupported by 
Freethioken, '57. 158: two $COIeIID 
the word "faith," "c:ustoDl" and. 
.. conviction," 159; lincenry tested by 
sacri.fice, 160; e.a.mple of a )"OWlI' 

F~, ;6.; devotion oCCatholic 
Sisten, 16.: stroDe faith in both 
Catholics and Protestants, 165; en. 
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tinction between formalism and bypo. 
crisy, 167; ppilosopbical Anglicans, 
171; examples in the English clergy, 
172 ; French equivalent, 173 ; religion 
hereditari. ii. ; external conlonnity in 
France, '14; ritualism and fonnal
ism in England, 175; DO ritualist po.rty 
in Frunoe, 1715; sham Christians in 
England and France, 18.t. 185; re
volutionised in England by Puritan· 
ism., 170; observ.mce of Sunday in 
France and England, 2']2; incomes 
of the clergy in Fmace and England. 

", 
Reman, his inftuence, 403 
Republic, French, regarded by tbe 

Conservatives as a tamp occupation, ,.. 
Republic and Monarchy, misuse of the 

terms in France and EOlland, 10] 

RepubliCllDl, French, their oppositicm 
to England, xvii 

Republiczm sentiment cooling in 
France, 135 

Reverence, dying out in Fraaee. 54 i 
decaying in England except townrds 
the Bible and the Throne, S5 

Revolutions in France and England, 
misleading lenni U Republic" and 
"Monarchy," 103; abolition of abso· 
lutism similar in both countries, 104 ; 
want of English sympatby Cor the 
growth of liberty in France, ilI.: be· 
ginninl of democracy in FI1lDCe, IDS; 
&OVt:rciptyof the people, iI. : resem· 
blances bctweeu the two revolutiolu, 
106; sovereignty of tbe Nationtd 
Assembly and House of Commons, 
107: aristocratic republic in Ena:' 
land, r08: irregular progress of the 
democracy in France, 109: absence 
of a wriuen constitution in Eoglud, 
109. -1I0: cabinet government in 
England copied by France, no: the 
misleading use in France of American 
tel'Dll, II Republic," r. President," 
.. SeDn~", 111; peaceful chanaes, 
.... 

Reynolds, Sir JOIbua, bit writinp on 

IU't appreciated ill France, 4Q8; bis 
paintings depreciated as imitations, .. ~ 

Rhyme in 1M)C!try, difficulties or pr0-

nunciation, 23 
Ritualism in England promoted by 

formalism, 175 
Rothschild, Baron, abundance of game 

in bis preserves at Feni~fC5, n _Ie 
Rouen, cultivation of the Fine Arts 

inferior to that in Manchester or 
Li'VClpOOI, 34 

Royalist sentiment extinct in Fnmce, 
54, 135 

Rural and urban life in France aDd 
England,34 

Ruskin,Mr.,causes ofhis success, an art 
teachCl' to the Englisb. 37; his dia
tribe against railways, zos; his influ
ence, ",00; DO readers in France,..oa; 
depreciates French art. 413 

Russism aoveb, demand for in Fraace, 

."" 
s 

SABBATH. See Sunday 
Sabbatarianiam or the Seolch Low

landers, 425 
Sarcey, F •• his C\'idem:e respecting the 

neglect of English and German in 
Fraooe, ., 

SIIINrria7 R~, ranarb on educa
tion in France. :n8 

&:ience, supeneding litmLtUrc, 18; iUl 
place in secondary education in 
France, 29 

Science and Art Department in Eng
)Illld. )Q 

Scotland. See HirltJ.1fMn and L_ 
lawl"" 

Scotland, English ignorance of, 81; 
French confusion of Highlandersand 
Lowlandc~ 425 • 

Scott, Sir Walter, a keen~, 
3; his denial of the authorship or 
Wavcrley Dovcll, 196; iporance or 
French,oo 

Seeley, Profcaor. proposals .. rcprda 
lAtin ud G~k, .8 
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ScmiDaries, FDeDCh cCddastica" their SportS: see Field sports. DriII: see 
- eRect 011 pupils, 44 Military escn:ise 

Sentimenr.. aaturaI. to the Freocb. but Stability, EagIish, Ff'CIICh Iilith m. 
ridkuJous to the English, 41; filial 129 ; wanting ill English c:ahiaeb, 
a8'ection,. iJ.; fiicodmjp, -tS; SJ'IIl- .)0; in the HOlDe at Coum:Ioas" 131; 
pa1hy. 49; degnees of rdatioasb.ip, tbn:aceaed abolition of the hereditary 
iJ,. ; fmx:raIs. iJ.; negJec:ted tomt., piac:ipIe in the Haase of LonIs, Iif. : 
iI. ; c:ukurcd by the Frax:h. SO; ill CIlQICI of the iDst:abiliry of a State 
the EDgIish clergy. 51: English Church. 1]2: qaestioa as rqards the 
teDdemc:ss for animals,. 52; FR:DCb. English 'I'bnIne, 133: fulmeofEQg-
~53;~.iJ.; royalist, bad. 134; of Fraac:e, 135; adocs 
abseDt ill Fra:nc:e, 54 of FrcDCh repubIic::uJ SCDtimeat, iI. ; 

Serruts. domestic; in Fnuxe aDd Eng. Sir Henry MaiDe's estimate of a 
land. 293 Fresd PftSideat muted, 1']6, 137 

Sisters, Catholic -ndng o~ their Staici5m of the Englisb. 47 
dnotioD, Dr ; activit)' and cbeaful- Sbathdydc, old, iDcluded the westau 
Dell, 16:11; eumpIe of aD ADglican I.-laDde:rs aDd l..mcasbire. 42'J 
.mr.. di3; IDOrC. COIIIIDQD in F..arace Smdmt life ia FraDC:e, b4; Sc:otch 
th:ua ill EugImd, m.. ad FI'CIICb Itadeots CCIID:pU'ed, US; 

Sbad-n., VICZ-Chanc:dIor. &miIy mm:ality of bo)'S in Fradt 5C'hooIs. 
swimmiDg in the 1'bames. 10 227 

Sh,k i n: 85 aD EDgli$IuaaD,429; Sua:c., NalioaaI, alwad, ib ~. 
his ignon.Dce of FfaICh. 4)1) ,.06 ; -.. awe - • " 01 Englisb. 

Sbdkr. his Io.e of bouiDg and him. poc:b"JiD Fnwce,iII.; Frcachopiaioas 
mine. 3 of EDgIisb writes. 408; R1IIISiD. 

Sbdky unbo.a in France. 24 'DOftls ia FJaDC:e, 409; Eogfish de-
Sociabiliry, peata' ill EugIand lha __ (or F'n:Dcb -as. ill.; Fraadr. 

in F.uce. 363; F~ IikiDg f. opiDioaofEDctishut.41l; illlflaaKz 
talk., 364; SI:paI'atiou or the saes ill of CoastabIe OD Freoch laDdsczpe. 
Frace. Ii.; difrercace ill EDgbad. liS.; widec:elebrityolFrcacbpaiaters, 
]65; ...m of am ill Fraac:e, iI.; Fraac:h art app . ted Pa Ea&"-
#rT; especially in the proriaoes. ]68 ; laud, 412; EDgfisb and Gen.D .. asic 
&gIish hua&::h ~ ill Fr.mce. IIIJPICIIPIIIar ill F~ 413; aatioaaI 
iJ.; dec:Iioe ol hospitaIity iD Fraace, app;' ri .... of miDoI- eza:Dcacies, 
369; the dub and the arr:II, .. ; 4'Lf; dep . rim of the IIoasa _ 
I't:Stric:ud. bJ' I'dip.. aDd p;alitical Partiamasl br ~ 415; manl 
biguby.~; dirislcasillFnmccmad. ~ cE RICeCSS ill ..-ar. iJ.; 
EDgbDd. 37l FRIDda de.. .. al tile EDglisIa 

Social difrinctjtes See c:- .....,.. 416; IIIilitary ~ al 
5oc:nles. ~ ID cmafart. FBD£:e aod. E.ogIa:sd CIOIIIpIftd, 4Z7; 

• c:bmges siace tile FQDCO·Pntaian 
Spain. her pide WODDdcd by '£DcIida ..... ij.; p:dDI:$S cI &glaad de-
~ OWiihnltar. 88 peDIieat 011 her tuperiorir:y ill arms. 

Spr fIIflCf'bcrt. crat rcpawioa ill I .pI 
FI'2DCII: _ a dt.iDkcr." s.c:.::e-. NaIioaal, at t-. )90;: F.ac. 

Speaccr, Hctben, his tenD. aaD!i. bod grater in rdicioa aDd po6lics. 
pMI'iocism." rii i&; i:datiGaalFn:ach ;aIi",*> 

SpaDer, EdaaaDd. DOl ..... ill Fa.cc, 39'; p:aniaI sac:tIS cI tile Rep:dU; 
... 116 ii.; Eagtida ... Fn:udl ~ 
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39'-; contr.ast in pu1.y feeling, 393; 
arts and acicnces. ,6.; manufactures, 
394; printing, 395; pa.intiog, 3¢; 
home success ot Freach and English 
artists, 391 i literature. 399; poetry, 
401; young philosophers, 4°3; jotlr
na.l.iJ.rs. ,6.; dRDd of war in EnglaDd 
and France. 404 

Success, Personal, difficult for II. French 
£eotleman, 375 j familiar to the 
middle clnsses, ill.; example of 
Madame Boucicaut, 376 i money~ 
making, 317; lotteries and private 
gambling, ill.; overcrowding pzofes
sinra. 318; wealthy traders, 383; 
English manufacturers, i6.; cost of 
living in F~ and England, 383 ; 
definition of reaJ. necess, if,.; little 
pleasurel, 385; industrial civilisation 
• failure, 388 

Suffrage in England and Fnmce, xi 
Sunday in Paris shocking to EOllish 

and Scotch. Sl11 ; in England before 
the Puritan revolution, 312; Catholic 
observance for' the protection of 
toilers, 273 i uampie of a French 
SUDdny, w.; in England and Scot
land, 274; distinction between sacred 
and profanc muuco 315 ; rowing and 
sailing, ,'/J.; effect of the SabbAlarian 
CUStoms on literature, Jl76 

Swinburne. hiI exceptional knowledge 
of technical Workmanship in French 
poetry • .114 

SwimmiDir. cuhiwted more in France 
than in EDcland, 9; exceptional CIlSCS 
of MiSi Beckwith, Captain Webb, 
and Vice· CbanceUor ShadweU's 
flUDily, 10 

T 

TBA drinklng in EngllUld opposed to 
French ideas, a8] 

Temperance, drinking in Franco as 
distinct from drunkcmnellj 1133; 
poaaible aUo_aco of D. Frenchman, 
-3.; wine a safcguud againat .pirits, 
.~5; German wibe drinking. _36; 

diffeftnce in drinking habits in 
France, 237; French abstaincn 
bet\ften mcals, 239; gonnandism, 
ill.; temperance oflhepNnttel, 241; 
quotatWn from Thackeray, ill. ; plain 
living in Frnacc, ~2; consumption 
ofspiritsin England, :14] ;dipsomania. 
i6; growing temperance in England, 
244; English love of flesh meat, 2.fS; 
French economy, il.; Euglish 
asceticism, 2.46 

Tenderness. Sec Patriotic 
Tennis, abmldoncd in France, .; the 

parent of English lawn tennis, ;6. 
Tennyson known in France only to 

students in English literature. 408 
Tenn)'5O!l, his peerage. 3:13 
Thackeray, a French r-n-d, a.tl; 

ideas of duelling expreaed in the 
Nnua",". :118 

Thackeray, little appreciated in France, 
.08 

Thrift, superiority of the French 10 the 
English, "'1 ; pettiness and meanness,. 
:148; English contempt for meanness, 
ill,; selfishness and self-denial, 249; 
French lUUl:iety to. provide dowries, 
iI.; discouragements 10 thril'l: PI 
England, 249; contempt fOJ' small 
sums, :ISO; prodigality of the old 
Frc:nc:h nobility, ;1.; modem ex
amplcsofolreDlethrift, JlSI; English 
improvidence, JlSJI; results of thrift 
on the French natiob, ;6., 

Titles, the consecration of' wq,hh, 323 : 
peemges of Tennyson and Victor 
Hu~ ill. ; defended by Mr. Dap
hot,3:1S 

Tonqwn, Englbh jealousy or French 
ClIpeditioD, 87; UDpopuiar in Fnnce, .. 

TroUope, Anthony, Jon (or foxhuuliDr. 
! 

Toussenel, misrepradlhl, of &g
land in L'Eq..'t tIM 81lu • • 81, 188 

ToWIll, French, ple.uantnea compMCd 
with English, 14; fthder artini1: life 
torpid, i&.; their cxhibitioos inferior 
to Ena1ish. 1'1.; inferior taIto iD 
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buildings, 35; inferior to English as 
an centra, 37 

Training. See Moral 
Training, physical. 5c:e Physical 

Education 
Truth, repressed in French education, 

181; intellectual disbone5ty enc:our
aged, 1BlII; 5ba&n admiration in li'era· 
ture and art, J8]; less in England 
than in France, ill.; litemry lymg 
about Sb.a.kupcare and the classics, 
iJ. ; sham Christians rewanlcd, 18+: 
SWiday obsemmce ad family 
prayus, ISS; political lying, 186; 
di8'crence bfltwee:D French and 
English, ill.; French relizutce on 
ignorance, 187; tnisn:presentations 
of T~DeI as regards England, 
188; superiority of English fabehood, 
190: French GoYcnune.nt pronounced 
athciuical, iJ.; alleged expulsion of 
religious orders from France. 191 ; of 
removal of ~ from the French 
cemeteries, lIP; expulsion 0( the 
Orlean.5 fllQlily, 194; stofy of a 
French catechism, 195; Walter 
Scott's denial of the authorship of 
W-nIY. 196: sile:nce or Chambers 
as to his Yestipr D/ Cnan"., ill. ; 
French and EnglWi ideasoftnath. 197 

Truthfulnea, a social virtue, 41; 
damaged by clcricsd edw::ation of 
unbelievers, W. 

Turner, DOt c:ompa,ndtlo wilh any 
French artist, 39B 

TyndaU. ProfCSlOT, a mountaineer, 3 

u 
UI<UVBIlSITY in l"raDCICo teachers of 

modem ~Iusw:ningthe status 
of c1asr.iaal masters, lU i profU1lOd 

mOMlyAgnDlItics,411 ;bachclor'adt:gree 
necCS&M" in~.rance (or professions, 
s6; nOl absolutely Deca:sa1'y in Eag. 
land, jj,; confers sociaJ. distincbQllS 
in Eogland. not in France. 57 

Urban -.nd nu:aJ. life in Fraac:e aDd 
£ncland, 34 

v 
V ARlRTY in Britain, 421 ; four distinct 

nationalities, 4113; Scotch High
landers, theirinertia, ii.; Lowlanders. 
their 5abbatarianism. industry, in
tellect, and Fine Arts, 42'5; I..anc:u. 
triant. their resemblance to the 
Scotch Lowlanden, 426: London, a 
nation, 427; a ltate within a ltate, 

,4:a8; Irish, Scotch, Welsh, 4ag: 
Shakespeare and Walter Scou. 
4]0 

Variety in France, 4~; English iJDOl" 
anc:c of provincial France, ill. ; high
laDds, p.lain.s. and coasts, 433; seve.a 
distinct e1imates, ii.; contralt be
tween Brittauy and Provence, 434 i 
between the Morvan and Burgundy 
435,436; departments, provinces, dis
tricts. 437; Iacal climates. 438; di
versities in towns, ;6.; Paris, a nation, 
440; local as distinguished from Lon
don, ii. i the most artistic city in 
Europe, w. ; contrasled with the pr0-

vinces, 44l; contnlst in mannen, 
442; in morals, 443 ; modern diminu
tion of variety in France. 444 . 

Velocipedes in Franca and England, 
8 

Velocipedes, undignified in France, 8 
Veneration, Catholic:. for priests, 54; 

absence of in French fepublie:ans. rll. ; 
for Vietor Hugo, Ingres, Chevreu1. 
ill.; want of in Ffench family lif~ 
55; in England for tbc Bible and the 
'Tluone, iI. 

Victoria, Queen, an eDlDple of open 
ezpreaion of the (eeliap, 51 

Vu::tuian em, probable COD$eQ,uences, 
133; monarchy in EDeland. its prob
able dlftUon, 134 

Virtuel, maintained only by It. ItrOnc 
public opinion, <t6 

Virtues. Sec Truth 
Volunteer movement in Englaod pr0-

duced by a ICI1R or danger, 9=1 
Voyxy, Mr., his wanaiD&' todissenten. 

'54 
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w 
War, diminution of national enthusiasm 

in Englud and France, * 
War, dreaded in England and France, 

,os 
Weahh of France aDd England com

pared, 339; creationsoftbenineteenth 
century, 340; developments of in
dustries, 34'; social valueofwealtb in 
England, 342; Frmch feeling, 343: 
sanctity of wealth in England, 34<f ; 
sentiments of the poor, 34S; views of 
Matthew Amold, i6.; aDd Gerald 
Massey, 3¥i; aggressiveness of mill 

hands in J..anc:ashUe, 347; respcctful 
civility in France, 349: naticmal de
fence, 351: rich tnulen and manu
facturers, 382; cost of liviDg in France 
and England, 383 

Webb. CaptaiD, the English swiPuDcr. ,. 
Wine drinking in France, 233. 234; in 

Germany, 236; adVMtage5 of cheap 
wine, 236; wine aad 'Water, .,38; 
growth of English taste fOl' French 
."mes, 282 

\Vomcn, their severe conservatism, 131 

Wonlsworth, • pedescriaD. ::I 

THE END 
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325- .y Run Home. By ROLli' BoLDRBWOOD. 
324- The Ways of We. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
323. A Tale of Two TamlelL By W. Cl.AR.K RUSSELL. 
320. The Philanderers. By A. E. W. MASON. 
319- QuoenoftheJl(oor. ByF. ADYL 
317,318. Farthest North. By F. NANSEN. 2 vols. 
316. Tho Pilgrimage of the Ben Beriah. By C. M. YONGL 
315. Storie. of Naplea and the Ca.morra. By C. GRANT. 
314- The C&reer of CaDdida. Bv GEORGB PASTON. 
312. The GreeD. Book; or, Freedom UDder the Snow. By M. ]OXAI. 
311. The Story of Aline. By Mrs. E. RIDLEY. 
3]0. The Money SpiDner. By H.S. MBlt.1UMAN and S.G. TALLENTYRE. 
l09- Palla.dla. By Mrs. HUGH FusE ... 
]OS. Tho unjust Steward. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
307. Wboola of Chance. By H. G. WELLS. 
306 • .& Woman of Thirty. By H. DB BA.LZAC. 
305. About Catherine de Jl(edIcis. By H. DE BALZAC. 
304- The Peasantry. By H. DB BALZAC. 
303- Ravezwtona. By C. R. CoUR.IDGE and HELEN SHIPTON. 
301. Campa, Quarten. and Casual Plaoea. By ARCHIBALD FORBES. 
300.. The Story of l'IIaurice Leatnmge. By Mrs. OMOND. 
299. The 8ealaIdD Cloak. By ROLF BoLDREWOOD. 
21)8. For Freedom'. Sake. By AR.THU& PATERSON, . 
297. TaqulBara. By F. MAaJON CRAWFORD. 
2f}6. Sir George TreoIacIy. By MIS. HCMPUKY WABD. 
295- Kuter Beggan. By L. COPB COkNPOIlD. 
2CJ4. Jude the Obaoure. By TROKAS HAIloy. 
293- Beatrilt. By H. DB BAI.zAc. 
292. The Country Pa.raon. By H. DB BALzAC. 
Z91. ~ 1ligD0JL By H. DE BALZAC. 
2C)O. tfi1t. 1!arliD'. Company. By JANB BAR.LOw. 
289. Tom. Grogaa. By F. HOPKINSON SMITH. 
288. The lDn by \he Shore. By FLoRENCE WARDEN. 
287, Old lIIe1boumelllemorie8. By RoLl' BoLDREWOOD. 
.86. DoniL By Mrs. E. M. FlBLD • 
• 85. Cesar Birotteau. By H. DB BALZAc. 
2fl4. PiOIOito. By H. DB BALZAc. 
28]. A Bachelor's Est.a!)1i ebm eD.t By H. DB BALZAC. 
282. Ht. Honour and a Lady. By S. J. DUNCAN. 
28 •• Tho UDImoWll ~ By H. DB BALZAC. 
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280. The Gnnd _.. By H. DB BALZAC. 
219. Robert Belmont. By A. DAUDItT. 
278. Jack. By A DAUDST. 
277. Thirty Years of PariI. By A DAUDET. 
276. Reoollections of & Literary l'IIaD. By A. DAUDET. 
275. Jtinp in Exile. By A. DAUDET. 
274 Ta.rtarID of the Alp.. By A. DAUDKT. 
213. TartariD. of TaraacOD. By A. DAUDBT. 
272, DiaturbiDg ElemeJlts. By M. C. BIR.CHENOUGH. 
271. The Bowen. By H. S. MBRRIMAN. 
370. Clog Kelly. By S. R. CROCJ<ETr. . 
269. The Judge of the Four Coman. By G. B. BUIlGIN. 
268. The Release. By CHAIlLOTTB M. YONGE. 
267. The Atheiat'. Mus,.to. Bya DE BALZAC. 
266. Old Gorial. By H. DB BALZAc. 
265. Mr. Witt'. WidoW'. By ANTHONY HOPE. 
36+ The Court,blp of Morrice Buckler. By A. E. W. MAsoN. 
263. Where Highways CrolL By J. S. FLETCHD. 
262. A lUngby' WM. By MAR.Y BEAUMONT. 
261. A Modem Man. By ELLA MAcMAHON. 
260. Maureen', Fa.IriDg. By JANE BARLOW. 
2S8. Tryphena. In Lon. By W. RAYMOND. 
2S7. The Old Puturu. By Mrs. LEITH.ADAMS 
256. IJndu,y'B GirL By Mrs. HERBBllT MAllTIN. 
355. Unulo MI!ouli\. By H. DB BALZAC. 
2S~ The Quest of the Ablolute. By H. DB BAUACo 
253. We. WOO. WiIllde, eta. By RUDYARD KIPLING. 
25:1. Soldien Three, etc. By RUDYAllD KIPLING. 
251. Many InwntiOl1l, etc. By RO'DYAIil.D KIPLING. 
2So. Life's Handicap. eta. By RUDYARD KIPLING. 
249. The Light that Falled. By RUDYAllD KIPLING. 
248. PlaID Tal .. from the BillI. By RUDYARD KIPLING. 
247. Tho COUJlto-y Dootor. By H. DB BALZAc. 
246. The ChouaDI. By H. DB BALZAC. 
245. BogeDle Grande" By H. DE BAUAc. 
2# At tho sign of tho Cat aDd Racket. By H. DB BALZAC. 
243. The WUd Ala'. SIdD.. By H. DE BALZAC. 
"",. Tho Story of a Marrill8'l. By Mn. A. BALDwnr. 
24'. The Wonderful Vlalt. By H. G. WELLS, 
840. A Youth of P8.I'Il&H1II. By L PEARSALL SMITH. 
239- A Sweet Dlaorder. By NOllHA LoRIMER. 
238. The EduoatiOD. of Antonio. By F. E. PHILLIPS. 
237. For Love of Pme. By LBSLIB KBITH. 
336. The WoolDg of DoN. By M ... J. K. SPBNDD. 
235. Capta1n Fliok. By FERGUS HUMB. 
334. Not lIDotiy. By E. M. STOOKL 
233. A Set of Bop'" By FRANK BARltB1'T. 
232. Millar Dialogue.. By W. PlITT RIDGE. 
231. My Boney. By the Author of II Tipcat." 
230. The Sboulder of Shut&. By BRAM STOKBR. 
22C). Casa Braoaio. By F. MARION Cu. WFORD. 
228. The Salt of the Earth. By P. LAFARGUE. 
227. The Harleman'. Word. By NEIL Roy. 
a:a6. Comrad .. iD Anna. By ARTHO& AMYAND. 
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225. The Vlld Bose. By FRANCIS FRANCIS. 
2240 The Crooked. Stick. By ROLF BOLDRRwoon. 
223. The BeroD.8. By HELEN SHIPTON. 
222. Adam Jolmstone'. Scm. By F. MARION CRAWFORD. 
220. A Bon of the Pla.iDB. By ARTHUR PATERSON. 
219. Winifred Mount. By RICHARD PRVCB. 
218. The Lovely lIIaliDcourt. By HELEN MATHERS. 
217. Mistres. Dorothy Marvin. By J. C. SNAITH. 
216. The Renegade. By JAMES CHALMERS. 
215. PrisOD8l'8 of Silence. By MARY A. DICKENS. 
214- By Order of the Brotherhood. By LE VOLEUR. 
213. Neigbbours of Ours. By H. W. NEVINSON. 
212. The Martyred FooL By D. CHRISTIE MuB.llAY. 
211. Under God'. Sky. By DEAS CROMUTY. 
::uo. Alioe Lauder. By Mrs. J. GLENNY WILSON. 
209. Thirteen Doctors. By Mrs. J. K. SPENDER. 
208. The Burden of a Woma.u. By RICHARD PRYCE. 
~7. Peter Steele, the Cricketer. By H. G. HUTCHINSON. 
206. Two In the Btub, etc. By FRANKl'OaT MoollL 
205. The Great DomiD.i.oa. By G. R. PAUIH. 
2040 A Long Vacation. By C. M. YONGE. 
203. The RalstoDa. By F. MARION eRA WPORD. 
202. Seething Days. By CAROLINB C. HOLROYD. 
201. In the LiDO" Mouth. By ELEANOR C. PRICE. 
200. Cha.pters from BOme Memoirs. By Mrs. RITCHIE. 
199. The Vagabonds. By MARGABltT L. WOODS. 
198. Peter IbbetaoD. By GEORGE DU MAURIER. 
197. Siby1la. By Sir HENRY CUNNINGHAM, K.C.I.E. 
196. Two on a Tower. By THOMAS HAlLDy. 
194- A Laodioean. By THOMAS HARDY. 
193. The Bud of Ethelbert&. By THOMAS HARDY. 
192. Life'. IJttle Ironies. By THOMAS HARDY. 
191. A Group of Noble Dames. By THOMAS HARDY. 
190- The Trumpet Major. By THOMAS HARDY. 
189. The Beturn of the Native. By THOMAS HARDY. 
188. Far from the Madding Crowd. By THOMAS HARDY. 
187. APalr of Blue Eyes.- By THOMAS HARDY. 
186. Desperate Remedies. By THOMAoS HARDY. 
18S. Tea. of the DOUrberviUe.. By THOMAS HARDY. 
184. The Prisoner of Zenda. By AlIoTliONY HOPE, 
183. The Story of D&D. By M. E. FRANCIS. 
181. Xatha.rine Lauderdale. By F. MARION CRAWFORD. 

JIo. it ~<Ien. By S. R. CROCK..,.... 
1791" ore. By Rt. HoD. Sir G. O. TREVELYAN, Bart. 
178. lamenta of l'IIetaphyaiCl. By Dr. PAUL DEUSSBN • 
• 77. A Va.Uut Ignorance. By MARY ANGELA DICKltNS. 
17S. A Modem Buccaneer. By ROLli' BOLDREwQOo. 
1740 marcell&. By Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD. 
173. Bound London. By MONTAGU WILLIAMS, Q.C 
172. La.ter Leavea. By MONTAGU WILLIAMS, Q. C. 
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171. Leave8ofaIJfe. By MONTAGO WILLIAMS. Q.C. 'Vitba Portrait. 
170. Yeast: A Problem. By CHAllLES KINGSLEY. 
169. Two Ye&l'II Ago. By CHARLES KINGSLEY. 
168. Kenward the Wake.. By CHARLES KINGSLEY. 
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167. Hypatia. By CHARLES KINGSLEY. 
166. Alton Locke, TaIlor aDd PooL By Cll.uLRs KIHGSLBY. 
165. Weatwa.nl Bo I By,CHAltLES KINGSLBY. With a Portrait. 
16+ Ad_ III. 1lluh0D&laDd. By BLBHHuHASSKTT and 

SLEEMAN. 
,63. Bichard E_ By E. H. Coo .. R. 

~ 16a. Lady William. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
161. Marion Darohe. By F. MARION CRAWFORD. 
160. Beyn1nl'CimCe8 of the Gnat Mutiny. By W. FOUB5-MITCBBLL 
IS8. Pietro GhiBleri. By F. MARION CRAWPOB.D. 
157. The:r.at Touch.. By Mrs. CLiPFORD. 
'56. BtrolUJJg Playen. By C. M. YORGB and C. R. COLBRlDGJI. 
'55. Grialy _elL By C. M. YONG&. 
'540 BecordllofT"-"OD,BuakiD,&DdIlrowDbJg. By Mrs. RITCBIJI. 
'530 Tho Marpln. By S. R. L""AGHT. 
152. Jolm TreV8JJDlck. By W. C. RHOADES. -
lSI, A Mere Cypher. By MARY ANGELA DICEItNS. 
ISO. A Born Player. By MARY Wur. 
149- The Real Thing, etc. By HURY JAMBS. 
148. The LeB80D of the14aater,.to. By HENRY JAMBS. 
147. DOD Orsino. By F. MAllIOK CRAWFORD. 
'46. Tho BoIJr Pnll1UDptl.. cd tho BoIJr A_L Bv Mrs. 

OLIPHANT. 
145. truder Preuure. By the MARCHESA 1'HBoDOLl. 
]440 The ChlldreD of the KiDg. By F. MARION CBAwroRn. 
'430 Imperial Fod .... tI.... Br G. R. PAIlXIN. 
1420 Imperial Defence. By Sll eRAS. DILKB and S. WILKINSON. 
'4'. Bolan Trewryan. By Sir M. DURAND, K.C.I.E. 
140. The Story of Diok. By Major GANBID. PAltRY. 
139- The Three Fate.. By F. MARION CRAWPOItD. 
138. The Ittarriage of BUnor. By Mn. OLIPHANT. 
131 . .&. Strange Elopement. By W. CLAR.K RussELL. " 
'36. A FIrst Famlly of Tlw\Iara. B.l' BRItT HART&. 
135. The BidOI)' of David Grieve. Hy MrL HOMPHItY WARD. 
'340 Mari&m. or TweD1Iy-0Il0 Daye. By H. V,CTOR. 
133. The Ba.lJ.way l'II&D. and bU Ch1Idrm. By M1'So OLIPHANT. 
'320 Blanch .. Lady FaIaIn. By J. H. SHORTHOUS .. 
131. Cec1lIa. de NoQ. By LANOE FALCONER. 
1290 The Witch of Prague. By F. MARION CRAWFORD. nlustrated. 
128. That Btlck. By C. M. YONGB. 
111. Nevermore. By ROLP BoLDRBWOOD. -
126. 'l'\m. 
uS. _ .. III.lDdIan Ink. By H. G. KuBH .. 
1140 .&. Sydney·Side Sucm. By ROLF BoLDItKWOOD. 
123. Tho PhIlBdolphl.... By 1.. J. JENNINGS, M.P. 
In. baled. By F. MAR.ION CRAWFORD. 
IaI. Be 'FeU among Tbievea. Bl D. C. MURRAY and H. HERMAN. 
120, Studlea in Literature. By JOHN MORUY. 
1190 Two P8Dl1Il ... Prlno...... By CHARLOTTB M. YONGL 
u8. Tho E'I'&JWOD of England. By J. R. S.ELOY. 
116. .&. Colonial Beformu. By ROLF BOLDREWOOD. 
uS. K1rateeD. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
1140 Th. Squatter'a Dream. By ROLP' BoLDRBWOOD. 
113. More BywordI. By CHARLO'ITB M. YONGK. 
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112. Wheat and Tares. By Sir HENRY CUNNINGHAM. 
Ill. A etgarette-J4aker'. Romance. By F. MARION C1l.AWFOllD. 
110. A South Sea Lover. By ALFRED ST. JOHNS1'ON. 
109- The Tragic Muse. By HBNllY J AHES .. 
108. The BiIIg of Amaals. By Lord LYTfON. 
107. The MiIler'1 JUght. By ROLF BOLDlt&WOOD. 
106. The Beriote. By Sir HBNRY CUNNINGHAK. 
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105. A Lover of the Bea.utifuL By the Marchioness of CAllMAR.THEN. 
104- John Vale'. GuardiaD. By D. CHRISTIB MuJUlAY. 
103. The New Ccmtinmt. By Mn. WORTHEY. 
102. DanriDiam. By ALFRED RUS5KL WALLACB. 
101. English Traits. By RALPH WALDO EMBRSON. 
100. The Heritage of Dedlow Marsh. etc. By BRitT HAIlTB. 

99. SantO Dario. By F. MARION CltAWFOB.D. 
!)S. 1IIaro0l1ed. By W. CL.uut RUSSELL. 
97. A Beputed Changeling. By CHAllLOTTB M. YOHGB. 
g6. The Intellectual Life. By PHILIP GILBER.T H.uUtllTON. 
95. The Goopel of thelleauzrectioD. By Bishop WBSTCOTT. 
940 Robbery under Arms. B/ ROLF BOLDJ.&WOOD. 
93. An Author's Love. 
~2. French ODd Engllsh: A Comparison. By P. G. HAMKaTON. 
91. Bchwartl. By D. CHRISTJE MURRAY. 
go. Neighbours on the Graen. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
89. Ore1fensteiD.. By F. MAIlJON CRAWFORD. 
88. Euaye in Criticism. Second Series. By MA1'THIlW ARNOLD. 
87. Beuben Sa.oha. By AMY LEVY. 
86. The JO'IU'IUIlIntime of Hem1.·Fridmc AmleL Translated. 
8S. Eophetua. the Thirteenth. By JULIAN CORBBTl'. 
840 MiBa Bretherton. By Mrs. HUM,PHIlY WAJW. 
83. Beeohcroft at Bookstone. By CHAllLO'ITB M. YONGL 
82. The Countea Eve. By J. H. SHORTHOns£. 
81. The Weaker Veslel By D. CHlliSTIB MURRAY. 
So. The Medi&tion of Ralph Bardelot. By WM. MINTO. 
79- CreIIY. By BRn HART£. 
78. Fraternity: A Boman ••• 
76. With the Immortals. By F. MARION ellA. WFORD, 
7S. The Lass .. of Leverhouae: A. Stol1'. By JESSIE FOTHERGILL. 
74- WeslU Tal... By THOMAS HARDY. 
73. For God and Gold. By JULIAN CORBE'IT. 
72. The Argou.a.uta of North Liberty. By BRn HARTB. 
71. Joyce.. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
70. Cbria. By W. E. NOIuus. 
6g. A Teacher of 'Ule Violin, and otherTalea. ByI. H. SHOlll'HOUSE. 
~ NatJudgment of Pa.r1a: A Novel By PHILIP LAFUGUE. 

• ~ By the Author of" Friends in Council." , 
66. lographlO&l Sketches. By HAR-Rllrr MARTINEAU. :, 
6S. Paul Patofr. By F. MAIlIOK CllAWFOIlD. 
64,. Manio', CruoUiz. By F. MAllIOK CUWPOllD. 
63- The Second Bon. By Mn. OUPHANT. 
6. 1 62. B&nD.ODiL By the Author of II Estelle Russell." 2 vols. 
60. Bithene& Mere. By Lady AUGUSTA NoKL. 
S9. Zorouter. By F. MARION CRAWFORD, 
57158. lamay'.Children. By the Author of II HOgaDl M.P.IJ :avols. 
56. The Ccaru.le&lll: A. Vacationldyll By Sir H. S. CUNNINGHAM. 
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55. The CruSade of II The hcelslOl','" By BRItT HA.aT& 
53, 54- The Ifew Allt1goue: A RomaDNt, :3 Yots. 
Sa. Frederick Ba.uleden. By HUGH WJ.5TBU&Y. 
5" Jill ODd JacJr. By E. A. DIJ.LWYN. 
50. JUl By E. A. DII..j,WYN. • 
49- The WoodlaDd.... liy TROJU;! ;It>uu>v. 
47. A Garden of Memories, etc. By MARGAUT VBLBY. 
46. 8&raciD.elCL By F. MARlON CuwPOJtD. 
45- ... 1IIIlIl0D&in of Boush-·Bead1: Dm!'. Ford By B ..... 

HARTL 
~ 44' CrIt1oa1I11lact1laDl... By JOHN MORLOY. 
'"43. A Beleaguered O1'y. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
42. The Dovam the Eagle'. Ben. By CHARLOTI'B M. YONG&' 
4'. Tom Brown'. School Day"- By.D Old Boy • 

• 40. EuaJII m Critic1am. By MA'ITHEW ARNOLD. 
38. Abou\ Money. By the Author of "John Hali(ax, Gentleman." 
37. ... B .... Divided agaIDBt ItHlf. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
36. Sir Percival. By J. H. SHORTHOUSB. 
35- A Modem Telemachua. By CHAIU.OTTB M. YONGB. 
34- Ma.rga.rft JenaiD.e. By FAYR MADoc. 
33. H ........... Tale of AocIeot Bomt. By J. W. GaAHA,.. 
3L The lIIayor of Cuterbridge. By THOMAS HAIWY. 
31. KiD,g Arthur. By th~ Author of" 101m Halifu, Gentleman." 
30. Eurrlah: A Btud7. By the HOD. £JdIILY LAWLESS. 
II). .y Friend Jim. By W. E. NORRIS, Author of u Matrimony." 
18. ... Horthern Li11. By JOANNA HAa",SOK. 
.,. Em. Ogilvie. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
a6. Li~orDead. ByHuGHCoNWAY.Authorof"Called~ ... mt 
85. lin. Lorimer:'" Sketch In Black and Whlte. By LUCAS MAL .... 
..... I4ia Tommy. By the Author of Ie Jolm Halifax, Gentleman. to 

u. CbaDtry Bouae. B)' CHARLOTrB M. YONGE. 
II. Aut Rachel. By D. CtnuSTIB MURRAY. 
00. C&mplDg amoos CaImIbala. By ALPltBD ST. JOHNSTON. 
'7, .s, 1<). 'l'lIe LiIeral7 IIlatoI7 of EDsIODd- 3 vols. By Mm. 

OUPHANT • 
• 6. ... Country CleDU....... By Mrs. OUPHAKT. 
IS. Nee 01 Okl Jap&IL By A. B. MITFOJln. With lliutrations. 
140 TaI_ of Three CiU.. By HuJ.Y JAMBS. 
'3- Old....,.. By ANN" Kauv. 
la. BlIlIWL lhtucoane. By P •. G. HAMZRTON. 
II. Bounzdn olaome Continenti. By ARCHIBALD FOUBS, LL.D.. 
10. Soolwo after God. By the V ..... bl. F. W. FAIlIWl, D.D. 
9- The Ccmcluct, of Life. By RALPH WALDO EWUSON. 
8. A Tale of • LoJLelJ Pariah. B, F. MAlliON etAwFOe.. 
,. A BomaD SiDpr. By F. MAIlION CUWFOto. 
6. Dr. ClaudilUl: ... TrDe story. By F. MUION CL\w,"""" 
5. 1Ir. _ .... Tale of lIIIod .... lDdIa. By F. MAaIONCL\wFOI1l>. 
4- AFua.nyAAir. By HUGH CoNWAY,AlIthoJ'of u CalledBack.
..... Y ..... B ..... koeplDg In Sou'" AfliOL By LodyllAu& .. 
I. _ LIfe In He" ~ By Lady B.u.ua. 

C-foU Co,.,.,.... #"'1"" for< _11/1&111-

MACMIU.AN AND CO .. LTD., LONDON. 
Co ... na.5o' 
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